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--**- In the 1960's and Early 70's -**--

Bauer, J., J. Magerlein, and N. Sherman. 1971. DITRAN: A program for
translating physics dialogs into templated conversational CAI
programs. American Journal of Physics 39: 1517-1521.

This article describes a prototype CAI authoring language. The
template herein described is. significant in that its developer was
able to reduce logic for interactive programming to one template, and
that this template enables the programmer to design conversational
lessons without having to use a programming language.

Curtin, Constance, Douglas Clayton, Cheryl Finch, D. Moor, and L.
Woodruff. 1972. 'eaching the translation of Russian by computer.
The Modern Language Journal 66,6 (October):354-360.

The experiment compared a group working in a conventional
classroom setting with one working with the same material presented on
PLATO. Students in the former setting reported on average spending 6
hours preparing for work that students using PLATO took 2 hours to
prepare. Since there was no significant difference in grades between
the two groups, it is concluded that PLATO helped students to learn
the material more efficiently.

Davidson, Melvin, George A. Gerhold, and Larry Kheriaty. 1978.
Computer Assisted Instruction on a Microcomputer. Byte, November,
Vol. 3 #11: 90-94.

Noting that "computer assisted instruction (CAI) could alter the
delivery education profoundly," the authors feel that near-future
development of the medium will, for economic reasons, be on
microcomputer. However, CAI on microcomputer is at this writing
hampered by the lack of quality courteware." To overcome this
problem, high level programming languages must be made accessible to
"e;:perienced teachers at authors", who may themselves know little
about computers. Having worked with IBM Coursewriter and its
offshoot, CW3-WPL, as well as with PILOT, the authors feel "that. a
PILOT/BASIC composite is currently the optimal language for CAI." (p.
90)
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rhE, authors do on to briefly describe the F' SLOT instruction set.
Of clre.-ItPst significance 1S the capability that the authors had (using
,1 Southwest Technical Products 6800 microcomputer) of using PILOT'
compute instruction to embed BASIC statements into their programs.
"There are limitations on the BASIC statements which can he included
directly in C: instruction, but because one of the legal statements
is the CALL statement, the C: instruction imbeds the entire egtended
BASIL language into PILOT." (p. " -f Smith, 1982)

Edwards, Judith, Shirley Norcon, Saric:ra Taylor, Martha Weiss, and
Ralph Dusseldorp. 1975. Now effective is CAI"' A review of the
research. Educational Leadership 7)::%, 2: 147-157).

A review of recent comparisons of CAI to other methods of
instruction reveals the following about the effectiveness of CAI:

(1) CAI used in conjuntion with traditional methods is more
of than normal instrution alone. Students using the
combination of methods did .2 to .6 grade levels better than those in
the control groups, and time to achieve a certain reading standard was
cut from 7 to 4 months.

(-.') CAI used in lieu of traditional methods 9 studies showed
improvement, 8 showed no difference, and 3 showed mixed results.

(3) Compared with other non-traditional methods of instruction
(tuLorirg, language lab, PI, and filmstrips). CAI was shown to be
equally effective.

(4) Studies show that learners learn material in one Eighth to
one half the amount of time using CAI than it takes them using
traditional methods.

(5) Retention of material learned by CAI has been shown in two
studies to be not as good as with traditional methods, and in one
turfy to be about equal to retention using traditional methods.

(6) CAI has been found to be more effective= with low al ility
students than for students of high ability (but this is not borne ,.1t.

bv lull'. et al., 1980) .

Farrell, Edmund J. 1971. Deciding the future. Urbana, IL: National
Louncil of Teachers of English.

As reported in White (1984:61), Farr-E.11 predicts that "Compu'ers
wiil be accessible to both students and teachers for a variety of
purposes. Ihrough the computer, students will be able to retrieve
data on demand from multi-media, multi-mode data bar:1.s; further, they
will have access to computers through telephone lines in their homes.
lo lighten the teacher's load, the computer will compile students'
records and provide continuous reports of students' progress.
Fguiprilent for computer-assisted instrtu will Include c-,-(thode
tubes., and tel The computer will control videotap?, "Jight
pencil", and audio-response systems which allow for fleitibie inpui and
nut-put. A conversationally interactive language, machire-independent
arid available tor e;:ecution of instructional programs on many
computers, may e,.entually facilitate the use of computer-assisted
instroetion." (p. 125)
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Hammond, Allen L. 2972a. Computer-assisted instruction: Many
efforts, mi,aad results. Science 276: 1f)05-1006.

Computers have been "oversold ... the revolution in the
classroom predicted by the most ardent proponents CAI has yet to
tale place." Papert, on the one extreme, stresses tne cognitive and
manipulative aspects of computer assimilation by children, while
Suppes at the other worls on drill and practice math exercises using
"psycholegical learning theories." The results of the former efforts
are difficult to quantify, while the results of the latter do not seem
to measure any better than conscientious drill by a teacher.
Meanwhile, a yery popular computer-based Ressian course at Stanford
was discontinued "because it cost more th,o three times as much as one
taught by an icstructor."

Despite successes with CAI at Dartmouth and in the military,
"there remains considerable sl-epticism in many parts of the
educational community as to the future role of the computer in
educatia ." Businesses are hesitating to commit them Aves to CAI,
and pcpular acceptance of computerized instruction is teffpered by
ingrainc-1 resista'.ce and by problems with eystem reliability and with
phone ccsnectiens. Thus, in this view from -1 decade past, CAI is
having problems on the launcning pad.

Hammond, Allen L. 1972b. Computer-assisted instruction: Two maJor
demonstrations. Science 176: 111U-1112.

Following on the heels of the article above, Hammond compares
FICCIT and PLAID. The former system "hopes to demonstrate that low
cost CAI is possible with existing small computers and, moreover, that
it ie possible to combine the computer with color television
technology." The TICCIT' system is geared to "substantially
eliminatAng" the need for a teacher and to giving the student great
control over his own learning, holding his interest through attractive
video programming. PLAT3 wories with a centralized computer and
attempts to improve the productivity of teachers rather than ts
replace them." The TICCIT system was designed to be managed by a
sindle technician per institution, and would cost 35 cents per student
hor, as opposed to 50 to 8° cents for PLATO.

Jamiecn, Dean, Patrici Suppes, and Stuart Wells. 1974. Alternative
inetructional media. Review of Educational Research 44, 1: 1-67.

[his article is a comprehensive review of recent research in
various instructional media. Ihe last two sections deal with
programmed instruction and computer-assisted instruction,
respectively.

PI being a precursor of CAI, many of the techniques and
principles in the former can be translated to the latter. Jamison et
ai. approach the subject by surveying several pre\,ious reviews of P1
research, then reviewing a few research proiects themselves. Most of
the studies mentioned Attempted to compare PI with some form of
traditional instruction. A pattern that seems to emerge from the
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reiewe ie that PE is generally as effective as or mere effective than
fl, eed thet it tales less time to complete PE. Attitudes received
little attentich in the studiee reviewed, but where they were etuthed,
"re=ponses were generally favorable"; however, in three studies,
"Intereet decreased with time." (p. 39) Mastery learning, in which e
etudent must master one component of PI before proceding to the next,
Le alsu diecuesed. All but four of the 28 studies mentioned here
"fayored master; learning." (p. 40)

OF the studies the authore selected tor more focused attention,
it was found in one case comparing PI to TI that a group having used
PI performed better on a recall examination three years after the
original study. In another study, it was found "that an easy program
with short steps is better suited to persons who are low on need for
echieement and high on fear of failure or test anxiety," and that for
a hard program with long steps, the reverse is true (p. 40 these
re.eelts were not replicated in a succeeding study) . In still another
study cutup. ring two PI texts with TI, one PI text was found superior
to the other, and this seems to haze been the only study tal.ing
differences in PI materia:s themselves into consideration. In the
same study, students using PI plus TI did better than students using
either method alone, and those using P1 alone saved time over those
using TI.

In conclusion, Jamison et al. note e shift in emphasin in
research on PI "from direct comparative studies of effectiveness to
detailed studies of hew to improve the programs, how to increase
etudent interest, and how to adapt PI to unusual educational
eettinge." (p. 41)

While noting that CAI is the most expensive of the methods
surYeyed, the authors mention that it "provides the richest and moet
highly individeali:ed interaction between student and cerriculum ..."
4t. 42) Whereas reduced dependence on computerbaser! research centers
will soon open more possibilities for development and evaluation, es
of this, writing, t; Pre had been relatively few studies of the
ffecti,,eness of CAI.

lh first studies reported here tested drill and practice CAT
plus TI vs. TI alone at the elementary Generally, CAI was
Fecund to be more effective than or at least as effective as TT alone,
but in use study, in which teachers provided extra help to students,
Fl wee .town to he more effective. Even so, the point is made that
CAI "tool' lens time and did not require an additional effort from the
teeeher." (p. 4:7) Also, CAI was often found most effective with
etuCente whoee el ills were deficient. It should be noted that
eigeificenee wes reached in studies her students received about ten
minutes drill and preetiee per day, but in one study, -failure to
produce reulte was blamed on the fact that students recPived drills
for enly fifteen minutes per weel.

Ac. the college level, studies comparing phyeics students
receiving meetly CAI, CAI plus TI, and only TI showed the mostly CAI
greep to be superior, and that the other two groups tested out
approeimately equal. In further tests with a slightly different
dteign, el' groups came out equal. bull "CAI seemed to truncate the
dietribut.-In of lower grades." That is, students doing most CAI
rerei,.ed fewer low grades than did the TI groups. Another etudy ,und

lower operating costs for CM' than for TI for about the same amount of
Leereing. Still another experi lent compared II with three different
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[Mt treatmente, each varyine pace through the course. In this study,
the CM1 groups were deemed statistically superior to the 11 group, and
it wee found that a mastery approach was the most effective n the
three CMI strategies.

languages have occasionally been the focus of research in CAI.
le one such study, the experimental group received CAI lessons in
reading and writing German in place of language lab. This resulted in
"eubetantially" better reading and writing skills for the experimental
group, and in "generally favorable student attitude to CAI." (p. 51)
At Stanford, a two year tutorial "completely replaced" a five-hour a
weep Introductory Russian course with equal or better learning by the
students, and with half as many students dropping out as in the scale
coeree taught with TI.

Most studies compared CAI to TI, but one compared learner
cortrolled CAI to a program controlled strategy. "Student control of
progress through a course seems to be successful in subjects in which
Lhe student has competence, and it seems definitely less successful
when the student's competence is low, or when he has little
Familiarity with the course matterial on the basis of past experience.
ibis study illustrates how difficult it is to obtain strong
conclusions about how learner control should be built into CAI
c:ourses. As :n other areas of research on the effectiveness of
instructional method=, interaction between the cognitive and affective
states of the student and the structure of instruction will certainly
be a major focus of investigations in the next few years." (pp.
snd see, for es;ample, Boettcher 1981; Chapelle & Jamleson 1985
manuscript)

Overall, Jamison et al. feel that no general conclusions ha,4.-
been reached proving the superiority of CAI. "Findings of no
.;]bnifiLarst difference dominate the research literature in this area."
lhey also mention that no concrete evidence has yet shown how CAI
,:bst,: can be recouped through lower teacher student ratios. However
"substantial evidence suggests th.t it leads to an improvement in
attievement, particularly for slower students." (p. 56) Also, time
.cleded For- learning is often reduced, by as much as half, for students

CA!. IF CAI is at least equally effective to II, then "real
;:pportunities should exist for substituting capital for labor,
o;e:-:,c1,E,11v as the relative costs oF technolog in comparison to labor
dE,cl!ne over the next decade." (p. 55)

This is particularly important in light of the fact that whereas
lefely the cost of education, boosted c' ;peci ally by cost of
et_ru-tional labor, has increased dramatically in American and

Felt:eh schools, there has been no concomitant i ncreacae in
preductivity. "Augmentation of human effort by technology" (p. 57)

similar situations in other sectors, and it_ seems. lilele
tte,t technology could be used to increase productivity in education.
Pei ae of yet, no studies have been carried out showing how
"ie tructional costs can be reduced without sacrificing quality ..."
(p. This then would be an important focus of resear rh i r this
J(rc,a. In searching For siteh a treakthrough, it should be lept in mind
t,:.: up to now, most studies have been done with CAI etc. closely
c-nfutatInci the TI with which they are compared. "It is at least
plausible that many of the conelusione of this survey would he
(Dc?rtttrnd were more imaginative uses of the media explored, which
etill permit comparative evaluation." (p. 59)

6
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Menre, Omar Itlyyam and Alan Ross Anderson. 1969. Some primiples
for the design of clarifying educational environments. Reprinted in
Greenblat, Cathy and Richard S. Duke (Eds.) . 1975.
barring-simulatior: rationale, design, and applications: A te;:t with
parallel readings for social scient3sts, educators, and community
worers. New York: John Wiley !? Sons. pp. 47-71.

ibis article is nct about computers per se, but ii establishes
an en:dltent theoretical base for using computers as "clarifying
t,clucational environments". First, Moore and Anderson establish the
content of foll models, which are games and rituals that societies
tiny evolved to initiate their members into mores and functions
crucial to those societies. In these folk models, participants suffer
no real consequences ,-;f actions taken. Play within the model is
intrinsically motivating and is taken seriously by all players. The
four ndc of folk models are puz7les-, games of chance, games; of
strategy, and aesthetic entities, and these offer their participants
agent, patient, reciprocal, and referee perspective on a learning
tas, respectively.

Flom this groundwork, Moore and Anderson go on to define
clarifying learning environments. There are four principles in the
crention of such environments. These ar s that the environment must
(1) offer various learning perspectives, (2) be autotelic, (3) be
product3,.e, and (4) be personalized. That is, a learning environment
vill allow "more rapid and decper" learning (p. 60) if

1. the learner has options over which perspective he may
approach his tap i perspectives principle),

2. if the environment is non-threatening and can be e;:plored for
its own sate (autoteliL principle)

7. if what is learned can be applied generally in the larger
world (productive principle),

4. and if the environment is both responsive and refle;:tve
(personali2atLon principle).

Although computers are never mentioned 3n this article, it
:Mould be apparent that they are highly capable of implementing these
4-CAlr principles, and hence that it is possible to create clarifying
learning environments with CAI.

:3mtth, btanley G. and Bruce Arne Sherwood. 1976. Educational uses of
the PLATO cnmputer system. Science 192: 344.-352.

This., is a description of PLATO, whose capabilities include
student programmable simulations of experiments using advanced
graphics, and a plasma screen that responds to touch by means of
infrared light emitting diodes and sensors arrayed around the edge of
the ncreen. PLATO can also control the projection of color slides
onto thee plasma panel.

PLATO's ability to monitor student progress yields useful dal ,-t
which can be utilized in modifying the lessons, or just in learning
about how students study. For e;:ample, it has been found that "the
t.me required for the students to complete the lesson often varies by
a factor of 7 to 7." (p. 347) Criteria have been established c to
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what percentagta correct indicates that a lesson i s not challenging the
students or is too difficult For them. Al so, provision has been made
"to adjuet to each student within each section." Toward this end, the
sstem allows exiz and reentry at almost any point, the ability to
review, HELP when requested, branching to remedial lessons, and
pass-on if the student gets a certain percentage correct in a section.
1-=ina11 y, student performance on PLATO is integrated into students'
c;rades through an elaborate CMI system, which can be manipulated by
inetructors keeping track of the students' grades for entire cour,es,
and not just For what is done on PLATO.

Language courses use plata for drill , translation, and testing.
lessons are written in TUTOR language. Authors have many advantages
over authors in other systems; for e;:ample, they can communicate Ruth
consul tarts from their terminals or access the AIDS padage from (and
return to) whereer they are in their work. They can also relatively
easily mi:; tE:t and graphics. In addition, authors can page one
another and display on each other's screens whatever they are working
on. It is estimated that 10 to 50 hours are spent at the terminal
producing an hour of student interaction (with "some" additional
planning time) .

"The time or money costs of producing a PLATO lesson, which is
one "chapter" of a PLATO course, are probably similar to the costs of
producing one chapter of a te:etbook. Generally speaking, curriculum
eoste ha.se been much higher on other computer-based systems, but PLATO
offers significantly improved aids to autho-s." (p. 5,))

lying many terminals to one computer finesses compatibility
preblems. Also, it allows an accounting of royalties to be paid to
--tuthurs. and thus provides some incent-ve to quality lesson
prduction.

It is difficult to assess the value of PLATO by standard means;
the authors offer the following Justification for developing the

stem:
(1) Students do as well or better with PLATO compared with

similar courses where PLAIT) is not used. They turn in work complete
alto en time more regularly than is done in other courses, although
they do not do significantly better on e :ams.

(2) Frequent surveys show a strong positive student reaction to
F1C41-0 wedl beyond the novelty stage.

(') Instructors like PLA10.
1::::penses of PLATO include terminals, maintainance Py salaries,

and telephone connections, but the cost is, offset by heavy use. In
1 `T:75, 'arch terminal on the system averaged 1300 hours use. In
addition. the system uses innovative trickery to swap out users and
a1,11d. each one thinf that he' or she is in constant touch with the

Users have access to over :50n hours of lessons (as of
176).

F.R. 1977. Review of student control in computer-Assisted
instruction. Journal of Computer-Based Instruction 3,3:84-90.

Accosding to Hartig (1994r114), Steinberg identifies o;:ternal
con:rcd as being a requisite for success in CAI implementation. This
weuld he contrary to numerous other findings, including that of this
bibliographer (Steens, 1994, on giving students choice and control) .
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Vinsonhaler, J. F., and R. f. Pass. 1972. A summary of ten major
studies on CAI drill and practice. Educational Technology I?: 29-72.

Noting that at fir-at glance, failure to reach significince seems
to characteri7e studie,, comparing CAT with traditional media of
instruction, Vinsonhaler and Dass find that closer scrutiny of tLe
literature reveals that when drill and practice was used and the
results measured by standardi2ed achievement tests, "there seems to be
strong evidence of the effectiveness of CA1 over traditional
3nstruction." (p. 29) In addition, the authors note that "Generally,
CAT groups show performance gains of one to eight months over groups
receiving traditional instruction," (p. 29) although tapering results
were noted 3n at least one study, which the authors attribute to "a
loss of the novelty effect of CAI that was present in the first year
study." (p. 31)

By drill ond practice, the authors mean "CAI systems designed to
assist a learner in the maintenance and improvement of a s1111" (p.
7,n), as opposed to tutorial systems, which are designed to assist in
acquisition. Studies in these surveys were all for Language Arts and
Mathematics classes, and involved around 10,000 subjects. In
conclusion, the authors call for further "studies which compare CAI
with other nontraditional methods of instruction and which attempt to
identify the underlying bases for the CAI effects. With regard to the
latter, we presently do not even know the major sources of the
ad,,antage of CAT over traditional instruction." (pp. 31-32)

--**- 1979 -**--

Banct, D. 197'/. Computers and early learning. Calculators /
Computers -:1/.

According to Perez & White (1994:39), this article formulates
"broader e,:planations of moti,,ational qualities based on research with
arcade games."

DePlools, Michael. 1979. Egploring new design models. Educational
aad Industrial Television 11, 5: 74-36.

In thLs article, one of several on videodiscs in this issue of
Educational and Industrial 'Television, a paradigm for lesson and
materials development (which is referred to in Allen 1992) is
presented and discussed in light of the ramifications of accomodating
new educational technologies.

DalorE-n.-o, Ronald A. 1979. Computer ar:sisted instruction and
computer test construction. T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in
Education) 6, 5: 50-51.

(his brief article relates the- author's e:tperience as computer
coordinator at Middle Georgia College. As such, it may be UT interest
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to those who have not yet implement:ad their own programs, or who are
looting for PLATO compatible software to share. In the laat paragraph
is summed up the "mini mum need" for selecting and supporting a
aomputer coordinator. First, the coordinator should have release time
from teaching (DeLorenzo notes that his institution is unique in this
respect) and second, he should be "somebody from within the existing
academic ranks (i.e. not a computer major) ... who has demonstrated an
active interest in CAI in his own area and who can enthusiastically
e:trapolate his experien(es to assist faculty in oche araiemic areas."
(p. 51)

Fana, Christopher. 1979. The mighty micro. Victor Gollanca Ltd.

Evans' superb book 15 to the 80's what Alvin Toffler's was to
the 7,.)'s. This is recommended, enjoyable, and fairly convincing
aeadiag. ft+ Day's review, 1981.)

Fox. Jean and NicE Rushby. 1979. Guidelines for developing
aducationai computer programs. Computers & Education :5-41.

A Clit user package was developed under the auspices of NDPCAL in
the U.P., with help from International Computers Ltd., the Dritish
cc.mputor firm. "Since errors and other- problems affect the users'
aanfidence, and hence their acceptance of educational computing,
reliability is of paramount iaiportance." Also, since tnere was no way
for the institutions alone to maintain the software after its
implementation, close coordination with the educational institutions
after implementation was anticipated. The system was designed to
utilie existing hardware, and great attention was glaen to
appropriate docuaentation, again on the philosophy that this would
enhance user confidence. Final l y, a manual simulation was arranged in
Ulster in a final effort to turn up last minute glitches in the
syntem.

lhis article presumes that a programmer will he necessar,/ to
design and actualize what the academic envisions, describes, and
eentu.,(Lly Hence, some attention is given to stages in this
cooperative development. Problems in writing programs so that they
will be transferable from one machine to another are also discussed.
In all, Si) hrs, of programming, 45 of testing, and a day and a half of
aonsultancy was necessary to mai.e CAL01 a usable program. Further
modifications might be needed once students attempt to "break the
model". All this effort was made on the assumption that for software
to he <--,ut(er;sful, it must be "unobtr usi vc" and highly reliahle.

Hawkina, C. A. 1979. ihe performance and the promise of evaluation
in computer based learning. Computers & Education 27-3-280.

Hawkins proceeds his examination of two studies of Plato
programs in the Urbana area with a few pages en what evaluation is and
how eaaluations can vary markedly from one another depending on such
factera as whether they measure qualitatively or quantitatively, and
in what and they are addressing themselves. Problems with
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e%aluations are discussed, and these prove interestmg in light of the
two very different evaluations considere.d here.

Conclusions from the EIS evaluation were that "The PLATO system
hod no consistent positive nor negative effects on student achievement
nor attrition." However, it was used exceedingly and well liled. The
House and Gierdt qualitative study tells us that the software wasn't
read, that the terminals were often out of order or in use, and that
the system was down 50% of the time. On the other hand, enthusiastic
but computer naive teachers managed to produce materials, even if some
simply transfered their on lecturing style to blocks of text on
FLAT(!. Users at the outset thought that drill and practice would be
the hes* use of computer time, but simulation was ultimately thought
to be most useful. Of further significance is the fact that PLATO was
developed largely with neither financial nor doctrinal constraints,
and this has been cited as one of the reasons for its success.

This review of these twn evaluative studies generates doubt as
to the degree of that success. "If a programme is well and
produces positive ,lttitudes to computers, but leaves you where you
we-e with college students who cannot spell, cannot write, cannot add,
subtract, multiply or divide, then can the programme be endorsed on
the- evidence that these studies have assembled" More pertinently,
can decisions be tal en on the basis of these seemingly contradictory
evaluations? If not, what was the purpose of going to the trouble and
e,:pense 0/ evaluation7

Howe, J. A. M. and D. Du Doulay. 1979. Microprocessor assisted
learning: lurning the clocl bad.' Programmed Learning and Educational
fechnolegy lb, 3: 24Q-246.

[he authors of this article are with the Department of
tIrtificial Intelligence it the University of Edinburgh, Scotland.
ihei r message is that using the computer for drill and practice is not
the direction in which CAI should be going. In the abstract (p. 240/
they say that "Programs which attempt to be surrogate teachers are
uslitely to be usefully transferred to microprocessors ... because of
their restricted educational oblectives (e.g. drill and practice
programs) ..." In their experience, they have found that students
tend to anticipate the computer, or simply hit the help button for the
correct answer rather than use the computer in a cognitive way. "Such
hehaiour Ls by no means unique and serves to reinforce our opinion
that the widespread use of drill and practice programs would amount to
turninn the clock bacl to an earlier era in education. No matter how
acceptable this might be to members of the 'bacl: to basics' movement,
it is al odds with current educational beliefs and would constitute an
ahue of the potential of advanced technology."

J,Amee, Edwrird. 1979. RevLew of C.E.T.'s microelectronics: Their
impltrations for education and training. PLET 16, 2: 1U7N-104.

"The continually increasing people-costs involved in the
production of good teaching materLals will far outweigh the savings
due to the employment of microelectronics, unless there can be very
cs:tensive communal use of the materials." (pr. 183-4/
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Leyetidge, Lee L. rh potential c,f interactive optical
ideodiec eyetems for contieuing edecation. Educational and
lndestrial releeleion 11, I:

Theme description hero is mainly if what Onoso (1982) would call
bolt-in micro videodisc. Advar_ages and disadvantages of videodiec

to video tape are catalogued and compared. Among the aevantages are
epdy accees (5 sec. max) and the' no-wear aspect of videodisc use
through nil) handling and through laser beam reading (which allows for
wear-free free.:e framing). In addition, it is noted that videodisc
image quality surpasses that of video tape players, and that hcokups
with existing CAI (such as PLATO) is possible. However, in mentioning
cheap reproduction of videodiscs, Leveridge ignores the very
significant initial production costs (see Kehrberg and Pollack, 1982).

"Educational program designers and producers must 1 darn new
methods c,f designing and producing programs if they are to make full
rare of interactive anu other capabilities of the the disc systems."
'p. 77) Indeed, the temptation will exist to copy existing video
taped materials onto videodisc, but this urge should be resisted at
all (and c( :nsiderable) cost. Old habits of thinking in terms of
linear organization must yield to "new t.inds of creative thining
To gain the benefits inherent in this new system, it will be neceseary
to thin) in new terms for prlgram design and production." (p. :8)

An interesting scenario for the future is depicted, based on the
aeeumption that "Eventually, each learner- will have his on
microcomputer with attached videodisc player and television set." (p.

::3) Decreased reliance on phone-lined CAI bases and incroaeed
decentralization of CAI will ensue. Furthermore, the same devices
that aided in learning will follow students into their professional
lives. allowing for- rear diction of deficiencies "immediately while
motiyalioe is high and memory 3E, fresh."

Molnar, Andrew R. 1979. Intelligent videodisc and the learning
eociet,.. Journal of Computer-Based Instruction 6, 1: 11-16).

Society"e ability to absorb and utilize new information is
crec:al to its development. Meanwhile, existing educational systems
ha.- pee:aed in efficiency, compounding effects of the new "ignorance
revelution" (which is exacerbated by the proclivity of many scholars
fer contributing to the recent phenomenon of "information pollution").
!he eltctronic revolution can help ameliorate the situation, although
the increased use of digital (binary') numerals is no less radical
than was the shift tram Roman tc Arabic. New technologies will be
able to combine the benefits of both right and left hemisphere
learning, but not using current educational paradigms.

A recent HurnRRO conference reached the following conclusion:
"lhe confer ic participants considered videodisc to have the most
pre mieing near-term technological applications for education " (p.

1), leading to development of "intelligent Electronic books"-
However, "conventional approaches to research and development are
geeerally inappropriate if one wishes to foster innovation." (p. 15)

tn order to develop intelligent video, a prototype must_ be built and
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used, and toward this end, "the Federai Government must be the primary
s,:.urce of funding."

Nugent, Gwen. 1979. Videodiscs and ITV: The possible vs. the
practical. Educational and Industrial Television 11, 9: 54-56.

One i:iustration of the capacity (in bits) of videodiscs has
been the oft-stated claim that the Enc;clopedia Britannica could be
stored on one. Here it 15 revealed that in this forma4, the EB would
be impossible to read. Also, the expense of frame acc(rate video tape
editing may actually preclude large scale production of videodisc
still frames. Furthermore, keeping track of 54,000 trames of data is
cumbersome' Therefore, in working with the new videodisc players,
"Design possibilities must be carefully balanced against the realities
of the production and utilization contexts. In short, what is
possible may not be practical." (p. 56)

Rudnick, Martin F. 1979. Now you can program the computer in
English. Audiovisual Instruction 24, 4: 36-37.

Rudnicl reports on the Instructional Dialog Facility, the
authoring and CMI paciage developed for use with Hewlett Packard
computers. In this article, he basically describes now it works. One
word of athice: "In a well designed prorram, 90% of the students
should get 9Q% of the frames correct." to. 37) See also Stevens
(199o) and Stevens (1931) fur reports of a CALL implementation using
IDF.

Scanlun, Robert G. 1979. A Missing linl in the system. T.H.E.
Journal (Technical Horizons in Education) 6, 5: 35-37, 39.

Ha,Ying noted that computers are slated to "revolutionize the way
we teach our youth," Scanlon suggests that It is Lime to move forward
and show that the como_tter can work in the schools with ...he same

ef4ectiveness and efficiency with which it has influenced other areas
of living." Toward this end, Scanlon isolates eig,.t variables that
"can he manipulated to increase student learning outcomes." These
variables are:

(1) Time "self paced materials can make instruction
ayailable with greater time flexibility ... The time span of
inztruction can also be modified according to individual reed."
(quotes so far, p. 35)

C.2) Interrelationship of instructinn across grade levels and
individual classes can be monitored and designed by technology for
each student ... so that classes, or grade levels, will be a
continuous instructional pro -am."

(:-A.) Teacher characteristics -- "Impatience, a commors attitude
among f.eachers who give continuous student drill exercises. ,an be
halted by using terminals to teach skills."

(4) Correlations between goals, contents of instruction, and
measurement of student achievement -- Although some classroom
instruction may be far removed from school district goals, "Any
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curriLulum or class that has a specified set of measurable
instructional objectives can be part of a c.omputerized total
management system."

(5) Instructional organization "the extent to which
classroom instructional activities are focused, str uctured, and
related to student needs," can be improved with technology, and
remedial action can be immediately tat:en when such activities are
-found to be not relevant to student needs.

(e) Degree of instruction and student interaction to incourage
learning "Terminals, like private tutors, can increase constant
irterchange between instuction and student gis,e immediate feedback
and reinfurcement, and permit students to seek and obtain help to
appropriate materials."

(7) Classroom control filinor but interfering interruptions and
discipline problems can be eiminated with use of terminals.

(8) Aepropriate and attractive instructional materials, and the
aallability of methods of Instruction "more quality time in
selecting appropriate and attractive materials :and: The availability
of alternative instruction methods," are two useful features of CMI.
(p -2,6)

S,:anlon, who is Sec. of Education for the Commonwealth of
P.E,nnsylvania, goes on to relate how the state's schools are making use
o+ computers to forge lilaups to industry, business, and to
educational research and employment services and the 1 i ke. Also,
computers are be ng used in ccnjunction with the Bell System to
enhance communication and reduce paperwork. In addition, "technology
courses for all school persornel" (p. 37) are being implemented so
that the human elemen; will be in synch with the strides in technology
being planned. All this is being undertaken in keepilic with Scanlon's

ew that economic e;.igencies increase "the probablity that education
will undergo changes in the near future," and that "the future of
education demands participation in a technological society in order to
sa,rvive." (p. 39)

Wnollev, Robert D. 1979. Microf-c,,, ers and videodiscs: New
Jimeneions for fAmputer-based edu . Interface Age 4, 12: 78-82.

This )s mainly a description of the medium, along with brief
deecriptions of prc.rams r-oduced. The "Issues and Features" section
ie aLso valuable reading. For example: "Obviously the market will be
moving rapidly in the direction c digital audio and digital video ...
Jtany of our old ... constraints will begin to disappear." As to cost,
"Optical disc technology appears to be a viable competitor for all
projected mass storage media both in terms of upper boundary limits of
storage and user cost per bit. Both hardware and media costs appear
to be competitive with, and less expensive than, existing
technulogies." Moreover, micro-video "is not technologically clumsy."
(all that, p. 91)

Still, the $64k question is: will interactive videc, surpass the
old CBE systems, or "will we merely effect an improvement in attitude
with little corresponding improvement in learninn?" (p. 82; cf Hawl.ins
1979>
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i=31tee, John G., Jr. and Robert L. Williams. 1980. A Challenge for
the Language Arts CAI Developer. Creative Computing, September:
12e-125.

Computers can be used in CAI "dynamically in ways far superior
to the traditionaL textbocq, if ..." ihie article elaborates on the
nature of the "if".

"The terminal's interaction is immediate this is perhaps its
chief asset to the student. However, the quality of the interaction
is limited." (p. 122) Limitations can be partially overcome if (1)

the terminal does not merely replicate a textbook, (2) if interactive
powers are fully utilized and contextualized, and if the student is
drawn personally into the process (as in the case of the young
learner, by inputttng his on name and names of classmates) .

Conclusions are fivefold:
1. Grammar lessons can be well contextualized using CAI.
2. Students can themeelves become part of the context.
'3. Careful programming control is needed to affect 1 & 2.
4. Effectiveness of CAI falls between that of ,teacher and that

of a te;:t.
5. The affect of an adept teacher plus adept CAI is greater

than that of an adept teacher plus a static text.
In short, this article illustrates how grammar can be taught

dynamically through judicious use of CAI. However, some of the ideas
on language and grammar seem half bat.ed, and the assertions are not
bs.ced up by any data as to actual effectiveness.

Bonker, Laurence A. 1980. Bringing Your Students into the 21st
Century. Interface Age, October: 92-94.

A course designed to teach students how to communicate in
computerese is described here. General in nature, the article gives
an e:eample of one school's attempt to teach its students how to cope
with a computerized future.

Br.iun, Ludwig. 1980. Computers in Learning Environments: An
Imperative for the 1980s. Byte, July, Vol. 5 #7: 6-10 & 108-114.

According to Braun, there are 3 reasons why the role of
computers in education has been minimal: (1) lack 't good courseware,
(?) educators' lack of computer training, and (3) cost. Cost of
computers should be reduced by a factor of two by 1985. There are
compelling arguments for ameliorating the other factors too, such as:

A. The educational sr/stem in the U.S. is performing to reduced
(standards on a numher of counts. There is "evidence" that computers
can help on there counts. Cited are studies showing that computers
motivate students to attend classes and help reduce attrition for
relatively low expenditures per student. Other studies show that
performance on certain exams is improved and/or learning time ie saved
when a course of instruction is augmented by CAI.

B. It is in the national interest that computer literacy he
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achieved.
C. It is ]mperati-'e that computers enter our educational system

in an orderly, intelligert manner, in contrast to our experience with
television." (p. 110) Television, dominated by commercial interests,
has become a wasteland. Computers could in the future reflect what is
now -found at video game arcades unless educators act now. (cf Burke
1981)

D. Disparities in resourcs currently available to poor and rich
school districts result in computers being available only to the rich,
thus widening existing gaps.

E. The present system is at maximum effectiveness. No increase
in funding will improve output, only a radical change in technology
(see Dede, 1980). The analogy with books being newly implemented in
1478 is used. (cf Campbell 1980, Jamieson & Chapelle 1980, others)

Several countries have acted on a national level to bring
computers into classrooms (i.e. the French "10,000 Computers in the
Schools" program; cf Urrows & Urrows 1982). The U.S. on the other
hand 1ac[s "national focus" and nence suffers inadequate funding. The
private sector will not gear up until a market develops, but the
c.arFet (educators) are holding back until the producers produce; hence
a vic,ous cycle has ta[en hold. To break this hold, federal funding
Ls needed ($1 to $7.3 million a year). Some indication of the level of
gove:nment concern le that national centers for computers in education
were recommended by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education in
1972, and that a bill was submitted to the House of Representatives in
1979 to actually establish one.

Robert L. 1980. Microcomputers: The Greeniny of Education.
T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizon., in Education), February, Vol. 7 #2r
.1-42.

Purle sees computers as "sarable of enriching and enhancing
education b/ improving the eff:ciency of human communication in
education." Computers will become more ubiquitous as their cost
dE,creases, as their capabilities increase, and as they become
"friendlier" and more easily operable by Hon-computer personnel.

30m-.2 of the interesting applications to which Burke sees
computers being put (applications "which have arisen as a result of
the proximity of microcomputers and their users.") are:

I. Making brainstorming seLsions more productive and less time
consuming.

Computer confereixing
7. Message forw- zing, in which the computer can call someone at

low rate times (and leave a mes..-Bage with the latter's computer).
1. Electronic journal graphics and wori.lag draft

dissemination and critiquing.
5. Decentralized campuses with greaUy inhanced interaction

between students and professors (all of which would be public record,
thereby reducing reduplication of effort). This presupposes that each
person would have his or her own computer, that homework and papers
would be done on the system, and that the professor could take
advantage of CAI and CM1 techniques in assigning and assessing work.
("Students could be expected to do greater amounts of more relevant
homeworF. because of the added efficiency of the microcomputer
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8. Te,:t processing ("Some authors estimate that the
mLLrocomputer doubles their rate of output capacity.')

7. Library research ("In many schools, students have available
t them no less than 97 data bases for research purposes right at this
momemt.")

Burns, Hugh L. and George H. Cul p. 1980. Stimulating Invention in
English Composition through Computer-Assisted Instruction.
Edcu Technology, :sugust: 5-10.

This is a thought provoking article about how tne computer can
be programmed to elicit invention from students in the prewriting
stage of composing. It's a good illustration of how the computer can
be used in ways other than for "drill and practice". (See also Lawler
1982.)

Campbell, J. Olin. 1980. 2D Simulation: Educational BreaF:through.
Interface Age, October: 86-90.

Campbell echoes the idea that the educational system has reached
ma):imum ,.?fficiency, and that "better tools" are essential for further
educational breathroughs (cf Braun 1980, Dede 1980. others) . Using
?1) grabhir-s capabilities of computers allowu educators to bring the
real worid more efficiently into the classroom. Simulations on PLATO,
for example, are used in the American Airlines and United Airlines
fltght training schools. Other e,tamples of 2D projects involving use
of videodisc are mentioned. (In fact, a list of groups working with
computer controlled vidsodiscs is included on p. 90.)

One interesting aspect of simulation is intelligent CAI, on
which the author is working at Wicat (ICAI is primarily text and is
'thinly' distinguishable from I-2D, which is primarily graphics.) In

Campbell's research, models of student heuristic strategies are
studied in order to "determine for what case it is important to know
the' student's bugs, and where it is sufficient to provide correction
on the spot." (p. 88) The federal government is also involved in the
development of sophisticated simulation, and "in the million dollar
clIss.", but for Armed Forces applications.

With enhanced capabilities of microcomputers and with the advert
of videodisc technology, "computer hobbyists" may soon contribute to
the widespread usf., of simulations. In fact, simulation authoring
systems seem to be possible in the near future, and these "will be
extended to modeling student states of knowledge and providing r tutor
function. ... By inferring what the student does and does not know
about the content, then adapting what is presented, the system can
simulate a human tutor as well as the subject matter. This capability
can be a brea[through in learner productivity." (p. 90)

Lode, Christopher J. 1980. Educational Technolocy: The Next Ten
Years. Instructiwonal Innovator, March, Vol. 25 #3: 17-23.

At losses of 7% per year due to inflation, salary increases, and
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recession, education in ten years will have half the resources
presently available to it. Education has reached the limit of what
society is willing to allocate to it, and the limit to what it can
produce given the existing system (cf Braun, 1980). Since education
1E, labor intensive, as ased to eapital intensive, salary co=ts will
increase over the long run more than machine costs would. Machines
will cost half what they do now in ten years' time (at the current
rate of 5% reduction per year), and will be thrice as productive as
they are now. Therefore, they would be a good investment now,
particularly as teachers will be demanding salaries that will rival
the present day costs of machines.

What to do' "Tide steps now to create a marlet for quality
instructional technology." (p. 19) Five market aw-eas cited are:

1. Learning tnrough home TV.
2. Instructionil computers/calculators/microprocessors The

author envisions pocl-et calculator-like devices taking on many
functions of instruction and socialization.

3. Home terminals for large computers -- The would accomodate
"interactive, artificial intelligence based learning simulations."
(One problem: IA requires 10,(100 hrs. programming time per hour of
instruction).

4. Videodiscs interfaced with personal computers.
5. Electronic communication and information processing

Electronic mail, computer conferencing, computer search, etc.
What will be the ramifications of an infusion of technology into

education' According to Dede:
l. Long term monetary savings; the emergence of school bond

3.--Lsues to finance hardware outlays and software develomment.
2. The role of teacher would take on new dimensions and

necessitate specialized training. In the long term, as many
educational jobs may exist as do at present, but some will not be
teaching roles and quite a few may be outside the school system, in
industries, communities, and media. The final impact of technology on
educational employment will not be so mucn to reduce as to alter roles
and to shift employment to educational agents other than schools." (p.
21) Needless to say, these new roles will be more challenging than
those at present.

"Inequalities in education would be reduced," but precautions
wnuld ha%.e to be tal-en against overstandardization and propaganda.

4. Sul-elects such as math might be taught by machine, while
creative writing would continue to be taught by humanoids.

5. Ha,..ing a good memory may become less important than having a
tmrklno, Inowledge of where information can be readily accessed.

6. Centralization of curricula and finance will occur at the
r.,,,kmc, time that decentraiizat.oe of learning environment occurs.
lhterface with Ma Bell will beeeme more important than a new roof on
the Exhoo] house.

ro smooth the trensition into the future, educators should:
1. Begin planning and focusing efforts now.
2. Organize nationally to lobby government and put pressure on

the computer industry. 90% of the market will be software, and
educc.itors must learn discriminating tastes starting now.

Begin "devising anticipatory social ioventions to regulate
the use of instructional technologies; to reduce the negative effects
they m.-/ produce ... " (p. 23)
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The analogy with the introduction of printing is mentioned, and
with monks copying by hand while presses whir.

Dodge, James W. 1980. Educational technology. In Thomas H. Geno
(ed.), Our Profession: Present Status and Future Directions.
Middlebury, Vt.: Northeast Conference on the leaching of Foreign
Languages, Inc.

For "rational implementation" of CAI and CMI, educators will
need:

(1) lnowledge of availability ,nd applicability of equipment and
materials,

(2) facilities for inservice training and for equipment
maintenance and support,

(3) channels for exchange, which will hopefully lead to a means
of standardization, and

(4) released time to produce materials, and recognition for
materials produced "on a parallel with publication as a bona fide
professional contribution." (p. 111)

There follows a concise (and useful) description of a typical
authoring language, and a description, with mention of both advantages
and limitations, of various kinds of computers. A couple of
interee,;:ing points made in the section on personal computers are:

that "Foreign language CAI work with personal computers is
poorly reported, but among those making an effort are linguists,
computer programmers, classroom teachers of many languages (with
possibly a majority of them being ESL teachers), and those who are
intrigued by games." (p. 115)

that there is not nearly as much publication as there is
experimentation with CAI using personal computers ("But we seldom
choose to publish information concerning our failures.")

that work with microcomputers in CAI will remain behind
closed doors for the time being, the disparate innovators working in
isotation. As to the role of small computers in CAI:, "over the next
few years .., their use in contac: with students seems unlikely on any
large scale." (p. 116)

The final section, which is about time shared computers, gives a
good overview of what systems are available. PLATO and other CYBER
systems are discussed and contrasted. One project, SAIL at Stanford
Univurslty, is to include earphones carrying computer synthesized
speech.

Freeman, E. M. 1980. Reviews of Computer Assisted Learning in
Science Education (by Beech) and Interactive Computer Graphics in
Science Teaching (by McKenzie & Lewis). Programmed Learning and
Educational Technology, February, Vol. 17 #1: 61-63.

Freeman has a few words to the wise concerning software in this
review of these two books:

1.In-house development -- "It is always a source of surprise, if
not painful shock, for beginners when they learn the true cost of
software. Their initial 2nthusiasm invariably produces a plethora of
small, limited, unsophisticated programs." (p. 62)
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2. Adaptability "Everyone has his own ideas on the writing of
software. It is only when someone else has to use the package that
the snags appear. Students are particulacly gifted in this field of
activity (i.e. finding snags). It is vitally important that all
software should be thoroughly tested by those intended eventually to
use it." (p. 63)

Scouting tie path "The reviewer cannot emphasize too
strongly that the acquisition of experience involving small computers
Is invariably an expensive and frustrating business. If you can
benefit from the experience of others, do so." But beware. Never
presume complete compatability of borrowed or purchased software.

Frenzel , Lou. 1980. The Personal Computer -- Last Chance for CAI?
Byte, July, Vol. 5: 86-96.

Although CAI "has never been extensively used nor has it lived
up to its expectations" (p. 86), "education is rapidly emerging as one
of the most important applications of microcomputers."

CAI was conceptualized in 1924 with Pressey's grading machine,
and this concept was expanded and improved on by Skinner in the late
50.s. Programmed Instruction texts were coming out, and some of these
PI exercises were put onto computer. This step caught people's
imaginations, but the great cost of cc,mputers thwarted development.
Then PLAT3 came up with time sharing and aeveloped "probably the most
successful CAI project in existence".

Cons: "there is some doubt among educators whether CAI will
ever become the ultimate teaching method. It is certainly not the
panacea everyone expected." (p. 88) "it has never demonstrated any
superiority over other teaching techniques," although "Its main value
is as an effective technique for individual rather than group
instruction."

"Secondly, most CAI is an extremely expensive and inefficient
form of programmed instruction," as opposed to book format. Due to
costs of computer and lesson formatting and development, "CAI may be
the least efficient form of learning in terms of development time and
cost." (p. 90) Video, the only medium that approaches CAI in cost,
can more effectively present material, and video disk access
replicates CAI, but is not limited to text.

Third, few people have the combination of skills necessary to
produce good programs: one who knows the subject matter, knows PI
techniques, and who knows a computer language well enough to put the
lesson onto computer. However, "It is relatively easy to take subject
matter experts and teach them concepts of programmed languages. But,
this has not been done. One of the greatest needs and opportunities
existing today is to develop materials that will teach individuals how
to write lea; ning programs."

What little work that has been accomplished has been done by
individuals on "their own specific computers," and usually in
isolation. No one (except possibly CONDUIT) has ever tried seriously
to collate this material, although "It appears practical and realistic
as a business opportunity." This situation has led to lack of
standards and lack of compatibility. But: "The single greatest reason
why computer-aided instruction has not succeeded in schools or in the
home is the lack of "canned" or prepared courseware," and this has
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created a vacuum which instructors are not qualified to fill, and
which precludes administrators from being willing to dabble in CAI.

Pros: CAI is an "interesting, exciting, and valid use of a
computer," and people like finding things to do with computers,
e...pecially if they already own them. Computers are guaranteed
learning experiences. CAI is not "study" per se. It is interactive
and fully involves the student, making it hard not to learn.

Friel, Susan and Nancy Roberts, "Computer Literacy Bibliography", in
Creative Computing, Sept. 1980.

This bibliography includes a section on resource material for
education.

Fullerton, Judith G. 1980. Irregul German verbs. MICRO, (The
Journal of the Society for Microcomp,ter Applications in Language and
Literature) 1,2 (Jun):21-4.

[his article describes a program enablirg students to practice
conJugating the irregular present tense German verbs 'sein', 'haben',

'fahrcn', 'helfen', and 'sehen'. It includes a program
listing coded in Applesoft Basic.

Hall, John. 1930. Adapt a microcomputer game for foreign language
practice and practice programming like a pro. MICRO, (The Journal of
the Society for Microcomputer Applications in Language and Literature)
1,t (Mar):13-6.

"Fuga (Breakout) is an example of the many types of
microcomputer games that can be adapted for instruction in foreign
language skills. Reading would appear to be the most obvious skill
that can be practiced, but foreign language phrases can be used to
prompt dialogs or monologs for conversation practice, too." (p. 13)
Accordingly, this article offers suggestions for adapting the public
domain Apple II program Breakout into Fuga, a Spanish version with
commentary in that language. Coded in Applesoi-t Basic, the listing
printed here is incomplete, providing only information needed for
adapting the larger program.

Hall, John W. 1980. Hangman: A game for vocabulary building on the
microcomputer. MICRO, (The Journal of the Society for Microcomputer
Applications in Language and Literature) 1,2 (Jun):25-8.

This article describes an implementation (in Spanish) of the
game of Hangman, with the enhancement that v-rds to be discovered
appear in context in a sentence, and the sentences vary even with the
same words. The program is listeo; coded in Integer Basic for Apple
II.

Hall, Wendell H. 1980. A cloze procedure program for testing reading
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comprehension. MICRO, The Jlurnal of the Society for Microcomputer
Aliplications in Language aid Literature) 1,2 tJun):17-20.

This article describes a prcicP0ue for taking the program EL
EftJEN EJEMPLO, listed in MICRO 1,1 (Mar, 1980) :22 4, and altering it
using PLE (Program Line Editor) from C.A.L.L.-Apple so that it
produces a clone e.ercise. F'LE operation is explained, and further
enhancements to the program are suggested. The program, coded in
Applesoft Bc-t3ic, is listed here.

Hall, Wendell H. 1980. Microcon. _ter simulation and games for
foreign language learning. MICRO, (The Journal of the Society for
Microcomputer Applications in Language and Literature) 1.4 (Dec):8-11.

This article presents a rationale for using simulations and
games implemented on microcomputer with young children, and for having
the kids program the computers themselves.

Hallgren, Richard C. 19e0. Interactive Control of a ViHeocassette
Recorder with a Personal Computer. Byte, July, Vol. 5 #i: 116-134.

This 15 a largely terhnica article giving schematics, flow
charts, and commands in Basic and Assembly language for Apple II and
TRS --8) which will allow the microprocessors of both computers to
control a videotape player. The videotape.- referred to in this
article are tapes of lectures, which the students can later review
with CAI interaction having been inserted. (cf Bork 1980, whc warns
against usng lectures with interactive video.)

HIrchens, Howard B. 1980. Survival in the Age of Technology.
Instructional Innovator, September, Vol. 2 #6: 50.

This is a short editorial in an issue of Instructional Innovator
devoted mainly to microcomputers in education. Its gyst is that there
has always been a negative reaction to impending change brought about
by breakthroughs in science and technology. Despite the reaction,
change has always taken place. "Like it or not, you've lived to see
the Technological Age. And to survive in it you've got to learn to
use its tools." (p. 3)

Huntington, John F. 1980. Microcomputers and university Teaching.
Improving College and University Teaching, Vol. 28 #2: 75-77.

The brevity of this article compromises its in4ormation content,
but there is an interesting comparison of BASIC with other CAI
auLhoring languages. Advantages of using Basic are savings in
programming time, enhanced flexibility, and ready familiarity of
programmers with the language. Disadvantages are difficulties in
scoring and record keeping, limitations on I/0 capabiliti s, and the
ad nauseum aspect of logical sequencing. In its unextended version,
Basic is "grossly inadequate for significant CAI development." (p. 77)
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Hyman, Anthony. 1980. The Coming of the Chip. New English
Library/Times Mirror.

lhis is one of the many books out late'y giv?ng some brief
introduction to how computers worl and what affect compute,rs are
having on our lives, both in *he present and future. Included is a
chapter on CAI. In Hyman's opinion, "in a wired society the best
teachers could earn as much as film stars." (p. 112; see also Papert,
in Byte, l980.)

Jorstad, Helen L. 198v. New Approaches to the Assessment of Language
Learning. In Thomas H. Geno (Ed.), Our Profession: Present Status and
Future Directions. Middlebury, Vt.: Northeast Conference on the
Teaching of Fore:gn Languages, Inc.

[his 13 an impressive and timely article reviewing what is known
:thout language assessment and how computer technology can help
teachers put this Inowledge ieto effect. CAl and CMI can help us take
our Inowledge of "the close conceptual and practical
interrelationships among program goals, classroom objectives, class
activities, and assessment," (o. 124) of item preparation, of
standardization and validation, of statistical proct-dures, of
"ind3vidual learning styles in the language learning process" (p. 132)
and of affective variables in language learning and greatly improve
the efficiency and output of our professional endeavors by utilizing
this !.lowledge in conjunction with recently developed teaching
hardware and software. (More about computers making teachers hone
methodology in Kull), -.t al. 1980, Bork 1981, Howe 1981, Barger 1982)

Tha* this is not being done on a large scale presently is
because (1) software is lacking, (2) teachers do not know how to use
computers, and (3) schools in general cannot relieve teachers of
teaching loads so that they can learn about the new technology. The
average teacher, in fact, does not "understand the benefits that
access to large computers or minicomputers can provide in the language
classroom." To remedy this situation, "every preservice teacher needs
a background course in the use of computers for instruction, or at
least personal experience working through the activites of a language
program on a computer." Training programs need to be created, and
"all t,ypes of interactive programs should be considered, including
simulations, puzzles, contests, or games involving one, two, or more
students simultaneously." (pp. 134-5) The 1990 scenario that
concludes this article should whet the appetites of imaginative
teachers and proponents of CAI/CMI everywhere.

lulik, James A., Chen-Lin C. Kuli, and Peter A. Cohen. 1980.
Effectiveness of computer-ba-Led college teaching: A meta-analysis of
findings. Review of Educational Research 50, 4: 525-544.

This meta-analysis (that is an analysis of various other
analyses) is unique in that it concentrates on CAI at the college
level. Previous reviews of studies on CAI, for example, Vinsonhaler
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and Bass (1972), Edwards et al. (1975), and Jamison, Suppes, and Wells
(1971), all reported results favoring CAI, but at the elementary
school level (see anlotated listings of these surveys elsewhere in
this biblicqraphy). Where results have been reported for the college
level, results have not been so consistent.

kulik et al. therefore isolated 59 studies which met certain
c, iterea, such as that they were controlled, and that they compared
CAI to traditional instruction at the college level. They then
catagorized these studies into those involving tutoring,
computer-managed instruction, simulation, and having students program
the computer. These catagories were further subdivided into those
studies involving courseware which supplemented conventional teaching
and those in whith the software replaced conventional teaching, and
again Into courseware used throughout entire courses, and that used as
isolated units. The results of this classification reveal areas where
study is lacking. It was also hoped that it could be determined what
configurations were most effective, but no correlations were found.

However, some positive findings resulted from the meta-analysis.
For example, in achievement, "a clear majority of studies favored
CBE." (p. 574) In addition, "There appears to be little doubt that
students can be taught with computers in less time than with
ccmventional methods of college teaching." (p. 537) Student attitudes
also favored CBI. but only slightly. CBI was also slightly favored
when correlated with aptitude-achievement; however there was no
relation between CBI and course completion.

In diLcussing these results, kulik et al. point out that there
were some "unusually strong, positive" findings showing the influence
of CBI on student attitudes, zrid isolated "dramatically" positive
influences on exam performance. But the authors caution that "the
accomplishments of computer-based instruction at the college level
must still be considered modest." (3. 538) One interesting finding
was however that "It seems possible that involvement of teachers in
inno,:ative approaches to instruction may have a general effect on the
quality of their teaching. Outlining objectives, constructing
lessons, and preparing evaluation materials (requirements in both
computer-based and personalized instruction) may help teachers do a
good JoL in their conventional teaching assignments." (p. 539; see
also Jorstad 1990, Bork 1981, Howe 1981, Barger 1982)

Loclard, James. 1980. Computers Blossom at a Small School in Iowa.
instructional Innovator, September, Vol. 25 #6: 25,48.

This short arttcle effusively relates the egperiences of those
at bq_tena Vista College who have been exposed to microcomputers in the
teacher training program there. It seems that the college is turning
out computer literates whose enthusiasm spreads to the places they
find worl, causing those institutions to break down and buy their own
computers. Outside of the pitch that computer training is essential
for modern teacners, the point is made that any anxiety students and
staff may have had about the new machines was quickly dispelled, and
that all concerned took to the computers ducks to water.

Lnehrmann, Arthur. 1980. Computer Illiteracy A National Crisis
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and a Solution for It. Byte, July, Vol. 5: 98-102.

[gnorance of computers "constitutes a major crisis," one that
the educational system must help to resolve in two ways: direct
computer training, and computer utilization in other courses.
Computer awareness can be obtained from books, but computer literacy
must be had from hands-on experience. Personal computers have an
advantage over time shared ones in that they are not dependent on the
proper functioning of a single main frame, although coordinating
several micros presents logistical problems for the teacher.

Needed therefore, is a means of centralizing and synchronizing
several microcomputers, curriculum development, in-service training of
teachers in computer operation, and finally, public Support for
computer oriented reform (one hinderance is that parents see computers
as penny arcade devices). Community awareness seems to be there, in
this author's opinion (p. 102), because parents often work with
computers, or because they are impressed that their children are
"visibly excited" by computers when they work with them at school.

What can be done: The market force in the U.S. is 26,000 schools
x 15 computers per school x $2500 per computer plus periferals and
software, in addition to needed texts and manuals geared toward
problem solving and not toward syntax of computer function. The size
of this latent market must be used as leverage. Teachers must inform
themselves of career opportunities in CBE, parents need to become more
concerned, and government needs to provide funds to avoid leaving the
disadvantaged out of the computer revolution.

Malone, T.W. 1980. What makes things fun to learn? A study of
intrinsically motivating computer games. Technical Report No CIS-7
(SSL-80-11). Palo Alto, CA: Xerox Palo Alto Research Center.

According to Perez & White (1984:39), this article formulates
"broader explanations of motivational qualities based on research with
arcade gcTes."

Martellaro, Helena C. 1980. Why Don't They Adopt Us? Classroom
Computers and Innovation Theory. Creative Computing, September:
104-105.

Educators are resistant to change: "Education today is much as
it was one hundred years ago." Furthermore, "Because of their
traditional attitudes and their weariness of innovations that claim
phenomenal results, many teachers are just not certain how they feel
about computers." They feel either that (1) comput frs are
dehumanizing, (2) computers have potential but teachers are leery
about having to deal with them in class, or (3) they want them now.
Most teachers are in group (2).

Rodgers and Shoemaker's five attributes affecting the rate of
adoption of innovations, and how these apply to the advent of
computers in education, are cited:

1. Relative Advantage -- How much better is the innovation to
that which it replaces? Computers are seen as nice, but not
essential, teaching aids.
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2. Complexity hinders adoption; and computers are pretty
complex.

,. Trialability Schools purchase only what they can first see
demonstrated, but computers require a huge outlay to either rent or
buy just to try them out to see how they might fit into a particular
program, and administrators balk at financing such expensive trial
runs.

4. Observability Only teachers who are actually using
computers can see how their students take to them.

5. Compatibility Computers are seen as threatening,
dehumanizing, as one more toy in a series of new toys and gimics that
have been highly touted but have proven to be passing fads, and as
suitable only for the very bright.

In order to be accapted, computers will have to overcome these
perceived obstacles to innovation.

McCabe, Jim. 1980. A School Computer, Yours for the Asking.
Creative Computing, September: 48-53.

McCabe outlines steps by which he scrounged up castoff materials
and built a personal computer for the use of his children's school.

Miller, Inabeth. 1980. The Micros are Coming. Media and Methods,
April, Vol. 16 #8: 32-34, 72-74.

"The educational system ... is not mov.ng fast enough to teach
the skills necessary in this technological environment." (p. 7.4)

Computer literacy will soon be a prerequisite for employment: "In few
places other than schools is it even possible to secure an entry levk.1.1
position without minimal computer skills." Junior and senior high
schools are now giving increasing computer exposure, with computer
courses being part of the math curriculum in many places.

Courseware is not keeping up with developments in hardware.
"Once again educators are faced with a situation her technology has
raced ahead of available materials." (p. 72) Meanwhile, "Changing
technology coupled with technological innocence presents one more
mammoth stumbling block." (p. 74) The gyst is that computers are
used by some without sophistication while others "blithely disdain the
computer as they have ignored the entire video explosion and its
effects upon student learning."

Educators must act now to rec'-ify this, and while there is still
time to have some mediating influence on and control over the new
mc,dium of instruction.

Milner, Stuart D. 1980. How to Make the Right Decisions About
Microcomputers. Instructional Innovator, September, Vol. 25 #6:
12-19.

This is a good beginner's article. Computer terminology is
e.:plained, CBI is defined (as being a combination of CAI and CMI), and
criteria for minimal computer literacy are put forward. CMI is more
closely examined, and cost-effectiveness factors are explained. A
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comparison is made between various microcompu:ers on the market today,
and finally nine "Laveats" (warnings about expense and expectations)
are lis ed.

Mundie, David. 1980. PILOT/P: Implementing a High Level Language in
a Hurry. Byte, July, Vol. 5: 154-170.

This is a rather te lical article on the creation of a
preprocessor which will a,.cept PILOT/P source code and translate it
into Pascal source code, thereby making PILOT a more powerful and
efficient authoring language for CAI.

Olsen, Solveig. 1980. Foreign Language Departments and
Computer-Assisted Instruction: A Survey. The Modern Language Journal,
Autumn, Vol. 64 #3: 341-349.

This article reports the results of a survey conducted to
determine the current status of, attitudes toward, and problems in,
CAI in foreign language instruction in the USA. Of 602 foreign
lunguage departments responding to Olsen's questionnaire, 62 had
existing CAI implementations, 14 p7 nned to introduce CAI, and 527
indicated no plans whatsoever for CAI.

Olsen first explores the reasons for so many institutions not
haying plans for CAI, and he finds that funding is a major factor.
The departments in question seem to be on the low end of spending
priorities, and university administrations coping with reduced state
allocations find CAI to be an e%, ,nsive innovation. Olsen finds this
state of affairs to be a serious aggravation for departments who wish
to be innovative, and a convenient excuse for those who wish to avoid
the -ssue of CAI.

Some departments appear to have had unsatisfactory experiences
CAI and six departments had even abandoned CAI projects. The

reason for tnis is as follows: "The consensus of all the colleagues
with CAI experience is that an interested faculty member is
instrumental for the surival and success of a computer program. But
often the enthusiastic CAI supporters are untenured and mobile
teachers, while those who stay are tenured and prefer traditional
methods." (p. 343) In five of the six casi=s, the interested faculty
member had left the department.

Still others have chosen to interpret inconclusive results of
research reported on CAI as indicating the medium is not worth the
investment of resources. To Olsen, this is one end of the spectrum of
bias against computers, the other end of which might be characterized
by the following remark: "computers can now teach computer language,
not a living language". (p. 342) Indeed, ccn'aients From 42 departments
expressed the belief that computers would replace people or that they
would exert a dehumanizing influence on teaching. However, Olsen says
"man/ of the negative comments are based on impressions, uninformed
opinion, or even preJudice, while the remarks from the other group,
the departments with CAI, are supported by firsthand experience and
ob-ervaticl." (p. 342)

Si.nce the former group may consist largely of older professors
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who control tenure in departments, their attitude may even preclude
younger professors from devoting time to CAI at the expense of
traditional research. Additionally, some departments are dubious of
CAI because of observation of lack of success elsewhere, of the dearth
of courseare, and of the inability of existing systems to handle the
script and diacriticals necessary for FL instruction.

The remainder of the article is devoted to positive comments on
CAI and to suggeszions for implementations. It is suggested, for
example, that developers "exploit the :omputer's powers of computation
and branching capabilities and avoid simple drills that waste
resc es <and> emphasize the type of exercise that teaches students
to g,enerate sy' tactical patterns rather than merely to reproduce
them." (p. 344) Interestingly, "little tedium is reported thanks to
instant feed-back and rapid progress." (p. 344) There are of course
pitfalls to avoid; for example, CAI demands time and resources. Also
"Programs coordinated with courses for which they are intended are
most helpful, but also most costly and in need of frequent revision."
(pp. 344-t These also are hampered by short textbook life, but "this
problem may be o%iercome in courses designed around the machine." (p.
745) In some cases (less than half reported here) "The computer's
effectiveness in assisting self-paced learni'ig has resuTted in
numerous programs cumpletely independent of any course format or
textbook." (p. 344)

Finally, "Almost all the departments using computer programs
report some positive results. 'lost conspicuous is the attitude pi' the
studPots." (p. 345) This aspect is often ignored by detractors of
CAI. Despite the many problems with and strong resistance to
computers in FL departments, "The trend is definitely toward an
increased use of computers in a wide range of subjects, including
languages." (p. 343)

Otto. Fran1,. 1980. Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) in Langoage
Teaching and Learning. in Robert B. Kaplan, Randall L. Jones, and G.
Richard Tucker (eds.), Annual Review of Applied Linguistics. Rowley,
Mass.: Newbury House. pp. 58-69.

This is a "state of the art" article which defines, sets goals
for, and outlines issues in CAI. Otto makes several points under very
general headings, some of which are

1. Observations -- CAI does not ueek to replace teachers;
rather, it is concerned with providing "speed, accuracy, and economy
of instruction" (p. 58). It accomplishes these through immediate
feedback and individualized branching. CAI "must provide
encouragement while relieving feelings of tension." However,
materials preparation time can tIP as much as 130-150 hours for each
hour of student interaction.

2. Concerns -- Many tc,achers react negatively to the idea of
CAI, probably because they perceive CAI as a threat (to job or to
ego). Hence, these teachers need to be ed-cated and informed on CAI;
those trying CAI usually are favorably disposed toward it. So far,
technology h44s far outpaced courseware sophistication, although voi
hardware still needs to be developed. CAl costs, when considered over
thp life or the equipment, are "quite defensible".

3. Technological developments -- Formost is the promise of
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videodisc interface. Graphics capabilities are constantly being
improved upon, and when changes are suggested and made, "there is no
waiting period for revisions."

4. Pedagogical developments The statement that "The
notional/functional approach o4fers excellent potential for materials
developers" is made but not supported.

5. Sociological developments -- Society is becoming keyed into
the electronics age while lower costs and wider applications are
making CAI attractive to school administrators.

6. Implications for further research Longitudinal studies are
needed to see if aspects unique to CAI are really effective. Six
aspects are mentioned in all.

Conclusions -- CAI can help improve the cognitive and affective
quality of education. What is needed is for technology to intersect
at some point with desired pedagogical principles "so that the two
areas are mutually supportive." Following the article are annotated
and urannotated bibliographies.

Papert, Seymour. 1980a. Mindstorms: Children, Computers, and
Powerful Ideas. New York: Basic Books, Inc.

As %t says on the cover, this book is "all about LOGO -- how it
was 'nvented and how it works." But it is actually about more than
that; it is about now computers contribute to thinking and heuristics.
Papert talLs about "worlds" in which computers figure and in which
children move more freely than adults. His approach is strongly based
in Piaget, and his work has influenced many who are seeking to
understand how software can be most appropriately configured so as to
capitalize on that which is inherent in computers while not being
bound by the restrictive paradigms in which educators have previously
worked. (cf Scoll( & Scollon 1982)

Papert, Seymour. 1980b. New Cultures from New Technologies. Byte,
September, Vol. 5 #9: 230-240.

"Computers are the Proteus of machines: they take on many
form- (p. 232) In this article, Papert outlines his grand vision of
a t- ure in which children grow up using computers purposefully and
naturtlly, like they now do pencils and pens. This vision is
presented in several such analogies. For example, the fact that
educators are using the computer now to "reinforce instead of displace
the most ritualistic teaching methods, (p. 240) is analogous to the
fact that filmmakers, unaware of what they could really do with the
new medium, used to stage movies like they had plays. Thus, in
Papert's vision, computers in education will not at all resemble
today's CAI.

For one thing, every child would have .ccess to a computer, and
every child would be free to explore its possibilities in Piagetian
fashion. Just as children learn language from being around others who
speak that language, and from being able to accomplish things in that
language, so would a child learn to communicate with computers. LOGO
is in fact a language with which children can and do communicate with
computers, a first step in a journey Loward Papert's Mathland. Some
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children are already on that road; Papert mentions that some have
overcome writing blocks with word procesors, and a girl of four,
tired of having to constantly call on an adult, typed out her first
written words in order to (r.A the computer to do something, leading
Papert to conclude that "Children could learn to write as early and as
easily as they learn to speak if the environment in which they lived
gave as much support to the alphabetic language as ours does to the
sp-Dlen language." (p. 240)

(Note: The bibliographer's three year old son can type RUN on
the computer keyboard, hit 'RETURN', and then enter simple commands
from a menu; see Scollon & Scollon 1982, for exploits of their four
year old.)

Once computers become commonplace in people's homes, and once
computer owning parents succeed in getting computers into their
children's schools, then this "will encourage inventive and ambitious
people to enter the Field of educational innovation in unprecedented
numbers." Mention is made of the "star" quality of this new breed of
educator. (c.f. Hyman 1980) Carrying the analogy further, "The
history of cirt'ma has been the history of that culture. The future of
computers in education will be indissociable from the story of the
people who will make the computer culture."

Santoro, Ralph P. and Richard Pollack. 1980. Controlling for the
Computer Video Environment: A Computer Augmented Video Education
Experience. In ADCIS, Computer-Based Instruction: A New Decade
(1980 Conference Proceedirv_): 45-50.

Tnis is a description of how an authoring language (CSIS) and a
,ideo controller have been developed for a CAI lesson creation
facility which is "simple enough to employ that even a neophyte
computer user can create instructional material during his first
session with the system." tp. 45) Experienced programmers have the
further option of taking advantage of certain ancillary capabilities.
The controller is centered around a 6502 (Apple type) processor. The
authors feel that the weak link in the CAVE hardware configuration is
currently the video cassette player, and they hope to replace it
eventually with videodisc.

Scanlan, Richard T. 1980. Computer-Assisted Instruction in Latin.
Foreign Language Annals, Vol. 13 #1: 53-55.

Lat7n on Plato was in its 7th year at this writing. Latin is a
subset of over 2000 lessons in 100 teaching areas and 65 disciplines
on Plato. The Latin lessons are d2scribed, and advantages of asing
Plato summarized at the end u- 'che article. Studies of the program
have revealed that in ow? semester in which a survey was made, those
working on Plato were shown to have scored a grade level over a
control group, and that throughout the program, study time or Plato
was shown to be reduced by about a third.

Schwartz, Marc D. 1980. Integrating CAI & Videotape. Creative
Computing 6, 9 (September): 116-117.
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The qyst of this article is summed up, in the author's words,
as: "A large number of teaching videotapes are already available.
Using the method described in this article, the teaching value of
those videotapes can be greatly enhanced with computer-assisted
instruction by the relatively simple insertion of programmed teaching
material at appropriate points on the tape." (p. 117)

Stevens, Vance. 1980. The CAL Facility at UPM. TEAM (Teachers of
English Arabic Monthly), December, #37: 12-15.

Here is a description of how a team of five ESL instructors, all
but one teaching half time and none with any previous computer
training, learned IDF author language and produced 30 ESL lessons in
one summer term for use at the English Language Institute at the
University of Petroleum and Minerals in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. The
article also gives an explanation of how a CAI lesson is logically
devised.

Stone, Deborah. 1980. Computers at an Alternate School. Creative
Computing, September: 46-47.

This is a description of how kids at an alternative school, left
alone with a computer, figured out how to use it. A couple of
interesting points are made:

(1) Games gave tt+a students "an immediate senze of the
computer's approachability" (p. 47) and served as transition into the
learning experience.

(2) The teachers knew nothing about the computer.
This article gives good insight into the kinds of doors that are

opened just by having computers around.

Vazulik, Johannes W. 1980. The personal computer: An adjunct to FL
ihstruction. MICRO, (The Journal of the Society for Microcomputer
Applications in Language and Literature) 1,2 (Jun):13-6.

This article presents a drill and practice program for German.
However, "To accomodate other grammar or vocabulary objectives, the FL
Instructor need only change the DATA entries and the identifying and
explanatory information in the REMark and PRINT statements." (p. 16)

A listing is provided, coded in Level II Basic for TRS-80.

Wells, Bethany J. and D. Scott Bell. 1980. A New Approach to
Teaching Reading Comprehension: Using Cloze and Computer-Assisted
Instruction. Educational Technology, March: 49-51.

This is a report on a project to improve the reading
comprehension of Pueblo Indians deficient in reading skills using CAI
in the form of computerized cloze passages. The students were allowed
to proceed from one lesson to the other based on their combined
abilitir,s to replace words in the cloze and to score adequately on
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comprehension checks. The authors feel that the students learned
strategies which enhanced their ability to make intelligent
inferrences from context rather than reading line by line.

--**- 1981 -**--

Allen, 1-,rockenbrough S. 1981. The Video-Computer Nexus: Towards an
Agenda for Instructional Development. Journal of Educational
Technology Systems, Vol. 10 #2: 81-99.

This article explores a)'3 direction of "videocomp" (video plus
computer). Three domains are mentioned: home, hand-held, and network
videocomp systems. The potential for both tape and disc videocomp are
compared. Additionally, some limitations are noted; i.e. (1) the need
for "programming unique to the medium", (2) the fact that present use
is for individuals and small groups, (3) the fact that further use
depends on lowered costs (which seem to be forthcoming), (4) the fact
that "moving parts technology" needs to become solid state, (5) and
the fact that as greatly enhanced memory capacity is developed (i.e.
bubble memories) and its cost reduced, these need to be incorporated
into videocomp.

Glimpses of the future are prr''ocative: Tofler's idea of
demassification can be applied to education; DeBloois' (1979)
characterization of prerequisite restructuring of learning model
assumptions are timely and interesting. Other arguments are brought
to bear on such topics as digitalization of media production, complete
"personalization" of film (hence, learning) playback, how technology
is becoming competitive with teacher costs, how software development
is the current "bottleneck" in the industry, how presently available
courseware suffers from programmers being naive to the learning
process, and how entertainment value must be played off against
educational value in developing videocomp effectively.

Boettcher, Elaine G., Sylvia F. Alderson, and Michael S. Saccucci.
1981. A Comparison of the Effects of Computer-Assisted Instruction
Versus Printed Instruction on Student Learning in the Cognitive
Categories of Knowledge and Application. Journal of Computer-Based
Instruction, August, Val. 8 #1: 13-17.

This article reports research in which nacerials were prepared
tn two media, CAI and PI, and tested on students in an undergradtate
nursiny course. Unlike most other similar studies, Boettcher et al.
paid particular attention to how subjects fared in two of Bloom's
(1956) five cognitive categories: knowledge (recall of learned
material) and application (the ability to use learned material in new,
concrete situations). Another unique aspect of this study was that
the materials tested were approximately the same, the PI texts
containing essentially the same material as that programmed onto
computer (PLATO). The study showed that the two modes of instruction
were equally effective.

Working from the assumption that "some cognitive categories of
learning may be more readily and successfully mastered through the use
of CAI while other categories are more appropriate for other modes of
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instruction," the authors criticise the "general lack of delineation
and discrimination among the cognitive categories in comparative
studies of CAI and traditional modes of instruction ..." (p. 13) In
their review of the literature, the authors found only one other study
that explicitly identified levels nf cognition in conjunction with a
comparison of CAI and TI, and none where the lessons compared were
equal in content and where only the modality of instruction varied.
Noting that "Rockart and Morton (1975) state that there is a need for
researchers to investigate what areas of the learning process are most
appropriate for computer-assisted instruction," (pp. 13-14) the
authors attempt here to augment research in just this area.

The authors feel that "controlling the content for the purposes
of research" (p. 16) may have inhibited their making full use of the
teaching capabilities of the computer, and that along with the limited
scope of the study, this may have contributed to the inconclusiveness
of their results. Nevertheless, they note several advantages of CAI
over PI. For one thing, "forced mastery can be more readily
introduced into computer-assisted instruction than into m st other
instructional methods," (p. 14) and this has been shown t' be a
significant factor in learning (see Jamison et al. 1974). Also, given
rising costs in most aspects of education, CAI might be a means of
cost containment. Finally, CAI can be more readily revised than can
other means of instruction. Those contemplating use of CAI should
consider these advantages, but mainly keep in mind that "it is how CAI
is used rather than the fact that it is used that determines learning
effectiveness." (p. 17)

Bork, Alfred. 1981. Educational Technology and the Future. Journal
of Educational Technology Systems, Vol. 10 #1: 3-20.

Herein iL a rationale for CAI and a prediction of interactive
video being the educational medium of the future. The rationale is
that: No one knows how people learn, but recent theories of learning
seem to be compatible with developments in Artificial Intelligence,
with the active learning made possible by CAI ("the computer is
fundar Atally an interactive device," p. 8), with a computer's ability
to help students make up what is missing in their backgrounds, and
with the notion that "Different media may be erfective with different
students." (p. 6; cf Jorstad 1980. Boettcher et al. 1981)

Meanwhile, Plato's idea of Socratic learning being the ideal
method of education has lately been overwhelmed by the masses of
students to be educated, leading to dissatisfaction with the present
educational system. Thus a "force" is developing which will
revolutionize the system, and whose "major driving force ... is the
computer, particularly ... the personal computer." (p.8) Coupled with
videodisc, great possibilities for education are inherent in the new
medium, but only at the hands of qualified teachers, who have yet to
appear to run the computers available to education. Therefore, much
courseware is "imitative of other media;" CAI screens often resemble
the pages oi a book. Bork's group at Irvine has developed a systems
approach to counter some of these problems.

Recent split brain research has bolstered the argument for
visuals in educational media, but teachers appear to know little about
employing graphical information in presentations. Thus, artists may
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need to be employed to help with courseware development. Videodiscs
may ameliorate the visuals problem, but present videodisc costs are
twice what they are with straight CAI, due in part to multiplied
options being available with videodisc and in part to the cost of
producing visuals.

Courseware producers may prefer videodisc to other forms of CAI
because the read-only capability will give them software protection.
Finally, several criteria for seriously considering using videodisc
are given, as is a warning against using the new technology to present
lectures, which are inherently non-interactive, and hence not suitable
as subject matter for the new medium. (cf Hallgren 1980)

Burke, Michael A. 1981. Video Technology and Education: Genie in a
Bottle or Fiandora's Box? T.H.E. Journal (Technical HorAzons in
Education), September, Vol. 8 #5: 57-58.

This is an article on how educators can cope with the
pervasiveness of T.V. in our society, and it ends with the suggestion
that teachers inform themselves of recent developments in videodisc
technology_ Noting the advantages of videodisc such as rapid random
access, massive storage capacity and subsequent application as an
alternative to films, slides, microfiche, etc, and "complete"
manipulation capabilities for both teacher and student, Burke says "It
is premature, in my opinio., to invest too heavily in Computer
Assisted Instruction Programs (CAI) when Computer Assisted Television
Instruction (CATI) is just around th -orner." (p. 58) The article
includes a short list of other references on this subject.

Also in this issue, there are several reports of new courseware
being marketed. For example, there is a series on basic English
skills instruction being developed for Apple and Bell & Howell, the
first of which is on reading comprehension with emphasis on
inferential skills. (p. 12) On p. 18 there is a news item about Apple
Computer and Southwestern Publishing joining forces to produce
business and educational software. Other sources for courseware might
also be found in the Reference Manual for the Instructional Use of
Microcomputers (p. 33). Educational administrators might be
interested in MicroPlanner, a curriculum management and administration
system (p. 30). On the following page, you can read about an
attendance reporting system for Apple II with 64K.

Burke, Robert L. 1981. Microcomputers in Education: A workshop
sponsored by The Division of Instructional Development (DID) for the
Assn. for Educational Communication and Technology (AECT), April 5, 6
& le, 1981, Philadelphia, Pa.

This booklet has several handy references for educators desiring
information on computers. For example, there are (a) a section
lAsting of periodicals dealing with micros, (b) a short bibliography,
and (c) several sections on various resource information for
applications, hardware, and software.

Davis, Robert B. 1981. Computers; The New Industrial Revolution.
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Saudi Gazette, March 28, #1510: 74-78.

Davis, a director at the Computer-Based Education Research
Laboratory at the University of Illinois, writes about emerging
computer expertise in young people. But he shifts emphasis in his
article to the fact that PLATO "May have the largest collection of
computer lessons in the world, but it is nowhere near enough."
Suggesting that the printing press is ready and waiting, but that
books have yet to be written, he writes that "It would seem that a new
industry is being born -- out few people are doing the creative work
to design and author CAI lessons. It is as though we had TV with only
bland. screens."

Davison, Ned J. 1981. Have your students make study programs.
MICRO, (The Journal of the Society for Microcomputer Applications in
Language and Literature) 2.2 (Jun):12-18.

After a brief rationale for having simple drive programs
available to students which the students can flesh out with content
material they have been studying, the author presents a program for
drilling 'ser' and 'estar' in Spanish by means of having students do
translations. The program is one that stores paired associations in
DATA statements; thus it could be applied to paired material other
than translations. The program is listed and coded in Atari Basic.

Day, Richard. 1981. Review of The Micro Millenium by Christopher
Evans. TESOL Quarterly, Vol. 15: 73-75.

Day reviews Christopher Evans' book (1979, cited elsewhere in
this bibllography by its British title). This is a perspective on the
computer revolution from the point of view of the then-chair of the
ESL Department at the University of Hawaii.

Dixon, Rebecca. 1981. PLATO Reaches International Students with
Lessor.s. In Hart, Robert S. (Ed.), Studies in Language

Learning: An Interdisciplinary Review of Language Acquisition,
Language Pedagogy, Stylistics, and Language Planning; Special Issue on
the PLATO System and Language Study, Vol. 3 #1, Spring.
Urbana-Champaign: Language Learning Laboratory, U. of Illinois. pp.
98 112.

This article describes two streams of ESL lessons on PLATO
developed at the Intensive English Institute at the University of
Illinois and designed to go with Krohn's English Sentence Structure
and Praninskas's Rapid Review of English. A rationale is given for
designing lessons closely supplementary to what goes on in class, and
for routing students through carefUlly designed c,irricula rather than
allowing them to attempt to pace themselves.

Dixon points out that these lessons have been under development
since the late 60's, and that they "have consequently made little use
of the capabilites of the system which are now available." She also
notes that the prenent drills "constrain the students rather than open
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to them the communicative aspects of language development." However,
new lessons are contemplated which would "couch the target grammar
point in meaningful and creative exercises." (p. 106) Also mentioned
are plans to expand especially the series that follows Krohn, and a
"dream" of enhancing the existing reading, dictation, spelling,
culture, and grammar lessons with audio response and input.

Dixon claims that there exist no valid measures of the
effectiveness of these lessons anc that limitations on such efforts
fall in the areas of "research controls and constraints." The best
measure, she says, is that students are "happy and usage is high so
something must be right." Teachers of ESL, especially those with
access to PLATO, would probably appreciate the insights in this
article (and see also Marty, 1981" for a contrary opinion of how PLATO
should be used).

Dove, Lewis. 1981. Computer Terminal or Microcomputer? A Difficult
Choice for Small Departments. in Robert L. Burke (ed.),
Microcomputers in Education: A workshop sponsored by the Division of
instructional Development for the Association for Educational
Communication and Technology, April 1981, Philadelphia: 1-7.

The article begins with a summary of the many CM1 and CAI
applications at Western Illinois University. This is followed by an
explanation (including prices) of the various hardware systems
referred to above. The discussion covers both time sharing and
independent microcomputer systems. It is concluded that a central
computing facility is essentlal for large-scale data processing, but
that microcomputers are adequate for most departmental needs.
Microcomputers relieve mainframes of "simple computing tasks,
releasing the latter for more challenging tasks. As their memory
costs decline, microcomputers can be expected to play an increasingly
greater role in small departments." (p. 7) (See also Dodge 1980, Bork
1981)

Hall, John. 1981. Some random thoughts on CALI programming. MICRO,
(The Journal of the Society for Microcomputer Applications in Language
and Literature) 2,2 (Jun):8-11.

This article offers several -illustrations of the use of random
number generators in varying program execution; i.e. in random
selection of problems to be presented, in drawing from a database of
congratulatory remarks, or in varying order of presentation of parts
of an amusing story. The subroutines are coded in Integer Basic,
which has easier implementationt of random functions than in Applesoft
(but corresponding codes in Applesoft Basic are also given). Although
the article does not list complete programs, more elaborate settings
can be easily visualized from tho segments given.

Howe, J. A. 1981. Computers Can Teach Where Others Fail. T.H.E.
Journal (Technical Horizons in Education), January, Vol. B #1: 44-45.

En support of his statement that "A small,but growing body of
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evidence suggests that computer-based schemes may succeed where
conventional teaching methods have failed," Howe cites examples from
work with severely handicapped children. Of greater relevance to
teachers in general is Howe's mention of the effects of programming on
teaching. A computer "disciplines teachers in the sense that they
have to produce both a precise description of a task and an effective
procedure for executing it In this case, the activity of programming
serves as a metaphor for teaching ..." Furthermore, a teacher, in
plott.ng a lesson on a computer, "is able to take advantage of the
computer's capacity to handle complex teaching procedures which he or
she could not cope with under group or class teaching conditions ..."
(p. 41) Finally, the teacher is forced to deal constructively with
his ideas about how learning takes place. (cf Jorstad 1980, Kulik et
al. 1980, Bork 1981, Barger 1982'

Kadesch, R. R. 1980 -81. Interactive Video Computer Learning in
Physics. Journal of Educational Technology Systems, Vol. 9 #4:
291-301.

Much of this article is about how CAI might enhance the
conceptualization of physical proper'ies by science students, but the
last section, on "Pedagogical Consio ations" is of interest to
educators in general. Two tenets govern work at the Univ. of Utah's
Video Computer Learning Project, and these are: (1) "That a program of
instruction should be highly interactive if more efficient and more
effective learning is to be achieved ..." and (2) "That learning is
enhanced by a Keller-type Personalized System of Instruction (PSI)."

The first tenet "is as yet insufficiently supported by research
findings," whereas the second has been the subject of "extensive" and
"quite conclusive" research. Of Keller's five elements in a PSI
system, two were found to be unimportant (and perhaps detrimental).
These were: (1) supplementation of CAI by one-on-one tutors, and (2)
"self-pacing, as opposed to instructor imposed constraints on pacing."
(all quotes so far, p. 300)

In conclusion, "It seems clear that stand-alone systems
employing interactive video and computer graphics w.11 emerge as the
system of choice, particularly for the non-traditional student. The
videodisc coupled to improved microcomputers can add to the learning
situation powerful capabilities simply not present in traditional
environments." (p.301)

Lewis, R. 1981. Education, Computers, and Micro-Electronics. T.H.E.
Journal (Technical Horizons in Education), January, Vol. 8 #1: 47-49,
59.

In this article, Lewis tries to put the ramifications for
education of recent developments 4.n technology into perspective.
First, he makes a distinction between the use of computers "as tools
in education and their study as part of a comprehensive education."
The latter has been neglected due to the lack of facilities and the
inability of educators to put computing into the "broader context of
technological and social change". Some of these changes since WWII
are (1) "a shift away from the emphasis on factual knowledge towards a
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deeper understanding, and a belief that this can be best accomplished
by increased student participation in learning," (2) education
encompassing a broader spectrum of students, resulting in there being
a wider range of interests and abilities in a given classroom, and (3)
the fact that information is increasing at a rate greater than that at
which humans can assimilate it so that people may need to know more
about where they can get information than about what that information
is (p. 47)

With this broader perspective in mind, Lewis mentions how CAI
was used initially as an extension of programmed instruction and that
its sole advantage was that it speeded up the process of PI. Hence,
CAI "has not been a huge success. It has been resisted by teachers
for a number of reasons: it implies a replacement of teachers ... it
is said to 'depersonalise' instruction ... it depends upon an accurate
mode] of the student's state of knowledge <and> upon a hierarchy of
concept developments in the discipline which is not known outside the
simplest topics: it has, up to now, been quite expensive ... it was
running against the tide of opinion regarding didactic versus
heuristic educational strategies.."

But more recently, CAL (computer assisted learning as opposed to
instruction) has capitalized more on "involving students ... in
discovering things for themselves." Existing knowledge and ability of
students, parameters chosen on educational grounds, high degree of
teacher control over learning, and the immediacy of response and
reinforcement provided by interactive computing" all are important
factors in the current viability of CAL relative to that of CAI.

Other uses of computers as instructional tools are guided
tutorials ("Lying somewhere between CAI and CAL") and CMI, in which
the teacher is relieved of certain managerial tasks which are in any
case performed more efficiently and in finer increments by computers
(although there still exist the problems of "maintenance of a suitable
model of the learner and a hierarchical framework for the subject
matter being taught.")- Finally, there is the possibility of students
more directly exploiting the heuristic nature of computing by writing
programs to solve problems in the subject matter at hand. But due to
the unsuitability of present programming languages, "the student
spends far too little time on the problem itself and far too much on
the coding." (p. 4E)

The rapid proliferation of microcomputers in schools make these
issues ones with which teachers will have to deal very soon; "it is
only a short time ahead before the use of 16-bit processors,
bubble-memory, plug-in software and video disks becomes commonplace
... teachers will be able to expect an educational resource as cheap
and reliable as those they habitually depend upon."

The avzailability of hi-res graphics will provide great potential
for more heuristic learning, but care must be taken that use of this
medium does not "in fact reduce the onus placed on the student to
think constructively." Other pitfalls are the possibility that,
despite the computer's potential for challenging students
imaginatively, "the majority of students are unable to benefit from
such academic freedom". Also, we must not overlook the fact that
computers will enable us to more easily do simple things. Finally,
"it is not clear that the majority of teachers will not be more
effective with less demanding resources like the overhead projector."
14 only the most innovative and dedicated teachers have until now
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become involved with CAI, then "if it becomes expected of all teachers
that they use the new resources, either all teachers must become ''.ery
dedicated' or the demands made on them must be reduced." (p. 49)

Malone, T.W. 1981. Toward a theory of intrinsically motivating
instruction. Cognitive Science 4:333-369.

According to Perez & White (1984:39), this article formulates
"broader explanations of motivational qualities based on research with
arcade games."

Malone, Thomas W. 1981. What makes computer games fun? Byte 6.12
,Dec):258-77.

This is another, more accessible, discussion of intrinsically
enjoyable learning by the author noted above.

Marty. Fernand. 1981. Reflections on the Use of Computers in
Second-Language Acquisition. In Hart, Robert S. (Ed.), Studies in
Language Learning: An Interdisciplinary Review of Language
Acquisition, Language Pedagogy, Stylistics, and Language Planning;
Special Issue on the PLATO System and Language Study, Vol. 3 #1,
Spring. Urbana-Champaign: Language Learning Laboratory, U. of
Illinois. pp. 25-53.

Although it is "obvious" that FL teachers cannot learn to become
as versatile in the use computers as quickly as they can in the use of
more traditional media, Marty chides the profession for not devoting
more time and study to at least assessing whether computers could be
put to good use in particular programs. He rejects the dehumanizing
argument as being "flimsy" and then points to three consequences of
cont,nued "disdainful indifference" to computers in FL instruction.
(1) Lack of recognition by academicians for work 1;" CAI results in FL
courseware being prepared by commercial programmers who are not
qualified as language teachers, and whose wares will erode confidence
in CAI as a medium of instruction. (2) Without active input from FL
departments, institution-wide development of CAI will proceed without
meeting the needs of FL instruction. Marty outlines these needs in
terms of memory space, speed of operation, and analytical. graphic,
peripheral, and editing capabilities of the computer. (3) Failure to
enlist computers in FL instruction is an opportunity missed to attract
students and to teach them optimally.

Marty then turns to "conditions under which the use of computers
can help improve the study of foreign languages." (p. 28) In remarks
that are well detailed without being technical, he addresses these
conditions under the following six headings:

I. Will CAT reduce the number of language teachers? "The
rurpose of computerized instruction should be to provide the student
tqith a tool designed to help him do his (home)work more effectively so
that the teacher can devote a greater proportion of the class time to
something which is beyond the capability of any present or future
computer: the development of creative free expression. ... Thus, our
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purpose is to allow a better use of the teacher's talents, to make him
even more valuable, not to repJace him. By making our teaching more
effective, we can attract more students and, indeed, create a need for
more teachers." (p. 29)

II. How can the effectiven-iss of CAI be measured? -- Marty
approaches this rhetorically: How can one measure, showing hard data,
the effectiveness of a library? Like the library or the language lab,
CAI should be available to students who feel they can scudy
effectively using that medium. Students should never be compelled to
use CAI because this would not be in keeping with the teacher's duty
to train students to ma[e their own decisions; and also studies done
with such students may ""pvove' that the method is ineffective." (p.

31) Marty also warns that, as was done with language labs in the
si,:ties, we should "not again entangle a tool with a particular
methodology." CAI, with its "high degree of individualization and
feedback," can "Under appropriate coeditions ... yield significant
gains, but <,there is> no reason to believe that by itself -- the
use of such materials can be THE factor that will turn unmotivated
students into motivated learners or that will compensate for a lack of
intellectual ability and linguistic aptitude." Furthermore, "Any
evaluation of computerized materials should take into account only
what could not be done WITHOUT the computer ...' (p. 30).

III. Under what conditions will a student decide that CAI is
valuable? There are physical and pedagogical considerations.
Physically, students must have a comfortable and accessible workplace.
Pedagogical considerations are that the student should be kept abreast
of how much work remains in each lesson, and he should be able to
leave at any time and return to his exact point of departure or to go
on to another lesson. Marty emphasizes that the student should be
able to make his own decisions regarding his use of CAI. As an
illustration of some of the choices students could be given, Marty
cites a lesson in which the student can either write in an answer for
analysis by the computer or simply imagine one and compare this with
the one the computer says is correct. The student can then tell the
computer to either return the question to the exercise or remove it
making the computer operate as a sorter of flash cards. Of primary
importance is that "The student should view the computer system as an
ally ready to help him learn as efficiently as he can, not as a slave
driver." (p. 33)

Marty also derides special effects feedback as "a waste of
time." (p. 34) He prefers a simple 'no' as an initial incorrect
answer response, and he shows how students can be given several
options in getting more assistance as needed from the computer. "The
assumption for providing the student with several levels of cues and
analysis is that errors which the student discovers and corrects ON
HIS OWN are less likely to recur than errors which occur in class ...
or on homework assignments which are picked up by the teacher and
returned later with corrections." (p. 38) It is also showr how
students using Marty's materials can get information on their
progress, even down to item analyses of mistakes they have made.
Despite the availability of such data, "it is important not to use the
computer system to give examinations"; among the reasons: "Giving
examinations on the computer can change the students' attitudes from
positive to negative." (p. 40)

IV. What gains can the student expect? From his experience
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with CAI, Marty Bays it is reasonahle to conclude that "students who
voluntarily use the computerized materials do so because they believe
that they will get a better grade and/or save time. It would be
useful to PROVE that those gains Od actually take place, but at the
present time it is practically impossible to compare two groups of
Gtudents who would be perfectly matched and who would be working under
identical conditions except for the fact that a group would be a
school where it would have VOLUNTARY access to computerized materials
and the other would be in a school without such materials; I believe
that this is the only kind of experiment which would be objective
since forcing students -o use a metIod of learning which they dislike
affects their performanLe negatively." (p. 40)

Marty finds that some students intelliAently use lessons
designed according to the criteria described above, making Aai s in
time and performance that "they could not have obtained w lout
the computerized materials even if they had spent more tn. on
non-computerized materials than they did on the compuerized
materials." Other students "achieve higher levels of concentration
for longer periods of time;" whereas they would become distracted if
Forced to stay bent cver textbook "It is also apparent that this
higher level of ':.oncentration results in greater retention;" but it
should be noted that Marty is speaking subjectively here. Given these
facts about CAI, our society should reorder priorittes so as to
introduce computers into this area where they are vitally needed;
otherwise, only the well-off will en.1;oy these benefits.

V. The FL teacher and computerized instruction -- SOME words of
advice: (I) Don't gear materials to a particular text. (2) When
starting out think in terms of just a few lessons. (3) Although CMI
capabilities can be used to do item and error .=rRlyses and to study
modes of presentation, Marty feels that C.c.s,- can be studied more
fruitfully "live", in class. (4) It is mc economical in the long
run to hire the best programmer available tc do the programming. It
is possible to spend 100 hours on one program. The programmer should
be hired contractually, since he is not always needed. Marty "would
advise language teachers not to become involved in computerized
instruction unless they can find the 50 or so hours that are necossary
to acquire the needed basic training." (pp. 44-45)

VI. The future of CAI in L2 acquisition -- In this section,
Marty offers suggestions for improvement of existing CAI on PLATO:

(1) Ncting that strings are presently judged by comparing
student input with lists of anticipa-L.ed responses, and that "It does
not seem possible to computerize a contrastive syntax which would
automatically compare -- without any human intervention -- the
student's answer with the correc' answer ... and deliver an error
analysis of the type we are delivering .ith our lists of errors" (p.
46), Marty suggests that analyzers be coded and that student replies
be routed through a designate° set of analyzers. This would catch
more errors and reduce programming time.

(2) Some means must be found of apport,oning the exact amount of
cyclical review so that retention is achieved without any review being
rione needlessly. Marty suggests a "review coefficient" be set for
each teaching point comprising such factors as 4ease of learning on
original presentation and interval necessary for optimal review.

(3) Review exercises need to be developed apart from the
original material. It would be nice if the computer could itself
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generate such material for students who scored below 75% on any
exercise.

(4) It would save memory and programming time if self generating
lessons could be programmed for basic grammar items.

(5) Computer languages need to oe improved to accomodate special
linguistic functions, such as separating roots from affixes.

(6) Despite great strides in computer technology, there are some
areas that Marty sees as unpromising. a) "there is absolutely no
basis for hoping that, at any time, we will be able to build a device
which could understand native everyday conversation and respond to
it." b) Although a student can use a computer to practice intonation,
there is little hope for computerized help on the phonemic level. c)
It is not likely that computPrs will be able to judge unrestricted
written discourse, especially due to constraints on computer memory
ana on pragmatics of discourse (but see Evans 1980, who claims this to
be one day possible).

(7) About equipment: a) Problems with compatibility must be
resolved. b) School systems which buy equipment which is sure to
become obsolete in effect subsidize future development and should be
compensated. c) Plasma screens should be used in lieu of CRT's. d)
Audio and visual capabilities should be joined to the computer.
lides, microfiche, and audio devices can be easily interfaced with

computers. Videodiscs are expensive and complicated to produce, but
Marty describes a disc alternative in use at the University of
Illinois. Finally, there is a word about epeech synthesizers and
digitalizers.

Pagert, Seymour. 1981. Society Will Balk, but the Future May Demand
a Computer for Each Child. Electronic Education, September, Vol. 1

#t: 5-6, 31.

Papert encapsulates here some of the ideas he developed in more
detail in his book, Mindstorms. He envisions each school child having
his/her on computer the size of a paperoack book, chargeable by
cartridgf? or by telPphone, It will talk and be interactive, and it
will allow animation, music synthesis, access to larger data bases,
and many other capabilities beyond our imagination today. Plus, it
will be cheap. As Papert calculates it even at today's prices, a
computer for every child could be provided et 5% of present public
outlays for education.

In his research, Papert discovered that children just three and
four years old were able to manipulate a computer by typing on its
keypad. ''e discusses here the possibility that writing may not be
more difficult than speaking for children, and notes that of the two
reasons (motor and social) that children don't write until much later
than they learn to speak, the latter is the strongest constraint, and
may be most succeptible to the impact of computers on Lutura society.
Presently, children have no need to communicate by writing, but Papert
observes that the computer allowed the children in his study (1) to
"produce excit'ng effects on the computer screen", (2) to achieve "an
eghalarting slse of power and control over the machine", and
firally, to have the satisfaction of mastering "what is perceived as

1 ,Idult activity.
"It is easy to project a future where typing at a computer
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keyboard could open doors to vast worlds of unlimited interest to
children. These could be worlds of games, of art forms, of access to
libraries of video materials and of access to communication with
people. Thus the principle soci,a1 factor that makes writing more
difficult to learn than speaking would disappear."

Two aspects of learning observed by Papert in his study of three
ami four year olds are that these children get clear notions of the
constituents of language (ie. a concept of words and their exact
spellings) that other children don't have even at the ages of five and
six. Secondly, Papert believes his subjects developed an emotional
attachment to the written language as an extension of oneself that
many people never achieve in their entire lives as writers.

Schools in which a computer presence is most deeply felt may (if
they don't become abolished) serve society more fully than before. In
any case, computers will not be most efFective in association with
present day instructional practices (ie. as with CAI); rather, it will
be possible to create more natural learning environmen4.s using
computers, so that "Learning mathematics will be more like learning
English in America or French in France than like the very difficult
process of learning French in an American classroom." (p. 6)

Having made the point that there are no real economic reasons
preventing thee'e being a computer for every child in America's
schools, Papert goes on to assess the reasons as being partly
polit 7:al, in that our society has no way to decide to place huge
numbe.= of computers in schools, and partly psychological, insofar as
people have preconceived notions of what 'school' and 'schooling' are.
Papert concludes by warning that whatever nation makes the greatest
commitment to computers in its curriculum will "sweep aside all
competitors," and that "irrisistIble pressures" will be raised
"morally or violently" by the world's disadvantaged, once they see
that computers are "a practical means to give their children access to
knowledge and a sense of personal intellectual mastery." (p. 31)

Pritchard, William H., Jr. 1981. Introducing Instructional Computing
into the Educational Environment. Electronic Education, September,
Vol. 1 #1: 15, 21-24, 30.

It is remarkable that in the midst of economic hard times, so
many schools are considering investing in instructional computing
systems. This may be because they recognize the lower long-term cost
of computer systems, as compared to the current labor-intensive
sy,:tem, or perhaps it is due to the recognition that "instructional
computing is an effective, efficient method for the delivery of
learning systems and an innovation whose time has come." This article
proposes a ten step model whereby instructional computing may be
introduced into an educational system. The ten steps are:

(1) Recognition of need/desire to change -- Here, it is
recommended that specific needs be isolated so that the "change agent"
doesn't get bogged down in the endless possibilities for computer use
right at the start.

(2) Initial soundings of opinion Attitudes of those within an
institution holding power and those to be effected should be
informally assessed. In this way support can be mustered, and
apposition understood and dealt with.
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(3) Formation of a support group Among the more obvious
characteristics of the ideal support group is that at least one member
should be computer literate, the better not to be left at the mercy of
overambitious computer salespeople, according to the author.

(4) Research Res,t.arch should focus on the goals in step one
and should include a study of available and appropriate hardware and
software. Software ls occasionally released untested, and should in
any case be assessed as to compatibility with the hardware being
considered. A cost analysis should include research into hidden
costs, such as phone and maintenance charges, and costs to the
institution in space and personnel should be included.

(5) Diffusion of information Four approaches to "change
theory" are presented here. One could win skeptics over to one's
point of view by p i,senting one's arguments as the product of either
(a) rational planning, (b) forces of social interaction, (c) an aspect
of human problem solving. or (d) a political ploy.

(6) Preliminary evaluation Now the ball is in the
institution's court; it is the moneyed authority who evaluates the
proposal as the change agent has presented it

(7) Test prototype This step is self explanatory.
(8) Evaluation of the prototype -- Both empirical (educational

goals, attitudes of all concerned) and ethnographic (effects of
student-machine as opposed to student-teacher interaction) variables
should be measured.

(9) Full implementation Attempts are now made to achieve the
goals originally made in step one and further clExified in steps three
and four.

(10) MaintenAnce and renewai Maintenance here refers to not
only hardware, but to the instructional program itself. Renewal
implies keeping abreast of develorments, and might include ongoing
in-service training of staff memters.

Pusack. James P. 1981. Corr,puter-assisted instruction in foreign
language. Pipeline (Fall), p. 5.

Putnam (1983:40) says o% this article: "Pusack gives the best
short course I know of on how to use computers effectively for the
different kinds of tasks the foreign language instructor faces. Those
who fancy tney would like to 'uo a little software work' would do well
first to study that paper carefully.' Pusack, by the way, developed
the authoring program DASHER.

Reitmann, Kearney. 1981. Adding sight & Sound to computer Assisted
Instruction: Interactive Vioeo. TESOL Newsletter, December, Vol. 15
#6: 32 &

This is a short introductory article on interactive video with
mention of applications to the ESL instructor, i.e. the ability to
present and/or demonstrate objects and actions not normally found in
class, to illustrate stories or sequences of actions, or to
demonstrate use of libraries or of technical tools, all with the
opportunity for student interaction (to name just a few applications).
In conclusion, "Interactive video ... has great potential as a tool
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For English language teachers. In the future it may be possible to
adapt computer games to language learning, to have students speak
directly to their computer rather than use the keyboard, to have the
computer check student pronunciation, or to provide students with
access to library resources."

Roehrig, Joseph J. 1981. Computer scrabble. Byte 6,12 (Dec):320-51.

This game can be played by any number of players against the
computer. The computer knows 725 two and three-letter 'words', not
all of which are actually words. Versions of the program are listed
in Nurth Star and TRS-80 Basic; plus, the author offers soft copy.

Smeltzer, Dennis K. 1981. The Media Specialist and the Computer: An
Analysis of a Profession's Attitude Towards a New Technology. T.H.E.
Journal (Technical Horizons in Education), January, Vol. 8 #1: 50-53.

Classroom use of computers is increasing and will continue to
reach proportions which will "rival other instructional technologies
as the progenitor of new educational programs." However, the
effectiveness of computers will be limited by that of the software run
on them. Smeltzer predicts that commercial software will be used
initially by teachers and that this will be found "not necessarily
designed to meet the unique instructional needs of <the> classP-oom.
Increasingly, teachers will demand individually designed computer
programs." Computer specialists will be called upon to provide these
programs. "The question is whether or not these programs will be
educationally sound."

Smeltzer feels ti,at media specialists, by virtue of their
proximity to and expertise in areas of education where computers are
needed as instructional devices, will logically be asked to provide
these educationally sound materials. Hence he has conducted a survey
(replicating two previous Creative Computing surveys designed to guage
public attitudes towards computers) directed at media specialists and
how they view their role as designers and managers of instructional
computer systems. The bulk of this article reports on v.he results of
that survey.

Stevens, Vance. 1981. What's an ESL Teacher Doibg with a Computer?
TEAM (Teachers of English Arabic Monthly). May, #39: 3-11.

This article describes some computer applicat:ons to teaching
(beyond those mentioned in Stevens 1980) which were implemented by
computer-naive ESL teachers in just one year at the University of
Petro/eum and Minerals in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. Contained within is
a call to educators to involve themselves as fully as possible in the
computer revolution in order to help their students become computer
literate, and to help influence the production of quality educational
software materials.

Svenson, Raynold A. 1981. How to Determine the Strategic Potential
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of Computer-Based Instruction in Your Training/Education Department.
T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in Education), March, Vol. 8 #3:
36-38, 42.

Mr. Svenson, president of Management Consulting in Wheaton,
Illinois, presents here a very comprehensive outline of how one would
determine one's need for CBI, and then how one would research the
implementation of an appropriate plan.

First, thel-e is a discussion of criteria for opting for CBI in
the first place. Next, steps in setting out the study procedure are
detailed. Basic data gathering activities include a literature
review, interviews with other CBI users, a review of available systems
and costs, and a review of course development and training oelivery
administration. Once data are gathered, alternatives should be
analyzed. These include deployment .scenarios, checks of
administrative and educational feasibility, and cost/benefit analysis.
On the basis of the forgoing, recommendations can be made in the areas
of system selection, and in deployment, staffing, administration, and
financial/budget strategies. Finally, if the recommendations are
accepted, an implrmentation plan should be drawn up.

Wyatt, David H. 1981. Using visual and sound effects to enhance
nonprofessional CAI language programs. MICRO, (The Journal of the
Society for Microcomputer Applications in Language and Literature) 2,1
(Mar):11-14.

"The program or-ntout which accompanies this article is
excerpted from a C corial on the sound and spelling of the plural
noun form in Englit The techniques can be adapted for use in any
language lesson involving suffix addition and/or stem changes. They
illustrate one method of reinforcing the explanation of such points
with visual and sound effects." (p. 12) The listing is coded in
Applet.aoft Basic.

--**- 1982 -**--

Ahl, David H. 1982. Through the Fog. Creative Computing, M=y, Vol 8
#5: 76-80.

Whereas this is essentially a report of products on display at
the "Which Computer?" show in Birmingham, U.K., there is something
here to compliment the article by Urrows & Urrows, 1982. "Britain has
made a strong commitment to extend computer literacy to every person
in the country. They feel, rightly so, that computers are the wave of
the future and that every citizen ought to be able to take advantage
uf their potential. Thus, the government is supporting educational
computer programs in schools by picking up 50 percent of the cost of
the hardware .1.1 well as sponsoring a twice-weekly program on BBC
television." (p. 76) Some of that hardware is described in this
article.

Alesandrini, Kathryn Lutz. 1982. CAI Should Differ from Tradition.
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Electronic Education, October, Vol. 2 #2: 15, 22-23.

This article stresses the fact that the best CAI programming
should emphasize the unique aspects of the medium -- "the features of
student control of graphics and concept-related visual feedback
constitute the unique advantages of CAI over other media." (p. 22)
The article discusses properties of effective graphics and, citing
research that shows that recall of visual material exceeds recall of
printed matter, Alesandrini gives nine rules of thumb for improving
CAI via graphics. The nine suggestions are:

(1) Important concepts, either concrete or abstract, and main
points in particular, should be presented graphically. In support of
this, Alesandrini draws on her own research comparing two lessons in
which identical material was presented both visually and verbally.
The results were that "the graphic version was preferred over the
all-verbal lesson and, more importantly, it resulted in better
learning." (p. 22)

(2) "Supportive" or "arbitrary" symbols and graphs can be used
to portray information that is difficult to convey realistically.
Concept related graphics, such as international symbols or
travellers, are another possibility.

(3) "Be sure to use appealing graphics in the openino display of
a lesson to gain the student's attention," but not as mere decoration
or motivation in the middle of the lesson. Graphics as rewards for
correct answers are OK, but otherwise they "can be distracting or
confusing and result in less learning than if no graphics were shown."

(4) Avoid overly complex graphics. It has been "found that
extraneous detail in pictures can actually interfere with learning" by
distracting students from information that might be more succinctly
conveyed in a line drawing. 4

(5) "Give informative visual feedback after the student answers
correctly." If concept-related feedback is not feasible, then
decorative graphics will possibly do. Examples are given of each
instance.

(6) "Give the student active control over visual displays".
(All quotes to here, p. 22; all that follow, p. 23)

(7) Although no correlation has been found between colors and
learning or memory, it has been established that colors and feelings
correlate. From what is known, it seems that "reds and blues should
be reserved for graphics that are not overly detailed while finely
detailed visuals and text should be shown in white, bright yellow or
green."

(8) Although "lengthy segments of animated graphics in a lesson
can quickly become tedious and boring," judicious use of this device
gets "highest ratings" from students.

(9) "When all else fails and information must be presented
verbally, at least take advantage of visual cueing techniques."
Examples of such techniques are special typefaces, centering and
offsetting, imaginative spacial groupings, etc.

In summary, it is argued here that CAI should be designed around
strategies which "are uniquely possible via CAI and take advantage of
the computer's visual and interactive capabilities." Otherwise "the
creative potential of CAI could be lost."
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Barger, Robert Newton. 1982. The Computer as a Humanizing Influence
in Education. T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in Education), May,
Vol. 9 #4: 95-6, 105.

Many who oppose the proliferation of computers in schools ("3 so
on the grounds that computers are somehow dehumanizing. Barger argues
the opposite view, that "the computer can show people what it means to
be human and can help them to become more human." He does this by
discussing how computers can enhance ("especially in an educational
context") the "fully human" traits of autonomy, individuality,
rationality, effectiveness, responsiveness, and creativity.

Autonomy -- In 1982, one computer company alone (Commodore) will
produce as many computers as had existed befor , 19E31. As a result,
the verb "know" has come to mean being able to access information, not
necessarily to have it in one's head. Furthermore, CAI will be the

1major means of learning by the year 2000. Consequently, computers
will not only enhance the ability of the individual to take more
personal control over his own potential for development, but their
eventual omnipresence will render "a facility in their use NECESSARY
for human autonomy" (my emphasis).

Individuality -- Not only can the computer offer individual
students the 1%.:>'ury of going at their own pace through course
material, but students could choose between "a number of optional
approaches to the same material." (quotes so far, p. 95) In addition,
instruction can take place at the student's convenience, with few (or
where the student has access to his own microcomputer, no)
restrictions on time or place of instruction.

Rationality In some disciplines, students using computers can
be expected to code steps of logical processes in machine readable
-format. Thus the computer can be a valuable teacher of heuristics and
in any case, "a most efficient tool for helping students to sharpen
their i.tellectual skills." (p. 96)

Affectiveness -- Through the use of engaging graphics as well as
appeal to touch and sound, the computer has capabiilities fOr
motivating and involving students unparallelled in other media of
inEtruction.

Responsiveness -- In working through CAI, the student has to
enter into a Platonic dialogue with a programmed instructional tool.
Furthermore, in writing the dialogue, the teacher/programmer must take
pains to see the lesson from the student's point of view and must
think through not only right but podsible wrong answers. When the
student enters one of these incorrect answers, he is immediately
corrected, whereas correct answers are immediately rewarded. In
either case, appropriate action can be implemented based on the
branching capabilities inhere-' in computer programming.
Responsiveness also mean.- at the student gets information meted out
to him as he is ready fur it, Finally. simulations can be performed
on computer which obvic..te the possibility of costly mistakes in real
life.

Creativity -- Computers allow many options and possibilities for
both students and teacher/programmers. "Also, the computer indirectly
encourages creativity by taking care of 'drudge' work," freeing
academicians to engage in more creative teaching and thinking. (p. 96)
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Blankenship, John. 1982. Give Your Apple a Voice: A Speech
Development System Using the Radio Shack Speech Synthesizer. Byte,
May Vol. 7 #5: 446-456.

As indicated in the title, this is a description of a Radio
Shack device which synthesizes human speech using an inventory of
phonemes, and of how that device can be modified for use with an
Apple. Also, a program is listed which purports to affect a simple
synthesis. Some strictly phonological considerations pertaining to
realistic synthesis of spoken English are touched on Also included
is a description and illustration of a low-res face accompanying the
author's program whose lips and eyes move in sync with the sounds
being synthesized.

Bli:ek, John. 1982. The First National Kidisc -- TV Becomes a
Plaything. Creative Computing, January, Vol. 8 #1: 106-110.

The Kidisc was created to exploit every imaginable feature of
'ideodisc technology. Its creators pass on some points which they
learned in producing the Kidisc which may help with interactive
videodisc production in general.

Hark, Alfred. 1902. Reactions. In Lawler, Joseph (Ed.). Computers
in composition instruction. Los Alamitos, CA: SWRL Educat_onal
Research and Development. pp. 67-73.

For Alfred Bork, this is a "light" article, but this does not
detract from the lucidity with which Bork elucidates crucial issues in
CAI development. Noting that "the computer is a gift of fire," with
both good uses and bad, Bork points out that "it is not clear that the
computer is going to improve education. The computer, like any new
technology, has the potential for improving education or weakening
educaton. Everything in human technology has this dual potential."
(p. 73) In this article, Bork tries to illuminate ways by which the
computer can be used to strengthen education.

(1) Screen Design: Presentation of text on the screen should
not emulate print, a medium with a wholly different set of constraints
from those found on computers. Developers should keep in mind that
"blank space lE free", that "short lines aid readability", that text
need not be placed always at the left margin, that "there is no reason
that we can't display text logically, keeping natural phrases together
on a line", and that we shou'.d "allow users to set the rate of the
text display." (p. 68). (2) Timing: Developers must be sensitized to
how users will react if the program halts, or if it proceeds after a
preset amount of time. (3) Content: Content should not be trivial,
and help routines should be "just as interactive as the rest of the
material." (p. 69) (4) Medium: Visual material, and much more
2nteraction, should be used to counteract the verbal orientation of
present courseware. Also, other media (e.g. student handbooks and
teacher's guides) should not be used to compensate, for design flaws.
(5) General Issues: "We.ought to use English as the medium of
comounication" (p. 70) rather than Y/N or multiple choice ("a tactic
of desperation in dealing with large numbers of students"; p. 70).
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in developing materials, we need to "begin to arrive at measures
of interaction ... and talk about the quality." Also we can now
truly "individualize the learning experience. We can make the
learning experience different for different people." Finally, we can
consider "new ways to organize learning," a concept difficult for
conventional teachers to grasp. (p. 71)

Development should not be left to the spare time of the teacher;
rather, it should proceed on the scale of development at the Open
University in England, where a million.dollars might be put into a
course that will be scrapped after seven years. Also, "Instructional
designers ought to stop thinking about programming," (p. 72) an area
which must be left to specialists in order to achieve
commercial-quality results. Additionally, materials should be
considered only after having first established a base of research;
rather than asking what we can do with computers, we should ask what
pedagogical problems need solution. Furthermore, we should look to
the future; tor example, not "develop materials for the kind of
hardware that is currently available," and which will soon become
obsolete. (p. 73; cf Hofstetter, 1983) Moreover, we need to "think
more about non-school environments" for our courseware. Finally, we
need to "think about the computer as a 'combining' device" (p. 73)
that will address several skills at once (e.g. reading and writing
together; not writing separately). .

"We are at the threshold of a real revolution in the way people
learn a revolution that is going to influence our entire
educational system." (p. 72) However, we are introducing fire into
our schools. Consideration of Bork's points may help determine
whether or not this fire is used beneficially.

Burnett, J. Dale and Larry A. Miller. 1962. Small Scale CAI: Some
General Considerations and an Example from Reading Education. Journal
of Educational Technology Systems, Vol. 10 #3, 1981-82: 207-222.

Lately, the trend in educational computing systems has shifted
away from dependence on large mainframes to work with stand alone
systems. Consequently, "It is now possible for virtually any
interested institution, or individual, to begin developing and using
computer-based instructional materials ..." (p. 208) As a result of
this development, the following project was possible.

This article discusses a series of lessons developed in BASIC on
an IBM 5100 teaching student teachers principles of the reading
process. For comparison, two other CAI reading projects are
mentioned, both of which "appear to suffer from an inadequate model of
the reading process ..." and from the fact that they were "designed to
fit the capabilities of the computer." (p. 214) In contrast, the
authors were "only interested in the technology to the extent that it
is capable of doing what we desire within an instructional framework."
(p. 209) Furthermore, their lessons were developed based on what the
authors feel was a sound psycholinguistic model of the reading
process.

.

[he authors' lessons were designed so that student teachers
would draw conclusions about the reading process from their
experiences with the computer. The exercises teach constrants on
context, syntax, semantics, and orthography. In one exercise,
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students fill in a blank in a sentence with twelve possible words.
Then other sentences are given with blanks in which an ever decreasing
number of the original twelve words will fit. Finally, all but one of
the original words is eliminated. Another exercise displays a series
of sentences in which the students are required to replace nonsense
words with English words. As more sentences are displayed introducing
additional constraints on the nonsense vocabulary, students can change
their minds about the words in preceding sentences, so that by the end
of the exercise, the meaning of all the nonsense words is clear. A
final exercise has students guess every next letter. one by one, in
mystery sentences stored on the computer. After working these
lessons, the students discuss in class what they have learned about
prediction in reading.

The programs wera! developed in three stages. First, exercises
were conceptualized without consideration for programming limitations.
Next, the exercises were modified for the computer, the major
constraint at this stage being the size of the text window. Finally,
the program code was altered to improve machine speed. The authors
+eel that the resulting exercises were "unique in that no factual
information is presented to the student; he discovers the answers as
more and more written language is presented." Secondly, metalanguage
is totally dispensed with. But in the authors' view, "the main
feature of this project lies in the adaptation of a viable model of
the reading process to a computer assisted instructional format." (p.
218)

Burns, Hugh. 1982. Computer-assisted prewriting activities:
Harmonics for invention. In Lawler, Joseph (Ed.). Computers in
composition instruction. Los Alamitos, CA: SWRL Educational Research
and Development. pp. .19-29.

Using metaphors from harmonics and music, and characterizing
"invention as electronic orchestration," Burns elaborates on the
theory behind his milestone programming (reported elsewhere in this
bibliography: Burns and Culp, 1980). Interestingly, he calculates
that, were he to teach until the year 2011 classes of 140 students who
must each write 8 essays, then he would have to come up with 32,480
different topics for them. With his program, of course, he will be
spared much of this tedium. More important, students may be led to
"say to themselves, 'Wait a minute, I can ask myself such questions.'"
(p. 22) As an example of the interaction involved, the transcript of
a student stumbling around the topic of "Entropy in Maxwell's Demon"
(from Pynchon's The Crying of Lot 49) makes for entertaining reading.

Burns also summarizes the most interesting results from his
research (Burns and Culp, 1980) into the effectiveness of his
programming. First, although students using his program were able to
generate more ideas than were those in the experimental groupo they
had difficulty with the preponderance of ideas; "too many ideas made
the arranging task difficult and time consuming." However, Burns and
Culp "verified that invention doesn't end. Several students told us
on the + .1low-up questionnaire that the best answers to the questions
did not occur to them while they were on-line. They were stimulated
to think about 'heir subjects from new points of view. That's
exciting." (p. ..0)
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Collett, John. 1982. A Tenses Computer Program for Students of
French. The Modern Language Journal, Summer, Vol. 66 #2: 170-179.

This is a thorough, though not highly technical, description of
how lessons were developed using Basic to enable students to drill
verb tenses in French. At first, the lesson authors worked using a
multiple choice format, but this article describes some of the
difficulties and considerations in going over to a write-in format.
Some attention was paid in the programming to compacting recursive
elements to such an extent that the number of separate programs needed
to run the original lesson was reduced from forty to a single program
accessing BO data files, with corresponding gains in "elegance,
efficiency, and programmer satisfaction." (p.172) The data in the
files (verb stems, tense endings, and the like) are called at random,
enabling the formation of some 20,000 possible sentences in French.
However, some of '...Aose sentences being improbable in French~ certain
combinations are flagged so that if they happen to occur, the computer
3S instructed to forsake them for a new combination.

The article mentions some problems with the program which are
peculiar to French, and some, such as "a certain lack of variety," (p.
178) which are peculiar to Basic. Still, authors of CAI will be
impressed by the attention to proper programming style, and with
possible adaptations of the programming ideas here to their on work.
Additionally, although it is not specifically mentioned here, the
article provides an example of how linguistic and programming
considerations in analysis of language might in some ways coincide.

Davison, Ned J. 1982. Verse weaving: A challenge for all ages.
Creative Computing 8,7 (Jul):166-72.

"Randomly selecting lines of verse from a set of data
statements, the program displays a poem on the screen." (p. 168). To
use the program, users should pick a theme, then :.nput lines replete
with places, characters, actions, times, adjectives, details, etc.
The result is poetry whose "variety and impermanence offer a new kind
of verse, fiction, or dialog that is constantly changing and elusive"
(p. 168); "What happens is that you gradually uncover your own
feelings about the subject or theme" (p. 160). The program is listed,
coded in ALari Basic. (See also Davison's article in MICRO 1,2:3-12,
June 1980.)

Durlee, David. 1982. Maple Sugar and Apples: A Yummy Way to Learn.
Softalk, April, Vol. 2 #8: 170-174.

Noting that initial enthusiasm for CAI waned once the novelty
had worn off, it is asserted in this article that "Since the advent of
the microcomputer there has been a second wave of research in CAI."
(p. 170) The research dealt with here is the work of Bernard Fox and
Mary Wilson of the University of Vermont, who first designed a study
to determine "whether young children would even interact with the
computer." The result was that "all but one of the children
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participating in the test preferred the computer test over the flash
card version." (pp. 1712)

Next is described a program in which students of varying
bacigrounds were taught the history and techniques of CAI. Armed with
an enviable array of Apples and periferals (i.e. modems, graphics
tablets, voice synthesizers and digitalizers), students proda,-ed such
input devices as touch sensitive overlays, joysticks, and even
distance sensors allowing head movements as input. Other worn; was
done on improving student writing using Apple Writer, and constructing
databases of words with Echo II and allowing access to those words
with as few keystrokes as possible.

Another project involves use of a hi-res animated talking Blob
whose function is to "train students in prepositions, pronouns, who
and what questions, verb tenses, and more ... The program makes full
use of the Apple's 48K of memory to minimize disk loading time ...
because students lose interest when they are kept waiting." Plans are
to convert the Blob's speech from digitalized to memory conserving
synthesized speech, but reservations center around the fact that "no
studies have been done to show the effects of a computer accent on a
developing child."

Fox and Wilson say that "Today neither technology nor the cost
of technology stand in the way of developing creative courseware that
makes learning language as exciting as any arcade computer game of
Space Invaders. Only our mind's imagination limits us." Still
another limitation is mentioned in the article; namely, the shortage
of trained courseware developers. In Vermont, at least, there appear
to be "more microcomputers available for special education than <there
are special educators trained to use them." (p. 174)

Fitzgerald, Brian. 1982. The amazing maze in 3-D. Softline 2,1
(Sep):10-4,2b.

This article, first of a 5-part series, shows how to plot a 3
dimensional maze. If the maze were, say, the corridors of an
educational institution, or of a hospital, or what have you and
objects in the maze registration cards or pharmaceutical items, etc.,
then imagine the impact on language learning a program based in this
setting would have! A -Listing in Applesoft Basic accompanies the
article.

Fitzgerald, Brian. 1962. The amazing maze, Part II. Softline 2,2
(Nov) :24 --G.

This article, part of a five-part series continued into 1983,
shows how to plot and color in the maze in question. A listing in
Applesoft Basic is provided.

Glenn, Patricia D. It's Academic. 1982. Creative Computing,
October, Vol. 8 *10: 38 -48.

This is an article about a commercial program rolled Mentor
Master, which sells for under $40 and enables the owner of a 48K Apple
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II+ to create simple CAI materials. Although the author of this
review is careful to point out that Mentor is a programmed template,
not a CAI authoring language" (p. 38) and that its capabilities are

severely restricted, she does note that it is completely menu driven,
incorporates a ward processor for text creation and editing, and
provides full documention on the screen; in other words, it is
designed to be used by anyone who can turn on a computer and then
follow directions. Glenn warns, however, that proper advance planning
is necessary in making "worthwhile" lessons, otherwise "the result is
worse than useless." (p. 42)

Noting that Mentor can produce little more th'an "electrnnic page
turner" tutorials, Glenn nevertheless feels that Mentor has a place
within the educational establishment. "If tutorials and drill and
practice programs are a means for increasing the acceptance of
computers in the schools, then they should be used." (p. 44; see also
Merri11,1982)

Herriott, John. CAI: A Philosophy of Education and a System to
Match. 1982. Creative Computing, April, Vol. 8 #4: 80-86.

According to Herriott, "There is a very strong possibility that
before the end of this century, students will be receiving all of
their instruction from computers, with no contact with teachers
whatsoever." Thus, "Unless very serious thought is given to the whole
question of the role of the computer as a teaching device together
with a re-vamping of the entire system to allow full use of a powerful
tool in education, I'll wager that there will be rampant anarchy with
empty schools and out of work teachers." (p. 80) Fortunately,
Herriott further speculates that readers of Creative Computing (and by
extension, of this bibliography) will not be among the unemployed.

However, in considering change in educational systems to allow
for enhanced utilization of computers, one should NOT "try to see how
the new device fits into existing patterns." On the contrary, one
should consider its implementation in systems whose characteristics
might include the following: "First, the classroom as the most common
teaching mode, will disappear." Second, good teachers will be able to
multiply fruitful contact hours with their students, possibly taking
on roles as councellors and guides. Third, students will have more
control over their direction in a course, even to the point of
deciding when to leave it. In the wired 'classroom', "There is no
timetable." The students' control might extend to their being
encouraged to write CAI lessons themselves. (cf Lewis 81)

In making use of computers in education, one should strive to
utilize the seven advantages of CAI; namely, the ability of computers
to (1) teach on a one to one basis with a high success rate, (2)

provide imbedded remedial instruction, often unbeknownst to students,
(3) provide "enrichment material", (4) track student progress, (5)

allow for self pacing, (6) provide video and audio support through
p,riferal devices, and (7) provide access to massive information
retrieval bases. But however computers are utilized, one should keep
in mind that it is imperative that the interactive nature of the
medium b emphasized. Letting the computer take too much control,
even of turning on and of periferals, can have a lulling effect that
might_ work to the detriment of other benefits inherent in the medium.
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Hitchcock, John. 1982. AWACS. Creat.ve Computing 9,5 :May):158-1.7.

The player is in an AWAC plane, from which he controlt:: sn air
battle, attempting to destroy or to have destroyed enemy planes before
they attack his bases. The player has a hi-res radar screen, and can
scramble aircraft and direct their fire. The program is listed with
coding in Applesoft Basic.

Johnston, Emily G. 1982. Double Cross. Creative Computing 8,10
(Oct):252-8.

A double-crosstic. is a puzzle that derives from a quote, its
author, and the published source. The author and source are written
vertically so that each letter begins a horizontal word or phrase, all
cc.: which the player must discern from definitions or hints regarding
the horizontal words. Correctly figuring out the hidden phrases
reveals the author's name and source, and, througt cross reference
with a diagram, the quote itself. This program limits quote length to
256 characters. The program is "written in DEC PDP-11 Basic Plus and
is hPavily dependent on the string manipulation features of that
language." (p. 252.. The article lists a sample run only, but the
program listi:.g (or mag tape soft copy) is zwailaole from the author.

kehrberg, lent T. and Richard A. Pollack. 1982. Videodiscs ir the
Classroom: An Interactive Economics Course. Creative Computing,
January, Vol. 8 #1: 98-102.

Economics was chosen for development of intractive courseware
in this project because ecotomics happens to be a course which is
occasionally subject to canc,llation for lack of students, given
today's economir exigencies. Otherwise there is much in this report
oF genera) interest; in particular, problems nf lesson Cevelopment,
which are global in rature.

For example, it is useful to know that the lessons in question
were all laid out on .Aper before the decision to enhance one part or
another with video was made. Then, a service called Encyrlovideo was
enlisted to locate the appropriate films from Encyclopedia Britannica.
Actual production was done in three stages: premastering (on video
tape), mastering, and replication, and costs for these steps for one
tape e;:ceected $6000. Furthermore, these costs were "not the expen,..aiyt,
component in computer and videcrlisc courneware development. The major
expenseL lie in the development of the courseware with its computer
and vidE. material." (p. 102) Still, it was thought that the
advantages of videodisc over the less expensively produced video tape
counter-balanced the additional .rst of video production.

Kellner. Charlie. 1982. V is for Videodisc: t .;ng a Videodisc with
Apple SuperPilot. Creative Computing, January, Vol. G #1: 104-105.

S perPilot differs fc.om standard Pilot in that 1. has 27 colors,
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better animations, and faster printer control and student record
capabilities. It also allows a V: command which will, given the
correct interface card and control program, control a
videodisc. These capabilities are oriefly touched on in this short
article.

Kimmel, Stephen. 1982. I Sing the Editor Electric. Creative
Computing, June, Vol 8 # 6: 75-78.

This is a review of a bit of commercial word pro.-essing software
called Grammatik, which searches through a file of text for any of 500
words and phrases (stored in the Grammatik program) commohly misused
in English. On encountering one of these, the program print:- out a
message prompting the user to double check hia usage of that wurd or
phrase.

Assuming that a group of learners were able to writ,
compositions using word processors, Grammatik could be used to assist
them in double checking their work for their most common mistakes for
in addition to the original 500 words and phrases in Grammatik's
internal dictionary (which may or may not be appropriate to students
of ESL), 300 other words and phrases may be supplied by the instructor
or user. Then, according to the reviewer, Grammatik "is like having
an English teacher available to you all the time. Running it on a
regular basis would improve your writing skills." (p. 76)

The major limitations of this parLicular software are that the
program operates independently of the meaning of words, and that the
program cannot check fcr grammatical errors. The program can only
search out the words and phrases previously keyed into it leaving it
to the user to judge whether that word or phrase is indeed misused or
not. However, these limitations, if looked upon as the next hurdle to
overcome, suggest the eventual deve:opment of a computerized error
monitor for language learners.

Lathrop, Ann. 1982. Courseware selection. In Lawler, Joseph (Ed.).
Computers in composition instruction. Los Alamitos, CA: SWRL
EduLational Research and Development. pp. 47-60.

This is a better than average article on software evaluation,
because not only is it a primer on the subject for the prospective
user, but it contains a lot of reference information for the
e-perienced user. For example, the article incorporates an annotated
I oliography on articles dealing with software i tluation as well as a
listing af names and addresses of periodicals carrying reviews.
Additionlly, two .nstruments for evaluation, one recommended as being
carefully develoned but easy to use, and the other as beIng
comprehensive ,:,nd detailed, are cited.

Among the many suggestions made concerning evaluation: obtain
aIpropriate instruments for evaluation, consult software reviews, and
favor distributors who allow 30-day approval. Consider whether the
software ffeets a curriculum need and whether it constitutes a v,lid
use of the computer. Try running the program as a good student (to
see if it is fun, valuable, and challenging), as poor student (to
se what kind of feedback and guidance it gives), and as a negative
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student (to see if you can bomb it). Observe and poll students to
assess their reactions. Finally, help in4luence the mart.etplace by
refusing to buy anything but high quality courseware.

Lawler, Joseph. 1982. Appendix: Evaluating textual responses. In
Lawler, Joseph (Ed.). Computers in composition instruction. Los
AlamLtos, CA: SWRL Educ--onal Research and Development. pp. 75-81.

Lawler reports on work at SWRL whose purpose was to investigate
the potential for microcomputers in writing instruction. An
examination of the literature showed that the field was "limited" in
that not much courseware required student input of more than a
character at a time. Lawler and his colleagues therefore Hpcided to
focus "on designing computer-based materials that would rEquire the
actual production of text. And we also felt that our programs should
be able to evaluate that text." (p. 76) It was further decided to
teach sentence combining, since this had been shown to be effective,
since the "sequence and scope" of such a program was fairly
straightforward, and since the range of possible responses produced by
students would be limited any relatively manageable. However, it was
not easy to design a program that would parse strings in such a way
that the program would distinguish totally wrong answers from those
that had only spelling or punctuation errors.

Design of the parser followed several steps. First errors were
classified as either syntactic (and treated by routing through some
remedial feedback in the program) or form errors. These latter were
routed through the parser. The parser first checks for a capital
letter at the beginning of the sentence and for a period at the end;
if one of these is missing, the student is so informed. The parser
then checks for the sentence combining 'signal"; if none is found, the
student is asked to add one or is passed into the appropriate
syntactic error subroutines. Next, the parser compares the number of
words in the student response to the number of words in the correct
answer; if there is a discrepancy, the student is asked to rectify it
or is passed into the remedial portion.

Checks for initial capital, final period, sentence combining
"signal", and correct number of .cords were compared to the
complex subroutines necessary fur checking spelling. The nitial step
was to define misspelling. Eventially, subroutines were written that
would detect when one word had one letter more or less than another,
one letter different from another, or two letters transposed. If such
a word was encountered, all else being equal, the program could still
save the student from getting bogged down in the remedial part of the
program. (See Soemarmo, 063, for examples of such routines.)

In conclusion, Lawler reiterates that programs of this nature
are very difficult to write ;nd will not likely do exactly what they
are meant to do. However, the effort is worthwhile in the long run,
since students are appreciative of the fact that they don't have to
retype whole sentences because of typographical errors, and this helps
students to "view the computer as a partner rather than an adversary."
(p. 81) Also, cathough Lawler doesn't mention this, this kind of
programming, once developed, can usually be used intact as subroutines
in subsequent lessons.
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Lawler, Joseph. 1982. Computers in Composition Instruction. Los
Alamitos, CA: SWRL Educational Research and Development.

This book is a collection of papers from a recent SWRL
(Southwest Regional Laboratory for Educational Research and
Development) conference whose participants e,plored how recent
developments in writing instruction (e.g. concentration on process
over product) could be enhanced through the use of computers. All of
these are cited 2n this bibl.ography; still, to quote from the
introduction:

"The first paper in the volume provides an overview of the
current sl.ate of computer-based composition instructien. Robert
Shostak di,scusses the problems that writing teachers have
traditionally faced and describes some <specific software> that may
help overcome these problems.

"Hugh Burns describes a computer-based dialog that he developed
to assist students in generating ideas for writing." (cf Burns & Culp,
1980) "Earl Woodruff discusses the role that computers can play in
helping students compose text. Ann Lathrop outlines criteria that
should be considered when selecting courseware for purchase.

"The courseware demonstrated at the conference included a
variety of materials. Descriptions are provided for programs
demonstrated by Michael Southwell, Stephen Marcus, Irene and Owen
Thomas, and Shirley Keran.

"Alfred Bork ,erved as the reactor for the conference, and his
presentation inrludes a discussion of the principles that should guide
the development of computer-based learning materials. He also
discusses the need for a solid research foundation.

"In an appendix to the book, the editor describes some of the
problems that instructional developers are likely to encounter as they
design programs for teaching writing. The paper discusses the need
for interactive programs that can evaluate the form and content of
textual responses."

This book was reviewed in College Composition and Communication
(Vol. 34 #3, pp. 368-9) by John C. Bean. Writing about a year after
the book came out, Bean n9tes that already, the "buok's survey of
courseware is incomplete and out of date. It makes no mention of the
work of many currently a...tive researchers, including Ruth Von Blum's
team at UCLA, Helen Schwartz at Oaklan0 University (Michigan),
Chistine Neuwirth at Carnegie-Mellon, Lillian Bridwell and Donald Rnss
at the University of Minnesota, William Marling at Case Western
Reserve, or ... Joseph Bourque at Montana State University." (p. 369)

Lesgold, A.M. 1982. Paradigms or computer-based education.
Unpublished article. Learning Research and Development Center,
University of Pittsburg.

According to Perez & White (1'84:39), "Lesgold (1982) in
describing paradigms for computer-based instruction also emphasizes
the need for substantial work on motivational issues. He notes that
students perform certain tasks within computer systems that they may
not do in other settings. In addition, Lesgold proposes a more
pragmatic 'toolkit' of motivational principles to be available in
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authoring environments and libraries. These 'kits' would consist of
programming devices and instructional suggestions supported by
educational rationale. Suggestions might include principles such as
(1) if the student is about to lose, interrupt and tutor to prevent
losing; and (2) do not tutor before the student has a chance to
discove: the game for him/her F.:elf."

Lubar, David. 1982. Adventures in Videoland (Rollercoaster: A
olmputer/Video Adventure). Creative Computing (January), Vol. 8 #1:
60-70.

This article describes the adaptation of the adventlAr3 movie
"Rollercoaster" to an interactive videodisc format. There is actually
a series of three articles here: the first by David Lubar telling how
the interactive programming came to be written, the second dealing
with aspects of programming, and the third by David Ahl called "The
Rollercoaster Game Dissected." Included in the article are flowcharts
and a complete listing of the inter.,...tive program, coded in BASIC.

Madeheim, Jim, and Al Vesterdal. 1982. Hangman for the pocket
computer. Creative Computing 8,4 (Apr):130.

This article lists and describes a parsimonious program which
allows someone to type a word in for another person to figure out;
coded it Radio Shack's pocket computer Basic.

Mangasarian, Jeffrey. 1982. Cyrillic anyone? Character editor for
the Apple. Creative Computing 8,7 (Jul):120-32.

This article shows how to use systems programs on the Apple!
disk to generate character sets usable in foreign language CAI.

Mathes, Stan_ey L. 1982. Using Microcomputer Graphics to Train
Teachert, Creative Computing, April, Vol. 8 #4: 88-94.

This article is of interest to educators on several counts.
First, authors of CAI often have need for graphics, and this article
includes a listing o-F a program that, when keyed into an Apple II+,
will allow an author to draw and color on the screen and save the
product. Of further interest is how the program was created: it was
the product of a workshop in which teachers were taught the rudiments
of Basic through graphics, an interesting approach in itself.
Finally, several issues in computers in education are ancillary to the
emphasis of the article, which is on the most obvious level a
description of the evolution of the graphics program in the workshop.
Among these ancillary issues are: how much confidence in, hence power
over, the medium users might have; how computers can teach heuristics
of problem solving in addition to the solution to whatever problem is
immediately at hand; and how computers are capable of motivating
students to enthusiastically solve these problems.

This article is one of several (see Herriott 1982) in this issue
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of Creative Computing having to do with computers in education.
Language instructors might also look at David Lubar's review of a
crossword puzzle generator for Apple II on p. 22. On p. 50, Bob
Callan reviews the new Monroe EC 8800 educatinnal computer. On p. 96,
Mary Humphrey shares her insights on what kids think about the
computers in their schools, and on p. 112, Eugene Raudsepp publishes
the second in a series of articles on overcoming psychological and
organizational barriers to creativity. Finally, Antonio M. Lopez, Jr.
has an article on the educational value of pocket (i.e. cheap)
computers. (cf Dede 1980)

McComb, Gordon. 1982. Speech, Speech! Creative Computing (December),
Vol. 8 #12: 120-130.

After mentioning the makers of various voice synthesizers on the
market today (and providing addresses at the back), McComb discusses
how different TTS (text to speech) synthesizers work. Some TTS
synthesizers work at the phoneme levtl, and others at the level of
allophones. In either system, text s translated into its phonemic or
allophonic egtivalent, after which pronunciation variances are
compensated fcr. Finer points of sucl- systems include getting vowel
and consonant sounds by using either a voiced or a fricative
generator. Toward the end of the process, sounds are sent through
filters designed to mimic the human vocal tract, and the beginning and
ending of each phoneme or allophone is "sloped" (through circuitry iu
the synthesizer) to provide smooth transitions from onc to the other.
Finally, the sound is played out through a speaker.

In addition, "A few synthesizers for the personal computer
market make it possible to control pitch under software control. It
is also possible to pace the syllables and phrases better to create
more life-like speech." Programming all this is simplified via
algorithm programs which "look at each letter individually, then scan
to either side to see how other lLtters in the word will affect
pronunciation. The unit then searches a rule table so it can compare
the scanned words with its stored definitions. When it sees a match,
it corrects for proper pronun:iation as indicated. If it doesn't see
a match, it outputs the speech without any conversion." (p. 124)

Unfortunately, no one has yet elucidated the rules of
pronunciation in English with 100% accuracy, taking into account all
e;:ceptions, let alone programmed such an algorithm into a computer.
Still, 90% accuracy is possible in some industrial synthesizers.
However, lacking such devices, most people find ways to fool the
computer with mis-spellings that will produce desired sounds, for
example writing "cloze" instead of "clothes". Programmers can produce
desired sounds by programming in the codes for those sounds.

Included in the article are tables listing phonemes, their
duration, and some of their production features, all coded for Votrax.
See also related articles by Anderson and by Norman in this same issue
cf Creative Computing.

Mfrrrill, Paul E. 1982. The Case Against Pilot: The Pros and Cons of
Computer-Assisted Instruction Languages and Authoring Systems.
Creative Computing, July, Vol. 8 #7: 70, 75-77.
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In this article, the argument is made tnat the limitations on
CAI authoring languages are not compensated for by ease of learning
when compared to pr,Igramming languages such as Pascal or Basic. This
is because authorirg languages try to "siii.plify th,2 author's task by
using one or more of the following techniques":

1) Reduce the domain of possible commands "A CAI language
such as Pilot which tries to simplify the courseware author's task by
reducing the number of commands in the language has a significant
liability. The restriction in the domain of commands creates a
restriction in the range of possible outcomes or applications ...

"The principle reason for selecting Pilot over other, more
powerful, general purpose languages such as Basic or Pascal seems to
be the ease with which it can te learned. However, this reasoning may
be somewhat fallacious." As evidence of this, the author presents a
table comparing several commands in each of the three languages which
"reveals that a subset of Basic or Pascal which matches the domain of
Pilot commands could be learned just as easily. However, the more
powerful languages offer the advantage of additional capabilities when
the author is ready to go beyond the minimal subset. If an author
Liegins by learning Pilot and then desires greater power, he must then
scrap Pilot and begin learning a new language. Why not begin with a
powerful language in the first place?"

However, it is also noted that although "a subset of Pz=scal
would be just as 'easy to learn as Basic or Pilot ... Rather than
beginning by eshowing how commands can be used in a simple,
straightforward fashion, most authors try to present commands in their
total complexity. The Pascal language is also embedded in a powerful
but complex operating system ... " which the prospective CAI author
must also learn to use

2) Provide commands and strategies which meet the specific needs
of instructional application In addition to being limited, commands
allowed are often "chosen based on an implied instructional strategy.
The availability of this set of commands and the exclusion of more
general commands inadvertently requires authors to use a particular
strategy ... " The strategy used is usually tutorial and "Although
such a strategy sounds great, in practice it is generally just plain
boring. ... In fact, one could argue that the resulting CAI program is
little more than a fancy and expensive page turner." Although Merrill
allows that in Pilot, authors are not forced to use tutorial strategy,
and that more creative programming is possible, he thinks that "the
vc..ry nature of principal Pilot commands strongly encourages novice
programmers to use a mediocre strategy."

3) Provide commands or routines which perform higher level tasks
-- With the ?xception of Pilot's "match" instruction (which invokes a
subroutine enabling "a Pilot program to perform moderately
sophisticated natural language processing" not possible with a single
command in Basic, APL, or Pascal), both Pilot and Basic are weak in
allowing higher order functions to be brought into programs (i.e. via
subroutines; quotes to here, p. 76). Pascal, APL, Logo, and Actor
languages allow parameters to be passed from main program to
subroutine and hence allow "truly modular programming", and Pascal
also allows subroutines to be linked with a single command.

With programming languages, courseware authors are given a
template to use which allows them to concentrate on lesson content,
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but the template "forces the author to turn out courseware which
conforms to the template. Such templates can have the effect of
enhancing the quality of courseware produced by the novice, while
restricting the quality of the courseware produced by a creative
author. The general quality of the courseware produced is dependent
on the quality f the template."

In concli_ion, Merrill notes that "Authoring systems reduce cost
and effort by reducing variety in much the same way that cost and
effort are reduced in fast food restaurants, tract homes and formula
television shows." He offers pointers in the choice of a CAI
authoring language and suggests that "When possible, subject matter
experts with little computer experience should team up with
programmers who have had considerable experience programming in a
sophisticated language." (p. 77)

Muller, Jim. 1982. The Friendly Computer Languages. Creative
Computing (October), Vol. 8 #10: 55-60.

This article discusses the various versions of LOGO available
for Apple, TI, and Atari. The pros and cons of the various versions
are carefully weighed, making the conclusions too complex to present
here. Atari. Pilot, which combines features of both LOGO and PILOT,
seems to be the most versatile. However, TI's "sprites" are most
comprehensible to young users. The Apple Terrapin, Inc. version of
LOGO seems to be the Cadillac of the group, which is not to say that
it is most appropriate for all users. This article will give readers
a good basis for comparison of the various LOGO's, and will provide
some useful information about the language besides

See also in this issue Molly Watt's article entitled What Is
LOGO? (pp. 112-129, and Robert Lawler's LOGO Ideas, p. 111.

Munro, Allen. 1982. An Overview of Speech Synthesizers. Softalk,
May, Vol. 2: 149-156, 172-174.

The currently state-of-the-art commercially available speech
synthesizers for Apple II are described, namely: Type'n'Ta1k (Votrax),
Echo II (Street Electronics), SuperTalker (Mountain Computer), and
Micromouth (Micromint). Speech synthesis and digital recording are
differentiated, and trade-offs between the two are described.
Basically, these are that synthesis yields lower quality sound than
digital recording, but the latter uses memory z,ore rapaciously. Of
interest to language teachers is a discussion of phonological
considerations and constraints in speech synthesis. (SuperTalker was
included in r monstrations given by BIPACS at the 1982 TESOL
Convention in Aonolulu.) Those consulting this article will find a
second article, "When the Apple Speaks, Who Listens?" by Melissa
Minch, beginning on the same page as the Munro article.

Neumann, Robert. 1982. How to find good software. Electronic
Learning 2, 2 (October): 40-41.

This article is part of a "Software Special" in this issue of
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Electronic Learning. Briefly, Neumann suggests that if you can't
preview software you are considering buying, you should (1) lac!' for
evidence of field testing, (2) go on the strength of reviews,
particularly by teachers teaching your own subject and grade level,
(3) use demonstration tapes as a last resort, and (4) consider the
backup policy and reputation of the software publisner.

The rest of the Software Special is Well detailed and highly
informative, containing a virtual directory of sources for software
and of information about software. For,example, on pp. 42-3, there
are addresses and sales/review policies of various software vendors.
There is also a section on evaluation of software (pp. 45-8) in which
an evaluation form is suggested and discussed. Criteria include: (1)

appropriateness of computer for teaching a given skill, (2)
consistency of difficulty in all aspects of the program, (3) degree of
enhancement of graphics, sound, and color, (4) degree of interaction,
which includes ;,:ffectiveness of feedback and degree to which student
controls pace of program, and (5) suitability of documentation.

Following the evaluation form is a list of names and features of
recommended educational programs (pp. 50-5). There follows (pp. 56-8)
a "Software Yellow Pages" in which several dozen sources for software
reviews are listed. Also in this issue, there is a listing of
publishers who will consider marketing home-produced software (p. 29)
accompanying an article by Andrew Ragan entitled "Marketing your own
software" (pp. 28 & 30). Finally, there is a listing (pp. 26-7) of
schoot administration programs and their vendors.

°nosh:), Tim. 1932. Visions of the Future. Creative Computing,
January, Vol. 8 #1: 84-94.

Variables in videodisc selection are described. There are three
formats: laser-optical, CED, or Capacitance Ele,:tronic Disc (which
uses a stylus), and VHD, or Video High Density. Reasons are given for
the superf.ority of laser-optical systems over the other formats.
Three levels of interactivity are then identified: manual, built-in
microprocessor, and computer interface. Characteristics making
videodiscs either "consumer" or "industrial" are discussed. Finally,
work done at U. of Utah and at Brigham Young is mentioned, as is the
a,:lom +hat "the higher the fidelity of the automated image, the
stronger the transfer of learning." So much for theory; the balance
of the article is about how videodiscs are being used.

Some existing applications of videodiscs area (1) "How to Watch
Pro Football", (2) "First National Kidisc", -.5) a version of "the
Sears Catalcg", (4) "Patsearch" -- a doctor/patient database, (5)

Perceptronics's "Tank/Gunnery Trainer", (6) M:T's "movie rap" of
Aspen, and (7) a tour of the National Gallery of Art. Either being
planned or envisioned are a course in "Master Cooking", a program of
college campus tours, and various collet7e courses. As to the future:
"Will it be possible to record on a videodisc? ... practically every
manufacturer of videodisc hardware has a disc recorder under
development." Lastly, "there are still solid-state devices, like
bubble memories, that may make discs totally obsolete." (p. 94)

Peelle, Evan. 1982. Take the Trauma out of Training. Personal
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Computing, June, Vol. 6 #6: 76-80, 126.

Although geared toward those working in business training, this
article has obvious applications to general education. The article
begins by discussing the difference between "software authoring
systems" and "courseware", the former enabling authors to develop the
latter. One such authoring system is PASS, or Professional Authoring
Software System, which was drveloped on the Bell & Howell version of
the Apple II (and is hence compatible with either). PASS has color,
graphics, allows essay responses, and allows interface with video tape
or disk.. Although the system "is designed to be easily used by
non-programmers", PASS users (among which are Standard Oil, General
Motors, and Farmers Fund Insurance) can draw on. assistlnce from
independent consultants skilled in PASS.

Most of the authoring and courseware systems mentioned here are
designed to be as user friendly as possible. Of those meant for use
with Apple, Learning System, a product of Micro Lab, and Apple
Computer's Pin.- are mentioned, and it is noted that the video
interactive version of Pilot, SuperPilot, is due out shortly.

Another CAI authoring system, WISE, runs on a WICAT computer.
Still in the testing and developmental stages, WISE is menu driven,
writes its own code, and has advanced graphics, video interaction, and
computer speech capabilities. Also mentioned are Control Da' :a, which
nuw has seven to eight thousand hours of courseware on Plato, and
Cdex, which is producing business oriented courseware.

The article also discusses some advantages and limitations of
CAI in training programs. Among the advantages: (1) Advances in
courseware design "have removed much of the threat and resistance" to
CAI. (2) Interaction with cm.puters is dynamic and active and engages
the learner "cognitively, visually, physically, and soon,
auditorilly." (3) "The generation of those people experienced with
video and home computer games, as well as the home and office personal
computer, are likely to take readily to this extension of technology."
(4) Instruction can be self paced and under the control of the
learner, and progress can be measured against well established
criteria. (5) "Learning is low risk" bot to the learner insofar as
"mistakes are a matter between the individual and the computer," and
to the trainer, insofar as simulation may obviate the need to tie up
and ris.- damage to valuable equipment. (6) A training program can be
offered "coherently and consistently, which can be especially helpful
if you have a need for standardized content and quality of
instruction." Duality of training is not affected by shortages of or
waning pnthusiasm in instructors and can be precise, cost-effective,
fast & efficient, and accessible to people in remote lncations.

There exist several limitations to CAI. In this regard, readers
are cautioned against a tendency to "become enamoured of 'gimmickry'
at, the expense of real results" and inappropriately forcing contrt
best taught by other means into computer mode. Furt'ber limitations
are the fear that learners have of their first encounter with
computers, fear of trainers that they will lose their traditional
roles to computers, and the fact that cost advantages are more
pronounced with larger organizations who can spread costs of CAI over
larger aggregates of people and activities.
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Rose, [.en. 1982. Adventures in adventuring: The attack of the 3-toed
ogre. Softline 1,7 (Jan):26-31.

The programming described here illustrates implementation of a
battle sequence. Even if teachers don't like battles, there may be
algorithms here that programming instructors can adapt to adventure
applications. A listing in Applesoft Basic accompanies the program.

Rose, Ken. 1982. Adventures in adventuring: P:ease parse the Zork.
Softline 1,4 (Mar):14-17.

Half of this article is about a series of computer games called
Zork which, since they require input from players in the form of verb
plus subject noun (e.g. "Take key'), may in themselves be of interest
to a certain kind of ESL learner. But of possible interest to CAI
authors who program in Basic, especialiv those using Applesoft, is the
second half of the article, which contains a listing of a program
which will parse simple sentences of the above mentioned variety. The
present bibliographer has further extended the program described here
so that the program accepts imperative sentences of the
verb-determiner-noun variety, and he (I) would be happy to provide
soft copy to anyone who has read this far in the bibliography and who
will send me a disk in a self addressed mailer.

Rose, [en. 1982. Adventures in adventuring: From here to there and
back again. Softline 1,5 (May):10-13.

This article presents a listing of a game called "A Voyage to
the.Planet Pincus", illustrating parsing techniques and algorithms for
adventure game programming. It is accompanied by a listing in
Applesoft Basic.

Rose, Ken. 1982. Adventures in adventuring: Themes like old times.
Softline 1,6 (Jul):10-6.

This adventure game illustrates timing via for/next loops;
listed in Applesoft Basic.

Rose, Ken. 1982. Adventures in adventuring: The thing's the thing.
Softl3ne 2,1 (Sep):28-30.

This article describes a myster,./ adventure with emphasis on
handling (picking up, dropping) objects; listing in Applesoft Basic.

Rose, Ken. 1982. Adventures in adventuring: Amazing we will go.
Softline 2,2 (Nov:10-12.

This article explores maze programmirvi, and is accompanied by a
11,:stlng in Applesoft Basic.
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Ross, Tom. 1982. CAL at UPM: An Instructional Aid for Students and
Teachers. TEAM (Teachers of English Arabic Monthly), Summer, #42:
9-14.

Language teachers with backgrounds in literature and in
humanities are often "confused or even intimidated by computers" and
lack the time and inclination to learn basic programming skills," (p.
9) depriving both themselves and their students of valuable
experiences with computer-as-sisted instruction. To help ESL
instructors at the University of Petroleur. and Minerals in Dhahran,
Saudi Arabia, to overcome these limitations, a very user friendly
system of CAI implementation has been developed. This article simply
and concisely describes that s)/stem.

Previously, an authoring system had been used at UPM, but it was
found to be too difficult for authors to master and too time consuring
for those who did, and it was found that it was difficult to vary the
format of the resulting lessons (see Stevens 1980 & 1981 for more
about that phase of development of CAL at UPM, and Merrill 1982 for
limitations of authoring systems). With the new system, instructors
may create a wide variety of lessons by using a master program which
in turn draws on ten other programs to create the desired lesson.
According to Ross, the master program requires a minimum of commands
and simplifies use of the system for both authors and students.

Besides providing CM' capabilities, the system allows authors to
make use of several lesson format possibilities. Comporents are as
follows: (1) An exam program allows timed drill & practice or quiz
capabilities. (2) A speed reading program trains students to ski- a
passage at first to answer general questions, and gradually to read it
more slowly to get more and more specific information. (3) A cloze
reading program lets students guess at missing words and then asks
questions about the passage in hopes that "this will lead them to
realize that they can understand a passage even if they don't know
every word." (p. 11) (4) One program scrambles sentences and another
scrambles paragraphs. Each program randomizes chunks specified by the
author, numbers them, and displays them for students to restore to
their orioinal order. (5) Another program allows display and paging
of text.

Ross reports that the effectiveness of this mode of instruction
is apparent from the 'tremendous surge" of students using it at all
hours of the day and night, and from the fact that use doubles or
triples before exams. He notes also that it would be possible to
change and add to the existing selection of programs as teachers think
up "ways to computerize some of their most imaginative teaching
techniques." (p. 13)

Saracho, Olivia N. 1982. Planning Computer Assisted Instruction for
Spanish-Speaking Migrant Students. Journal of Educational Technology
Systems, Vol. 10 #3, 1981-82: 257-260.

The Computer Curriculum Corporation (CCC) has developed computer
based lessons in language arts, mathematics, and reading to help
Spanish-speaking migrant students overcome the "great failure" of
compensatory education, to which they are normally relsgated in
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American public ,chools. In this article, several studies are cited
attesting to the effectiveness of these lessons (including one which
found more favorable attitudes toward computers in students NOT using
them as compared to students in the CAI program). The beneficial
effects of CAI "may be attributed to the way the teacher used CAI, the
individualized instructional program, the students' extensive
practice, and the immediate feedback which students recieved." (p.
258)

The author feels that, considering the huge sums spent on
"unsuccessful educational programs" for these students, "the use of
computers to instruct such students seems especially appropriate." (p.
259) It is pointed out that these computers are used not to replace
teachers, but to assist them in planning the optimal curriculum for
each individual student. Ways that individual learning styles should
be taken into consideration in formulating this planning are noted.
Also, it is mentioned that care should be taken that learners are not
stigmatized by assignment of remedial work, as this affects their
attitue towards the computer.

"CAT can become a meaningful instructional technique provided
teachers understand its principles and its potentials,- :And provided
"it is used with a clear purpose in mind. ... Even though CAI can
interact with students and is adaptable to a variety of situations, it
may not fulfill every student's needs, especially in the affective
domain." (p. 259)

Scollon, Suzanne & Ron Scollon. 1982. }RUN TRILOGY: Can Tommy Read?
Paper presented at the symposium "Children's response to a literatn
environment: literacy before schooling" University of Victoria,
October 5-9, 1982.

fommy is the Scollon's four year old boy who successfully
manipulates the storage and retrieval systems on the family computer.
One of the games he plays is called Trilogy. Later, he sees a book in
a bookstore with the word Trilogy in the title. He recognizes the
word. Can he read?

This is only one of the questions addressed by the Scollons in
this thought provoking article. Basically, the article is about
literacy in a technologically changed world, but suhheadings include
discourse analysis in the medium of asynchronous ccmputer mediated
conferencing, where participants can suspend certair norms of more
focused modes of conferencing, among which 3S adherence to the conduit
metaphor, a norm.of communication whereby a message st,rts with a
speaker and is transmitted as a package to a listener. in computer
conferencing, participants have widely enhanced choices as to what
topics among those nominated by other participants they wish to
address: the resuTt is "a change in possibilities of discourse not
seen in the world at least since the introduction of widespread
printing."

Just as the conduit metaphor does not hold in discourse, so it
is not an appropriate metaphor in education using computers, yet it is
the "predominating metaphor" in drill and practice programming, the
result of which "children tend to avoid." Children much prefer
interaction with a computer. Therefore, "The role of the 'writer' of
the software <is not> of someone communicating to someone else. ...
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The role of the user is by the same token, not a role of receiving any
message but rather cne of exercising the options available for the
creation of a discourse in the micro-world presented by the
designers." (p. 7) In this micro-world, creativity is not held by the
writer, as it is in the conduit-world, but is shared with users, and
this is "attractive" to children and "threatening" to adults.

As evidence of this, the Scollons note the relative ease with
which children (a, compared to adults) learn computer operating
systems. Possibly this is because adults see computers as functioning
linearly, and thus they tend to get hung up at one step, thinking they
must overcome that problem in order to proceed. Conversely, "The
child approach is global and recycling." Children tend to experiment
until the nroblem is solved. Thus, success with computers runs
parallel to freedom from approaching them with "relentless, linear
logic."

The Scollons feel that, in fostering alternative possibilities
of discourse, especially in young children (who are not so fossilized
as adults in unrelenting forms), the computer stands to alter our
approach to literacy in ways that will depend on the micru-worlds
created by imaginative computer users. Impacts include a link wit"
our pre-printing past., and the fostering of levels of insight into
the nature of representational systems that have previously been
extremely rare." The Scollons conclude: "We do not know what other,
perhaps darker possibilities will be fz,stered."

Shostak, Robert. 1982. Computer-assisted composition instruction:
The state of the art. In Lawler, Joseph (Ed.). Computers in
composition instruction. Los Alamitos, CA: SWRL Educational Research
and Development. pp. 5-18.

This is an interesting article in that it attempts to integrate
developments in educational tecnnology with the process approach to
writing. Breaking that process into prewriting, composing, and
editing/revising, Shostak gives specific examples of computer programs
which deal with these discrete units of process.

PREWRITING (1) Story Maker, by Andee Rubin, lets Students
"choose options from already written program segments" (p. 8) and
manipulate these to compose stories with various outcomes. Students
control the.creative process while the computer takes care of the more
mundane mechanical details. "Very early in the program the child
begins to learn that making one choice rather than another will
influence how the story will flow as well as how it will end. Because
this program provides an early experience with manipulating language
at a high cognitive level, it seems to have a great deal of promise
for developing the kinds of skills one needs to become an effective
writer." (2) Burns's program modeling heuristics for invention is
based on the work of various philosophers (treated also in Burns and
Culp, 1980, and in Burns, 1982).

COMPOSING -- (1) Word processors simplify entry and revision of
twtt, motivate students to write more (if not better), and can perform
mechanical checks on spelling and even syntax. (2) Compupoem, by
Stephen Marcus, "encourages students to think about what they want to
say, an it even provides the opportunity to see instant r:productions
of their poems in different formats". (p. 11) (3) The Electric Poet,
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by Edmund Skellings, takes the idea of computer-assisted poetry
further, so that it stimulates and integrates both hemispheres of the
brai-_ resulting in "optimcl conditions for creativity." (p. 13) The
Electric Poet uses color, an "infinite" variety of display patterns
(including simulated 3-D), and animation to make poetry appear (or
floy, or whatever) r- and across the screer. 'See Davison, 1982, for
a public domain poetry "we--/er".)

REWRITING AND EDITING -- (1) The Navy Programs of Robert Wisher
deal with organization and the development of style. Ona of theso
preramts several numbered sentences from which students select the
topic sentence and organize the rest into e logical paragraph. Then
they are prompted to edit the paragraph "in a variety of ways in order
to clarify meaning and provide stylistic effects ... position che
topic sentence, place short sentences before longer ones, delete
uniportant sentences, and insert a single sentence of their oval." (p.
14) Another of Wisher's programs "has the atudent combine phrases
into meaningful sentences. The student can see immediately P lw
phrases can be combined to form clauses, and how clauses can be
combined to form sentences." (p. 15) (2) RSVP is treated elsewhere in
this bibliography (see Kotler and Anandam, 1983). (3) The Writer's
Workbench, from B('1 Laboratories, is a set of 32 programs which
correct spelling, punctuation, and grammar, and which will "analyze
style and provide feedback to the author on sentence length, cliches,
wordiness, and jargon." (p. 17) Basing its analysis on data drawn
from, among other things, Strunk and White's The Elements of Style and
examples of scientific prose, the program draws up an analysis of the
student writing (readabiiity, average sentence langth, percentage of
complex sentences, percentage of passives, etc.) and then suggests
remedies which students may consider, and perhaps decide tu reject.

Concerning all of these programs, Shostak offers a cautionary
note: "We cannot look at computer-assisted instruction as a panacea.
Teachers are not going to become good writing ins,--uctors simply
because they have a unique new technolog/ available to them. They
must first understand what it meana to be a writer -- to experience
Loth the pain and the joy. They must understand the process, ard they
must he able to integrate the latest innovations in instructional
techaology into an already sound writing program." (p. 7)

Smi,:f, Mike. 1982. Pilot for the Apple. Creative Computing, Jut"
Vol. 8 #7: 62-68.

This is a perceptive and compreh,nsive review of the Apple Pilot
CAI authoring system by an apparently well qualified reviewer with
ex7erience using Pilot and knowledge of Pascal and advanced
programming possibilitiea. These abilities result in some useful
hints for users of Pilot, one example of which is a means of hooking
up the shift key to replace Control-Z in capitalization. The author
also nentions that in using the graphics capabilities, it is useful to
draw a picture on a piece of clear plastic which can then be put over
the screen. allowing the desired picture to be traced using Apple
Pilot.

Limitations as well ms strong points of Apple Pllot are
detailed, as are the salient features of all the editors (besides text
and graphics, Apple Pilot allows cnaracter set generation and storagp

BERT flerw 411" ABLE
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and sound capabilities). Mainly, this is a thorough description of
Pilot, written at a _rofessional, bu: slot unpleasantly technical,
level. It would be of use to someone contemplating buying Pilot, as
well as to someone who already has Pilot but doesn't quite know how to
get started using it.

,See also "The Case Against Pilot", which follows this article
(Merrill 1982). rhis issue of Creative Computing is also of interest
to imaginative developers of CAI in that it contains many articles on
graphics peripherals and on educational software for various
microcomputers.

Smith, M. R. 1982. Pilot-to-Basic Translator. Creative Computing,
October, Vol . 9 #10: 226-230.

1982. Pilot Tutorial I. Creative Computing, November,
Vol. 8 #11 181-182.

1982. Pilot Tutorial II. Creative Computing, December,
Vol. 8 #12: 243-253.

In the first of these articles, Mike Smith describes a program
he has written which "takes each Pilot command and generates the
equivalent series of basic statements stored in a program called
LESSON NAME where LESSON NAME is any lesson name." (p. 226) In the
following two articles, he elaborates on the use of this translator.
Even though some of the description concerns this particular
translator, there are hints and explanations that apply to the Pilot
Lang take in general. Much of the first article is directed toward
prog,-ammers, but should also b2 of interest to the layman who would
like insights on the relationship between Pilot and Basic.

One useful feature of the translator is that it includes a Basic
(B:) instruction which allows any Basic command to be imbedded thto
t.le Pilot program. Although this would conceivably make possible all
capobilities of the latter language in the CAI program, Smith seems to
thLn that the added power is "unnecessary". An experienced
programmer himself, Smith says that for writing lessons quickly, he is
"growing to like Pilot".

At tLe end of the final article, there is a wish list of things
to consider when obtaining a version of Pilot for CAI devel,a2ment.
For example, the proar,Am should enable the computer to judge the
syntax of the Pilot commands as they are typed in. In addition, it
stnuld be speedy, allow the student to print during the course of the
legson, be able to call other programs written in Basic or Pilot, and
should be written in modifiable code. Smith's translator will do all
of this. and he offers to copy it for anyone who will send him a
labelled disk, $5 and a self addressed envelope, plus about $2.50 for
return postage from his address in Canada: 301 86th Ave. SE, Calgary,
Alberta, T2H 1N7.

Steffin, Sherwin. 1982. What 1:),,s the Computer- Teach Best?
Softline, March, Vol.. 1: 23-25.

Three learning dr sins, psychomotor, affective, and cognitive
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are identified and loosely defined. "Generally speaking, educational
software is most frequently designed to address skills within the
cognitive domain." (p. 23)

A design model follows (p. 25), some characteristics of which
are: The ease with which we can design effective instructional
strategies that involve the use of the computer and other mecia 3S
directly related to the degree to which we know what we want the
learner to be able to do after instruction. ... educational chjectives
or goals must be stated in clear, unambiguous, observable, measurable
terms in order to be of the most use. ... and as we all know,
step-by-step planning is essential when it comes to designing
curricular materials that are to be presented to learners via
computer. ...

"Generally, in siWations where learner objectives are clear and
agreed upon the computer is in an excellent position to serve as an
instructional tool. But to the degree that objectives are vague or
ambiguous, or where there is wide discrepancy in the views of various
*eachers about intended outcomes, lecture/recitation, classroom
discussion, written essays, or the viewing of well prepared film or
video demonstrations are likely to be more useful tools than the
computer."

Steffin, Sherwin. 1982. The Future in Education: A -. Softline,
May, Vol. 1 147- 23-24.

In this article, Steffin continues his discussion of educational
computing. The article begins with mention of the impact of new
developments in computer hardware and software which are certain to
oiv,? educators even more powerful tools to use in producing
courseware. For example, greatly enh:nced memory combined with the
greater efficiency of computers is enabling users to access larger and
larger data bases. A dictionary (with thesaurus, antonym, and synonym
capabilities) is in the works. New flat screens allow briefcase sized
portability, light pens offer enhanced graphics capabilities, and
touch sensitive CRT plates expand input possibilities. Meanwhile,
interactive computer generated graphics with videodisc coupling await
only three developments (standard format, consumer recording
capabilities, and appropriate interface software) before their impact
is felt. Concludes Ste-Hirt, "As learning theorists and educators gain
in their understanding of the microcomputer and its peripherals, we
can certainly look forward to enhanced, elegant, and sophisticated
software that hrings together the knowledge and discipline of the
educator with *he flexibility and interactiveness of the computer."
:p. 27,)

Computer grade books and record keeping packages are at presrnt
"in a most crude and formative stage compared to what may be available
not coo long from now." (p. 23) And what may be available encompasses
a means of "Assessing diagnostic data for each student's approaches,
succc.ssses, and failures in problem-soLving activities ... " But to
what extent is gathering data an invasion of privacy? What is the
danqc2r, if any, of the computer's becoming an insidious form of mind
crntrol-. These questions are left dangling.

.

One radjca] effect of the computer is that it "is goig to have
an 1 mpctct on wnere learning occurs," Since tne Quincy box, the most
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prevalent institutional architectural design, "leaves much to be
desired in terms of fostering intellectual divergence," doing away
with the offending central locations appears to be a Justifiable
solution' In this event, "the teacher's role can change from that of
a broadcaster of instruction to a manager of instruction.... Time and
space need no longer be the limiting +actors for the acquisition of
information."

Sweeson, Richard P. and Chrys Anderson. 1982. The Role of Motivation
in Computer-Assisted Instruction. Creative Computing, October, Vol. 8
1410: 174-1:9.

Not:eg that "the best teaching methods are those that rely most
heavily oi positive techniques to motivate people" and that
"motivation has been identified as a critical component in learning,"
the authors feel that what is known about motivation in learning
should be applied to CAI programming. Hence, this article explores
some factors involved in motivation and relates these to reinforcement
in CAI.

First of all, the authors stress throughout that it should never
be taken for granted that a given reinforcer will elicit a correct
response. Empirical testing must be carried Dui- whenever possible to
determine whether the learner will prefer the positive or the negative
reinforcer (examples are given of cases where children eschewed
cnrrect answers in order to trigger the more amusing incorrect answer
responses.)

Reinforcement is classified on one level as being primary,
eecoedary, and generalized, and on another level as being active,
pass.ve, or interactive. Primary reinforcers don't have to be
learned, and an example might be an acsthetically pleasie_ visual
display. Secondary reinforcers are learned (in some cases, through
socialization), and examples are praise or permission to play a video
game. Generalized reinforcers are also learned, but they are
eesentially tokens which may be accumulated and exchanged for
something of value, for example points, stars, er grades. People
seldom tire of receiving generalized reinforcement, whereas they
become quicEly sated from primary and secondary reinforcers. However,
only primary and se,:ondary reinforcers can be totally contained within
the confines of the computer. Thus, generalized reinforcement is most
lasLing and effective, but only if the tokens have value in the real
world.

Passive, active, and interactive reinforcement refers to the
degree of "obtrusiveness" of the reinforcer. Basically, passive
reinforcers dive information as to the adequacy of the response (e.g.
'That te correct' or 'No, try again.') Active reinforcement provides
this much information plus additional visual or verbal stimulation
(e.g. happy faces, or 'Good work"). Interactive reinforcement
provides all of this and in addition allows user participation. The
re:ample (liven is a reinforcer allowing the student to play a video
()erne on completion of a task.

Finally, four variables governing the effectiveness of
reinforcement are discussed: timing, appropriateness, relevancy, and
configuratien. Timing subsumes immediacy (0.5 seconds is ideal),
scheduling (reinforcement should occur every time at first. then
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gradually be thinned out) , and duration (this will depend on the type
of reinforcer). Appropriateness takes into consideration audience
factors, such as age and (dis)abilities. Relevancy concerns the fact
that "lo be maximally efficient, reinforcement should be rot only
motivational but informational as well In other words, the event
designed to be reinforced should, if at all possible, also add to the
user's infornation about the subject matter." Configuration concerns
the feedback loutine as a whole. If the student responds incorrectly,
then he "requires the basic feedback that a given response was
incorrect, but any additional, judgemental information is nbt only
unnecessary but undesirable." Two final consideration (1)
Motivation can only be sustained so muci before anxiety iters the
picture and performance falls off. (2) "There is a danger that
reinforcement routines can be distracting", for example by putting the
student in a "mood tha+ is detrimental to efficient learning". (All
quotes in this paragraph, p. 139)

ihe', Lee. 1982. Educational Software for the Home. Personal
Computing, June, Vol. 6 #6: 48-52, 102-114.

This is an article dealing in the hilosophies and opinions of
educational software producers concerni. j their products. The
emphasis is on tutorial material for American school children, but
there is much in the article of interest to anyone working in CAI.
Interestingly, CAI is considered in this article to include
productivity tools (i.e. word processors, data-base management
software) as well as drill & practice tutorials and siffulation
programs.

Some of the obvious advantages of CAI are noted: i.e. (1) the
abilit, of the computer to allow immediate feedback, correction
without criticism, and student control over and interest in learning,
(2) the ability to appeal to disadvantaged learners, and (3) tne
ability to do all of this with "the patience only the truly mindless
can achieve." (p. 50) Furthermore, it has been shown in at least 27
studies that "in every case the net effect was that CAI was superior
to or equal to the conventional classroom-environment methods. Some
students showed improvement of up to 50 percent on s=ores ..." (p.
18).

The article includes a listing of names and addresses cf 63
purveyors of educational software. As to the quality of this
software, "the most fundamental problem is that most educational
software is written by programmers who know nothing about pedagogy.
Software must be designed with clear learning objectives in mind." (p.
52) Thus, whether or not there are such learning objectives is one
criterion for evaluation of any unit of educational software. (cf
Smelt:7er 1981; but Ahl notes in one of the summer, 1985, issues of
Creative Computing the. educational software is now being more and
more produced by progr mers in conjunction with educators, with
improving results.)

The )a=t half of the article deals with several of these
criteria for evaluating educational software. Of all criteria given,
the following might be of prime consideration to languag instructors.
For example. the software should be friendly (e.g. menu driven) to the
e:,tent that getting from one place in the program to another is no
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more difficult than thumbing thnugh a book. Also, use of the program
should be se14 explanatory (and there should be adequate documentation
in any event). In addition, the best software should present
information clearly and in consistent format and include all the cues
to cJmprehension (i.e. upper & lower case) found in printed matter,
use color, graphics, and sound when appropriate, and allow automatic
remedial branching. In short, "it should exploit the unique
capabilities of the computer. ... There is no reason to buy software
that isn't superior to a book." (p. 114 See Herriott 1982 for a
list of seven of these "unique capabilities".)

Appropriate reinforcement should be provided, and should help
the student 'not only catch mistakes but analyze them for Iatterns,
which helps the ,.student> understand how he made the mistake, and not
just that he made it." (p. 110) Also, thE program should accept a
wide range of correct answers so as to avoid telling the student he is
wrong when he isn't. Finally, the more fles'ibility allowed in the
ways the lesson material can be presented and sequenced, or in the
levels of difficulty available, the better.

Urrows, Henry and ElizaL,th Urrows. 1982. Videotex for Learning.
Creative Computing, May, Vol . 8 #5: 50-60.

This article is an in depth review of mass data base systems now
being used in Europe, Japan and Canada, but as of yet little known in
America. Comprehensive in scope, vet written with a bias toward
-education, the article gives several examples of successful use of
videotex in furthering extra-curricular education in various countries
and ma!fes interesting suggestions as to how this instructional medium
might be expanded as the hardware for it (video display, keyboard,
communications interface, and modem or accoustic coupler See Ahl
1982) becomes more and more ubiquitous. (And see Shur, 1983, for an

4bupdate on videotex in the U.S.)
One-twelfth of all university alumni in the U.K. hold degrees

from Britain's Open University, whose courses, with the help of
videotex, are given over TV and radio, with "limited face to face
contact with instructors at 255 study centers." (p. 53) In Canada,
Telidon has been established to allow people Lo engage in interactive
degree or instruction from their homes or offices. Eventually
felidon should have academic research data bases, 'innovative
graphics", video and voice capabilities, and, as postage and printing
costs continue to increase, facilities for electronic publishing.

Residents of Columbus, Ohio, in the U.S.A., have had access to
Arete's Academic American Encyclopedia (indexed by keyword, article
title, and discipline or subdiscipline), to an Online Computer Library
Center, and to certain elementary school lessons using videotex on an
experimental basis. (There is also a condensed encyclopaedia on
Prestel in the U.K.> As for other countries, videotex systems in
France, Japan, and Venezuela are briefly discussed.

What is the point of nationally maintained videotex data bases'7'
"Interactive devices offer unheard of opportunities for life-long
learning ... The contents of millions of books nd journals will be
almo,EA instantly accessible at the press of a button. The great
teachers will be there, even though electronically, to provoke and
stimulate, and everyone ought to be able to afford them. Equal
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opportunity to learn is no longer only an unrealizable ideal." (p. 56
cf Braun 1980)

Varven, Jean. 1982a. The Schoolhouse Apple. Softalk, May, Vol. 2
#9: 36-40.

In this first installment of a column planned as a feature in
subsequent issues of Softalk, Varven notes that whereas "It is evident
that the microcomputer is being seen by many as an educational tool
with no limits to its usefulness and versatility," (p. 3(:)) tho.e
interested in the subject have no way 0, keeping up with fast breaking
developments in the field. Thus it is intended in this column to
reyiew educational software, speculate on what present developments
portend For the future, discuss computer literacy, discuss evaluation
of courseware, discuss frustration with and resistance to computers,
discuss authoring programs and other interactive hard and soft ware,
and publicize sources for more information.

This initial installment contains an annotated listing of a few
software producers, introduces the Apple Education Foundation (which
gives grants to people "developing new methods of learning through the
use t3f small computers" in fields including bilingual and foreign
language education), and reports on the Seventh Annual West Coast
Computer Faire.

Varven, Jean. 1982b. The Schoolhouse Apple. Softalk, June, Vol. 2
#10: 207-210.

This installment focuses on computer literacy. Varven borrows
from Arthur Leuhrmann's idea that computer literacy is hands-on
control over computers (see the March 1982 issue of The Computing
Teacher). Thus, a computer literacy course would teach a computer
language, but more importantly, students would learn "a way to write,
a way to think a way to organize their ideas and to decide how to
solve a problem in a logical, step-by-step fashion ..." (p. 207)

The problem of computer literacy for teachers is being addressed
through grant programs and through .eacher training programs such as
Stanford University's Microcomputers in Education, where . (4)o weeks,
teachers learn basic skills, peer tutoring techniques, and ,tire

advanced skills such as graphics, computer music, and database access.
Other means of promoting computer liter,:y, the ComputerTown concept,
an annual CAI conference at the University of Oregon, and the
Technology Education Act --.-; i982 now before Congress, are also
discussed to varying .degrees.

Varven, Jean. 1982c. The Schoolhouse Apple. Softalk (December),
Vol. 3 #4: 239-246.

In this installment of her monthly column, Jean Varven deals
'nth the computer-educational scene around the country. The
Investment in People program ir California is discussed, as are source
books and other resources for Apple etcators. There are blurbs on
companies producing educational software for Apple, such as
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Encyclopedia Britannica and Plato. The latter part of the article is
a LOGO tutorial by Jim Muller.

This issue of Softalk is of further in,erest to educators, since
a large part of it (pp. 136-223) is essentially a catalog of (some)
hardware and (mostly) software available for the Apple. Listings are
by company, and educational listings are on pp. 174-189. There is no
independent evaluation of any .J+ the items listed, but the listing,
with names and mailing addresses of all companies concerned, is in
itself valuable.

Wager, Walter. 1981-82. Design Considerations for Instructional
Computing Progcams. Journal of Educational Technology Systems, Vol.
10 #3, 1981-82: 261-269.

According to its abstract, "This article reviews four different
CAI algorithms in light of an instructional theory based on the work
of Robert Gagne. The author concluues that different types of CAI
supply different events of instruction to the learner. This implies
that different types of CAI are more or less complete as instructional
strategies, and that different types of CAI are more or less
appropriate depending on the nature of the capability to bE learned.
Designers should be aware of how the CAI programs will be used and
wort: toward providing the instructional events necessary to be
effective." (p. 261)

Wager is mainly 4...nncerned that the availability of user friendly
authoring packages is resulting in deficient courseware being produced

instructors showing "lack of concern with the application of
principles for the de-lign of the instructional materials derived from
a consistent and valid theory base" (p. 269). So, Wager examines the
algorithms for tutorial, drill and practice, simulation, and games.
The tutorial algorithm in particular seems amenable to adaptation to a
Gagne learning algorithm, which would result in a CAI lesson having
the following components. (1) First, a motivating display would
provide a set for learning. (2) Next, objectives of the lesson would
be made clear. (3) The learner would then be informed of what skills
were necessary to do the lesson, or would be given an entry quiz. (4)

A stimulus would be presented in the form of new information, a
definition, a rule, or a representative problem. (5) Some form of
learning guidance, a mnemonic for example, would then be presented.
(6) Performance which is "congruent with the objectives of the lesson"
would then be elicited. (p. 264) (7) One of four types of feedback
(simple yes/no, reinforcement, punishment, or elaborated feedback)
would be given. (More on feedback in CAI: Swenson & Anderson, 1982)
(8) Performance would then be assessed, perhaps off the machine. (9)

Finally, steps would be taken to enhance retention and transfer.
The other learning algorithms also have their places in CAI, but

Wager feels that the tutorial type is the most efficient and most
widely used. Tutorials can be either linear or branched. The
relative complexity of the latter "is why so many tutorial programs
end up being linear. Some authoring programs ... promote the
development of linear programs."

Following the suggestions in manuals and guides (=companyinq
these authoring programs is not likely to be of much help in prcducing
viuble materials. "Without a sound theoretical position it is
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difficult to come up with a consistent set of rules for CPi lesson
design." Such a set of rules would "consider the types of learning,
learner characteristics, and the situation in which the CA[ will be
used." (p. 268) In developing the lesson, the author would first
classify the objectives of the lesson, then properly sequence these
nbjectives, and finally produce program elements based on an
information processing model such as Saone's.

Watt, Don. 1982. Which computer should a school buy? How to get the
most for your money no matter what your budget. 'opular Computirg 2,
2 (December): 140-144.

This article pursues various scenarios in which a school or
department has $500, $2500, or $15,0n0 to spend for educational
;:omputers. Before deciding how to allocate the funds, Watt dispells
the fallacies that one should try to get the greatest number of
computers for the money and that the exact use of these computers can
be rigidly specified in advance.

With $500, Watt would purchase 5 Z)(81's. Given $2500, he would
buy one Apple II. The fact that Apple sapports Logo and that it has
the largest ran,e of ava,lable and about-to-be-available educational

applications" makes Apple Watt's "choice for an all-purpose
educational computer." (p. 144) With $15,000, Watt's decision would
depend on wheUner he was working at the elementary, middle, or high
school level. At the elementary level, he would buy as many TI LOGO
systems as he could (11 has since ceased producing the TI 99/4A). For
Junior high, he would choose Apple. For high school, he would buy a
different computer for different departments; for example, Atari with
graphic for an and with light and heat sensors for science, pole
with a synthesizer for music, and TRS-80 word processing for nglish
and business.

Woodruff. Earl. 1982. Computers and the composing process: An
examination of computer-writer interaction. In Lawler, Josep:I (Ed.).
Computers in composition instruction. Los Alamitos CA: SWRL
Educational Research and Development. pp. 31-45.

This article characterizes three modes (consultAtive, directive,
and collaborative) in which computers might assist students in their
writiog, and describes three orograms which each addressed one of
these modes. The progrlms were all tested for effectiveness, and
result'L of that research are reported here.

The program in '1:1e consultative format was essentially a text
,.ditor from which students could request help if needed. One form of
help was in developing arguments. Here, the computer would offer a
menu of choices, for example: statement of belief, explanations,
reasons, refutation, examples, and the like. Students ha,_; to choose
from the menu to get an appropriJcte explanation. Another form of help
was in producing the next sentence. Here, the computer would search
the previous sentence for key words and then prompt ttic. student for
mu-e information. Help was also provided in allowing students to
change words, or to flag words they were unsure of so that they could
be located later. Experimentation did not yield significant results
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favoring thie approach for facilitating writing. Rather than
encouraging students to focus on their writing holistically, this
program seemed to focus their attention inordinately on the nexi
sentence.

[he directive mode was used in an attempt to rectify the latter
problem. Instead of letting the students request help on their own,
the competer was progiammed to intervene whenever a sentence was
terminated. This intervention was in the form of one of 26 questions
which appeared according to how the previous question had been
answered. The program began by asking the student if he or she had an
opinion on a given topic. When the student responded yes, the
computer would allow e sentence of input, and then would ask if that
opinion held true for any circumstance. If the answer was yes, the
computer asked if there was a particular reason for the opinion given,
and wculo wait until the student formulated a reason. The program
continued "in this manner, leading the student through questions
designed to encourage clarification of the reason, evidence and
support for the reason and opinion, inclusion of more reasons, and,
finally, a summarization of the paper.° (p.1,7/ Some questions had to
be answered, but most could be skipped by pressing a 'continue' key,
or the question could be delayed a sentence or more by pressing the

key.
This program was tested in a three step experiment. the order of

steps being the independent variable. Students produced rough drafts
of an essay and then were allowed to revise in two sessir is. In both
sessions, they used the above program, but in one of the sessions,
they used a version of the program that did not intervene with
questions. When tne directive program was used as the second step,
the compositions were rated significantly ' wer than when the
directive program was used as the last stei It turns out that the
students were not familiar with the directiN,e program, and comparing
these rusults with another study in which students were asked to
perferm another unfamiliar action while writing, speaking aloud, it is
concluded that "Apparently, any such additional tas demand diverts
mental capacity tram the main task and results in writing that appears
simpler or lees mature." (p. 79) Inerefore, the researchers could
only speculate about the long-term eIfects of directive programming.
They cilsu report favorable attitudes from students who used the
directive program, and that students expr ssed en intent to use such
questioning strategies in future writing, but as eese find;ngs were
based on Just one e,:posure to the program, they also seem rather
epeculative.

Finally, in a collaborative program called EXPLORE, the compute"-
was ttsecf. to store 308 sentences on the topic o4 the effect of T.V. on
young people. Half the sentences favored T.V., while the other half
opposed it. The sentences were further subdivided in that there were
versions of each sentence in seven different rhetorical styles.
Students selected sentences from those offered by the computer,
eceepting or rejecting them according to whether or not the style of
writing was appropriate to the discourse task the studente had been
ot,:en. Eventually, students would have a composition which they could
print out, reorder, add to (drawing from the 308 stored ,entences),
delete from or even translate into a given rhetorical style.
"E.XPLORE is designed to ease the mental burden of composing. Since
the computer 2S producing the content and linguistic form of the text,
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students are able to produce more essays per class than they would be
able to under normal conditicyls. With thi facility, students are
allowed to concentrate on aspects of the composition task that are
seldom made conscious. Farthermore, students are encouraged to
experiment with novel forms of structure and to evaluate the relative
effects of style. And it is 'Through such efforts that we expect the
users to construct some of the higher, more sophisticated, composing
st,ategies." (p. 41) This was to some extent borne out in tests done
with 12th graders, who produced essays of greater clarity and focus
than they normally did; and furthermore, 90% of these students were of
the opinion that they had learned something about paragraphing from
this program.

The author feels that the latter procli-am, in which the computer
handles content and mechanics while the student concentrates on
strategy, provided practice which was in this case the most eff:?ctive
and which would have been difficult to ar.-ange in other circumstances.
lhe author and his colleagues envision further, and improved, work oi
this Hature. "The possible roles one may design for a computer are
limited by the computer's capabilities and by our applicable knowledge
of the composing process. But both these areas are advancing
rapidly." (r). 44)

--*- 1983 -*--

Ahl, David. 1983. Learning can be fun. Creative Computing 9, 4:
98-147.

This is an in-depth review of 29 recent commercial offerings of
educational programs. Of the 29 programs, 8 concern either word
recognition, reading, ,,ocabulary, or spelling. An additional two are
driver programs, in which educators may couch their own drill and
practice materials in either match game or tic tac toe formats. All
but three of the programs run on Apple (and the remaining three run on
Atari). This article will be informative for anyone who wants to get
an Idea of what is commercially available and aimed at a cross-section
wi educational realms. Descriptions of some of the programs may also
(.4],.'e software developers ideas applicable to their own projects.

Arceneau,:, Charles D. 1983. A poor man's spelling verify program.
Crecctive Computirq 9,6 (Jun):229-76.

This article lists several parts of a modest spelling checker
progiam und explains its rationale and implementation. It is listed
in this article and coded in Microsoft Extended Dist' Basic.

1.98.7,. Creating and reLreating. College Composition
and Communication (October) 34, 3:=-358.

Ihls article describes two of the author's programs for
nrewrtting and for global revision, respectively titled CREATE and
ReCPE(IFE. Of the former, Arms says "CREATE asks twenty questions that
t might as( a student in a pre-writing conference," (p. 755) and then
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providee a transcript of the questions and responses. RECREATE_ ast.s
gurettons that prompt students to reread critically their papers.

The programs are purely prompting devices designed to "teach the
patterns of thinking that good writers use without prompting." (p.
:55) They assess length of response, but not quality of input.

The author rejects the possibility that handing out the same
questions on a sheet of paper- would accomplish the same results:
"Writing on the computer is enticing; writing on a sheet of paper is
not." (p. 356) The author has observed that students seem to enjoy
using her programs to stimulate invention. "Most students treat the
computer as a friend. They are comfoetable talking to it and are awed
by its responses. They may argue with a teacher that 'everyone knows'
what that fuzzy word means, but they do rot argue with the computer,
which responds to a short answer with 'Tell me more.'"

Several guidelines for creation of similar materials are giver.
Essentially, such programs must be easy to use friendly in tone, and
'imply worded. Students must be free not only to use the programs at
their convenience, but to skip over irrelevant questions and to exit
quicily whenever they feel they have solved their problem. The author
also recommends the program end with the suggestion that the student
write "anything that comes to mind, start your paper, or add comments
to yourself regarding your paper." (p. 7,57) This would of course be
inclDroorated into the resulting printout.

It is stressed in this article that good writing instruction
begins, in the classroom, not on the computer. There are wErnings here
against becoming dogmatic in teaching heuristics to student= when we
really want "to encourage i sense of 'play' with words, sentences, or
ideas." (p. :57) We are also cautioned to teach process in such a way
that students will not rely on the computer, but will use what tney
have learned to cerry on even if the computer is down. We are
reminded that "it is the process, not the computer, that we value."
(p. 7,57)

Baldwin, Mark Lewis. 1983. Where are we headed? A program to
calculate the limits to growth. Creative Computing 9,5 (May): K)--14.

This article explores constraints on continued exponential
population growth, as per rorrester's MIT model. Accordingly, the
program considers factors such as natural resources, capital
investment, pollution, the ratio between capital and agricultural
investment, available food, crowding, and standard of living to
calculate population at g.ven times. Ihe program plots to an Epson
MX-80 printer. Parameters must be varied within the program (but this
could be altered to el low external input) . The program listing which
accompanies the article is coded in Atari Basic.

Bel eam, Hrward S. t5133. The Apocalypse equations. Creative
Computing 9,5 (May):196-9.

Given the number of strategic misslee in Soviet and American
arFenais and the probability of an accidental launching (all of which
can he varied) , the program described here gives the probebility of
nucleer war breaking (bet; listed and coded in Applesoft Basic.
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Bean, John C. 1983. Computerized word processing as an aid to
revision. College Composition and Communication 34, 2 (May): 146-148.

John Bean, according to a footnote and to the author's own
ment:on of his discomfc t "composing or revising directly at the
terminal", is more at home with Shelly and with Renaissance literature
then he is with word processing. He nevertheless reports here an
"e;:periment" in which 4 student volunteers were given the opportunity
to learn word processing. fhe article contains testimonials from two
of thoee students. Dalute's fine article, which preceeds this one in
this issue of CCC, is much more revealing as to how word processing
helps tau -tete writing, but this article is further proof that
computers are an excellent tool in promoting revision.

Bearden, Donna. 1983' The voice of the turtle: A schoclhouse Apple
tutorial: LOGO. Softalk 4, 3 (November). 80-82.

The V'n1CR of the Turtle is ao ongoing feature of Softalk, and
is bet nne of its many installments. This installment discusses

non-equilateral 'riangles. Donna Bearden also has LOGO tutorials in
thte April, September, and October (198-:',) issues of Softalk.
Installments for larch and months prior were written by Jim Muller,
Between April and September, there was a short hiatus while the turtle
got its act together. If you're interested io LOGO, these tutorials
are ci very together e L.

Breininger, Lynn J., and Stephen Porteh. 1987. A visit to Pro4eeeor
Cram: -..ettractive computer learning. College Compositiun and
Communication (October) 34, 3:358-361.

This article describes a program, called CRAM, for "Computer
keod; to Aseist Memory", des gned to do iuet as it says: help students
leern rules governing agreement, sentence fragments, comma splices,
and run-on sentences. Since the authors disclose at the outset that
thpy' wrote this program to take full advantage of the current
computer craze.' it is not surprising that they have transformed a
"well-tested" text-oriented mode of inetructic to a technolngy
capable of more progressive presenc.ation than the tutorial/drill
format described here.

However, the aithors are pleased with their results. The
sentences in their e:ercises are indeed interesting, having been
borrowed from Gulnress Bork of Records and The Boek of Lists (eAample:
"Both f\tille Hun and Pope Leo VII were reported to have died
during eex.") The authors elso make some use of the gamesmanship
ieherent in Ieer computer. In sum, they think Professor Cram adde "a
positive cemponent :J our overall writing program by generating
student intereet aed even enthusiasm for learning those often
troublesome rules. Before Cram's creation, we `ad either Lo eepend
precieus classreo1 time teaching these rules, t to assign relevant
chapters in a workbook. With the former, we su-pect that a lot of
time was coneumed exp1ainzng rules alread/ mastered by many in the
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ceeeernom: with the latter, we suspect ihat many a nage, went unread."
(p. 7,60) One wonders whether the text on the screen of the lessons
described here will really be read any more closely.

Bridwelt, Lillian, Paula Reed Nancarrow, and Donald Ross. 198-3. The
writing process and the writing machine: Current research on word
processors relevant to the teaching of compositon. In Beach, R., and
L. Bridwell (Eds.) New directions in composition research. New York:
Guilford Press. pp. 381-398.

According to Schwartz and Bridwell (1984:73), this Article
"Eealuates current research and specific programs useful for
cellege-level writing, reviews work in progress in compositon
classrooms, and assesses implications for the future."

Chapelle, Carol, and Joan Jamieson. 1983. Using informative feedback
messages in CALL courseware. TESOL Newsletter 17,4 (August):26-27.

[he article begins by developing the premise that although
immediate remedial feedback is one of the strongest rationales for
ueing CALL in the first place, current offerings in CALL courseware
are virtually devoid of such -feedback. This oversight fails to
-Iroperly utilize the computer's potential, which is to not only
ideettfy incorrect responses, but to "recognize to some extent that is
wrneg with them." (p. 27) Although "intelligent" answer judging
te-hniques exist, most teachers will rely on the more simple technique
of "errer aeticipetion", and this technique is explained here. The
first step is an analysis and cataloging of errors students are litely
to mete, and the next step is to develop an algorithm that will enable
an appropriate response to students who make any of the anticipated
errors. Examples of such an error analysis and remedial algorithm are
given for a lesson on past tense verbs. The result is a program which
"eneblee the stueent to receive the maximum number of relevant
feedbaci messages using a minimum amount of computer space for the
prow et

Chapelle, Carol, and Joan Jamieson. 1983. Pecognitine of student
input_ ,n computer-assisted language learning. CALICO Journel
(Decom..er) 1, 3;7-9;16.

En this article, possibile ..ides of student input to e computer
are outlined. Considerations involeed in computer recognition u4
Leput are characterized with specific reference to PLATO and the TUTOR
f ogramminq language and to word search (Pusack, 1983) and parsing
progr -ens (Markosian and Ager, 1983). Finally, possible action: that
could then be taken by the computer in response to student input are
ceneidered.

Otis article is written at a broadly conceptual level.
Furthermore, it is directed particularly at those with an interest in
PLWO and ite TUTOR language. However, it touches all the appropriate
baar:F, and would serve as a useful priner for those interested in a
general outline of what possibilitiee -lor student input exist and what
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(Actin', the computer could be e;:pected to take es a result of that
input.

Collier, Richard M. 1983. The word processr- and ree,ision
strategies. College Composition and Communication 34, 2 (May):
149-155.

Inexperienced writers typically (1) do rot deal adequately with
"larger domains of text" (p. 149), (2) do not "juggle successful1y the
demands placed on short- ard long-term memory" (p. 150), (3) do not
ettempt to retrieve text once it has been enanged, and (4) keep
changes in teet to e eenimun to facilitate recopying- Collier assumes
that word processing will help writers to overcome these pi :blems and
so devises a pilot study in which four opecatione ieditior, deletion,
substituttoe, and reordering) are studied with;r doesine
feunctuetion, words, phre.es/elauses, T-units, iuea clusters, and
paragraphs). His hypo -asis is that word processing "would
significantly expand the nueber and the complexity of the operations
us d by inexperienced writers when revising and would increase the
range of domains upon which these operations were performed." (p. 150)

Unfrrtunately, the experiment used only 4 non-randomly selected
../ects: one weal., two average, and one superior write, . Before the

,:perimert. the writers had only two sessions in which to +amiliarize
themselves with what appears td be an oveely sophisticated text edito,
the word processor is not named in this article; however, collier

notes several of its iimitreions). Collier says he had his subjects
prepare handwritten first arafts in all cases; some of these were
revised by hand, nd some were revised using the ..ext eeitor. Later
he says that some first drafts were entered directly into the
computer, eut that there was no advantage to this except t/at
"revising ;was> somete-at more efficient." ;p. 152)

The hypotnesis was supported in teat "the number and complexity
of ope-ations eueloyed for revision inereased," (p. 151) and that
writ4rg within the smaller domains wes enhanced. In addition, it is
noted teet eesay length "increased slightly" dee to additions. that
the writers revised even their revisons, the+ the strongest wrizer
seemed to benefit the most (and weakest least) from the project, an
thpt 3 of the 4 subeets "reacted positively" to the text editor.

On the other h,ed, some of the data support the efficacy of
revision by hand. For example, "serious and elaborate additions"
essays were made mere when writing by hand, "surface structure errors"
w e more frelue-tly missed when using the text elitor, and the larger
domaies were manipulated best by hand. This latter finding was
probably due to the text editor's not allowing etudents to easily page
through their write: it encouraged them to fu 's instead on the
fragment appearing on the screen. Hence, these 4 subjects tended to
make more revisions than they would have normal.y by hand, but these
were "sometimes minimal, often trivial, and occasionally detr.mental.
Editing in the smaller domains does not seem to add much to the
eLfectiveness or quality the final product." (p. 153)

In spite of thi' conclusion, Collier generously reports that
"not all is gloomy" fc word processing. "Revisions accomplished on
the word processor were never 1 se than those done An the traditional
format" (p. 153) and were in soee cases modestly improved ever work ey
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hand. Furthermore, "r,Avising on the word processor was by and largo
clutcler and more extensive." (p. 154) This in itself is a positive
finding, and one which may have led to more holistic -evision had the
students ever become comfortable with the software they were using.
Collier ends Lhis article by suggesting numerous improvements to that
software which would help students achieve a more holistic revision.
(See Pufahl, 1984, for a response and Collier's rebuttal.)

Cricht,n, Michael. 1983. Predicting the future. Creative CompLting
(Mar):18P-202.

[his program will allow users to cast coins, either physically
or .'la the program's random number generation, after which it
generates hexagrams and their titles and numbers (and prints this
ilrformation out if des:red). Users must then consult a tr-slation of
the Book of Changes for an interpretation of the output. The program
listed here is coded in an unnamed dialect of Basic.

Dalute, Colette. 1983. The computer as stylus and audience College
CoopositLoe And Communication 34, 2 (May): 1:4-145.

This article provides an analysis of the psycholinguistics of
the composing prccess and shows now word processing computers can help
overcome the physical and psychological constraints inherent in that
process.

Phy corstraints: writing and rEvising is "slow and
sometime,. painful". Writers are hesitant to revise because the result
may be messy, or may contain new errors. Also, writer's block results
from the view that once comm.tted to paper, words are permanent;
writers are thus reluctant to risk that commitment. Word processors,
however, assist in overcoming these problems hy alleviating writer's
creme, glying words a more transient quality, facilitating cutt'ne and
pasting, and allowing writers time for rereading instead of recopying.
Also, automatic formatting gives writers constant pcide in their work
and lets them more easily judge a piece as a whole. Most importantly,
a word processor "encourages writers to experiment and to view their
wiling as dynamic." In dynamic writing, revision can be done in
stages, one stage for content, one tor organization, one for spelling,
transition, etc.

PsyrThnlcgical constraints: in writing, one must supply
contextua and interactive clues commonly provided by a partner in
speaking. lany writers lack the objectivity necessary for viewing
their own work to see where these clues are necessary. Also, in
grappling with syntactic and logical considerations, many writers
can't ompty short-term memory before it fades to lorg-term. Practiced
writers may have developed strategies for replenishing short-term
memory from long-term - by focusing on dixferent steps of the writing
process one at a time ie of the deferred steps being takIng the
reader's point of vi no.i. Prompting, either from a tPnrher or from
peers, seems to 'ag.jle long-term memory into feeding short-term. Even
automatic promptAng will remind writers of the reader and cause the.n
to f.lk in gaps in their prose. Good writers eventually learn to
prompt themselves.
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According to Daiute. "The computer can help overcome
psychological constraints on writers, because the computer can
temporarily relieve some burd--Is on short-term memory." (pp. 140-1)
This is because it is physically faster to compose at the keyboard.
"En addition, the computer seems like an audience, thus stimulating
the writer to take a reader's point of view. (p. 141) In this respect
"lhe text editor is subtly interactive ... calling the user's
attention to tasks it has completed and by waiting for subsequent
commands. ... This invitation reminds the writer that the program is
waiting to receive input, which encourages the writer to say more And
tu consider whether what is written makes sense." (p. 141) The
computer can also facilitate electronic exchange of writing, further
heightening an awareneas of audience.

Finally, the computer "encourages writers to control their own
cognitive processes because it makes them more conscious of them."
For example, the computer's demand for precision forces students to
male a habit of self-monitoring. Additionally, error correction
erograms parallel conversationr supports while leaving the option to
repair undeP- control of the author. They also guide the writer Into
stepwise revision, build the writer's confidence, and help the writer
adjust to the concept of collaborative writing.

ln summary, computers give writers greater control over and
greater fluency in their writing. They take much of the tedium out of
writing, letting the writer's energy be utilized for more concentrated
writing and for more focused revision. Because word processed writing
is so easily changed, "The computer has proved to be a destroyer of
writing blocks." Furthermore, "much of the resistance to finding
one's own mistakes disappears ... The text editor capacities make it
easier for students to act on their cwn intuitions about their
wrIting." (p. 143)

Davison, Ned J. 1963. An interactive conegrdance program for the
small computer. CALICO Journal 1,1 (Jun):24-6.

The program listed and described here will run concordances,
providing statistical information on location, frequency, and
percentage of occurance of words in a given te:A. CodeC in Atari
Basic, the program will access properly formatted Atari text files.

Englieh, Randall. 1983. Peoblems in paradise: We will be
disappointed with the computer. Electronic Education 2, 5: 24,38.

After noti, that failure of computers to accomplish 100% of
people's expeefatinns will breed disappointment, Randall set up
various criticisms of CAI as straw figures which he shoots down with
parenthetically de...ivered facts. The straw men are the misconceptions
that computers are in-humane, that computers depart from "the basics",
that computers are 'frills' that do not warrant their expense, and
that computers will replace teachers.

Still, English points out that lack of quality software is one
of the most serious problems in CAI implementation. Reasons for this
lack are that the primary language used for software, BASIC, is not as
wsll developed as tne computers it is run on that non-educators stilY
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dominate thE educational software busine-s, and that talenU,d :oftware
de,,sloprs find game and business programming more financially
row,Arding than they do educational programming English thinks that
the formation of teams composed of people with expertise in
programming, educai ion, and de, lgn would put educational software
th,v,:,lopment on the r'ght track.

C. second prohlem with CAI development is the inadequacy of
rainlng programs for educational staff wishLng to upgrade skills or

acquire initi,A1 skills in CAl. English implies that such training
should be centralized, nd not left to ind-.v. lal institutions which
are themselves confused about what Ln do ,bout educational software
development.

Fitzgerald, Brian. 1987. The amazing maze Part 7-D. Softline 2,3
(Jan):14-9.

!his article describc,s how to plot and negotiate the ma;!e in
question. There is a listing 7n S-C Assembler, plus an Applesoft
loadtng program.

Fit:gerLld, Brian. 1997. The amazing maze 3n 3-D Part IV. Softline
2,4 Aar):i4-7.

fh!.. article describes how to plot and negotiate the maze in
quP- or:. It includes a listing in Atari Bmsic with Applesoft
patc_hes.

Fit-tjerrild, Brian. 1987. The amazing maze in 7-D Part V. SoftEne
2,4 'May-Juni:14-7. (Two issues have same issue no. 4.)

This article de,:crIbes how to plot and negotiate the maze in
question. The is in Atari Basic with Applesoft patches.

(3ahel, David. 192-,. What's in a game? Personal Computing 7,4
Nhr):63-9,172.

!his article provides a discussion o{ the potential value of
computer games.

Higgihs, John. 1987. Can computers teach-7 CALICO Journal 1, 2: 4-6.

article begins by characterizing-two roll models of
te.cherci,: magi ster and pedagogue. The former is ironhanded ano
Judgemental while the latter is a slave who follows his master, ready
ith information on demand. The magister model, according to Higgins,

partly responsible for the failure of language labs. In CAI, the
mag3F,ter emerges from programmed instruction, and has resulted in
page-turner CAI. Higgins suggests that the pedagogue role is
therefore the most appropriate for tne computer, and in the remainder
of the article, he produces a litany of suggestions for making the
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computer a slave of the :earner by emphasizing the "general advantage
that the cemputer may have over class learning or any form of
magisterial teaching, letting the learner participate in decisions
ahout how he or she will learn." (o. ffi)

For examp'e, the computer can process text through deletion,
insertion, subs.itution, and re-ordering; therefore, the learner can,
for instance, ask the properly programmed computer to create a cloze
exercise from a pre-supplied text, in which every nth word is deleted.
according to student specifications. Or students could ask the
computer to give them a re-ordering exercise based on the same (or a
different) text, as in a strip story. In any case, the ability of the
computer to process text gives the learner nLmerous options for
approaching a set of teacher-supplied texts.

lhree interesting programs, CLOSE-UP, TEXTRAG, and STORYBOARD,
stress predictien as a teachable skill. Another programming concept,
GRAMMARLAND, 'creates a miniature universe, within which it has all
the relevant knowledge to ask and answer questions, to obey
instructions or even to learn new facts which are compatible with its
elementary structures." (p. 6) In GRAMMARLAND, "The learners' task is
!Limply to find out what the machine cen do, and they an set about it
3n any way that they like," (p. 6) including pressing the ENTER key
and watching the, computer question itself. This and other adventure
games "lend themselves especially well to group exploitation rather
than individual use." (p. 6)

ln closing, Higgins returns to the question in the title: can
computers teachr HIE answer is that, "When used to teach like a
megister, computers have beeen successful only in very limited ways,
with well-motivated students using them for specific short-term goals.
Otherwise they have failed." (p. 6). But as p Oagogues, computers
"can enrich and diversify <existing). resources, providing new and
exciting ways of increasing the learners' exposure to meaningful
language." And furthermore, this can he done with "the smallest and
cheapest machines," in preference to larger and more imposing
mainframes.

Higgins, John. 198:. The computer ae a communicative environment.
TESOL Newsletter 17 (December), 6:9.

This is essentially a distillation of points the author has made
elsewhere; specifically, in the article cited above, and in his book
with Tim Johns (1984). Starting from the premise that "human beings
have muce less talent at 'being taught' than they do at 'learning',
Higgins suggests that the computer's lack of intelligence can 'e best
exploited by learners who use it to help them experiment with the
language, in order "to put the trial back into trial-and-error." For
example, the computer can be used to "demonstrate" language; that is,
to churn out randomly selected examples of a particular linguistic
feature. Higgins employs this prieciple in "Grammarland", wherein the
computer demonstrates an interaction with itself which the learner can
then attempt to emulate. The computer can also be used in an
"exploratory" mode, where the learner tries out the effect of various
inputs, ultimately to BOOH the computer (make the computer do
something foolish). Finally, the computer can act as a "game-setter"
or "game-board", allowing students to exercise language in play. All
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of these activities "lend themselves well to small group e,:pluitatioh,
where the diecuselon that goes on round the screen is part of the
learning process. ... in this sense, at least, computers cah he
described as communicative."

Howe II, Harold. 1983. Computers: The new kick in the schools.
College Board Review 12B, Summer: 24-32.

Harold Howe II is a self-professed computer illiterate who
seets, in writing this article, to provide a perspective on how
computers are, and should be, impacting schools. His remarks rely
heavily on analogies between television and education and cl his
reading about computers in schools. To his credit, he anticipates
areas where his analogy with TV does not hold, while from his reading,
he brings numerous statistics to bear on his argumeht, which is that
there are mainly political reasons why educators are not doing enough
to make use of this potentially powerful tool in education.

What he has observed wi,h TV leads Howe to speculate, among
other things, that (1) "Television so pervaded society that the
schools never really had a chance to choose their options in regard to
it. They were invaded by home-based TV. The same thing may happen
with computers." (p. 26) Furthermore, (2) "The experience with TV
suggests the+ schools and school districts flirting with the use of
computers must make plans for new opportunities for staff training and
must provide the funds to make those opportunities a reality." (p. 26)

Howe sees one crucial difference between computers and TV:
"Computers offer a technology in which students are active
participants from tne beginning, whereas most TV programming leaves
the student in a passive mode. In this sense, computers are more
sound educationally." (p. 26) In addition, combining TV with
computing, as in a videodisc configuration, will compound the
advantages of both.

Not wholly optimistic about the prospects of computers to
revolutionize education ("the school as an institutien has a massive
capacity to resist change" p. 26), Howe notes several inroads that
computers have made already. Besides already cropping up at schools,
computers are becoming cheaper,. more user f iendlv, and hence more
practical io education. Also, familiarity with computers is
acknowledged to be necessary in this day and age, and "they offer
ea3or possibilities for encouraging new levels of thinking and problem
snlving among children, so that the computer is a learning tool with
vast untapped potentialities. The computer as a tool for learning, as
opposed to the computer as drillmaster, is of great significance." (p.
26)

However" as with every major hardware innovation ;e.g. video.
language label, there have been problems with software. Most software
to date has been written in short, disconnected modules, produced
haphazardly by people more interested in market conditions than in
edueational environments. Furthermore, it is bo-ine and repetitious
and not clearly tied to other activities or textbooks. Crucially,
"Very little of the available programming takes full advantage of the
c mputer's capacity to lead a stadent into problem solving and other
a -e imaginative tasks." (p 28)

Government funding is vitally necessary for making significant
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Lnroads with the eoftware problem, but the Dept. of Education (under
Bell) has proposed only $16 million for a three year program of
software development, or 13 cents a year for earh student in the
country. The current trend, by which educational computing projects
are undertaken by the private sector (e.g. Walt Disney, Sesame Place),
will result in computers being everywhere but schools, and used by
everyone but the poor. This will create problems and inequities that
government should try to head off with a greater commitment to
eoucational computmg.

Jaeger, Bruce. 1983. Cavern Quest: An adventure game for the Bally
Arcade and Commodore Vic 20. Creative Computing 9,7 (Jul):222-5.

Pla/ers go intu a cave to retrieve nidden treasure. Because of
meecey constraints, joystick input replaces "Go North", "Up", etc.
(but can be replaced with a more elaborate text analyzer/parser on
lieger machines, see Please Paese the Zork, or many of Ken Rose's
articles in Softline, 1982-3, for simple examples of such parsers).
The suggested solution for this game is: make a map (a good language
learning activity). Cave configuration va-ies randomly; items in cave
include a boot, skeleton, shovel, mildewed saddlebags, bats, etc.
Listings are aiven for Bally and for Vic 20 & PET/CBm, plus
modificatio- are given for Vic or Pet without jo :ck.

Joy, B.V, and A-P. Lien. 1983. The butcner. the b-,ker, the
candlestick maker: Some uses of dialogue generators in computer
assisted foreign language learning. Australian Review of Apolied
Linguistics 6, 7:60-71.

Beginning with the premise that CAL, with its emphasis on
"discrete point syntactic features of language", is in eangee of
reJection from language teachers, the authors feel that "CAL can and
. 11 be adapted to accommodate more communicative programmes involving
more eeeeriential, global and interactive aspects of language end that
dialogue generators could have a central importance within such
programmes." (p. 60)

[he dialogue generator described here draws on a databaee of
utterances and on rules of discourse to generate plausible and
infinitely varying dialogues. The article suggests numerous oays that
such a facility could be used to promote a sense of natural language
in both structural and communicative language courses tfor Example, in
creating exercises where the computer takes one part of the dialogue,
or in haying students respond to prompts like 'The nutcher asks what
you want'). The article is largely speculative, especially in
thecussing how voice digitalizers and videodisc interfaces can b used
to enhance all this, but is on solid ground in suggesting imaqieitive
paradigms by which computers can be utilized outside those normally
considered by language teachers.

I eareley, B. Hurter, and R. 61. Seidel. 1983. Two decades of computer
based instruction projects: What have we learned! T.H.E. Journal

t
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(technical Horizons in Education) 10, 3: 90-93.

this review of over 50 CAI projects is a good star Wier article
for he serious researcher in CAI, in part because of the 102-item
bibliography printed in the margins. The authors divide the field
into work with prototypes, conceptual demonstrations, major
implementations and evaluations, dissemination, authoring systems,
intelligent CAI, innovative environments, and new theory. Projects
falling under each of these categories are identi+ied in a table, but
elaboration in prose is c rried out in this issue only for the first
two categories: prototypes and conceptual demonstrations. The article
was due to continue in a future issue of T.H.E.; however, this
reviewer is not aware that this was done.

The first section discusses prototype systems such as PLATO and
TICCIT. and mentions that no CBI project has since departed from these
or concepts except for videodisc systems and SMALLTALK and ICAI,
vhich have mouse-controlled cursor, concurrent processing, etc. In
tte next secti 1, projects are discussed in which computers were "uied
as ,Et tool of the student ... c.(as> reactions or alternatives to the
3r iginal philosophy of CAI in which computers were used to deliver
nstruction." (p. 93)

The autnors draw nine conclusions from their :iirvey. These ore
(1) "computers can make instruction more efficient or effective"
(2-3) Little is known about individualized instruction, or about the
effects of graphics, speech, motion, or humor in CAI. (4) Strides have

aide in overcoming inertia and resistance to char a. (5) CBI
authoring tools and techniques have been well developE . (6) "Good
mechanisms have been developed for the dissemination of CBI ideas and
courseware." (7) "CBI has spurred research throughout the entire
-field of instruction." (8) Federal funding is "pivotal". And (9) "We
hvo just scratched the surface of what can be accomplished with
computers in educai:ion." (p. 90)

tennedy, PAtricia H. 1983. Selecting computer software for a high
school EngLish course. English Journal (No'e_iber) 72, 7:91-92.

This short article is useful for iLs practical advice and
information. The author counsels that in choosing software, one
should (among other things) (1) peruse software reviews for
indications of user friendliness a.,c] good documentation, (2) consider
instructional modes other than drill (e.g. games, problem solving,
word processing) , (3) look for software that allows users to edit Ctta
or alter programming, 14) "select software that gives intrinsic
rewards through the use o: a motivating and an entertaining format,"
(p. '/l) and (5) tend toward software that will run from me-io-y,
without disk access, so that it can be loaded into several cmputers
at :Ince. Some word processors and three instructional programs useful
Ln secondary level English classes are mentioned. Of these, only
Magic Spells (from Apple Computer) app ars to be useful to fe -eign
lancrAdge instructors, having an edit mode and 25 page manual.

Kehnndy, Robert E., and Curtis N. Cooper. 1983. Crossword puzzle
pattern generator. Creative Computing 9,9 (Sep):252-256.
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rhE- program lescribed here generates a 15 X 15 square crossword
grid, at least 25% black. It gives you the opt3on of creating the
patterr or letting the computer do it. lhe program is listed and
coded 3n Noeth Star Basic.

Limmel, Stephen. 1983. World Builder: A modest program for designing
strange new worlds. Creative Computing 9,6 (Jun):262-77.

his program, wnich allows users to create plausible but
fictional ,lorlds. has possibilities for use as an educational science
program" (p. 262), and perhaps could be used to st.- ,ulate conversation
or debate in an ESL or FL class. First, users must settle on a star,
the si7e & temperature of the proposed planet, gravity, orbital
eccentricity, tilt of axis, number of moons, etc. The prcgram listing
is followed by a sample run which is probably too complex for most ESL
students (but which can of course be altered). The listing is in
TRS-80 Basic.

Fotler, Lorne. and Eamala Anandam. 198Z. A partnership of teacher
und computer in teaching writino. College Composition and
Communication (October) 34, 3:361-367.

This article describce the_ RSVP (Response System with Variable
Prescriptlons) system developed at Miami-Dade Community College with a
grant from the Exxon Education Foundation. The RSVP system is not
interactive, but is a computer-based teachers' aid wnose porpose is to
ass3st teachers in co.iposing letters to students providing feedback on
compositions the teachers have read and graded. The guiding principle
is that students make predictable mistakes in writing, that these can
be broken down and classifiad, and that responding to these student
mistakes is simply a matter of the teacher identifying which mistakPs
each student has made and instructing the computer to respond
accordingly. This provAdes consistent and complete feedback to the
student and saves the teacher the time and trouble of providing
extensive feedback to each student a paper by paper basis.

After reading a given composion, the inst-uctor designates it
a- falling into one of four categories governing the level (based on a
Fry readability count) at which the computer will respond to the
student. The instructor then bubbles a form on which are written all
the errors anticipated by the system, and which is used to instrurt
the computer to find text segments corresponding to the appropriate
mistakes. The text segments explain the mistake to the student and
'live a model (at the appropriate level) illustrating correctly
executed writing. The computer c'Jmpiles the segments of text
corresponding to each mistake into an individualized letter given in
turn to each student. Students use the letters to critique future
wryling, as a basis for student teacher conferences, and as a record
of their progress in writing over the school term. (See Withey, 1983,
for an unfavorable critique of RSVP.)

Kowsary, Roya. 198Z. Buenos dias, senor computer. This World (a San
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Francisco newspaper), Oct. 2: 17.

This newspaper article reports on the work of John Underwood,
assistant professor of Hispanic studies at Mills College, who has
created a conversational Spanish language program as a pilot effort
to change the traditional role of the computer in language teaching."
Based on the programming principles inherent in Eliza, the mock
psychotherapist developed by J. Weizenbaum of MIT in 1966, Underwood's
program creates "the appearance of understanding derived from the
clever use of key words." Called La Famine, the program "converses",
tn 5pan,sh, with the student about members of his or her family
Although Underwood is still workino tc debug his program, he expects
to "see serious attempts at developing truly interactive programs
within the next year or so."

Lien, A-P. 1983'. tieing scanners in the computer-assisted development
of the writing skill in a foreign language. In Proc.Pedings of the
Conference on Computer-Aided i_eerning in Tertiary Education ICALITE),
Briebane:446-455.

At the outset, the author characterizes two main approae"es to
CALL: (1) the artificial intelligence approach, involving simulations
and ielowledg-a-based systems, and which correspond closely to
communicattve language theory (:.e. Council of Europe): and (2) the
discrete point approach, iniolving drill and practice a,d random
access generators. The latter approach, while being more conveniently
implemented on computer than the former, does net necessarily
translate into communicative language activity, which derives more
from "a meaning-oriented approach to to the problem of negotiating
one's communication needs." (p. 447) As a means of promoting
hypothesi formation with a relatively easily implemented system, the
author discusses here the potential of computers to facilitate written
discourse in a foreign language (French).

Writing is a skill in which students often struggle with meaning
at the expense of form, and to which they can rprely apply many of the
monitoring skills available to native speakers. Therefore, a
computer-assisted support structure is postulated which would allow
fluency in writing, provide immediate feedUact in a simple, yet quick
and efficient way, be individualised, promote an awareness of likely
problem areas, and suggest where mistakes might lurk, leaving it to
the student to decide if ir fact a mistake existed. An example of
such a system is SCAN, implemented on Apple, which as soon as the
student has entered a full stop seans the sentence for certain
keyworde (suggested by error analysis). Once a keyword is
highlighted, students are led by means of an appropriate heuristic to
determine for themselves if the word is used correctly. "By
unfailingly flagging each keyword, it is hypothesised that the
computer should gradually sensitise students to the fact certain
keywords in their target language productions should trigger certain
ehecking mechanisms." (p. 452)

Lian points out two problems with this approach: that students
can become easily overwhelmed by the number of problematic keywords,
and that students can come to rely on the computer to pick out the
keywords for them. Therefore, there should be programmed into the
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computer a weaning process by which support is gradually withdrawn
from students who have used the system a certain number of times.
Lian is careful to point out that far from being in danger of being
repl,:,ced, teachers will probably have to work harder to monitor the
data generated in order to better help each student.

{_Ian, Andrew. and Cnristine Mestre. 1983. Toward genuine
individualisation in language course develorment. Australian Review
of Applied Linguistics 6, 2:1-19.

This article discusses in some detail a theory of
individualisation pursuant to showing how an elaborate
student-controlled simulation (a "macrosimulation") can be used to
deal effectively with non-homogeneous classes. The macrosimulation
described nere is one in which students settled on a setting for their
Language learning, an imaginary village in France, and then defined
the topography and architecture of the village and assumed roles and
characteristics of villagers. It is suggested that individualisation
lends itself to facilitation by technological innovations in teaching,
but also that it creates problems in that "the notion of a 'course' as
a fixed set of knowledge and experiences with everyone doing the same
thing, at the same time, at the same rata and in the same place must
be abandoned." (p. 13) The authors suggest self-accessed open
entry-open exit as a means of implementing individualization while
satisfying the notion of a course acceptable to institutes of higher
learning.

Marcus, Stephen. 1983. Real-time gadgets with feedback; Special
effects in computer-assisted instruction. The Writing Instructor
(Summer) 2, 4:156-164.

This article is full of imaginative suggestions xor using
computers in writing instruction. A sampling:

(1) Practicing freewriting by turning down the brightness on the
video monitor so that composing is literally done blind This
assuages the obstruction of fluency and dilutinn of concentration that
accompanies frequent editing of language, syntax, and mechanics when
writing normally. "Invisible writing with computers discouraged the
kind of "local editing" that is particularly common with word
processors and that is counter-productive at certain stages of the
composing process. It encouraged a quality of attention to the topic
at hanu which is sometimes lacking in usual freewriting activities."
(p. 15-')

(2) Pirst line/last line StLdents run a program which gives
them "two apparently unrelated sentences, for example:

He checked his schedule to see what he planned to ruin
today. They left him wonderi'lg whether the door would close
in time.

The directions are to move the cursor between the sentences and
to type in a story which connects them. As the writers do, they see
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the second (i.e. final) sentence creep Lo the right, snaking down the
screen as they continue typing." With such exercises, "words are not
fi;:ed and rigid. Exp, ession has shape and movement ltterally and
fiouratively." (p. 158) This 's supposed to be good for overcoming
writer's block.

(3) Conferencinq -- In hopes of turning up the inner composing
s.oice (a la Emig, Peri, etc) and of utilizing it in a dialog whereby
.deas are constantly generated and brought to the surface, Marcus and
colleagues plaee student A's video monitor atop B's terminal, and B's
atop A's, both cocked so that A can see B's terminal but not his awn,
and vice versa. Student A writes while B prompts or suggests. Later,
printouts allow reconstruction of the dialog for further
collaboration. "This kind of activity utilizes the advantages cf
freewriting and invisible writing, and adds to them the benefits of
training students to be careful readera, paraphrasers, and writing
consultants." (p. 159) Furthermore, this "maintains in a very
definite way the social diniension of the composing process and the
terse of audience. It also provides a temporary antidote to the
isolation some people feel when working with computers." (p. 160)

(4) Global search and replace (SAR) Text can be typed into a
tent editor and using SAR, can be processed (by, say, replacing
vowels with symbols and numbers) so that it appears to be garbage.
Ste.onts must reconstruct the text, again using SAR. Alternatively,
students can use SAR to change a passage from first to third person.

One reason that these activities work so well, according to
Marcus, is that computerized text is intrinsically motivating. "There
are indications that print which appears on televison screens is
neither print, par se, nor television. Rather, it is
print-on-televison: a new medium with its on characteristic
messages." (p. 162) This unique medium, "vidcotext", is helping
teachers and students to "shape a new environment even as they are
being shaped by it." (p. 163)

Mead, William. 1983. A Course in C.A.L.L. for an M.A. program in
ESL. TESOL Newsletter 17,5 (October):13.,

In this article. Bill Mead elaborates on components nf ,1 course
he teaches at the University of Houston, where students have a choice
of using BASIC or LISP on the university mainframe. These components,
in order of historical developmee+ increasing individualization of
instruction, are:

(1) Seccessive frame Originally conceived by Pressy (1926),
this program type presents fra of text information and related
questions to be mastered in sequence.

(2) Scrambled textbook Introduced by Crowder (in Coulson,
1962), d2ffers from 'successive frame' in that incorrect answers
result (Ideally) branches to explanatory sub-lessons

Adaptive teaching programs Suggested in Golberg, 1973,
this type of program branches not according to one response, but to a
history of responses.

(r) Learner /controlled progiams -- These programs suggest that
the learner take action appropriate to a history of responses.
Examples givee are 1ICCIi programs and The Writer's Workbench (in
which suggestions are inferred from analysis).

A 2,-ZA,_
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(5) Ari-ificially intelligent tutoring systems This type of
program combines natural language processing with student modeling;
that is, such programs can judge an answer for correctness based on AC
processing, and they can "learn" from students so as to evolve a means
of more accurately processing answers.

McConnell, Barry. 1983. Timex's novice-friendly keyboard gets high
points. Electronic Education 2, 6: 30-72.

Those present at the 1983 TESOL Convention in Toronto and who
saw the impressive examples of CALL programming done on Sinclairs
might be interested in reading this review of that $99 computer.
Although constrained by the fact that the keyboard is "not a
typist's", the programmer will find the keyboard versatile enough for
his own purposes and will appreciate professional touches such as
immediate interpretation of program syntax. At the end of the
article, half a dozen books on Sinclair programming are either lauded
or panned. The reviewer rates the Sinclair as an excellent beginner's
computer that is also expandable for even greater versatility. At its
price, and especially considering the potential suggested for CALL at
the recent convention, the Sinclair should not be overlooked by
CALL/CA1 lesson authors.

Mimlitch, Thomas R. 1983. Adventures in WPL. Softalk 4, 3
(November): 171-144.

This article is about how 12-year old children are motivated to
construct their or interactive stories on computer using Apple Writer
and WPL, the Word Processing Language which comes with Apple Writer
1I. In so doing, the kids practice typing, exercise their creativity,
and mate decisions based on their reading comprehension. "Soon
they're expanding on outlined ideas and expressing themselves in
sentences -- writing, editing, and rewriting story frames. And the
thought that peers will be reading their stories encourages youngsters
to strive for correct grammar and spelling and clear meaning." (p.
131)

The project described in this article involved 6 kids over a
period of 5 months. The kids created their own adventure stories in
which therE were numerous opportunities for branching. The stories
were constructed in frames, so that readers could exercise options of
what frame would come next and thus create a story of his or her cwn
choosing. The frames and possible story lines were first worked out
on individual cards and pasted to a wall, but eventually these were
entered into Apple Writer files. WPL was then invoked to handle the
branching functions and allow authors to set up stories and readers to
recreate them according to individual fancy.

The author reports that this was an exciting and gratifying
experience for the kids. But 'Inlike many articles which describe such
projects superficially and z^ glowing terms, this article provides
enough technical detail to enable others with Apple Writer II to
conduct the same experiment. Program listings in WPL are given, as is
the text of one of the stories produced by the children. This article
is therefore a thorough descriptioe of how the computer can be

,
,
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successfully turned intrJ a tool for the facilitation of creative
learnmg.

Otto, 3ue F., and James P. Pusack. 198:. Stringing us along:
Programming for foreign language CAI. CALICO Journal 1,2
(Sepl:26-3-3,47.

This article presents a comprehensive discussion of string
handling, and contains listings of subroutines (in an unspecified
dialect of Basic) which do certain tricks.

Pinho, Fred. 1993. Medieval combat. Creative Computing 9,5
(Ma0:230-8.

Two opponents assemble cavalry, archers, and infantry and try to
maneuver their respective forces to overwhelm the enemy. In so doing,
the opponents attempt to attract defectors from neutral kingdoms
and/or the other side, to survive natural disasters, and finally to
obliterate the enemy. A program listing is provided, coded in Atari
Basic.

Putnum, Constance E. Foreign language instructional technology: The
state cf the w-t. CALICO Journal (June) 1, 1:35-41.

The author attended numerous computer-related presentations at
several professional gatherings in 1982, and this article is a
coalescence of her thineing about what transpired at thos.?
presentations. She sees much potential in CALL, when linked to sound
pedagogical practices, but she also cautions against pitfalls exposed
at some of the presentations. Throughout the article, it is stressed
that in CALL development, "we should exercise caution, pay close
attention to the special needs of foreign-language education, and
concentrate on making programs and materials as widely usablu and
transportable as possible." (p. 36)

Caution Cautior ls advised in the suggestion that language
Leachers, who "have a history of jump'ng on passing ban wagons,"
might, with CALL, become stranded at the end of the ridG as they Nere
with language labs. Not that language teachers should be wary of
experimenting with computers, but they should "acknowledge that
technological developments have far outstripped pedagogical insights.
Therefore, we should not "try to utilize the latest technology without
testing our pedagogical assumptions first ..." (p. 36/

Special needs of FL education -- "One as-yet-larlely-overlooked
arva of concern is figuring out the ways In which the processes of
learning or teaching fort:ign languages make the use of computers
peculiarly relevant. ... Specialists need to look more closely at the
possibility of a significant connection between the artificial

needed to program computers and the natural languages we
seek to teach. ... At the very least, we should be unwilling to make
do with second-hand authoring languages developed initially for other
disciplines, which do not really fit our needs." (p. Z6) "One
excellent example of the sort of specialization we do need is James
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PueaLl'e DASHER." (p.

Widely ueeable and transportable materials Obeerving that
many CALL proJects involve resources or conte;:ts not commonly found in
FL situations, Putnam presents her content of "transportability".
According to her : "The problem with presentations that spresent clever
but highly specific programs: is that these people rarely hare hard
data to show the effectiveness of what they have done. (That students
'eeem' to lite it or "apparently' have fun is insufficient evidence of
pedagogical validity.) Worse yet, such programs and materials

lact altogether the critical feature of transportability.
What works in one setting may be impressive, entertaining, or
instructive or even all three but if it cannot be replicated
elsewhere with little or no adaptation, its value is greatly
diminished." (p. 37) Transportability can be enhanced by utilizing
Pueack's design criteria for FL CAI. Apart from suggesting "flexible
and adaptable" pedagogical strategies, Puck counsels avoiding
aeeumptions about users, allowing deletable and otherwise alterable
leetures and sequences, avoiding language specificity, and including
numerous options in CALL.

This last point is especially important. An option, "as long as
t Pc:roe not violate our pedagogical principles, should be included.
If we do not make such options aa:lable, we end up locking ourselves
into the rigidity of bock format, and fail to .ake adequate advantage
of the technology. ... Technology can enable us if we use it
approprtatEgy to Pecan° the traditional lockstep of the print media
and most current methodology." (p. 38) This leads to two challenges
Fur educators. "The first is recognizing ... that computers really do
represent an altogether new medium. To date there has been a
pervasive failure to grasp that novelty ..." 'The second challenge JS
"to be able to state our educational goals clearly. Only if we have
evaluated with precision and care what we want and need to teach arid
how beet to achieve our objectives is there any hope that we can make
appropriete and effective use of new media." (p. -18) Using videodisc
de,.elopment as her e.tample, Putnam illustrates how "We have to modify
our methods to match the medium." (p. 19)

In the final section of her article, Putnam relates FL pedagogy
to C'1L1. The discus-.ion leads to games, of which Putnam is steptiral.
The motivation of computer games is "unlikely to wort on a long-term
baels. EvE,n it the short run, we ire about to face a generation of
students who know far more about romputers than we do, and who have
had far more e,:perience with highly sophisticated games than the ones
we are thrusting in front of them. ... What we present to our students
must be ref pedagogical value and not merely entertaining... " (p. 40)
Also menttoned as potentially significant to are voice
recognition and simulation. There is even a speculation about the
role of computer-generated translation in the teaching of foreign
languages.

Noting that. Mart.: Seng, at the University of reeae at Austin, has
compiled a 100-title list of articles on CAI, Putnam observee thai
"f.Laying abreast of the literature ... is clearly imposoiteie. Such
liete, If properly updated, would have to change frequently and
rapidly." (p. 75) The lieting you are reading now is augmented aG
fr equently as tune will permit (if not "rapidly"). it is by no means
cempreheneive, but it is at least an effort in the direction suggested
hy Putnam.
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Ruot, Jocf. 1'787.. The schoolhouse Apple. Softall 11 (July):
107-1f)9.

Uedinning with this issue JocJ Root takes over the Schoolhouse
Apple column from Jean Varven. This installment reviews the
,t-ate-Lif-the-art in quality educational software. Noting that there
has been a dearth good educational software, Root says that
"t,;:cellent teaching programs are now available". To be good, the
coftware must be entertaining as well as educational, and to be
entertaining, it must be "challenging, involving, reasonable, varied,
and fast." 42. 1Q7)

Several programs teaching math and language arts are reviewed as
e,:amples of quality software. One sis:-pacl of vocabulary siills
lessons from Arcademic Skill Builders "has one important drawback
no provision Ls made for addIng your nwn list of problem words to any
of the programs." (p. 11.18). This aggravating and typical oversight on
tl,e part of software developers plagues the educational software
marlet. Therefore, ihe only software pacl.age of interest to second
And foreign language instructors in this review is Word Attact.'
(Davidson y AssorAates), which combines drill and practice and arcade
instructional formats with the capacity to create one's own vocabulary
daLa base. Root gives this package high marks for aesthetics.

Root, Joc[. 198: Dungeon Fun Part 1: He was going to hit me, so I

hat him bacl Softithe 2,5 (Jul-Aug):14-8.

The program described here implements combat within a conf,ned
space, and is designed to hook up with the maze part of the program
presented in the net installment of this series. The listing is in
Apolesoft

Roo:, Jock. 198::. Dungeon Fun Level Two: All dressed up and
someplacp to go. Softline 2,6 (Sep-Oct):22-6.

The program described here "will let you guide a character
through a maze, telling you what he sees at each step." (p. 22) The
listing is in Applesoft Basic.

Rose, Ken. 1987. Adventures in adventuring: Basically, another
adventure. Softline 2,7 (Jan):22-7.

ThLs adventure illustrates parsing techniques and contrast,,
these 2n Atari and Applesoft Basic. A listing is provLded with coding
in Atari Basic with Applesoft patches.

kuse, 198:,. Adventures in adventurLng: Challenge of the
adventure writers guild. Softline (Mar):28-9.

The author is proud that he has created --,11 adventure in only 47)
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linee; listing prce.ided in Appleeoft Etasic with Atari patches.

Beer, fen. 193:e Adveetures it; adventuring: Return of the leOdy.
Softline 2,5 (Jul-Aug):8-12.

'this article describes a program for a game in which words have
double meanings, and in which -order in which things are done is
critical; listing provided in P oft Etasic.

Reueeelle, John R. 1983. Purega: A management decision game.
eetiee Computing 9,10 (Oct) :272-281.

-the program described here, which allows players to manage a 200
eted_ restaurant, is in use by several college hospitality education
pre,' rams around the country. Players hire and train employees,
el locate funde for preventive maintenance, advertising, and promnti on,
and/or lose morey because of bad will. In this game, "the basic
eel tfieptE, ar e simple enough to be understood by anyone" (p. 272) . The
euthor pointe out that although there is no random factor built in,
one -road easily be inserted. The program is listed; coded in
Desic-Ptus to run on a DEC F :STS -E svietem.

Roe, A. Allen. 1982. CEGOLLE: A new kind cf language learning.
Creative Computing 9, 1: 19()-20e.

Major Rowe, who Ls with the Ii. S. Air Force Academy, leads off
hie article with the observation that "Computers compute quite well
but they haven't met with much success in computer assisted
3nrstruction (CAI)." Noting that the "great tide of CA1 enthusiasm,
which crested in the early seventie." is experiencing a re.irgenee as
"veung educators" are attracted to microcomputers, Rowe says "I. is
time fer those of ue who remember the first CAI fiasco to throw our
fnll weight 04 experience and seniority into the defense of our
uneuepecting junior colleagues who, lit.e eurselvee before, are ready
Le waste a good portion of their young lives and possibly gamble away
their ecademic eredibility on this CAI renaiesance." Rowe then
rce,eals that it is not the computer that caused the problem, but the
:ecepte "aseisted" and "instruction". He then explaine writ' "cementer
enhenced learning" would be a better acronym, and proceeds to de/Plop
hi aigumenis from this revised perspective.

Rowe's per ie based on a number of assumptions which
will prnhably be controverclial to humanietically inclined language
retructers. One such assumption is that the student is an
"edvereery' whom the educator must "trick" into learning by clouding
the dist/nction between wort: and play. In Rowe's view, students who
ptefer tact's to movies or TV are in the minority, and we 3houl d
therefore capitalize on the proclivities of the major it by arranging
educatioeal media eccordincely. Since learning must hr structured,
structured e.lay :i.e. a game) is in order. (At this point it .,E1

reveeled that CE130L1F 15 art aer onym for Computer Freanced Game
Optimized Language Learning Eeperience.)

Rowe is llt:ely to ruffle feathers over other le-et.e.,. For
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e.e.tmple, there is the statement that cnmputers are "more rellahie,
consistent, and much less e;:pensive" than human teachers. Rowe
suggests that, although it probably wnn't happen in rim ltfetime, when
"machines acqui.-e human level competence in communication ,.then
anyone who objects to the use of computers fnr fear they could replace
him may well be right ..." (p. i92, 194).

Rowe else draws a comparison between computers And language
labs, a comparison that most computer advocates woutd either avoid or
ma! e only to stress how such a comparison JS for the most part
invalid. Rowe, mentioning only the few points where tape-enhanced and
cemputer-enhanced learning do coincide, notes that language labs have
been useful but misused (see also Underwood, 1984). Thus he concludes
that in the case of both technologies, "the hardware must be simple
and robust and the troops in the trenchr,, not just the local field
mwshalls, must want it. For software there must be two options:
efficient authoring systems for the do-it-yourselfers and quality
off-the-shelf pacl.ages for everybody else. Easier said than done."
(p. 194) Citing a certain rather ridiculous solution to the software
vacuum -esulting from an NSF grant, Rowe suggests ta t a marriage
betweEn industry and academe would be more sensible and appropriate.

Now comes the good part: Rowe paints a truly compelling
scenar a of what learning French at your star wars command console
must be like. Although hie ideas may seem to verge on science
fiction, they are certainly practical given the state of the art
teciaa and an example of the tind of creative thinking that must
precede good software development. Perhaps, From Rower's example,
theye 3S yet room for the military at the industrial-academic
interface that he suggests.

Rumelhart, David E., and Donald A. Norman. 198: (June).
Representation in memory. Sr a Diego: California University, Center
for Human Information Processing. ED 2 770

Accerding to the ERIC abstract, "This paper reviews worn on the
representation of hlowledge from within psychology and artificiAl
intelligence."

2c-hug, Peter. 198-1. An hi-res sailboat. D-eative Computing

hi program illustrates concepts inherent in sailing by showing
"a two-dimensional animated graphic hi-res simulation of a
displacement hull with a trimmabte sail and steerable rudder" (p. 206)
The rudder and aail are controlled with game paddles, and toggles can
be made between boat mode and vector diagram mode. "Between the
information in the legend and the image of the boat moving across they
screen, you can get a fair idea of how a boat sails." (p. 208). The
preoram listing is coded in Applesoft Basic.

5hm Faul. 1987). 'Boob tube' saves face. Electronic Education 2,
6: 17c-14.
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Those interested in the current status of vtdeotex in the United
SLates might he interested in th. s article (and see also Urrows
11;-rows, 1982). Mention is made of a sredeotex center at the University
of Florida's College of Journalism, making that institution "the first
school in the country to break ground in this new technology." (p.
At tht- end of the article, other projects just getting off the ground
are discussed, as Are prospects for the videotex industry in America.
(France, and Canada have several years' head start nn the U.S. in
tdeote.:4 school children in France even use the electrontc mail

capabilJties of v3deotex to trade answers on homework assignments.)
Shur notes that "The ability of the viewer to respond to

questions posed on the videotex screen opens the door to educational
poss3bilities. The benefits of Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI)
can then he accessed through the home television giving homes the
benefits of CAI without the expense of buying a computer." (p. 14)

Another educational use of videotex is in audiovisual instruction.
Alth000h the learner is normally passive in this modes videotex may
ellow the programs to b? partially 3 nteracti ve by pausing occasionally
and asl-irg cluest2ons, the answers to which are revealed at the press
of a button. "With this method, even broadcast teletext may become
3nteractie,e requiring the viewer to pay attention and to think
about the content presented." (p. 14)

:!clemarmo, Marmo. Programm3ng for misspelled e; tended input.
CALICO Journal 1,-." (Dec):31-9.

This article discusses 7, programs that use different means of
providing students with informative feedbaci.. According to the
abstract "LEM-LEN MISSPELL indicates the length of the expected input

disallows the inputting of a longer string. Feedback is in the
form of reproducing the correct part of the input. Reinputtihq must
he done by retypihg the answer." RESPELL simplifies reinput by
allowtng students to screen copy the correct portion of the input."
M1SS1'EILIN8 tells "whether the input is (a) one letter short, (h)

contains cne misspelled letter, (c) contains two letters in reversed
order. or (d) contains the correct rootstem but the form is incorrect,
wtth indicat3on of whether the students should check the prefi.:,
suftlx, or both. In addition to the standard maximization of user
frLendllness and crash prevention, all three allow extended input.
it,pht that cortins 7.ommas quotations, colons, etc. wt11 not renult
in -TXTRA IGNORED messages." Program l:stings are coded tn Applesoft
HasIr plus, soft cnpieL are available from the author.

r :ndiforc fi.al.l y N., 1,athleen Jaycox, and Anne Auten. 1983.
Computers in the English classroom: A primer for teachers. Urbana:
NCIE.

According to the write-up on p 10o of the Novemher, 198.7,

Enoltsh ,lournal: "This boor let e;:plains in as non-technical a way as
what a computer is, how it works, and how it might be used to

enhance Lnstruction 3n the English classroom." Its four chapter
"introduou the bas3c facts about computers and the =ir capabilities,
detail 3nstruct1onal methods now available via the computer, relate
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au or; s to c urr 3 C 1 um , and off er r E2ESOt IrCe F.-, f or eva1uat in() both
hadwarP and t war P. "

Scot., D. 1983. Instructional design and CAI. In D.O. Harper and
Sttwart (Eds./, Run: Computer education. Monterey, CA:

Drools/Cole. pp. 1:6'12O.

A(cordiag to Schloss et al. (1984:10-TO this "comprehew=ive
of avi:iitable literature" suggests that future research into CAT

be directed 3nto more compl issues than hitherto, e.q. "identifying
the most effective computer ass3sted instruct3on strategies,
qualit,:t.L,.'e and guantitat3,.e aspects of feedbac[, and approaches for
tearner 3nteractlon."

Stettin, Sherwin. 198:. Thinting a ,,rogram. Softline 2, 4: 21.

[his page-long article discusses the design of drill and
practice programs. Aimed at beginners in CAI, it touches briefly on
various. aspects of content selection and presentation, learner
:E.sennse, confirmation And reinforcement, and management 3n CAI.

Yan:e. 1983. Review of English lessons on PLATO. TESOL
Ou,Irterlv 17, 2: 29:-700.

[his article reviews the grammar component of the ESL lessons
created for PLATO by the TEl at the University of Illinois. In noting
the strengths and weaknesses of these lessons, software developers
m3ght discover principles which can be applied to their own products.
The article also relates these lessons to issues in CAI/CALL. For
e_amplc,, the point is made that lack of software appropriate to this
medium of instruction 35 crucially needed in CAI. Therefore, much
:T1.-_,r11,1 3 On zs made of what criteria should be applied in considering
software to be appropriate. "The wider question is one of choice and
control in CAI. Is it best to harness the computer as part of a
careu]ly managed programmed learning scheme, or do greatest benefit
result from allowing students the freedom to explore (or not to
e,:plore) the med3um as they like.'" (pp. 296-297) The PLATO lessons in
gu72slion somewhat constrain the students in their exploration of the
medium and in pos_ibilities for communication in English. These
lessons are a major contribution to the field, even if they suffer to

dearee from "close association with textbooks, the amount of
tvni.-lq required in student input, occasionally inappropriate feedhack,
iome inattention to function as opposed to form, a high degree of
t:unlrol over student progress, and lack of e,tploitation of potential
,tions 4or students." (p. 299)

:.)to,,ens. Vance. 198:. A report of a proiect illustrating the
-ce,t,=.11-JiLity of video/computer interface for use in ESL. CAtIC,0
Journal 1, 1: 27-7.0, 50.

[hi s art lc le descr bc:s a project en t ,tt i t. f ,« + of an Apple-
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II t.I th a Sony VCR, using a Gentech controller card .trid software. h
de,.eloping a demenslration listening comprehension lesson, the
authoring software accomeanying the Gentech device was found in many
:-espects to be lacltng, but this did not thwart the proiect. A
rationalc for interactive video is discusoed in this article, as ter H
differences in implementation between video tape and videodir,:
configuratiens. The most detrimental aspects of using vi der tape
rather than videodisc are the prolonged access time inherent in the
linear medium, and at momentum factor in the tape carriage that
rendered the tape counte,- increasingly inaccurate and eventually put
the tape out of synch with the controlling program. Howeyer, VCR was
the only medium available to the researcher, and for economic reasons,
a proiect of this scope could have been undertaten at all with
videodisc.

t3towbridge, M.-..trt- D. and Peter 1ugel. 19:1.2;. Learning to learn by
loarntn,-; to play. Creative Computing 9 , 4: 18U-188.

This article is about wort done by the author's in training
itodFnls to learn how to learn by discovering problem solving
strategies first for computer games, and then for computer
pregramming. Thus the article concerns how computer heuristics can he
enlisted to give students strategies For coping with learning tasls.
Fhere is also a message here for those who would embed learning
situations into game formats.

Earl Sto,,Icl, in his t--Jot Teaching and Learning Languages (19E32,
Cambridge University Press) , states that "The quality of the learning
that tale:, place when we focus our attention only on the items to be
learned is different from and probably inferior to/ the quality of
learning that is incidental to something else that we are trying to
do. That principle applies to all language games ..." 'pp. 131-2)
12tlthough Stevicl is riot alluded to in this article per se, his
ptelosophy is echoed, for e.tample, in the four fundamental principles
et this research (p. 18:) ; that is., that students "learn by thinking
ahnot what they are doing when they try to learn", that this is
aLcompli,,hed by ding rather than by discussing theory, that games
provide an .7,ppropriate mode for this t ind of discovery, and that what
is gained i ri this process is transferable to other subJects when
attention is paid to the transfer process.

The elements inherent in games clted here are also EA malLir to
those cited by Stcvicl. Stevict- mentions that games begin from
something ,hat all players have in common, that they "All have set
rules. that players have control over options within the framework of
the curse, and that the game has a goal. Stowl3ridge and 1ugel point
out that the computer is an ettcellent medium for games because it is
strict, vet non threatening in applying rules, because the player is
fh only person with control over the game, and because the computer
can play tirelessly and on demand. The authors also point out that
students are rela,:ed when playing games and readily assign them value,
whereas they may ntd assign value to abstract concepts taught in a
:l ,-;';croon.

the author s found that the best inetructional strategy war; to
simply turn the students loose on the games. Thus, students were
-t'oreed to le trn the rules and strategles applicable to any given game.
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In thi, eee, etudente, were forced to develop their- own eppreelell to
problem-re-Jiving situations. The authors summariee the adventaqe of

ee fullowe: some studente reelet luerning in school hecauee they
leel it violates their personal integrity to do what the teacher tells
them to do. The, feel they are giving in. Such students do better
when allowed to use their own strategies. Furthermore, students
uederetend hetter things they have framed in terms of their own
ietuitione than what has been framed in the intuitions of others. (Inc

t:f the greet merits of us7ng computer games in this situation le that
the computer will reward any approach that works. It need not be the
aperoach that the programmer or the teacher had in mind when the game
was presented. And this gives the student a feeling of confidence in
himr.elf." (p. 184; Eee Stevens, 1984, CALICO Journal, for an incident
itluetreting this point)

Stewbrldee -red lugel found that_ at first, students "seemed to
Lac! flexibility in their approach to problems. They would try ore
wev to e.olve the prohl em and it would never occur to them to try a
different one." (p. 186 See Scollan & Scollan, 1982, for how
etratgies vary as to age.) Eventually, a general three-step strategy
emerged, and this was to (1) gather data and compare them with
prce,ioue 1nowledge, (2) list options, and (3) try out each option in
urn, ether on the computer, on paper, or in the head. If an option

seemed promising but inedeguate, it would have to be debugged.
rinally, the authors attempted to facilitate transfer of what

wae learned about leerninq into some applicable activity. The obvious
ehoice for this activity was computer programming. Beyond that, the
authors say, "We do not know whether the ideas learned by playing
ca=res also transferred to their other courses. But we have some
Fragmentary evidence that suggests that, at least in some cases, it
did ... but we cannot be sure." (p. 188)

Atthough this article deals specifically with teaching students
how to learn, there is obviously direct application of the findings to
CAE euthore who would liLe to wort in A game format. Also,
encouraging students to learn a subject (especially one such as math,
but possibly ESL) by teaching them how to program CAI for that. subject
le snmetitc,cei a viable suggestion, and this article sheds light on that
peee_e t y.

.1,1reen, Jean. 1987. lhe schoolhouse Apple. Softal1 5: 228-235.

Jean Varvin writes a monthly column on computers in education.
lhese columns are full of information about educational computing
conforencee, publications, and software. This installment consists
mainly of Jim Muller's LOGO tutorial on tesselations. Included are
eeverel program listings in LOGO. Later, the Schoolhouse Apple column
was tat en over by Jock Root, and the LOGO tutorial was being done by
Dour:.: Bearden. At this time ( 1985) , Softall: has ceeleed publication.

Wall, Llieabeth S. 1983. Using the computer in th classroom; a
rc,vm-w EleLtronlc Educetion 2, 5: 2-%.

This Is a review of book dealing in training teachers in
InLtruutionel computing, published in 198'..' b the (leer Servires
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Department of the Minnesota Educational Computing Consortitim. The
bool contains materials for a fifteen hour course in instructional
computing. Topics include computer operaci on, coureeware evaluation,
incorporating CAI into a lesson, and how computers work. Notes for
instructore and course and workshop material for students such as
outlines. handouts, and transparency ma,:ters are included with the
beoi. Versions are available for Apple and Atari.

Whereas the reviewer seems enthusiastic about the potential of
Ois boo!, used in a course in which the pupils are teachers whe
accse te a computer lab, she does not comment on the value of the
bon for someone who might want to glance through it on his or her
DWfl. Nevertheless, the eeistence of such a bcot will obviously maie
CAE more accessible to teachers who are privileged to use it.

Wall, Elizabeth E. Microcomputers for adult learning, David G.
Gueuletle Q-d.), Follett Publishing Co., Chicago: a review.
Electronic Education 2, 6: "1'3-34.

According to the reviewer, this bool addresses both the perils
and potential of CAI in adult learning, and suggests models for its
.Hplementation. the book contains 11 articles, some of which review
te, development of various aspects of CAI since the 1950's, relate
Lheoriee of learning to the use of micros, or discuss the role of
micres in medical management, reading, and writing. One article deals
with perceptions of administrators toward computers, another with
ititudes presenting barriers to widespread implementation, and others

with the impact of telecommunication networks on learning. There are
also articles listing information and software resources for CAI, and
detailing the fundamentals of microcomputer hardware and software.

White, Mary Alice. 1983. Synthesis of research on electronic
I earning. Educational Leadership 40, e:

Thais article raises questions about computer-assisted learning
end answers them based on research reported in about a dm :en source
articlee. The questions and their answers (in a nutshell) are: "Do
eomputers help learning?" Yes, students learn more quickly and can
mustei the motivation and attention necessary for learning through
drill and practice on computer. "Doesn't elcectonic learning take
away from reading?" Yes, but students may learn more in spite of
limitatinns in the medium. "Dc computers motivate pupils to learn"
Mete are no systematic studies so far," (p. 13) but yes. Will
computer games affect learning?" Yes, so we will "have to take games
much more into our thinking in organizing instruction." (p. 14) "What
is so attractive about interactive technology? ... the idea of a
challenge, the involvement of fantasy, and the game format." Students
U sing computers tend to be more alert and inquiring than usual. "What
about this technology itself attracts pupils':" Speculation is that
it's the element of control students have, that it the interaction,
or even the glamor of the new technology that is se appealing. 'Dnes
learning a computer language help nther learning?" As of yet, we
don't [now. "What I:ind of pupil does best at learning a computer
language,'" (p. 15) People who are good at math and seienre, and at "a
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-ertain type of lineor thinieg" are best at thet. "Don't computers
ieetate children socielly"" Definitely not. "At present we are
seeing increaeed socialization around the computer. And the level of
eocialtzation around the computer ie greater than in the classroom."
"Why isn't therH gond software' First of all, too much software has
tried to emulate print, and this hasn't worked. Clef -rind, it may be
that software that has been evaluated poorly is in fact effective with
etedents. Also, the software, as poor as it 35, continues to draw
etudents. and at the moment, even bad software seems to be capable of
teaching." "What can the computer technology really do7" For one
thing, "children will be learning more from graphics than they will
from the alphabet." Finally, "What will the new technology bring'
rho poseibilities inherent in videodisc interfaced with computers
aseure that stril-ing changes in education will occur.

Withey, Matgaret M. 1987. The computer and writing. Englieh Joernal
(Ne.:omber) 72, 7:24-A.

According to Wi they, there are two conditions "changing the way
English teacher= will teach writing." One is the process approach to
writing, end the other is diecoveries concerning the way computers
facilitate writing. This article deals with the latter topic more
philosophically than informatively, but there are some insights.

F=riar approches to CAI are mentioned: (1) programs which tutor
diecrete sills and in which students are either right or wrnng (i.e.
meet ee:isting software) , (2) programs which engage students actively
in more open ended dialog (e.g. Burns and Culp, 1980), (3) caeee in
which the etudent programs the computer (e.g. Papert's LOGO) , and (4)
caees in which the computer is a blant. work area (i.e. word
proceseing).

The euthor thir4s that all approaches are worthy of
cnnsideration, tut regarding the first, she notes that "Teachers must
decide whether dlere 15 any place for programs that fragment writing.
All epelling, vocabulary, and usage programs fragment. Having seen in
their nwn teaching that pre-teaching usage has little carryoeer to
writing and having heard that studies bear out their obeervations,
teachers of writing must question whether they should urea the computer
to further compound the grammar and usage problem. (p. 25) ... The
computer's iefinite patience and persistence is already knnwn; its
effectieness in correcting errors is not." (p. 26)

Withey takee several existing CAI implementations to taet. for
pedegegically poor programming, notably citing misuse of TICCI r and
PLAID. She ie not much F.inder with RSVP (se Votler and Anandam,

which prints comments to students on their writing according to
merle their teecher has made on a form. Citing stedies of RSVP in
which no significant differences were found between ee:perimental and
centrol groups, Withey writes, "Teeehers of writing have long
euepeeted that writing notes in margine was ineffective.
Cemputeregenerated messages are not Mely to be more effective.
Again the pedagogical problem remains. Using the computer to teach
peintleee lesenns faster than ever before does not produce better
writing." (p. 27)

Noting thot "A computer progrom ba=ud on a good human model has
more potentiel for succees than a progrem based on poor teaching
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teehniquee or trivial goals," (p. 27) the author introduces as an
ess-kmple cf the +ormer the programming of Burn and Culp (198e). "Most
teechers know that if they analyzed their own teaching they could
eiscover the questions, promptings, and orders they give repeatedly."
(p. :.:7) Programs incorporating this kind of dialog, then are
desirable, but not entirely without fault. The Burns-Culp program
raises another pedagogical problem. Students study their teachers and
learn guicl.ly what to expect and how to respond. Human 'ceachers,
however, are always a little unpredictable. Computers are machines.
When students have discovered what the machine does in stimulating
writing, they may be less ready to respond to the stimulus. They may
he betLer able, on the other hand, to proceed as independent learners,
having gained from the machine what the machine had to offer." (p. 28)

Wt they touches only lightly on the third type of CAI, that which
the student programs. She notes that LOGO might become the language
et choice for- English teachers in the future, not (as Loritz, 1984,
points out) because the structure of LOGO is compatible with natural
languages, but because children learn it and it is therefore easier
to use than is BASIC.

rhe remainder of the article deals with word processing, and
here an intereeting point is raised_ given the eeistence of programs
which automatically check spelling and usage, will it still be
necessary to e;:tensively dr:11 these items? Withey sees an analogy
between such programs and calculators in math class, which have made
cstensive practice in elementary math functions unnecessary and
undesirable, considering that more time could then be devoted to
higher order math. "Is it not preferable to let the computer correct
mechanical errors and let the students concentrate on production of

rganization, and the investigative and cognitive skills
requited by the process' The computer may by the coup de gre,ce for
teaching grammar apart -from writing." (p. :0)

Watt, David H. 198'. Computer-assisted language learning comes of
qe. TU:30L Newsletter 17, 7: 9.

Interest in CALL in fESOl is growing, especially since the 19S
lESOL Lonvention in Toronto (and see page 17 of this TESOL Newsletter
foe a report on the formation of a CALL. Interest Section in TESOL).
in response to this interest, Dave Wyatt note's how computers can
assist in the skill areas of reading /vocabulary, writing, grammar,
listening/speaking, and testing. In reading, for example, the
computer would he particularly suited to a "reading skills" approach.
The ability of the computer to process words makes it a useful tool in
wr i ti ng. As far as grammar is concerned, heavy emphasis in courseware
developed a'ong structuralist lines is not appealing to many language
instructors, although there is no reason why other approaches could
not be adopted. Listening sLills could be best developed with
computure configured for interactive video. Testing using computers
is especially appealing because of the computer's ability to "adapt
interactively to the ability of the student during the testing
process." 04 all these skill areas, Wyatt Finds that only speai.ing
shows little promise with computers. In conclusion, he points out
that while the problem of quantity in software may be somewhat
ameliorate,d during the next year, the problem of quality may remain
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for eome time to come.

lk,alt, David 198-3. Three malor approaches to developing
computer-assisteal language learning materials for microcomputer,-
LAl [CO Journal (...3eptemher) 1, 2:74-78.

the three approaches to CP:_t_ development are kl) general purpose
programming languages, (2) educational programming languages, and (7)
educational authoring systems. This article explains the differenres
between these systems and the trade-offs iro.olved in selecting either
of the three options. In addition, specific examp" s of each option
are discussed and reviewed, ma1-ing this article valuable reading for
e:perienced users of CAI, As well as for those contemplating their
first efforts at CAI programming.

General 'aurpose prooramming languages BASIC is the system of
choice. "lt has been estimated that 80% of the scctware to date has
been written in BASIC ..." (p. 75) Reasons for this include the fact
that DASIC allows intimate control by the programmer aver all phases
of programming and that a version of BASIC usually accompanies all
types of microcomputers. On the other hand, the programmer must first
learn to use the general purpose language and then devote a lot of
time to implementing, step by step, the intimate control available to
him. Addi tional l y, a programmer must become experienced before
producing courseware which is reasonably sophisticated.

Finally, there is with BASIC a "lac!, of convenient commands"
(p.25) for education. E; ampler of such commands would be delay
caimmands and, particularly, answer processing commands. Fortunate] y,
subroutinee aleveloped in solving such problems are usable in later
programs. "Producing the higher-level answer processing features 19 a
maJor undertating, however, and BASIC is in any case not suitable for
the final fnrm of such routines because of technical reasons (for ore
thing, it runs, too slowly)." (p. "..::5) In any case, remedies for some
of these drawbacks are available commercially; for example, with
MFCC's collection of subroutines for Apple II, and with En-BASIC,
which provides "excel 1 en t high-level answer- processing capability."

Educational programming languages (ot which FILM and En-BA51C
are eramples) PILOT allows one-command implementations of routines
which would he much mnre complex in BASIC. It also allows the
pregrammer to easily take advantage of features particular to a given
microcomputer; for example graphics and sound fnr Apple (a
general-purpose programmer could purchase utilities which would allow
him or her to do Lne same thing). One version of PILO[ fnr Apple evsn
allows touch screen capabilities. En-BASIC is sophisticated
aepecially in answer processing, allowing even a "second-chance" mode
for answer editing. A further advantage of educational programming
lanquagt's is that "programming time will be less than in
general-purpose languages, but W31 1 nevertheless be of the same order
of magnitude." (p. :ie.)) Furthermore, there is also a savings in time
needed to learn the s' stem, as opposed to general-purpose languages.

Wyatt notes several drawbacts to these special languages, namely
a limited set of commands, limited memory For textual content (leading
n prior to delays caused by freguen'_ disk access, a :problem which
"has apparently been much reduced or entirely eliminated in recent
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versions of PILOT -for microcomputers" p. :7), inadequacies tn
character set generation for diacritics in foreign languages, and the
impliod bias toward drill-and-practice ricted by Merrill (1982).
However, Wyatt notes that Most of these drawbacks are theoretically
avoidable", and tha4, En-BASIC "does not seem to suffer from any of
these problems." (p. "37)

Educational authoring systems The prompt lesson authors for
le min com,,onents and reguir no programming. They can be learned
gu.ckly and "can also greatly accelerate the speed of development of
courseware." :p. 37) One such system, AIDS, results ,n highly
professional screen presentations which are "rather cratifying to the
novice user, as even the first attempts appear quite polished when
used by students." Another such system, DASHER, is even more
appropriate for CALL, since it offers foreign alphabets and "an
intelligent answer processing capability which is similar in power to
that of En-BASIC. ... The power and convenience of this edit mode
males this feature one of the best of its kind among current
microcomputer-based systems and languages." :fp. 3E) Still another
authoring system, PASS, allows videotape and videodisc interface. Yet
another trend is toward systems which will generate a very limited but
indefinitely reusable type of activity," such as Clozemaster ;p. 38).
The grea':est drawback to authoring systems is that they lend
themselves mainly to strongly instructional, but not tutorial (because
of limited branching) applications. "However, if it is precisely this
type of courseware that is desired they offer a highly cost-effective
option that deserves very serious cons4deracion." (p. 78)

--*- 1984 -*--

Avner, A., S. Smith, and P. fenczar. 1984. CBI authoring tools:
Effects on productivity and duality. Journal of Computer-Based
Instruction 11,3:85-89.

[his article reports research documenting productivity gains and
duality improvement with authoring tools.

Baltra, Armando. 1984. An EFL classroom in a my,tery house. TESOL
Newsletter 18,6 (Dezember):15.

Adventure games are "inherently attractive" to students, ailow
students to deal with situations not normally found in a school
e.tvironment, and encourage group dynamics. Mystery House (Williams
and Williams, 1980) is an adventure game that differs from others in
that it takes place in a venue familiar to all (inside a house) and
utilizes common vocabulary (candle, hammer, etc., as opposed to
necromancer, conjurer, etc.). Baltra describes here how he utilizes
Mystery House in his EFL sE't.ng to stimulatu grotp interaction in a
problem solving situation. He concludes that while this is a
stimulating activity for his students, it is still not the deal I:ind
of adventure game for ESL. "Getting around in an airport, ordering a
meal in a restaurant, findlog one's way in a department stcre, and
carrying out a monetary zransaction in a bank, to mention some, are
activities which truly qualify as adventures for the newcomer in an
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English-spearing eountry."

Bass, George M., and Harvey W. Perkins. 1984' Teaching critical
thinling srills with CAI. Electronic Learning 4,2 (October):32,:4,96.

This article reports on research in which 7th graders were
tested on the effectiveness of using CAI to teach four critical
thinrino skills, as measured using standardized tests. The four
seills, and the programs used to teach them, were (1) verbal analogies
(Analogies/Program Design, Inc.; Word Analogies/Sliwa Enterprises),
(2) logical reasoning (Rocky's Boots/The Learnino Co.; inference and
Prediction/Micro Learningware), (T,) inductive/deductive reasoning
(Critical Reading/Borg-Warner Educational Systems; Snooper
Troops/Spinnaker Software), and (4) word-problem analysis (Problem
Solving Strategies/Random House, Inc,).

A "close cohort" design was used as a substitute for truly
randomized groups, which would have been impossible to arrange without
intruding on education at the experimental site Subjects had all
signed up for a critical srills course as an elective. The experiment
compared students in the 3rd quarter experimertal group with a control
group taking the course in the 4th quarter (the two were considered to
he close cohorts); students were assigned to these two groups through
the normal school scheduling procedures.

Five sections of the course were taught during each of four
quarters, the first two quarters being useci for pilot studies. During
the third quarter, two of tne five sections were taught two of the
critic-11 thinking skills using CAI, while the other three sections
were taught the other two skills using CAI. "More teacher-directed
instruction" was used to teach the remaining two skills in all
sections. It is not mentioned in this article what the control
treatment was for students taking the course in the fourth quarter.

Results were that the verbal analogies and inductive/deductive
reasoning ekiils were taught more effectively using computers, but
that there were no significant differences between groups in the other
two skill areas. Differences wee, ttributable either to CAI, to the
novelty of the course offered, r The normal learning growth of the
subjects tested. The authors `hat, in ,Iddition to evidence
gained about the effectiveness or LAI in teaching critical thinking
srills, they have "teste' a workable method for other studies" along
the eame Lines. (p. 3:1!

Elsewhere in this issue k. 22), Art Luehrmann discusses the
(economic) need for computers to be used to teach critical and problem
solving skills.

Behmer, Daniel Edward. 1984. The teacher/pupil/computer partners/ Jp
in instructional computing. CALICO Journal 1,5 (June):9-11.

En light of educational technologies (radio, television,
language labs) that have not achieved their potential in education,
educators must ensure that computers are properly integrated into
their curricula. However, equipment is already bei g purchased
without any plan for its use. A plan is proposeo, ostensibly to help
educators utilize computers so that they will meet their potential.
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The plan covers all angles, but is generally worded and does not offer
muL'i that 3S new.

eiggle, Louis. 1984. Public domain software. lESOL Newsletter 18,3
(Jur2):11.

Focus on software for ESL seems sometimes to be concentrated on
what is available in the commercial sector. Biggie's article is a
welcome reminder that there are palatable alternatives to commercial
programs, which many regard as unreasonably expensive and
pedagogically unsatisfactory.

Public domain programs are alterable and freely available. '

addition, adaptation enables the computer-using educator to sharpen
programming skills. And, coincidentally, public domain programs
usually "depart from the format of drill-and-practice ... and allow
the student to enjoy activities which do not simply duplicate what has
taken place in the classroom for years." Public domain programs
effect this departure by (1) stimulating conversation (insofar as many
ot tnem lend themselves to group work); (2) fulfilling specific
functional objectives (i.e. agreeing, disagreeing, compromising,
etc.); (3) facilitating usage of certain structures (for example,
cunditionals, 'the more one thing, the more another', etc.), and (4)
giving insights into American culture. The article gives several
e.:amples of public domain programs which accomplish the foregoing
objectives. Sources for public domain programs are also given. (See
Stevens, 1985, TESL Reporter, for a more extensive treatment of public
domain software.)

Boyden, Patrid-. 1984. Computer software copyright. Journal of
Computer-Based Instruction 11,4 (Autumn):125-128.

[his article examines the implications of the recent (1976)
revision of U.S copyright law for producers of computer software in
light of even more recent test cases. The article details numerous
speciftc mplications, sample vignets of which are: (1) Legitimate
owners of software may copy it for archival purposes. (2) Although
progcams are in effect copyrighted as soon as they are authored, there
are some advantages to registering them by paying $10 and filling out
a furm. (3) A deficiency in existing law is that "one may take the
idea of a BASIC program, along with the logic and the algorithms and
write a different BASIC program that does exactly the same thing and
copyright it for oneself." (p. 127)

Rrown, Steven, George C. Grossman, and Nicola Poison. 1984.
Educational software reviews: Where are they? The Computing Teacher
12,1 (August/September):33-37.

This article r:omprises a comprehensive listing of sources for
software reviews. Review journals and reports, educational computing
periodicals, education periodicals, newsletters, and other sources of
information are cataloged here.
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Brownfield, Sally. 1994. Computer-assisted ESL research. CALICO
Journal 2,1 (Sep):20-3.

According to its abstract, This article describes three
programs developed to aid ESL studeets acquire competent reading
strategies". One program, based on Frank Smith's (1962) memory
experiments, flashes text ontc the screen and has students type in as
much of the text as they can remember. The second program enforces
skimming by having text disappear after 9 to 22 seconds (the exact
amount of time being under student control), and asking a single
question on comprehension. This program is not listed, but its
essential subroutines are given. The third program "emulates the
steps that a teacher might follow when giving a timed reading and thus
includes several strategies." (o. 21) "The computer, however, is able
to limit the students' access to the text, provide immediate feedback,
individualize instruction, allow unlimited repetition, and add a
game-like quality to the exercise by keeping score and encouraging
self-competition." (p. 22) In this latter program, students predict
the content of the reading passage from its title and from a single
multiple choice question, then skim the text to verify their
prediction and change their answer when the text disappears. Next, in
this same program, students read more carefully in order to answer
comprehension questions, but in a limited time; alternatively, the
computer will give them their reading speed if they press the space
bar before the text has disappe,:xed. In anticipation of the text's
disappearance, it is hoped they will read quickly, skip over unknown
words, and understand the most important ideas in the text." (p. 21)
Coded in Applesoft Basic, only the first ana secend programs are
listed, but the author will copy, all three onto blank diskettes
supplied by readers of her article.

Curtin, Constance, and Stanley Shinall. 1984. Computer-assisted
reading lessons. CALICO Journal 1,5 (June):I2-16.

The authors are CALL developers who have, from their experience,
evolved an enlightened approach to their work. For example, they
relate in the course of their definition of "individualization", how
they repeatedly altered their courseware so that it gave students
control over how lessons were paced, whether missed items were
repeated at the end, and whether sound was invoked. Other insights
gained from observing si.udents work at the computer are: (1) One
advantage to use of -emputers is that students can be required to type
the correct answer, even if this answer is ultimately flashed on the
screen for the students to copy (from memory); (2) "Overzealous record
keeeing" is counterproductive because it obviates the advantage of
privacy; (3) Neutrally worded feedback :"Incorrect" as opposed to flip
remarks) is sufficient and "do7m not distract the student by raising
the emotive level" (p. 14): (4) HELP sequences should be provided on
demand, and are more effective if developed from observation and in
consultation with students.

The focus of the article is on the many advantages of CAI over
other media of instruction. Several advantages to the students are
detailed, including (1) increase in indtvidualization and efficiency
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in learning, (2) emphasis on feelings of achievement and success, (3)
reduction of anxiety, and (4) th. addition of a visual dimension in
learning (text, graphics, and animation). In addition, there are
advantages to the instructor; for example (1) students benefit from
all the advantages noted above, (2) time is freed for small group work
while the remainder of the class is working with computers, (3)

instructors can talk with students individually at terminals while
others work productively, (4) "much can be discovered about how
students are learning" (p. 14), (5) CAI suggests innovative approaches
to teaching, and provides an opportunity for these to he developed and
implemented (cf Jorst.aJ 1980, Kulik et al. 1980, Bork 1981, Howe 1981,
and Barger 1982), and (6) use of CAI can promote computer literacy in
both teachers and students.

This article is interesting in that it presents these tenets not
"theoretically", but within a matrix of experiences and examples. As
such, this article is valuable reading for those just getting into
CAI, and a valid reminder for developers now working in the field.

Davison, Ned C. 1984. From research to elementary language skills.
CALICO Journal 2,1 (Sep):14-19.

This article describes a program which can be used to highlight
desired verbal patternings (via inverse videc, on screen, or by
printing hardcopy of isolated features only). For example,
paralle'isms, internal rhymes, thematically analogous words, pronouns,
or vero endings or stems could be highlighted as deemed appropriate by
teachers, or by the students themselves. The program could also be
used to create blank filler exercises or tests. The program tJorks in
conjunction with "any" text editor or Atari's DOS COPY command. The
program is lis.:ed; coded in Atari Basic.

Dunkel, 2atricia. 1984. Audio-enhancement of computer-assisted
Language learning courseware. TEIS Newsletter 1 (Summer), 1:4.

Pat Dunkel here outlines a project in which she is experimenting
with interfacirg a random access cassette recorder (a Tandberg
TCCR-57,0) with an IBM PC. One result of this will be an intermediate
listening comprehension program (for ESL) called Listening Plus (by
Dunkel and Lim). Altaough her work may be accessible only to those
with the equipment described here, she points out that "Other
courseware developers are investigating applications of the
random-access audio disc (using magnetic hard disc speech storage for
CALL)."

See also two articles by Rex Last: "A new lease on life for the
language laboratory?" in Language Monthly #7, pp. 10-11. and "Teaching
your computer to talk" in a forthcoming Modern Languages in Scotland,
on interfacing with the TCCR 530.

Dupler, Myrna. 1984. It's not Pac-Man, but it popular. English
Journal 73,3 (March) :96-99.

This article gives a listing and explanation of a fairly trivial
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computor program the author has developed to help students practice
spelling. Students at their computers work either alone with a tape
player, or with another student (the preferred arrangement, since two
students then become involved). A word is read aloud, the student
writes the word, and hen told if it is correct or not. The author
finds this to be a much improved way of practicing spelling compared
with whatever she had been doing before. Although she has no
empirical evidence, the author feels that the program has resulted in
improved spelling, and that it has surely contributed to improved
attitudes toward spelling. leachers interested in this program can
copy it right from this article into their Apples. While not free,
the VOCAB spelling games from MECC (on Teacher Utility Two), are also
mentioned as being "excellent".

Fisher, Glenn, and LeRoy Finkel. 1984. The computer lab: Where it
helps and where it doesn't. Electronic Learning 4,2 (October):52.

In this brief article are discussed the pros and cons of
implemenfing CAI in a computer lab setting, possibly through networked
micros. Advantages are that administration is facilitated, and
teaching can be "easier if you want all ot your students on computers
at the same time, and especially if you want them doing the same
thing." This may be the case if you are teaching computer science or
programming, computer literacy, word prodbssing, typing, or doing
"well organized drill-and-practice learning ... provided someone is
resporsible for the operation of the lab and for tracking tne
students". Disadvantages include the possibility that a "lab priest"
may evolve who restricts access to the lab in his or her absence, or
who insists on proper training prior to use. Location can also
adversely affect the success of the lab, especiall.y if it is near the
math department (as opposed to say, the library), or if it is taken
over by hackers who "make tacit territorial claims to the lao".
Campus-wide distribution of computers can help overcome that problem.
Finally, a centralized lab ignores the fact that "many of the ways in
which the computer can excel as a classroom tool do not involve
carefully planned use by the entire class for the entire period." The
authors conclude that it is ideal to have some centrally located
computers and some available for spur of the moment use

Hartig, Gordon. 1984. Implementing CAI in a university learning
center. Journal of Computer-Based Instruction 11,4 (Autumn):113-116.

This article reports on research involving students studying
psychology and sociology in z'A summer university program. The study
indicates generally positive effects, and reflects on the efficacy of
providing CAI as a voluntary resource for students. However, it
should be pointed out that the methodology used is frought with
confounding factors; for example, voluntary assignment to treatment
and lack of a control group.

Of some interest are the authors insights into previous
research. For example, it is pointed out that the results of much
research into CAI resulting in no significance or in negative
effectiveness "have no doubt often been more a measure of software
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quality and state-of-thp-art equipment than an evaluation of the
technology's potential." (p. 113) In addition, rescarchers in the
field frequently "have not had reasonable control over the many
variables of implementation." (p. 113) Although the research reported
here does not overcome these problems, the findings and conclusions
are heartening. (See Stevens, 1984, TESOL Newsletter, Can CAT be
evaluated?)

Healey, Deborah. 1984. Free or cheap sources of information and
material. TESOL Newsletter 18,4 (August):15.

Many sources of information about educational computing are
suggested here; for example, users' groups, modem-based bulletin
boari-ls, a good vendor, MECC, computing magazines, newsletters, CALL
Courseware books, ERIC, NWREL, and CONDUIT.

Hertz, Robert M. A software evaluation guide for the language arts.
1984. CALICO Journal 1,5 (June):21-23,48.

There is presented here an extensive and comprehensive software
evaluation form. On p. 48, references are giver directing readers to
other sources for software evaluation. Incidentally, CALICO itself
maintains (i.e. periodically revises) a software evaluation form which
can be inferred thrcugh its software reviews section, or which could
be obtained from CALICO.

Higgins, John, and Tim Johns. 1984. Computers in language learning.
Reading, Mass: Addison-Wesley (Copublished with Collins, Ltd, London,
1983).

This book is about what a computer is and what options are
available in language learning (speech synthesis, for example), how
computers can be useful in the field of applied linguistics, and about
what computers can do in an ESL (or FL) classroom. Higgins and Johns
wisely focus mainly on the latter point. In so doing, they stress
that the computer's strongest point is not sn much its use as a medium
for programming instruction, but its ability to stimulate interaction
in the target language between students and their peers, and with the
computer itself. This book is a fine contribution to CALL because it
discusses many ways by which this interaction can be facilitated.

One added bonus to this book is a final chapter divulging
secrets of programming Higgins and John's novel brand of CALL.
Several program listings are provided and discussed here, and these
will provide the programming instructor with some fresh approaches to
implementing CALL. Unfortunately, the programs are for a
Spectrum/TS2000, a computer unfamiliar to stateside progr,immers, and
which has a dialect of BASIC with several idiosyncratic commands not
easily transferable to, say, Applesoft. Still, these program
listl.ngs, and the many descriptions of programs contained in this
book, should provide readers interested in CALL development with
concepts and strategies which they can adapt to their own programs;
reviewed by Stevens (1985) in CALICO Journal 2,4:41.
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kretschmer, Joseph C. 1984. Teaching EIASIC: Why not start with
games? The Computing Teacher 12,1 (August/3eptember):24-26.

In my (this bibliographer's) own ESL computer-lab classes, I

occasionally teach BASIC programming as a device for stimulating
interaction among students. This article describes a technique
facilitating this through the medium of word games. Four rather
trivial programs are listed: Silly Sentence, Spell-it, Scrambled Word,
and Guess the Word. All the programs inculcate principles of
programming that will carry over to more advanced language
manipulation functions, thus giving students and their teachers ideas
for more interesting games. The ,rograms are listed in Applesoft, but
hints are given for translation into TR6-80 and PET dialects.
Incidentally, some of these hints provide clues for translation of the
programs listed in Higgins and Johns (1984) into dialects familiar to
American computer users.

Landa, Ruth K. 1984. Creating courseware: A beginner's guide. New
Yor: Harper and Row.

This is a respectably compreho.nsive book for someone just
getting into CAI, as the discussion begins with the topic of computer
literacy and a glossary of computer terms, and directs its commentary
toward the educator. Chapter 4 is entitled "Focusing from a general
idea to a lesson", and this focus is continued in subsequent chapters.
For example, one chapter explains how to start conceptualizing CAI on
paper, and a chapter on interaction is full of tips geared toward
educational programming. A sample guideline found under the heading
"Encourage Interaction with Other than the Computer" echos Higgins and
Johns (1984): "Interaction with a program need not always exclude the
surrounding world." (p. 65) Then come chapters on parts of a lesson:
beginnings, endings, test questions, teaching questions, and
directions.

Of particular interest to those who wish to utilize the computer
in modes other than tutorial or drill and practice is a chapter on
"Beyond Lessons," in which the possibility of using games and
simulations is explored. This chapter is followed by two more on
programming techniques associated with memory conservation and
documentation. The final two chapters include exercises which allow
readers to practice scripting skills and to study sample lessons.

The book is pitched at the level of the novice, and is thus easy
reading for one already working in the field; nevertheless, due to its
scope, even persons in the latter category will likely gain something
from glancing through this interesting and practical tome. For
example, since the book is copiously illustrated with series of screen
displays, just 1,3oking at the pictures is something akin to viewing a
variety of software.

Leuhrmann, Art. 198B. Commentary: How many computers do we really
neecr Electronic Learning 4,3 (Nov.?mber/December):24.
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If you are looing for a perspective on computer proliferation
as compared with more familiar proliferations in history, then
consider this: The first electric motors were huge and economically
feasible only if run constantly and servicing hundreds of people (i.e.
in factories). "To speak then of a 'personal electric motor' was to
be a dreamer. Now, of course, people have several electric motors in
common household devices. So, Leuhrmann concludes that Papert'a
(1930) idea of a computer for every student may not be so far fetched
after all.

Also in this issue is a series of articles on
telecommunications: i.e. information services, on-line bibliographic
search services, modems, and ,.pplications (e.g. Hawaii's Peacesat
project). There is also a feature editorial on computers in foreign
languages, including an article on p. 52 about two teachers who write
their own courseware. Finally, thee is an Educational Software
Report in which are reviewed The Wt :sit Corporation (Sunburst; a bit
of business simulation coursware), nd Dinosaur Dig (CBS
Software/Holt, Rhinehart & Winston, a tutorial full of complicated
information on dinosaurs) -- all of which might be of some use in ESL.

Loritz, Don. 1984. Can courseware pass the TOEFL? TESOL Newsletter
18 (April), 2;7.

In this brief but provocative article, Don Loritz examines the
potential of LISP-based artificial intelligence in computer-assisted
langusqa, -1=rning. Noting that computers are currently Often used by
students for "doing the boring drills they otherwise don't want to do,
and we don't want to teach," Loritz speculates that "LTSP, however,
promises to radically transform drill. In likely LISP-based
courseware of the near future, students will be i:hie to create their
own dialogues. their own context." AI researchers, who "have more to
learn from us than we from them," will not have solved the problem of
contextualizing grammar along the notional-functional model, but
programs written in LISP are likely to be able to parse sentences and
to create more of an appearance of interaction with students than they
do now, allowing the students to be creatIve in the target language.

According to Loritz, "many of the limittions of current CALL
courseware are the reflection of our failure to fully exploit such
intelligence as computers do possess." Most programming languages,
because they are not ideally suited to manipulation of human language,
catch linguists on "the horns of a Whorfian dilemma ... Alone among
computer languages, LISP (and its step-child, LOGO) is
tree-structured, recursively infinite, lexically infinite, and
selF-transforming. This isomorphism with natural languages escapes
the Whorfian dilemma. It has made LISP synonymous with the field of
artificial intelligence, and ought to make LISP the programming
language of choice for the next generation of CALL courseware." This,
concludes Loritz, would help us tap the potential of computers by
reversing the acronym of CALL and providing "language-learning
assistance for computers. In this work ESL professionals have both a
contribution to make and potential dividends to reap."

Luhukay, Joseph R.P. 1964. Computer technology and national
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development. TESOL rewsie4ter 18,5 (October):27.

This is a perspective on the computer revolution from the pm et
of view of an academician from Indonesia. The author feels that
countries like Indonesia, which ha' been observers of this revolution
but which are only now embarking on programs of technological
development, can profit from avoiding the mistakes made in other
nations and can "leapfrog" right to fourth generation systems of
hardware ?nd software. Furthermore, microcomputers seem to be the
right machines for many applications in developing countries.

Marcus, Stephen. 1984. Computers in the curriculum: Writing.
Electronic Learning 4,2 (October):54-58.

Marcus mentions three generations of computer-assisted writing
tools. The first generation is represented by drill-and-practice
oriented programs covering basic skills such as spelling, punctuation,
or sentence combining. The second generation is characterized by
writer's aids. Research indicates that 85% of a writer's time i5
devoted to prewriting, only 1"4 to first draft writing and 14% to
rewriting and these modes of the writing process are assisted by
prewriting tools, word processors, and text anA.lyzers, respectively.
Third generation software diff s from the second 3n that the three
components are now integrated, as in Quill (DCH Educational
Software/DC Heath & Co., Lexington, MA), WANDAH (Ruth Von Blum,
Venice, CA), The Writer's Helper (ConduAc, Iowa City, IA), and The
Writer's Workshop (Milliken, St. Louis, MO).

Given that "This working model of the writing process is often
expanded to include the getting of readers' reactions prior to
revision. and the 'publication' of students' writin ", Marcus notes
the unique capabilities of computers to facilitate the generation,
storage, and revision of next, and to allow teachers and students to
access (and possibly comment on) work in progress (p. 55). Networking
has created an added dimension to the process, as in the case whet
students in Southern California and Alaska, using The Writer's
Assistant in conjunction with a telecommunications system, "have been
able to experience the fascination and frustration of making
themselves clear." (p. 56; and in EL, May/June 1984, p. 48)

In other approaches to writing, students can use Story Tree
(Scholastic Inc.) to create interactive stories (that is, readers can
select from possible outcomes), or they can use Puzzle Tanks (Sunburst
Communications) to get help in categorizing particular ideas and then
to outline them. Finally, students can simply turn down the
brightness on their monitors and engage in "invisible writing", which
helps them to "resist premature proofreading". In this mode, word
processors have "instructional dimensions. They teach students that
writing isn't what it used to be: excruciating preparation for tedious
revision and retyping. Students see that their words are no longer
'carved in stone.' They are instead written in Lght, a fluid medium
that offers little resistance to physical manipulation." (p. 58)

Elsewhere in this issue, 5 word processor programs and 6 writing
programs (including Quill) are reviewed and compared (ed. 60-64).
Puzzle Tanks is reviewed on p. 4-ESR, and several other CAI software,
devices, and resource items are mentioned and/or reviewed in the pages
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that follow.

McKee, Macey. 1984. Ente,-ing the eorld of high tech. TTT Review
(November):16,20.

In this experiential report, Macey McKee shares insights gained
in setting up a microcomputer lab at the WESL Institute; sample
insight: "... the computers have not quite taken over the school (just
our lives ... whoever started the rumor that computers would put
teachers out of work was insane!)" On a more serious not McKee
mentions software she has found to be most effective in her program;
e.g. Speed Reader II, Square Pairs, Tic Tac Show, and Game.

Munro, Allen, Micheal R. Fehling, and Douglas M. Towne. 1984.
Instruction intrusiveness in dynamic situation training. Journal of
Computer-Based Instruction 12,2 (Spring):50-53.

Previous research shows little or no effect due to student
control over CAI when used to teach "knowledge structures". Knowledge
structures, defined here as "coherent bodies of essentially
propositional information", include multiplication tables, cities in
the United States, etc. Typically, such research involves the
computer presenting something, the student responding, and the back
and forth exchange continuing dependent on the student's responses.

This article reports on an experiment in which prior findings
were overturned when "dynamic skill" training was involved. A
simulation is an example of this mode, which is characterized by there
being no clear cut exchange of turns between student and computer.
The simulation used in this Navy study was based on air-intercept, in

which tKe computer emulated a 'radar screen.)
The dominant variable in this study regarded feedback, which was

either "intrusive" (presented immediately and automatically) or
"less-intrusive" (presented when the student was ready for it). It is
pointed out that non-intrusive feedback occurs during turn-taking in
conversation, when one speaker signals another that he or she wishes
to interrupt but does not do so until the other has relinquished the
tut-Ff. Findings were that less-intrusive feedback resulted in better
learning. Similarly, "If the student can control the cognitive
processing load by postponing instruction feedback until the
nrocessing required by the task is at a low level, then more resources
will be available t process the instructional message." (p. 53)
However, this stipulation did not apply to joystick manipulation,
where the number of errors did not vary significantly between
intrusive and less intrusive treatments.

The results suggest that findings based on knowledge system
training may not hold for dynamic skill training. They also suggest
that immediate feedback may be counter-productive in dynamic skill
learning. However, no attempt was made in this experiment to relate
what has been discovered about learning a computer-controlled
dynamic-skills task to success with an analogous task performed in the
real world, where feedback is no longer under control of the student.
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Norris, Cathleen M., and Barry Lumsden. 1984. Functional distance
and the attitudes of educators toward computers. T.H.E. Journal
(Technical Horizons in Education; January) 11, 4:129-132.

This article explores attitudes of educators toward computers,
hut interestingly, on a differential scale. "Researchers who have
explored educator attitudes toward computers have treated attitudes as
though they are undifferentiated in nature. In other words, one's
attitudes towards computers is treated as a constant whether the
attitude being investigated is towards computers for classroom
ins'ruction or computers for the storage and retrieval of air travel
information." (p. 129)

rhe authors first establish, through reference to the
literature, that cyberphobia, or fear of computers, exists, and that
this fear is common among educators. They then cite Bogardus (1925;
Social-Distance Scale) and Crespi (n.d.) as ha,'ing 'shown the
"differentiated nature of attitudes ... when the variable of distance
is introduced." (p. 130) They next note that Lichtman (1979) and
Zoltan and Chapanis (1982) measured attitudes to computers on a
somewhat differentiated scale. Finally, they report the results of
their own experiment to determine whether the variable of distance
might have a significant effect on educator attitudes toward
computers.

A questionnaire containing three statements about computers in
education was sent to several hundred educators. The three statements
were: (1) "Computers are valuable tools that can be used to improve
the quality of education," (2) "Teachers should know how to use
computers in their classrooms," and (3) "I would like to have a
computer for use in my own classroom." Although a majority of
educators agreee with all three statements, the researchers found a
significant difference in percentage of educators agreeing with
statements (2) and (3). "Educator attitudes seem, therefore, to be
positive towards computers as long as the function of the computers is

removed from their experiential world of practice. When the
suggestion is made that computers for their classroom use are
desirable, the proportion of educators expressing agreement drops
precipitously." (132) The authors conclude that those planning to
implement computers in classrooms should bear in mind that a
difference in attitudes can exist with distance, and that this could
affect the success of the implementation.

Petersen, Bruce T., Cynthia L. Selfe, and Billie J. Wahlstrom. 1984.

Computer-assisted instruction and the writing process: Questions for
research and evaluation. College Composition and Communication 35
(February), 1:98-101.

This article is about the effectiveness of software claiming to

teach the process of writing, and about features of such software
which enhance its effectiveness.

Seven criteria are presented for consideration in examining
software designed for use in a process-based writing course. These
are: the software should (1) "address specific writing problems,
(e.q.) purpose, audience, planning, organization , development, and

logic"; (2) "have a true process orientation, <e.g. present>
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"heuristics for inventing, focusing, planning, drafting, revising, and
editing" (forgoing, p. 98; following, p. 99); '3) be "rhetorically
specific", suggesting different rhetorical styles for different
contexts; (4) "make students write", not just identify correct
writing; (5) "accomodate a range of writing skills and experiences ...
on different levels of abstraction or complexity"; (6) involve
specialists in both composition and software design"; and be "field
tested ".

The authors next raise "six major research questions about the
software we employ" (this and following quotes, p. 100). These are
whether or not the programs (1) "guide students through the composing
process"; (2) "provide a useful supplement to classroom instruction";
(3) "offer a practical alternative or complement to tutors"; (4)
"affect students' attitudes toward writing"; (5) "are more effective
in teaching some rhetorical tasks than others"; and (6) "encourage
students to write more."

In this bibliographer's opinion, at least two of tnese points
(numbers 2 and 4, concerning attitudes and v..tpplementing instruction)
are valid questions for research. However, the others, as presented
here, are controversial. For example, in discussing the first point,
Petersen et al. imply that "the computer has inherent limitations that
might render processs-based composition programs too simplistic." I

would think that such limitations are inherent to programmers, not
computers. In point #3, the authors question whether "some students
who prefer working with human tutors.would show improvement equal to
or better than that found with students who worked with the computer
and a specific program." In the bibliographer's opinion, the fact that
humans can teach better than computers need not be called into
question; the question is rather whether computers can be effective
when .. human tutor is not available. Question #6 asks whether
students will brainstorm, explore thoughts, and revise more
effectively on computer than they do on paper. In the bibliographer's
opinion, the fact that some do is obvious, and the fact that some do
not is attributable to preference for a given writing style;
consideration of preference and style must therefore dominate research
on this subject, and results are not likely to be conclusive (see
Hartig 1984 and Stevens, 1984, TESOL Newsletter for thoughts on
inconclusiveness of research; and also forthcoming articles by Doughty
& Fought and Chapelle & Jamieson on learner-centered CALL).

The article concludes with the suggestion of "four procedures
that may help composition teachers begin their efforts in evaluation"
(this and following quotes, p. 101). These are (1) "survey the
attitudes of teachers and students"; (2) "gather writing' samples" from
experimental and control groups; (3) "obtain retrospective accounts"
of individual experiences with the progrms; and (4) "collect
protocols" from experimental and control students, both during the
experiment, and afterwards to check for duration of effects from the
experiment.

Pressman, Israel, and Bruce Rosenbloom. 1984. CAI System costs:
PrE,sent and future. T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in Education)
11 (March), 6:94-98.

Noting that CAI costs have become increasingly affordable since
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the 50's, these authors have researched the cost of CAI at present.
In so doing, they break costs down into hardware, software, user
tra]ring, maintenance, and installation.

TaF-ing these categories individually: (1) Hardware -- $500 to
$3,000 per unit, depending on capabilities and perlferals. (2)
Software -- "there has been, in recent years, a dramatic increase in
educational and training software" (p. 95), with the burden of its
production being spread across book publishers, software houses,
manufacturers, etc. The resulting "improved quality and availability
of the courseware ... is now becoming a major accelerator for CAI
use." (p. 95) (3) Training -- although increased user-frierdliness of
micros and dealer responsibility ameliorate training costs, users
still bear most of the burden of training. (4) Maintenance -- high
reliability of micros encourages many to eschew maintenance contracts,
which typically run 15% of the cost of the hardware; more problematic
is maintenande on periferals, such as printers and disk drives. (5)
Installation -- for micros, this is minimal or non-existent.

Taiing all this into consideration, the authors price a
mini-cluster of 15 micros and one master controller, which apparently
were installed in a school with 750-1000 students. They arrive at
$17,360 per year for the system (over a 7 year period), which came to
$1.32 per student per hour.

In the opinion of this bibliographer, costs were estimated quite
high. For example, $7000 per year were allocated to installation and
training. Also. unit prices on the computers could easily be half the
$7.2,000 spent in this study, or less, especially as Apple IIe's can
now be purchased for under $1000 per unit (and Commodore VIC-20's are
$70 each).

The authors point out that trends affecting the price of CAI
"are favorable ... These future trends are likely to lower total CAI
costs, increase the CAI,user base, and create an infrastructure that
fosters CAI development." (p. 97) Still, investment in CAI might
still be considered "an extravagance ... Yet, if CAI is in reality an
effective teaching tool, there could be cost-savings that would tend
to offset the expense of such a system:" for example, reduced dropout
rates due to "increased student interest and motivation." (p. 98)

Pufahl, John. 1984. Response to Richard M. Collier, "The word
processor and revision strategies," CCC, 34 (May 1983), 149-155.
College Composition and Communication 35,1 (February):91-93.

Pufahl points out the obvio-ts flaw in Collier's research: that
he looked for effective word processed revision techniques using
"students who have little or no experience with word processors and
who have little or r3 experience revising ... We should be very
surprised if the novice writer, coming upon nis first word processor,
starts extensive revision." (p. 91)

Pufahl finds four discrepancies in Collier's contention that
revision on computer did not "expand the number and complexity" of
revisions; i.e. promote global as opposed to local revision: (1)

Coilier had students write compositions by hand and then enter them on
computer; Pufahl suggests that the latter sessions may have been aimed
more at producing typed copy than at fostering global revision, as
Collier had idtended. (2) Students wen?. given only one revision
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session, and this might have restricted the type o4 revisions they
were willing to undertake. (3) Collier worked on the assumption that
global revision followeo by attention to detail was (traditionally)
the most efficient way of revising, but t',e, reverse (right be true
using computers, since corrections tee detail will be stored and
carried over to subsequent dr,:trts: thus more revision sessions might
have yielded more positive results regarding global revision.
Finally, (4) Collier's 1Prk of intervention in the students' revising
processes might have con.I bated to their attention to local errors;
students sometimes do not address global considerations unless such
revision is suggested to them.

Pufahl also takes exception to Collier's generalizations on the
technology. For example, Collier implies that all word processors are
too complex for the needs of students, but he aces not mention what
kind of word processor he himself was using.. Also Collier thought
that the limited amount oftext appearing on the screen constrained
students to local revision, but-did not allow his subjects to
counteract that problem by making hard-copies of their entire papers.
Finally, Pufahl suggests that Collier's focus on the technology of
word processing n,glects the human element of composition instruction,
and it is this element that will render computers in composition
either effective or feckless,

In the "reply" that follows Pufahl's "response" (pp. 94-5),
Collier asserts that methodologicz constraints precluded extended
revision time and intrusion into the writing process. However, he
generously agrees with Pufahl's other points, and draws a distinction
between what he has observed in class as opposed to in the
"laboratory". Collier's observations in the former setting suggest,
for example, that "repeated revising sessions do encourage more
comprehensive alterations of tc: ", that intervention does enhance
revision, and that "Most students discover, moreover, that they
compose and revise best by employing their owr hybrid of hand-writing
and word processing: Undoubtedly then, a combination of the computer
and good teaching yields more extensive language learning than does
tha computer alone, and investigation of this interrelationship is a
direction future research should pursue." (p. 94) Collier also
divulges here (and in his larger-report, ERIC ED 211 998) what
hardware he used in the study ;-but here, he again fails to specify
what word processor was too comp/ex for the task at hand.

Rodrigues, Raymond J. and Dawn Wilson Rodrigues. 1984.
Computer-based invention: Its place and potential. College
Composition and Communication (February), 1:78-87.

This is an article reviewing programs which endeavor to teach
heuristics for invention in writing. Indeel, the authors claim that
the computer promises to teach students such heuristics "with more
facility than typical classroom instruction allows them to develop."
(p. 78) Although this clai0 is put forth without supporting data, it
is argued that the time students could spend with such programs is
unlimited, and that "With computer-based invention programs available
t: 'clughou the day, students could review invention strategies
whenever they needed help in generrting more ideas -- often at the
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mid-point of their writing process.
"Besides helping to individualize instruction in invention and

to support or assist the recursive use of important activites in
writing, computer-based invention may be more effective than
traditional ways of teaching invention in still another way: it
accommodates differences in student writing styles." (p. 79) This
latter claim holds true only ii students are allowed to choose from
different types of invention programs. The authors thus characterize
three types of invention programs, w'th examples of each

(1) Invention programs that "guide those students who profit
fr .:oncrete, sequential learning to produce a preliminary outline of
idu.,as" (p. 7c A program-by William Wresch asks for a topic and
immediately requests a narrower topic. The program then asks the
student to choose a perspective un the topic (i.e. history,
appearance, causes, job or function). The student must then type in
six statements about the topic from the chosen perspective. Finally,
the program provides a printout of the student's statements.

(2 Invention programs which, "using formulaic questioning, lead
those who need help with an assigned topic to generate and stucture
random ideas" (p. 79) -- A program by Helen Schwartz is mentioned, in
which the student picks a topic, makes a s*atement abc:it the topic,
provides evidence,to show that the statement is true, and finally is
asked to consider evidence to the contrary.

(3) Invention programs which "provide open-ended inquiry
approaches for those who enjoy- generating ideas randomly or ever
abstractly" (p. 79) -- Hugh Burns's programs employ a variation of
"the tagmemic matrix of Young, Becker, and Pike; the r;entad of Burke;
and the enthymeme and topoi of Aristotle" to encourage students to
write down what they already knbw, and in some cases, what they don't
know, about their topics.

The authors go on to describe a program they feel has both
combined and augmented principles inherent in the programs already
mentioned. Their program uses visual synectics as one of their
"Creative problem-solving techniques ... designed to break through
linear, focused thinking and to bring forth ideas students might never
have thought of by forcing the students to consider their subjects
from widely disparate perspectives." (p. 83) In the Rodrigues'
program, students must list objects they see in a picture. Then,
reverting to a previously selected topic, the program asks students to
compare that topic with each word in the list. Finally, the program
asks the students to elaborate on each comparison. The point is that
"Invention strategies using creative problem-solving, especially in
computer-based programs, encourage experimentation, students knowing
all the time that most of their ideas will probably be thrown away.
The strategies tap non-rational, creative thinking, allowing a
playfulness, a fooling around lqith concepts." (p. 84)

All of these,programs can be mace to search for "key words in
key positions" (p. 83) so that an appropriate response to student
input can be drawn-randomly from a pool of appropriate responses.
Length of input can'be assessed, so that the computer can accowdingiy
reward length or probe for more. These programs serve to remind
students of heuristics they can use for invention, but as the com .Ater
cannot parse input,-their use "requires the element of good will and
faith." (p. 80)

The authors speculate that the ideal set of prewriting computer
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programs should be available together as part of a "macro-program"
which would allow students to compose in word processor mode,
resorting to the menu of invention programs when ready. This would
"subtly remind students that invention heuristics can and should be
used at any stage of writing," (p. 85) and "both facilitate and
encourage recursive invention." (p. 86)

The paper concludes with a call for more research. An
interesting example of research cited here is that of Bridwell and
Ross (1983), "who are discovering that the effectiveness of word
processors as writing tools varies according to the writing styles of
those working the word processors." (p. 85) Bridwell and Ross_"have
the computer.tallying keystrokes, timing those strokes, and
reproducing the work of the writer stroke for stroke, thereby
facilitating specific and detailed protocol analysis." (p. 86)

Raspberry, Robert L. 1984. Two computer programs for the language
student. CALICO Journal 1,4 (Mar):20-3.

Two programs are given, a Courseware Authoring Program (CAP),
and a flash card program (FLASH). These are listed in Basic for
either of two notebook computers, the TRS-80 Model 100 or the NEC
8201.

Schloss, Patrick J., Cynthia N. Schloss, and G. Phillip Cartwright.
1984. Efficacy of four ratios of questions and highlights to text in
computer assisted instruction modules. Journal of Computer-Based
Instruction 11,4 (Autumn):103-106.

This article reports on a research project in which an attempt
was made to discs r which format was more effective in tutorial CAI:
(a) 90 frames of text, (b) 90 frames of text interspersed with
questions, or (c) 90 frames of text interspersed with highlights from
that text. An additional variable was the ratio of frames to
questions and of frames to highlights (1:1, 3:1, 5:1, and 90:0).
Results indicate, not surprisingly, that questions and highlights were
P.,Terior to straight text, but that ratios of text to either questions
or ' ghlights p.roduced no significant differences. Questions were
s......2rior to highlights, but only if students were tested using the
exa-t questions used in the computer modules. Affective factors
studied indicated that students preferred the highlights to questions,
and that they liked highlights in a 1:1 ratio to text frames. On the
other hand, the students had the most. adverse reaction to questions
presented in a 1:1 ratio with text Frames.

Implications of this research are that (1) questions and
highlights should be used in tutorial CAI as opposed to straight text,
(2) questions used should be directed only at the concepts to be
retained, (3) highlights produqe the most positive attitudes and
should therefore be used more heavily than questions (even though
questions are more effective), and (4) questions should occur less
often than every screen of text.

Schwartz, Helen j., and Lillian S. Eridwell. 1984. A selected
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bibliography on computers In composition. College Composition and
Commurication 35,1:71-77.

This 40 some-odd item bibliography would be of great help to
anyone interested in how computers can augment the writing process.
Included are suggestions for Iteeping up with developments in the
field.

Smith, Kim L. 1984. Using microcomputer word processors for foreign
languages. CALICO Journal 1 (March), 4:45-47.

In order for word processors to serve the needs of all foreign
languages, they must be able to accomodate foreign language character
sets. This article introduces, ScreenWriter II, a word processor for
microcomputer (Apple II) which allows the creation of soft character
sets. The article also describes programmer aids used in the creation
of these character sets, and includes listings of program
modifications which will facilitate their implementation.

The author characterizes ScreenWriter II (Sierra On-Line) as a
powerful, yet relatively inexpensive ($130), all-purpose word
processor. He then describes how he used ANIMATRIX, a program on DOS
3.3 Tool Kit (Apple), to create Russian character sets in a format
acceptible, when interfaced with Graphics Writer (Computer Station),
to a dot matrix or daisy wheel printer.

The author reports success with and acceptance of his foreign
character word processor programs in the Humanities and Linguistics
departments at BYU. The only problem seems to be that once the
character set is in, then all screen display, including the word
processor menu, will be in the foreign character set.

Spurling, Steven. 1984. ANALIT: Item and test analysis and
placement. CALICO Journal 1,5 Oune):39-40.

The author describes here a test analysis program he has written
which accepts either item by item or holistic score entry of test
data, and then does item and/or test analyses of the data, along with
raw and standardized score placement. The program is flexible in
inpL07 accepted, and rivals similar mainframe-based programs, even
though it is implemented on a microcomputer.

Stahlke, Herbert F.W. 1984. PSC: A probabalistic approach to wrong
answer evaluation in CAI. CALICO Journal 1,5 (June):17-20.

This article overviews several common methods of answer judging
in CALL, and builds to a description of PSC, or probability sequence
checking. The first part of the article details how typical answer
judging routines either are too lenient in what tney allow as correct
answers or reject answers that should be construed as correct. While
PSC does not entirely overcome these drawbacks, the author claims that
PSC "provides routines that avoid most of the problems observed so far
and also allows teacher/programmers to exercise their judgement in the
range of misspellings to be allowed." (p. 20)
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The routine derives from the Markov chain, a mathematical
predictor of spelling. The chain starts with the most frequent
letters and predicts the letters following based on those that have
come before, so that predictability of spelling accuracy increases
with word length. In PSC, length is first checked, and any string
varying from the correct answer by more than two answers is rejected.
The first and last letters are then checked, and any string with
neither fifst nor last letter coinciding with that in the expected
answer is rejected. Strings tha',. pass both these tests are then put
through the PSC algorithm, which "adds up the frequency rank values of
the letters of the student's answer and calc. ates a ratio between
that sum and the sum of the frequency ranks for the correct answer.
If that ratio is within programmed tolerances, the word is accepted as
a probable misspelling." (p. 20) The program occupies 6K of memory
and is written in Applesoft BASIC.

Stevens, Vance. 1984. Can CAI be evaluated? TESOL Newsletter 18
(February), 1:16,18.

Before the question in the title can be answered, one must first
consider the question: "how effective are the instruments purporting
to measure the effectiveness of CAI? It is possible that existing
methods of conducting such studies may not be appropriate for work
with CAI.'' This and other quotes: p. 16) Noting that most studies of
CAI have so far focused on the effectiveness of the medium, Stevens
points out that "no one has ever been able to prove quantitatively,
nor to a degree that :4ould convince skeptics that their attention to
the medium was warranted, that CAI is superior to traditional teaching
methods." The main explanation for this is the fact that success with
CAI has more to do with the cognitive and attitudinal sides of human
behavior than with the behavioral side.

As with any study of cognition or attitudes, "Whether
conventional research is able to measure the true benefits of CAI is
itself doubtful." ,Research in cognition or in attitudes is difficult
to quantify, because there are so many variables involved, because
different media do not lend themselves to comparison any more than do
apples and oranges, and because the absence of voluntarism in
controlled experimentation adversely compromises CAI.

A better measure of the effectiveness of CAI is that: "Anyone
oho has experienced interaction with.computers and who has watched
others interact knows that there is something going on there that
doesn't meet the eye. It meets instead the mind. The mind is very
actively engaged in pursuing not only the subject matter at hand, but
in trying to figure"out how the program works and how it can be
exploited and controlled. A part of the mind is activated which is
o-ften left dormant in other-modes of instruction." The extent to
which this is true depends of course on the depth of programming. As
Stevens points out, "a puzzle is interesting only so long as it
remains unsolved. So it may be with effective CAI."

This article ends with a call for more research, not into the
effectiveness of CAI, but into isolating and studying "those variables
that CAI actually involves, the cognitive and attitudinal ones ..."
(See Hartig, 1984, for similar insights into problems with
evaluation.)
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Stevens, Vance. 1984. The effects of choice and control in
computer-assisted language learning in tLaching .supplementary grammar
to intermediate students of ESL and to remedial, English students at
the college entry level. TESOL Quarterly 18 (March), 1:141-3.

This is an abstract of research done on the effects of allowing
students choice and control in moving through tutorial CALL lessons.
Two such lessons were created, both identical except that one conveyed
students through the lesson in linear fashion while the other allowed
jumping about at the whim of the students -Evidence was not found to
support any conclusions at alpha < .05; however, it was shown that the
lessons allowing choice and control were more effective with
non-native speakers of English at p <'.10. It was also found, on the
basis of data collected from questionnaires, that CAI resulted in
favorable attitudes, and tnat students given choice and control over
their learning had more favorable attitudes toward the computer than
those who were not.

These results lend credence to the suggestion that giving
students choice in CAI and control over what they do on the computer
facilitates their learning, and improves their attitude toward that
learning.

Stevens, Vance. 1984. Implications of research and theory concerning
the influence of choice and control on the effectiveness of CALL.
CALICO Journal 2,1 (September):28-33,48.

This article expands on the theoretical base of the report cited
above. Suggesting a departure from the behavioral base of CALL and
from traditional means of evaluating the medium, more appropriate
paradigms for developing and evaluating CALL are suggested. Examples
of such paradigms are (1) the clarifying educational environments of
Moore and Anderson (1969), (2) the conduit metaphor of Scollon &
Scollon (1982), (3) the microworld concept of Papert (1980), and (4)
games and autotelic environments suggested by various authors. The
experiment is aescribed more fully than in the brief TESOL Quarterly
report (above), as are its implications. However, readers should
beware of several editorial errors throughout the text, including an
attract having nothing to do with the article and a reversed
greater-than sign on p. 32 (but the data provided in the charts, same
page, are correct).

Strei, Gerry. 1984. Ware Watch. TTT Review (November):22-24.

In this edited column, Strei provides a comprehensive (and
generally favorable) critique of the Grammar Mastery Series from
Regents/ALA.

Susser, Bernard. 1984. A call for JALT: Some considerations on EFL
CAT in Japan. JALT Newsletter 8 (Feb. 1), 2:2-7.
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Written in order to "draw attention to some important
considerations concerning CALL that EFL teachers in Japan should be
aware of," this article surveys recent literature the field of CALL.
To give-an idea of the article's scope, section headings include: The
Computer as a Synthetic Teacher, The Game Format, Communicative
Courseware, The Computer as an Occasion for Communication,
Compatibility and Transportability, Typing Ability, Composition,
Effectiveness, and The Need for Programming Skills.

While the author succeeds in shedding light on many issues
crucial to development of CALL, his treatment of these is cursory.
Still, this article provides an adequate, if brief, overview of
current trends in uses of computers in language learning.

Wagers, William D. 1984. Voice-based learning. CALICO Journal 1,5
(June) :35-38.

This article is written by the product manager at to Scott
Instruments Corporation, and is thus essentially an adve 'Asement for
SIC's VEILS Authoring System, which interfaces with the Instavox RA-12A
and Tandberg TAL 822 voice output devices. The former is a floppy
disk drive which plays analog recordings, and the latter is a tape
player with a highly accurate counter. Both devices allow computer
control, and can be programmed using the authoring system briefly
introduced here.

Walker, Decker F., and Robert D. Hess (Eds.). 1984. Instructional
software. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Publishing Co.

This book contains articles by Alfred Bork, Patrick Suppes,
Robert Gagne, John Seely Brown (BUGGY), James Kulik (meta-analysis),
Thomas Malone (motivating qualities of computer games), and others.
It was favorably reviewed in Journal of Computer-Based Instruction
12,2 (Spring), p. 54.

Westesen, Dan. 1984. Hut air balloon: Pilot your Apple up, up, and
away. Creative Computing 10,9 (Sep):178-9.

The program described in this article allows the user to pilot a
balloon over mountains and attempt to land (at an appropriate rate of
descent) in a smooth clearing. The program emulates balloon functions
with slow reaction times and limited fuel (but you can give yourself
more, line 160). In an attempt to parallel reality "everything in
this program happens very slowly until you are in trouble; then it
happens all too fast" (p. 178). Listings are provided in Applesoft
Basic, accompanied by a shape table in machine code.

White. Gene. 1984. From magic lanterns to microcomputers: The
evolution of the visual aid in the English classroom. English Journal
73,3 (March):59-62.

This article gives a historical perspective on the microcomputer
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phenomenon by viewing it as a culmination of developments in visual
aid materials since 1914 (as reported in the pages of the English
Journal). One interesting fact is that as early as 1971, Edmund J.
Farrell predicted the proliferation of computers in education ("to
retrieve data on demand"), hookups to data banks through modems,
record keeping functions, computer-controlled videotape, light
pencils, and audio-response systems. Although Farrell's prediction of
"A conversationally interactive language, machine independent and
available for execution of instructional programs on many computers"
has yet to come to pass, his other predictions have largely proven to
be prescient.

Wresch, William. 1984. Integrated computer systems to aid all stages
of the writing process. The Computing Teacher 12,1
(August/September):50-51.

This is a description of Writer's Helper, a program which
integrates writers' aids into a word processing program. The program
begins by offering three choices: it will present prewriting aids, the
word processing program, or analyze previously written text.

Prewriting lets students (1) find a subject, (2) explore a
subject, (3) organize information about a subject, or (4) develop a
single paragraph. Two of these 4 programs are further subdivided on
the theory "that students, need a variety of approaches to match their
different cognitive styles" (p. 50). Thus, to help students find a
subject, Writer's Helper can (a) b- nstorm, (b) help students list
topics, or (c) ask questions to elicit possible topics. If students
want to explore a topic, they can choose (a) Crazy Contrasts, which
ask them to compare wildly illogical objects, lb) The Tree, which
helps them envision branches of related subtopics, or (c) Three Ways
of Looking, which helps students see their topic in isolation, as part
of a process, and as part of a network Finally, the information
organization program helps students organize their information into 5
paragraphs, and the paragraph development program helps them
strengthen weak paragraphs and then integrate these into their word
processed composition.

The word processing part of the package was designed with two
considerations in mind: it'had to display possible functions on the
screen, and it had to be fully integrated with the other programs in
the package.

The editing and analysis part of the package has programs that
(1) check for words that have homonyms, (2) calculate readability
level, (3) graph lengths of sentences throughout the essay, (4) count
words in each paragraph so that students can judge which might be
underdeveloped, (5) print out the f,rst.sentence in each paragraph so
students can check transition and lobic flow, and l5) check the essay
for words commonly misused. "The purpose of these editing programs is
to give writers information about their work and to reinforce the idea
that looking back to check for errors is a natural part of writing."
(p. 51)
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Addams, Shay. 1985. Without Learning to program, you can now create
your own adventure games. A+ 3,6 (Jun):42-7.

This article discusses various resources, including Eamon (in
the public domain), by which non-programmers may create adventure
games.

Alessi, Stephen M., and Stanley R. Trollip. 1985. Computer-based
instruction: Methods and development. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, Inc.

Geared toward "the serious CBI designer", this book is
characterized as "the most comprehensive text written to date on the
design of CBI." Furthermore, it is "the right book for a college
level course on the design of interactive instruction." All this is
according to Greg Kearsley's review in Journal of Computer-Based
Instruction 12,2 (Spring), p. 54.

Carlson, Edward H. 1985. Explosion in paradise: Can you keep the-
population of a desert island under control? Creative Computing 11,9
(Sep): -4.

Two programs are listed and described here. The first assumes
11 couples to have appeared simultaneously on a desert isle. Taking
into account infant death rates, accidental death rates, death due to
old age, births given by women between 20 and 36 (the rate variable as
to attitudes and social situation) the program outputs the increasing
population (and can run for hours, apparently). The second program
listed computes the number of people who have ever lived on Earth,
beginning just after the demise of Neanderthal Man. The two programs
are coded in Basic for an IBM PC with an 80 column green screen.

Childress, U. Michael. 1985. Correlation Analysis: A statistical
test for relationships between two sets of data Creative Computing
11,9 (Sep):96-9.

The program prompts users for any number of paired items, and
hen for variables (either numbers or rankings).- The program outputs

the appropriate correlation coefficient (positive or negative),
degrees of freedom, and a "criterion", which is the established
benchmark number for statistical significance, according to degrees of
freedom (up to 39 degrees are stored in an array loaded into the
program). The program is of obvious utility to educational
researchers. It is listed in Applesoft Basic.

Daigish, Gerard M. 1985. Current ESL software. TESOL Newsletter
19,1 (February):14.

In this article and the two that follow, Dalgish reviews
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currently available ESL courseware. Here, he notes that (1) Much
existing software is a throwback to behaviorism, and is therefore
shunned by teachers. (2) Much ESL courseware "is restricted to drill
and practice in which the screen is the rough equivalent of the
textbook;" e.g. the MECC Teacher Utility. (3) "In ESL software there
is very little departure from an exercise book," largely because the
full potential of the computer is under-realized. Regents/ALA
materials are cited, despite their "fairly high standard". BIPACS has
made some attempt at graphics, but these materials are "slow and not
too gripping." PLATO makes good use of sentence animation, but the
lessons are a decade old. On the other hand, Irene Dutra's past tense
spelling lessons and Michael Southwell's Comp-Lab exercises receive
high marks. (4) Finally, documentation and HELP functions are
generally poor. In summary, it is easy to find or create S-R based
ESL courseware, but this falls short of fulfilling the potential of
the medium.

Dalgish, Gerard M. 1985. Current ESL software: Branching and error
correction. TESOL Newsletter 19,2 (April):23.

Continuing with shortcomings of ESL software from the article
cited above, Dalgish notes the following: (1> Such courseware is
typically "lockstep"; that is, it is not possible to "page" at will
through the lesson. For example, to exit a lesson, perhaps in order
to get back to the beginning, one often has to either complete the
exercise or reboot the disk. PLATO ESL series, Regentt/ALA, Dormac,
BIPACS, and Intellectual Software's Comprehensive grammar review are
all cited as having elements of this flaw in varying degrees.
Compounding the problem (of completing an exercise) is that (2) all
too often, answer judging is primitive and feedback is uninformative.
DORMAC, Teacher's Friend, Hartley, and Intellectual Software are cited
as teing lacking in this regard. Still another shortcoming is (3)
lack of student control. Dalgish cites two cases (in one unit of
Grammar Mastery and in instances of ESL on PLATO) where paging and
logotf are done automatically after a time interval rather than in
response to a key press. This latter problem "will almost certainly
promote a feeling of powerlessness over the computer which can easily
be transferred to the ESL material itself."

Hofstetter, Fred T. 1985. Perspectives on a decade of computer-based
instruction, 1974-1984. Journal of Computer-Based Instruction 12,1
(Winter):1-7.

This article provides a healthy look at directions CBI
development should be taking, now that questions about the efficacy of
the medium are mostly behind us. Ten years ago, people "wanted to
perform controlled evaluations before trusting the computer with
students. Today it is difficult to form control groups. Faculty
members know that students in the experimental group will do better,
and they do not want to deprive the control group of the use of the
computer." (p. 2) This feeling has been supported by findings such as
those in Kulik, Kulf,k, and Cohen's (1980) meta-analysis.

What determines the appre9riateness of a computer used for CAI?
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(1) "Graphics are the first concern in selecting a CBI machine. The
number of pixels or dots that can be turned on and off determines the
quantity and quality of what the user will see." (p. 3) What is
hi-res today is lo-res tomorrow, and CBI developers should focus on
tomorrow's machines in designing courseware (cf Bork, 1982).

(2) How students interact with the lesson is the next criterion:
"Too much educational software is keyset oriented ... when students
look down at the keys, they take their eyes off the screen. The
keyset breaks their concentration with the instructional material on
the screen." (p. 3) Four devices can help overcome this problem:
hence Hofstetter expounds at length on the ergonomic and related
advantages of the touch panel, mouse, light pen, and joystick. (See
Munro et al., 1984, for findings on reduced intrusiveness of
jo)/stick.)

(3) "The quantity and the quality of available courseware is the
third key ingredient in selecting an educational computer." (p. 4)
Hofstetter recommends EPIE for rigorous reviews, but cautions that
considerations enhancing transportability (as characterized by Melen's
Figure of Merit) may rule out innovative designs incorporating the
previously mentioned criteria. Indeed, Melen's Figure of Merit
defines the lowest common denominator in the volatile software
marketplace, where designers tend tr- eschew machin-specific
innovations that will reduce chance :If eventual transportability.
Moreover, "In our free enterprise system, where companies
intentionally change standards to force obsolescence, it is doubtful
that computer-based instruction will ever enjoy courseware
transportability." (pp. 5-6)

On the subject of the CBI marketplace, we are informed, for
example, that Atari, Commodore, and Radio Shack are the 3 most popular
among the 1 out of 8 American teenagers who own a personal computer
(as of 1983). Another interesting note is that Microsoft, whose
implementations of BASIC are used on both the IBM-PC and Macintosh
computers, did not include the powerful SOUND, PLAY, and DRAW commands
on the latter machine. Nevertheless, the Macintosh, with its icons,
windows, pull-downs, etc., "will have a significant impact upon the
design of educational materials." (p. 5) Even more powerful is
Digital's IVIS, which "allows videodisc and the DEC Professional 350
microcomputer to share the same screen. The 350 can cut windows out
of the videodisc image and replace them with computer graphics, which
can be animated." (p. 5)

Subcurrents in this article, exemplified by the "sugar coated"
mediocrity of courseware tending toward the Melen principle and the
exceptional micro courseware that owes its development to prior
implementation on powerful mainframes, are brought together in this
message: "The CBI profession should develop courseware on high-end
machines that will become the affordable micros of tomorrow." (p. 6)
This article serves to stimulate the imaginations of those who would
aspire to do that.

Jarchow, Elaine, and Janey Montgomery. 1985. Dare to use adventure
games in the language arts classroom. English Journal 74,2
(February):104-106.

The authors claim in this article that adventure games
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"encourage development of both problem solving skills and
organizational abilities and foster reading comprehension. We're
convinced that language patterns surface during the exciting writing
and speaking activities which follow naturally from the content of the
games." (p. 104) Examples of concepts taught are cause and effect,
sequencing, and decision-making. To play one such game, for example,
"At least twenty commands (e.g., North, Up, Examine, Get, Attack) must
be learned." (p. 105) In addition, the games promote communicative
interaction among students. "Reactions to the games evoke discussions
rich with new vocabulary. When pairs or small groups play,
discussions of alternatives, negotiating decisions, and reaching
consensus present challenges as well as help develop leadership
skills." (p. 105)

Although many of the games and activities mentioned here are not
for ESL students, adventure games in some form clearly create
conditions for learning desireable in foreign and second language
classes (see Baltra, 1984). Several critical composition activities
are suggested as follow ups on the games. Eamon, an adventure series
in the public domain, is mentioned, as is Story Tree (Scholastic,
Inc.), which allows students to create their own stories with a
variety of branched outcomes. Finally, the bibliography lists 9
adventure games, a couple of which might be appropriate to ESL.

Locatis, Craig, and Victor Carr. 1985. Selecting authoring systems.
Journal of Computer-Based Instruction 12,2 (Spring):28-33.

This article starts out making the distinction between
programming languages, authoring languages, and authoring systems, and
proceeds to overview the latter. Some evidence is givee that
authoring systems may allow courseware developers to enhance
productivity and quality. The authors started to review -6 such
systems, but eventually became aware of over 60, and the fact that
even the existing systems undergo seemingly constant revision makes a
characterization of the field elusive; moreso for readers of this
article, since the authors do not name or give specific examples of
any of the systems they refer to. Also this is one of those articles
whose message seers to be: 'Before you start, plan everything and
consider all the factors,' which is either impossible or ridiculously
cumbersome to do in the real world. Still, the authors
comprehensively cover most of the imaginable featur,es and
considerations in purchasing authoring systems, and as such, this is a
useful introduction for anyone considering investing in tools for CAI
development.

Perez, Elizabeth Carlson, and Mary Alice White. 19B5. Student
evaluation of motivational and learning attributes of microcomputer
software. Journal of Computer-Based Instruction 12,2 (Spring):39-43.

This article explores the motivational and educational
differences between computer and classroom activities and reports "a
method of identifying the motivational qualities and educational value
of microcomputer software from the students' point of view." (p. 39)
Prior research and speculation into what makes computers motivating is
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overviewed (see for example Banet, 1979; Malone, 1980 & 1981, and
Lesgold, 1982). The subject matter was mathematics, but findings
transcend content area; one of the programs used was HOTDOG STAND
(Sunburst Communications), a version of which this reviewer uses in
ESL classes.

Although no significant educational differences were found, the
study produced some interesting motivational attributes for computer
learning as opposed to classroom-centered activities. For example,
students in the classroom were motivated more by the subject matter,
whereas those working at the computer were motivated more by
characteristics inherent in the technology, in particular: animation.
Motivating classroom attributes were achievement (knowing the right
answer) and novelty (learning new things), whereas motivating computer
attributes were control (making decisions), curiosity (seeing
results), animation, using the computer, and learning while having
fun. These and other findings "strengthen the view that a computer
learning environment introduces and increases usage of varied
motivational and educational factors which have the potential to
improve learning as well as academic interest." (p. 42)

An additional aspect of this research was an indication of
gender differences in motivation. Boys liked action games and
simulations in which achievement, challenge, competition, and speed of
response were the critical skills. Girls liked problem-solving,
puzzles, and strategy games in which logic and calculation were the
critical skills. Girls also responded more positively to animation.

Steinberg, Esther R., A.B. Baskin, and Terri D. Matthews, 1985.
Computer-presented organizational/memory aids as instruction for
solving Pico-fomi problems. Journal of Computer-Based Instruction
12,2 (Spring):44-49.

A Pico-fomi problem is one in which the computer is thinking of
a four digit number, and the computer divulges how many digits in a
user's guess are in that number, and how many are both in that number
and correctly placed. Solution of the problem is strictly a matter of
strategy, which is why this particular problem was chosen for this
study of problem solving strategies. There is however a related
language game, in which another player (a computer, for example), is
thinking of a four letter word, and in which an element of linguistic
ability is interjected.

In this study, 104 subjects were initially presented problems
accompanied by one of two types of charts for use in solving the
problems. The charts were either matrix (geared toward analytic
personality types), or verbal (geared toward more global thinkers).
In the initial session, subjects were randomly assigned chart types,
and also to either the option or requirement to use the chart. The
programs were designed so that students who used the charts were
instructed in their use. In a second session one week later, students
were given the charts they had originally had, but this time, only if
they requested them. It is not clear from the report if there was
instruction the second time, but I doubt if there was.

The experiment sought to determine if students would initially
elect to use the charts, and if they would continue to use them once
they had been given them. In addition, the researchers sought
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insights into how use of the charts related to problem solving
strategies; specifically. how control over use of the charts (learner
or computer), and how chart format (matrix or verbal) would affect
these strategies. Finally, the study sought information on how the
above two factors would affect acquisition of the rules of inference.

In the experiment, all students used the charts on the initial
task whether required to or not, and at the repeat session, 75% of all
subjects requested the charts. In addition, use of the charts
significantly facilitated performance, and matrix charts were found to
be more useful (but not significantly so). Individual differences in
use of the charts were also recorded; for example, it was found that
some learners relied less and less on the charts, but that some
students preferred to let the computer do their thinking for them so
that, in effect, the existence of the facilitative charts prevented
them from learning the rules of inference involved. Incidentally, 17
such rules were isolated and divided into 3 general categories, and
data were accumulated on how these rules appeared to have been learned
and followed by students solving the problems.

In conclusion, the authors suggest that use of facilitative
charts should be required for students failing in a task, but not
forced on students who are otherwise succeeding. In addition, charts
should be phased out as students become more proficient, and also if
it becomes evident that students are not improving even with access to
charts. "If the student knows that the computer will always provide
feedback that tells what to do, he will have no motivation to learn
why." In addition, findings show that, whereas such feedback helped
some students to cope when feedback was later removed, for others,
"There may be no transfer to problems where no feedback is provided."
(p. 49)

Stevens, Vance. 1985. You'd be surprised at how much public domain
software you can adapt to ESL and language learning. TESL Reporter
18,1 (January) : 8 -15.

Directed at novice computer users, this article describes how
public domain software can be obtained and adapted to ESL and foreign
language learning situations. Toward the latter end, the article
explains how variables, arrays. and print and data statements function
in BASIC programs, and how these can be manipulated to modify the
output of the program. Finally, several examples of easily modifiable
public domain programs are given, along with suggestions for their
adaptation to ESL.

Williams, Steven E. 1985. Ice Cream Van. Creative Computing 11,9
(Sep):94-5.

Players can attempt to recoup their $2000 investment on a '79
Ford van, starting from a tank of gas and $100-$150 in cash. Each
player selects and buys varieties of ice cream, establishes a route,
advertises, banks money, and maintains the decrepit old van.
According to the author, it is difficult to win. The program is
listed here, coded in Model 100 Basic (for TRS-80 Model 100/200, NEC
8201A, or Oli.etti M10), but is "easily adaptable" (if you are a
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skilec., programmer) to other compiters with Microsoft Basic. The
program needs only SK of RAM.
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Miller, Inabeth. 1980. The Micros are Coming. Medie and rethods,
April, Vol. 16 #8: 32-34, 72-74.

Milner, Stuart D. 1980. How to Make the Right Decisions About
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Microcomputers. In Innovator, September, Vol. 25 #6:
12-19.

Montgomery, Marie-Pierre de. 1990. L'enseignement des langaes
etrangeres dans le systeme PLATO IV. Recherches et Echanges
5,1:101-102.

Mueller, Robert. 1980. Thc? Sony Interactive Unit. Educational and
Industrial Television, August: 31.

Mulford, George W. 1980. Who Needs Computers? In Gerard Ervin
(Ed.), Proceedings of the National Conference on Individualized
Instruction in Foreign Languages. October 24-25. Columbus: Ohio State
Univ.

Mundie, David. 1980. PILOT/P: Implementing a High Level Language in
a Hurry. Byte, July, Vol. 5: 154-170.

Nakayama, K. 1980. An overview of the development of computer-aided
instruction. Science Information Center, Univ. of Tsukuba, Ibaraki,
Japan; discusses problems of CAI implementation in Japan.

Nievergelt, J. 1980. A pragmatic introduction to coursevare design.
IEEC Spectrum/Computer 13,9 (Sep):7-21.

Nolen, Patricia. 1950. Sound Reasoning in Spelling. The Reading
reacher, February, Vol. 33 #5: 538-543.

Olsen, Solveig. 1980. Foreign language departments and
computer-- assisted instruction: A survey. The Modern Language Journa)
64,3 (Autumn):341-349.

Olsen, Solveig. 1980. The prospects of CAI in fore)gn language
studies. MICRO 1,3 (Sep):4-6.

Otto, Frank. 1980. Computer-Assisted Tnstruction (CAI) in Languacm
Teaching and Learning. in Robert B. Kaplan, Randall L. Jones, and 3.
Richard Tucker (eds.), Annual Review of Applied Linguistics. Rowley,
Mass.: Newbury House. pp. 5869.

Papert, Seymour. 1980. Mindstorms: Children, Computers, and Powerful
Ideas. New York: Basic Books, Inc.

Papert, Seymour. 1980. New Cultures from New Technologies. Byte,
September, Vol. 5 #9: 230-240.

Parkhurst, Barbara G. and Marian McEachron. 1990. Computer Assisted
Analysis of Written Language: Assessing the Written Language of Deaf
Children, II. Journal of Communication Disorders, December, Vol. 13
#6: 493-504.

Potts, Michael. 1980. Smart Programs, Dumb Programs. Creative
Computing, September, Vol. 6 #9: 100-102.

Rosenblatt, David. 1980. An Interactive System. Educational and
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Industrial Television, August: 29.

Russell, John R. 1980. MICRO-Lingo or the path to a polyglot PET.
MICRO 1,3 (Sep):7-10.

Santoro, Ralph P. and Richard Pollack. 1980. Controlling for the
Computer Video Environment: A Computer Augniented Video Education
Experience. In ADCIS, Computer-Based Instruction: A New Det.:ade
(1980 Conference Proceedings): 45-50.

Scanlan, Richard T. 1980. Computer-assisted instruction in Latin.
Foreign Language Annals 13,1 (Feb):53-55; ERIC EJ 219 660.

Scherr, Barry P., and Lawrence W. Robinson. 1980. Creating
computer-assisted drills for Rust'..ian: The structure of the database.
Russian Language Journal 34,118:21-36/7?.

Schwartz, Marc D. 1980. Integrating CAI & videotape. Creative
Computing 6, 9 (September): 116-117.

Schwarz, Michael L. 1980. Interactive Program Design for Corporate
Training. Educational and Industrial lelevision, August: 35-39.

Sharples, M. 1980. A computer based language workshop. SIGCUE
Bulletin 14,3 (July):7-17.

Sheehan, Joseph H. 1980. The Language Laboratory. NALLD Journal,
Vol. 15 #1: 5-12.

Spero, S.W. 1980. The teacher and the personal computer:
Alternatives in instruction. Interface Age 5,6 (June):89-92.

Stevens, Vance. 1980. The CAL Facility at UPM. TEAM (Teachers of
English Arabic Monthly; UPM, Dhahran, Saudi lrabia) 37
(December):12-15.

Stoloff, David L. 1980. Four Models for Viewing Television and Their
Implications for Educational Planning. Educational Technology,
October: 23-80.

Stone, Deborah. 1980. Computers at an Alternate School. Creative
Computing, September: 46-47.
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Taylor, James H., and James S. Taylor. 1980. A microcomputer-based
management system. MICRO 1,1 (Mar):17-19.

Taylor, Robert (Ed.). 1980. The Computer in the School: Tutor, Tool,
Tutee. New York: Teachers College Press. Reviewed by David M. Sharpe

- in Journal of Instructional Development 5 (3): 37-3.

Thomson, Barbara J. 1980. Computers in Reading: A Review of
Applications and Implications. Education Technology, August, Vol. 20
#8: 38-41.

Trescases, Pierre. 1980. Possible pedagogical applications of a
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talking computer terminal for the French-speaking blind to foreign
language teaching. Paper presented at the Annual Kentucky Foreign
Language Conference, April 24-26, Lexington, KY. ERIC ED 202 227.

Tsai, S., and N. Pohl. 1980. Computer-assisted instruction augmented
with planned teacher/student contracts. Journal of Experimental
Education 49,2:120-6.

Van Campden, Joseph, Lawrence Zaven Markosian, and Hasmig Seropian.
1980. A computer-based language instruction system with initial
application to Armenian. Stanford, CA: S'anford U. Institute for
Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences (Technical Report 303).

Va2ulik, Johannes W. 1980. The personal computer: An adjunct to FL
instruction. MICRO, (The Journal of the Society for Microcomputer
Applications in Language and Literature) 1,2 (Jun):13-6; includes
program listing.

Wade, T. E., Jr. 1980. Evaluating Computer Instructional Programs
and Other Teaching Units. Educational Technology, November, Vol. 20
#11: 32-35.

Walker, C. L. 1979-80. Computer Controlled Videodisc/ Videoplayer
System. Journal of Educational Technology Systems, Vol. 8 #3:
201-206.

Wells, Bethany J. and D. Scott Bell. 1980. A New Approach to
Teaching Reading Comprehension: Using Cloze and Computer-Assisted
Instruction. Educational Technology, March: 49-51.

Windeatt, Scott. 1980. A project in self-accessed learning for
English language and study skills. Practical Papers in English
Language Education 3:43-82.

Wood, K.W., W.D. Ohlsen, H.E. Bergeson, and G.W. Mason. 1980. An
electronics Course Using An Intelligent Video Format -- A Progress
Repert. Computers & Education, Vol. 4: 59-66.

Wyatt, David H. 1980. Spreading the good word: The design of
introductory seminars in microcomputer-assisted language instruction.
MICRO 1,3 (Sep):16-18.

Zambito, Nelson. 1980. An Interactive Program. Educational and
industrial Television, August: 30.
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Abboud, Victorine. 1981. CAI in Arabic at the University of Texas at
Austin. ERIC ED 208 711.

Ahmad, K., and G.G. Corbett. 1981. Bilingual terminals: Input and
output in Cryllic and Roman scripts. In Wildenberg, D. (Ed.).
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Computer simula'ion in university teaching. Amsterdam: North Holland
Publishing Co. pp. 237-52.

Aiken, Robert M. 1981. The golden rule and ten commandments of
computer based education (CBE). T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in
Education) 8,3:39-42.

Allen, Brockenbrough S. 1981. The Video-Computer Nexus: Towards an
Agenda for Instructional Development. Journal of Educational
Technology Systems, Vol. 10 #2: 81-99.

Bell, Gavin. 1981. The micro-processor in modern languages: Should
you be replaced by a computer? Modern Languages in Scotland Nos.
21/22 (May):138-43.

Black, John B. and Marc M. Schrects. 1981. Facilitating
Human-Computer Communication. Applied Psycholinguistics, Vol. 2:
149-177.

Boettcher, Elaine G., Sylvia F. Aldersun, and Michael S. Saccucci.
1981. A Comparison of the Effects of Computer-Assisted Instruction
Versus Printed Instruction on Student Learning in the Cognitive
Categories of Knowledge and Application. Journal of Computer-Based
Instruction, August, Vol. 8 #1: 13-17.

Bohne. 1981. Interactive Video -- It Takes Skills you Already Have.
Educational and Industrial Television, October: 73, 75-77.

Bork, Alfred. 1981. Educational Technology and the Future. Journal
of Educational Technology Systems, Vol. 10 #1: 3-20.

Braun, Ludwig. 1981. Computer-Aided Learning and The Microcomputer
Revolution. Programmed Learning and Educational Technology, November,
Vol. 8 #4: 223-229.

Burke, Michael A. 1981. Video Technology and Education: Genie in a
Bottle or Pandora's Box? T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in
Education), September, Vol. 8 #5: 57-58.

Burke, Robert L. 1981. Microcomputers in Education: A workshop
sponsored by The Division of Instructional Development (DID) for the
Assn. for Educational Communication and Technology (AECT), April 5, 6
& 18, 1981, Philadelphia, Pa.

Carver, Ronald P., and James V. Hoffman. 1981. The Effect of
Practice through Repeated Reading on Gain in Reading Ability Using
Computer-Based Instructional Systems. Reading Research Quarterly,
Vol. 16 #3: 374-390.

Cerri, S. and J Breuker. 1981. A rather intelligent language
teacher. Studies in Language Learning 3,1:182-192.

Cheng, Chin-chuan and Bruce Sherwood. 1981. Technical aspects of
computer-assisted instruction in Chinese. In Hart, Studies in
Language Learning 3,1:1-24??.
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Clement, Frank J. 1981. Affective Considerations in Computer-Based
Education. Educational Technology, April, Vol. 21 #4: 28-32.

Collet, M.J. 1981. Examples of applications of computers to modern
language study. System 9,1:35-40.

Crawford, Stuart. 1981. A Standard's Guide for the Authoring of
Instructional Software Reference Manual Vol. III. JEM Research (Joint
Educational Management Research): 84-91.

Crispin, Anthony. 1981. If K = 1 and El, = 'Prefere' then Gosub
15000. Modern Languages in Scotland, Nos. 21/22 (May):125-137.

Cronnell, Bruce, and Ann Humes. 1981. Using Microcomputers for
Composition Instruction. (Conference on College Composition and
Communication, Dallas, March :981) Eric No. 203 872.

Cumming, Geoff and Mary McCorriston. 1981. Evaluation of Computer
Speech for Use with CAI for Young Children. Journal of Computer-aased
Instruction (Novemuer), Vol. 8 #2: 22-27.

Curtin, Constance, Allen Avner, and Nolen Provenzano. 1981.
Computer-based analysis of individual learning characteristics. In
Hart, Studies in Language Learning 3,1:201-213.

Curtin, C., P. Cooper, and N. Provenzano. 1981. Russian reading
course. In Higher Education PLATO Courseware. Eagan, MN: Control
Data Corp. pp. 218-27.

Dargan, Thomas R. 1981. Flowcharting -- The Key to Interactive
Video. Educational and Industrial Television, November: 60-64.

Davis, Robert B. 1981. Computers; The New Industrial Revolution.
Saudi Gazette, March 28, #1510: 74-78.

Davison, Ned J. 1981. Have your students make study programs. MICRO
(The Journal of the Society for Microcomputer Applications in Language
and Literature) 2,2 (June):12-18.

Dawson, C., and N. Provenzano. 1981. PLATO sitcom dialogs for
Russian. In Hart, Studies in Language Learning 3,1:92-7.

Day, Richard. 1981. Review of The Micro Millenium by Christopher
Evans. TESOL Quarterly, Vol. 15: 73-75.

Dixon, Rebecca. 1981. PLATO Reaches International Students with
English Lessons. In Hart, Studies in Language Learning 3,1:98-112.

Dove, Lewis. 1981. Computer Terminal or Microcomputer? A Difficult
Choice for Small Departments. in Robert L. Burke (ed.),
Microcomputers in Education: A workshop sponsored by the Division oi
Instructional Development for the Association for Educational
Communication and Technology, April 1981, Philadelphia: 1-7.
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Dunkel, Patricia, and Gary Vance. 1981. Computers in ESL: Gee-Whiz
Gadgetry or Useful Instructional Tool? NAFSA Newsletter (National
Association for Foreign Language Affairs), Pebruarv, Vol. 32 #4:
88-5u.

Eckert, Richard R. 1981. Animation in CAI. Byte, July, Vol. 6 #7:
358+

Farrington, Brian. 1981. Se1C-instructional materials in the
lannuage laboratory. Chapter 10 in Beycnd A-level in the teaching of
Fre.Ich. London: CILT-(British Council).

Farrington, Prian. 1981. Perspectives for comriter-based learning of
languages. Modern Languages in Scotland, Nos. 21/22 (May):116-124.

Fratini, Robert C. 1981. A buyer's gaide to computer based
instructional systems. NSPI Journal 20,10 (Dec):17-20.

Gagne, Robert M., et al. 1981. Planning and Authoring
Computer-Assisted Instruction Lessons. Educational Technology,
Septemeber: 17-26

Gallery, R. 1981. Using a computer to supplement classroom
instruction. Chapter 9 in Beyond A-level in the teaching of French.
London: GILT (British Council).

Garson, James W. 1981. Getting problem-solvinr advice from a
computer. Byte, May, Vol. 6 #5: 186-196.

Gavnor, Patricia. 1981. The Effect of Feedback Delay on Retention of
Computer-Based Mathematical Material. Journal of Computer-Based
Instruction (November), Vol. 8 #2: 28-34.

Giauque, Gerald S. 1981. Ccmputer Aided Foreign Language Instruction
lt Northern Arizona University. MICRO 2,3 (Sep):14-17.

Hal:, John. 1981. Some random thoughts on CALI programming. MICRO
(The Journal of the Society ,or Microcomputer Applications in Language
and Literature) 2,2 (June):8-11.

Handel, Jon. 198i. The New Liter,...cy: Programming Languages as
Languages. Byte, March, Vol. 6 #3: 300-307.

Harris, Diana, and Laurie Ne/son-Heern, 1981, Proceedings of the
NECC 1981, National Educational Compo.ting Conference. June, 361p. ED
207 526.

Hart, Rubert S. 1981. Special Issue on The PLATO System and Language
Study. Studies in Language Learning (Spring), Vul. 3 #1.
Urbana-Champaign: Language Learnilq Laboratory, University of
Illinois.

Hart, Robert S. 1981. Language study and the PLATO system. In Hart,
Studies in Language Learning 3,1:1-24??.
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Hendrix, G.C., and E.D. Sacerdoti. 1981. Natural language
processing: The fi ld in perspecti,,e Byte 6,9 (Sep):304-352.

Hisco-i, Michael D. 1981. Integrating Testing and Instruction Using
the Videodisc. August, 12p. ED 208 877.

Hofstadter, Doujlas R. 1981. Metamagical Themas: How might analogy,
the core of human thinking, be understood by computers? Scientific
American, September, Vol. 245 #3: 18-30.

Hofstetter, Fred t. 1981. The Sixth Summative Report of the Office
of Computer-Based Instruction. University of Delaware.

Hon, David C. 1981. Space invaders, Videodiscs and the "Bench
Connection". Training and Development Journal, December: 10-17.

Howe, J. A. 1981. Computers Can Teach Where Others Fail. T.H.E.
Journal (Technical Horizons in Education), January, Vol. 8 #1; 44-45.

Hughett, Harvey L. 1981. CAI Impact on Small Schools. MICRO
(September), Vol. 2 #3: 4-7.

Jackson, T. Wendell. 1981. A Microcomputer Game that Has Students
Talking. MICRO (Sepeember), Vol. 2 #3: 0-10.

Johns, Tim. 1981. The uses of an analytic generator: The computer as
teacher of English for specific purposes. ELT Documents 142:96-105.

Ka-hru, Yamuna, Cecil Nelson, and Robert Hart. 1981. Computer-based
in;truction in elementary Hirdi. In Hart, Studies in Language
Learning 3,1:54-73.

Kadesch, R. R. 1980-81. Interactive Video Computer Learning in
Physics. Journal of Educational Technology Systems, Vol. 9 #4:
291-301.

Kearsley, .....3reg et al. 1981. The Use of Microcomputers for Trair,ing,
Business and Industry. March, 10p. ED 207 598.

Kee, Daniel W. 1981. Implications of hand held electronic games and
microcomputers for informal learning. Paper presented at the National
Institute of Eduuation Conference, Washington D.C., July, 1981. ED
22:; 242; abstracted in Journal of Compoater-Based Instruction 12,1:27
(1985).

Keller, Howard H. 1981. Vocabulary flash cards on the microcomputer.
Russian Language jocrnal 35,121&122:7-9.

Kenning, Marie-Madeleine, and Michael Kennir. 1981. Computer
assisted language teaching made easy. British Journal of Language
Teaching 19,3 (Winter):119-127.

L'Allier, James J. 1981. Some Basic Ouestions about Interactive
Video. Educational anu Industrial Television, June: 30.
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Lavine, Roberta. 1981. Humanizing computer-assisted instruction.
MICRO, (The Journal of the Society for Microcomputer Applications in
Language and Literature) 2,1 (Mar):5-10; includes program listing.

Levin, H.M., and L. Woo. 1981. An evaluation of the costs of
computer-assisted instruction. Economics of Education Review
1,1:1-25.

Levy, Martin. 1981. A New Authoring Language. Educationa. and
Industrial Television, June: 31.

Lewis, Bob, and Donovan Tagg (Eds.). 1981. Computers in Education.
Proceedings of the IFIP TC--.3 3rd World Conference on Computers in
Education - WCCE 81 Lausanne, Switzerland 27-31 July, 1981.
Amsterdam: North Holland; reviewed in System 11,1 and in Wyatt, 1924
(Computer Assisted Language Instruction; Pergamon).

Lewis, R. 1981. Education, Computers, and Micro-Electronics. T.H.E.
Journal (Technical Horizons in Education), January, Vol. 8 #1: 47-49,
59.

Lipson, Joseph. 1980-81. Design and Development of Programs for the
Videodisc. Journal of Educational Technology Systems, Vol. 9 #3:
277-285.

Lopez, Antc .o M. Jr. 1981. Computer Literacy for Teachers: High
L.chool and University Cooperation. EducatIonal Technology, June, Vol.
21 #6: 15-18.

Malone, T.W. 1981. Toward a theory of intrinsically motivating
i.-istruction. Cognitive Science 4:Z33-369.

Malone, Thomas W. 1981. What makes computer games fun? Byte 6,12
(Dec):258-77.

Mann, William C., et al. 1981. Text generaticn: The state of the art
and the literature. Marina del Rey: University of Southern California
Information Sciences Inst.; ERIC ED 222 187; abstracted in Journal of
Computer-Based Instruction 12,3:89 (1985).

Marty, Fernand. 1981. Reflections on the use of computers in
second-language acquisition. In Hart, Studies in Language Learning
3,1:25-53; also in System 9,2:85-98 (Part I, 1981), and 10,1:1-11
(Part I. 1982).

McNesce, C. Aaron. 1981. Computer-Assisted Audiovisual Training
Methods for Rural Staff Development Programs. July, 10p. ED 218 039.

Meredith, R. Alan. 1981. Caveat programmers or, Some hints for
making your program fun. MICRO 2,2 (June):3-4.

Odendaal, Marie. 1981. Constraints on the design of a PLATO course
for adult foreign language learners. INTUS News 5,2:35-44.

O'Neil, Harold F., Jr. (Ed.). 1981. Compu:er-Based Instruction: A
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State of the Art Assessment. New York: Academic Press.

O'Shea, T., R. Bornat, B. du Boulay, M. Eisenstadt, and I. Page.
1981. Tools for creating intelligent computer tutors. Institute of
Educational Technology, The Open University, Milton Keynes, England.

Papert, Seymour. 1981. Society Will Balk, but the Future May Demand
a Computer for Each Child. Electronic Education, September, Vol. 1

#1: 5-6, 31.

Pritchard, William H., Jr. 1981. Introducing Instructional Computing
into the Educational Environment. Electronic Education, September,
Vol. 1 #1: 15, 21-24, 30.

Pusack, James P. 1981. Computer-assisted instruction in foreign
language. Pipeline 6,2 (Fall):5-8,10; ERIC EJ 255 507.

Putnam, Constance E. 1981. Technology and foreign language teaching.
British Journal of Language Teaching 19,2:63-8.

Radio Shack's TRS-80 Microcomputer Information Handbook for Educators:
Second Edition. 1981. Fort Worth, Texas: Tandy Cor,;.

Reisman, Sorel. 1981. What is Interactive ViL.eo? Educational and
Industrial Television, April: 35-38.

Rietmann, Kearney. 1981. Adding sight & sound to computEr assisted
instruction: Interactive %ideo. TESOL Newsletter 15,6
(December):32,35; also in World Language English 1,1:43-5; and in
English for Specific Purposes 53 (August):3,5.

Roberts, Gareth E. 1981. The use ot microcomputers for the teaching
of modern languages. British Journal of Language Teaching
19,3:125-129.

Roberts, Steven K. 1981. Artificial-Intelligence. Byte, September,
Vol. 6 #9: 164-178.

Rodwel). 1981. Video Talkback. Times Educational Supplement, Oct
16, 3407:29.

Roehrig, Joseph J. 1981. Computer Scrabble. Byte 6,12 (Dec):320-51;
lists and explains a complex program in North Star BASIC which will
play and display a game of Scrabble.

Roy. 1981. Video Interface with a Computer. Times Educational
Supplement, June 26, 3392:34.

Rushby, N.J. (Ed.). 1981. Selected readings in computer-based
learning. London: Kogan Page/New York: Nichols Publishing.

Sager, N. 1981. Natural language information processing: A computer
gramma,- of English and its application. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley.

Saloman, G. 1981. Communication and Education: Social and
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Psychological Interaction. Beverly Hills, Ca.: Sage.

Schaeffer, Reiner H. 1981. Meaningful practice on the computer: Is
it possible? Foreign Language Annals 14,2 (April):133-137.

Scherr, Barry P.. and Lawrence W. Robinson. 1981. Creating
computer-asr.isted drills for Russian: The structure of the data base.
Russian Language Journal 34, 118:21 -36.

Schneider, Edward, and Junius Bennion. 1981. Videodiscs. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Educational Technology Publications; revip'sed in System
11,1 and in Wyatt, 1984 (Computer Assisted Language In. -uction;
Pergamon).

Sheehan. Bernard S. 1981. Integration of Voice, Data, and Image as a
Factor in Information Planning. Air Forum, May, 23p. ERIC ED 205
122.

Sherwood, Bruce Arne. 1981. Speech synthesis applied to language
teaching. In Hart, Studies in Language Learning 3,1:171-181.

Sherwood, Judith. 1981. PLATO Esperan4.o materials. In Hart, Studies
in Larguage Learning 3.1:123-8.

Skehan, Peter. 1981. ESP teachers, computers, and research. ELT
Documents. No. 112. (Published 1982)

Smeltzer, Dennis K. 1981. The Media Specialist and the Computer: An
Analysis of a Profession's Attitude Towards a New Technology. T.H.E.
Journal (Technical Horizons in Education), January, Vol. 8 #1: 50-53.

Smith, Judson. 1981. Link up your Training with AV/Computer
Interfe. Training/HRD, May: 27-29.

Smith. Kim. 1981. SMALL-Talk. MICRO 2,2 (June):5-6.

SpucL, Dennis W. 1981. An Analysis of the Cost Effectiveness of CAI
and Factors Associated with its Successful Implementation in Higher
Education. REDS Journal (Association for Educational Data Systems),
Fall, Vol. 15: 10-22.

Stevens, Vance. 1981. What's an ESL Teacher Doing with a Computer?
TEAM (Teachers of English Arabic Monthly; ;.IPM, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia),
May, #39: 3-11.

Suppes, Patrick. (Ed.). 1981. University -level computer-assis::ed
instruction at Stanford: 1968-80. Stanford University Institute for
Mathematics Studies in the Social Sciences.

Swenson, Faynold A. 4 1. How to Determine the Strategic Potential
of Computer-Based Instruction in Your Training/Education Department.
T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in Education), March, Vol. 8 #3:
36-38, 42.

Theis, Michael. 1981. Producing an Interactive Disc for Customer
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Use. Educational and Industrial Television, June: 32-34.

Thomas, James L. 1981. Microcomputers in the schools. Arizona: The
Oryx Press.

Thomas, M. Angele. 1981. CEC ERIC'S -- The Now Way to Know.
Education and Training of the Mentally Retarded, December: 264-269.

Twarog, Leon I., and E. Garrison Walters. 1981. Mastery-Based,
Self-Paced Instruction in Foreign Languages at Ohio State University.
The Modern Language Journal, September, Vol. 65 #1: 1-23.

Van Campen, J. 1981. A computer-assisted course in Russian. In
Suppes, University Level CAI at Stanford:603-646.

Van Campen, J. 1981. Computer-generated drills in second language
learning. In Suppes, University Level CAI at Stanford:647-656.

Wang, Anastasia C. (Ed.). 1981. Index to CBI. Wisconsin: University
of Milwaw4(ee Educational Communications Division: 527-535.

Williams, David V., et al. 1981. The Authoring Language: Your
Co-Producer in Interactive Video. Educational lnd Industrial
Television, December: 50-52.

Wilson, Kara Gae. 1981. English Teachers: Keys to Computer Literacy.
English Journal, September, Vol. 70 #5: 50-53.

Wyatt, David H. 1981. Using visual and sound effects t' enhance
nonprofessional CAI language programs. MICRO (The Journal of the
Society for Microcomputer Applications in Language and Literature) 2,1
(Mar):11-14; includes subroutine listings.
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Ahl, David H. 1982. Aurora Systems Videodisc Controller, and also
Adwar Video Pr pc Mod. Creative Computing (January), Vol. 8 #1: 56-58.

Ahl, David H. 1982. Through the Fog. Creative Computing, May, Vol 8
#5: 76-80.

Alesandrini, Kathryn Lutz. 1982. CAI Should Differ from Tradition.
Electronic Education, October, Vol. 2 #2: 15, 22-23.

Allard, Kim E. 1982 The Videodisc and Implications for
Interactivity. March, 11p. ERIC ED 217 884.

Anderson, Richard I. 1982. Computer-Based Confidence Testing:
Alternatives to ConvPntional, Computer-Based multiple Choice Testing.
Journal of Computer-Based Instruction (Summer), Vol. 9 #1: 1-9.

Andolina, Michele. 1982. Reading Tests: Traditional Vs.
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Auten, Anne. 1982. Computer Literacy, Part III: CRT Graphics. The
Reading Teacher, May: 966-969.

Backer, David. 1982. One-of-a-Kind Video Programs. Instructional
Innovator, February, Vol. 27 42: 26-28.

Barger, Robert Newton. 1982. The Computer as a Humanizing Influence
in Education. T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in Education), May,
Vol. 9 #4: 95-6, 105.

Barker, P. G. 1982. Some Experiments in Man-Machine Interaction
Relevant to CAI. British Journal of Educational Technology (January),
%,ol. 13 41: 65-75.

Barker, P. G. and R. Singh. 1982. Author Languages for
Computer-Based Learning. British Journal of Educational Technology
(October), Vol. 13 3: 167-196.

Bear, Isaac I. 1982. Videodiscs in Education. Byte, June: 78-104.

Blair, John C. Jr. 1982. Micros, Minis and Mainframes ... a
Newcomer's Guide to the World of Computers -- Especially Micros.
Online, January: 14-26.

Blankenship, John. 1982. Give Your Apple a Voice: A Speech
Development System Using the Radio Shack Speech Synthesizer. Byte,
May, Vol. 7 45: 446-456.

Blizek, John. 1982. The First National Kidisc -- TV Becomes a
Plaything. Creative Computing, January, Vol. 8 #1: 106-110.

Bork, Alfred. 1982. Reactions. In Lawler, Joseph (Ed.). Computers
in composition instruction. Los Alamitos, CA: SWRL Educational
Research and Development. pp. 67-73.

Worrell, Jerry. 1982. Changes it the Landscape. ASIS Bulletin,
February: 19-23.

Botha, J.J. 1982. Computer-managed instruction with special
reference to second language teaching. INTUS News 6,1:14-35.

Boyd, Gary, Arnold Keller. and Roger Kenner. 1982. Remedial and
Second Language English Teaching Using Computer-Assisted Learning.
Computers and Education, Vol. 6 41: 105-112.

Brandt. Ron. 1982. On Reading, Writing, and Computers: A
Conversation with John Henry Martin. Educational Leadership, August,
Vol. 39 41: 60-64.

Bristol, John L. 1982. Computer Literacy at Lyons Township High.
VocEd, April, Vol.. 57 43: 40-41.

Broderick, Richard. 1982. Interactive Video: Why Trainers are Tuning
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In. Training/HRD, November: 46-49, 53.

Burnett, J. Dale and Larry A. Miller. 19C2. Small Scale 'AI: Some
General Considerations and an Example from Reading Education. Journal
of Educational Technology Systems,. Vol. 10 #3, 1981 -82: 207-222.

Burns, Hugh. 1982. Computer-assisted prewriting activities:
Harmonics for invention. In Lawler, Joseph (Ed.). Computers in
composition instruction. Los Alamitos, CA: SWRL Educational Research
and Development. pp. 19-29.

Burton, R.R. and J.S. Brown. 1982. An investigation of computer
coaching for irA'ormal learning activities. In D.H. Sleeman and J.S.
Brown (Eds.), Intelligent tutoring systems. London: Academic Press.

Charp, Sylvia. 1982. Aspects and areas of computer assisted
instruction. Educational Media International No. 1:13-14.

Clement, Frank J. 1982. Digital Made Simple. Instructional
Innovator, march: 18-20.

Coburn, Peter, Peter Kelman, Nancy RLberts, Thomas Snyder, Daniel
Watt, and Cheryl Weiner. 1932. Practical guide to comput?rs in
education. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley.

Collett, John. 1982. A tenses computer program for students of
French. The Modern Language Journal 66,2 (Summer):170-179.

Computing Ideas for Education: What is CONDUIT? 1982. Pipeline,
Spring, Vol. 7 #1: 3,8.

Croft, C. O. 1982. Educational Research: Research on the Use of CAI.
Man, Society, Technology, April, Vol. 41 #7: 26-27.

Cronnell, Bruce. 1982. Computer instruction for generating and
revising/editing narrative text. Los Alamitos, CA: Southwest Regional
Laboratory for Educational Research and Development; ERIC ED 223 244;
abs'cracted in Journal of Computer-Based Instruction 12,3:88 (1985).

Cronnell, Bruce, and Ann Humes. 1982. Computers, Word Processors,
and Composition Instruction. WCRA Journal, Vol. 2 #1: 1-2.

Crowell, Peter. 1982. The Disc Program Development Team.
Educational and Industrial Television, June: 46-49.

Davies, G., and J.J. Higgins. 1982. Computers, language, and
language learning. London: Centre for Information on Language
Teaching and Research (British Council).

Davison, Ned J. 1982. Verse weaving: A challenge for all ages.
Creative Computing 8,7 (Jul):166-72.

Daynes, Rod. 1982. Experimenting with Videodisc. Instructional
Innovator, February, Vol. 27 #2: 24-25, 44.
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Daynes, Rod. 1982. The Videodisc Interfacing Primer. Syte, June:
48-59.

DeBloois, Michael (Ed.). 1982. Videodisc/microcomputer courseware
design. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Educational Technology Publications;
reviewed by Carol Hargan (1984) in Journal of CBI 11,1:30.

Defense Language Institute and Goethe Institute. 1982. Foreign
language instructional technology conference proceedings (3rd,
Monterey, CA, Sept. 21-24). ERIC ED 236 910; topics include
interactive video, voice recognition, language teaching games, etc.

Dillingham, Larry M., et al. 1982. Selected N:plications of
Computer-Assisted Video Instruction in the Education of Hearing
Impaired Students. American Annals of the Deaf, Septemeber: 652-658.

Durkee, David. 1982. Maple Sugar and Apples: A Yummy Way to Learn.
Sc.talk, April, Vol. 2 #8: 170-174.

Farrington, Brian. 1982. Computer Based Exercises for Language
Learning at the University Level. Computers and Education, Vol. 6:
113-116.

Feare, Ronald E. 1982. CAI in Education: Microcomputers Come of Age.
English for Special Purposes, Jan/Feb, #58/59: 6-7.

Federico, Pat-Anthony. 1982. Individual Differences in Cognitive
Characteristics and Computer-Managed Learning. Journal of
Computer-Based Instruction (Summer), Vol. 9 #1: 10-18.

Fendale, Scott V. 1982. Interactive Video in the Pacific 4orthwest.
T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in Education). September: 124-126.

Ferrier, Steve W. 1982. Computer-Aided Interactive Video
Instruction: Closing the Gap between Needs and Outcomes in
Competency-Based Leadership, Management and Organizational Development
Training. Programmed Learning and Educational Technology (November),
Vol. 19 #4: 311-316.

Fisher, Francis D. 1982. Computer-Assisted Education: What's Not
Happening? Journal of Computer-Based Instruction (Summer), Vol. 9 #1:
19-27.

Fitzgerald, Brian. 1982. The amazing maze in 3-D. Softline 2.1
(Sep):10-4,26: inc}-des program listing.

Fitzgerald. Brian. 1982. The amazing maze, Part II. Softline 2,2
(Nov):24-8; includes provam listing.

Floyd, Steve, and Beth Floyd :7:ds.). 1982. Handbook of interactive
video. White Plains. NY: Knowledge Industry Publications, Inc.;
reviewed by Carol Hargan !1984) in Journal of CBI 11,1:30.

Forman, Denyse. 1982. Search of the Literature. The Computing
Teacher, January, Vol. 9 #5: 37-49.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Fog, Annie. 1982. Quiz Time in the Classroom. Creative Computing,
Oct-Jber, Vol. 8 #10: 18.

Fox., Jeremy. Computer assisted learning and language teachers.
British Journal of Language Teaching 20,2:89-92.

Franke, Thomas L. 1902. Computers and Writing Instruction: Issues
for Policymakers. Pipeline. Spring, Vol. 7 #1: 60-61.

Franklin, Sharon. 1982. TCT Two-Year Retrospective Index: Vol. 8,
No. 1-7; Vol. 9, No. 1-9 1981-82. The Computer Teacher, September,
Vol. 10 #1: 30-48.

Frederl.sen, John, Beth Warren, Helen Gillotte, and Phyllis Weaver.
1922. The Name of the Game is Literacy. Classroom Computer News
(May/June), Vol. 2 #5: 23-27. (Making games work in literacy
acquisition)

Gilbert, Leslie. 1982. The microprocessor revolution in education.
Educational Media International No. 1:5-6.

Glenn, Patricia D. 1982. It's Academic. Creative Computing,
October, Vol. 8 #10.

Golden, Frederic, et al. 1982. Here Come the Microkids. Time, May,
Vol. 119 #16: 52-56.

Gonzales, La Verne. 1982. A Computer for the English Department.
California English: The Professional Maga .? for Elementary,
Secondary and College Teachers of English, ,tar.-Apr., Vol. 18 #2.

Grady, David. 1982. Computers: The Key Word is Learn; The Key Time
in Now; The Key Person is You. Learning, January, Vol. 10 #6: 24-5.e.

Hagerman, William L. 1982. ITV & CAI -- What Each Can Do for You.
Educational and Industrial Televisicn, May: 96-100.

Hardy, R. Reed, and Eliot S. Elner. 19'2. Writing Courseware on the
TRS-80. Creative Computing, October, Vol. 8 #1(.. 34-36.

Harrison. Chris. 1V2. Tows; planning and shopping aid language
1:?arning. Practical Computing 5,9:7C-83.

Hart, David G. 1981-2. Computer Managed Instruction: An Approach.
International Instructional Media, Vol. 9 #1: 11-21.

Hebenstreit, Rachel. 1982. Teacher Training for Computer-Assisted
Learning in France. T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in Education),
April, Vol. 9 #1: 50-52.

Herriott, John. CAI: A Philosophy of Education -- and a System to
Match. 1982. Creative Computing, April, Vol. 8 #4: 80-36.

Higgins, John. 1982. Computers in language training. Language
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Training 3,3:3-6.

Higgins, John. 1982. How real is computer simulation? ELT
Documents, No. 113:102-109.

Higgins, John (Ed.). 1982. Computers and ELT. British Council
Inputs, July 1982.

Hitchcock, John. 1982. AWACS. Creative Computing 8,5 (May) :158 -67;
includes program listing.

Holmes, G., and E. Kidd. 1982. Second-language learning and
computers. Canadian Modern Language Review 38,3:503-516.

Hon, David C. 19t32. Interactive Video: Static vs. Dynamic: Two
Schools of Thought. Video User, November: 14.

Huff, Edward, and Monica F. Sasscer. 1982. TICCIT System at Northern
Virginia Community College. VocEd, April, Vol. 57 #3: 45.

Hungate, Harriet. Computers in the kindergarten. The Computer
Teacher 9,5 (Jan):15-18.

Hurly, Paul. and Denis Hlynka. 1982. Prisoners of the'cave: Can
instructional technology improve education? Paper presented at the
National Conference on Instructional Technology, National Research
Council of Canada; ERIC ED 244 608; abstracted in Journal of
Computer-Based Instruction 12,3:89 (1985).

Ikert, Nancy. 1982. Interactive Video The Marriage of Computers
and Videodisc. Audio Visual Direction, May: 16-20.

Jamieson, Joan, and Carol Chapelle. 1982. ESL on the PLATO System.
English for Special Purposes, Jan/Feb, #58/59: 3-6.

Johnston, Emily G. 1982. Double Cross. Creative Computing 8,10
(Oct):252-8; includes program listing.

Jones, Ann and Tim O'Shea. 1982. Barriers to the Use of
Computer-Assisted Learning. British Journal of Educational. Technology
(October), Vol. 3 #13: 207-217.

Kehrberg, Kent T. and Richard A. Pollack. 1982. Videodiscs in the
Classroom: An Interactive Economics Course. Creative Computing,
January, Vol. 8 #1: 98-102.

Lellner, Charlie. 1982. V is for Videodisc: Using a Videodisc with
Apple Supei Pilot. Creative Computing, January, Vol. 8 #1: 104-105.

Kimmel, Stephen. 1982. I Sing the Editor Electric. Creative
Computing, June, Vol. 8 # 6: 75-78.

Latham, G'enn and Dennis Bahen. 1982. Colorado Technology Workshop
-- Technology and Service Delivery. February, 31p. ED 217 677.
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Lathrop, Ann. 1982. Courseware selection. In Lawler, Joseph (Ed.).
Cpmputers in composition instruction. Los Alamitos, CA: SWRL
Educational Research and Development. pp. 47-60.

Lavine, Roberta Z. and Sharon Ahern Fechter. 1984. Skill specific
CAI techniques. WATESL (Oct.). ERIC ED 226 569; relates advantages
of CAI for grammar-oriented and notional-functional exercises, and for
TOEFL preparation.

Lawler, Joseph (Ed.). Computers in composition instruction. Los
Alamitos, CA: SWRL Educational Research and Development.

Lawler, Joseph. 1982. Appendix: Evaluating textual responses. In
Lawler, Joseph (Ed.). Computers in composition instruction. Los
Alamitos, CA: SWRL Educational Research and Development. pp. 75-81.

Lubar, David. 1982. Adventures in Videoland (Rollercoaster: A
Computer/Video Adventure. Creative Computing (January), Vol. 8 #1:
60-70.

Madeheim, Jim, and Al Vesterdal. 1982. Hangman for the pocket
computer. Creative Computing 8,4 (Apr):130.

Mander, Chris. 1982. An Oakville Enterprise: Computers Teaching
Pre-Shoolers to Read and Write. Canada Library Journal, February,
Vol. 39 #1: 17-18.

Mangasarian, Jeffrey. 1992. Cyrillic anyone? Character editor for
the Apple. Creative Computing 8,7 (Jul):120-32.

Marcus, Stephen. 1982. Compupoem: A Computer-Assisted Writing
Activity English Journal, February: 96-99.

Marty, Fernand. 1982. Reflections on the use of computers in second
language acquisition, part II. System 10, 1:1-11; this is part of
article appearing in Hart, 1981.

Mar:, Raymond J. 1982. Videodisc-Based Training: Does it Make
Economic Sense? Training/HRD, March: 56-58, 60-61, 65.

Mathes, Stanley L. 1982. Us..ing Microcomputer Graphics to Train
Teachers. Creative Computing, April, Vol. 8 #4: 8G-94.

McComb, Gordon. 1982. Speech, Speech! Creative Computing (December),
Vol. 8 #I2: 120-130.

McCord, Michael C. 1982. Using Slots and Modifiers in Logic Grammars
for Natural Language. Art:ficial Intelligence, May Vol. 18 #3:
327-376.

Meidan, I. 1982. The education and training of teachers and
professionals in the face of the microcomp.tter revolution.
Educational Media International No. 1:23.

Merr311, Paul E. 1982. The Case Against Pilot: The Pros and Cons of
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Computer-Assisted Instruction Languages and Authoring Systems.
Creative Computing, July, Vol. 8 #7: 70, 75-77.

Merkel, Anne I. 1982. A Piece of the Future for ESL. English or
Special Purposes, Jan/Feb, #58/59: 8-10.

Muller, Jim. 1982. lie Friendly Computer Languages. Creative
Computing, October, Vol. 8 #10: 55-60.

Munro, Allen. 1982. An Overview of Speech Synthesizers. Softalk,
May, Vol. 2: 149-156, 172-174.

Neher, William R., and Leopold Hauser, III. 1982. How computers can
help adi overcome the fear of learning. Training 19,2
(Fal1):4d-50.

Neumann, Robert. 1982. How to find good software. Electronic
Learning 2, 2 (October): 40-41.

Nievergelt, J. 1982. The computer-driven screen: An emerging two-way
mass communications medium. Educational Media International No
1:7-11.

O'Donnell, Holly. 1982. Computer Literacy, Part I: An Overview. The
Reading Teacher, January: 490-494.

O'Donnell, Holly. 1982. Computer Lfteracy, Part II: Classroom
Applications. The P-?ading Teacher, February: 614-617.

O'Neal, Sharleen, Dan Kauffman, and David Larry Smith. 1981-2. Cost
Effectiveness of Computerized Instruction. International Journal of
Instructional Media, Vol. 9 #2: 159-165.

Onosko, Tim. 1982. Vision:; of the Future. Creative Computing,
January, Vol. 8 #1: 84-94.

Patrick, J. 1982. Some Issues and Developments in Computer-Based
Training (CBT). Programmed Learning and Educational Technology
(November), Vol. 19 #4: 317-321.

Peelle, Evan. 1982. Take the TraLma out of --aining. Personal
Computing, June, Vol. 6 #6: 76-80, 126.

Poirot, Jim, and Me-ridee Heidt. 19E2. Planning for educational
computing: A questionnaire for educatiun. Electronic Learning
(September) 2, 1:74-38.

Post, Nancy ' . 1982. Int: oducing Computer-Assist-A Instruction into
an ESL/ESP ,11-rigutum. English for Special Purposes, Jan/Feb, #58/59:
10-11.

Pusack, james P. 1982. DASHER: A Natural Larduage Answer Processor.
Pipeline, Spring, Vol. 7 #1: 64-66.

Rawitsch, Don G. 1982. The Minnesota Educational Computing
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Consortium. VocEd, April, Vol. 57 #3: 43-44.

Roden, Steve L. 1982. Designing the Interactive Video Environment.
Educational and Industrial Television, June: 40-41.

Rose, Ken. 1982. Adventures in adventuring: The attack of the 3-toed
ogre. Softline 1,3 (Jan):26-31; includes program listing.

Rose, Ken. 1982. Adventures in adventuring: Please parse the Zork.
Softline 1,4 (Mar):14-17; includes program listing.

Rose, Ken. 1982. Adventures in adventuring: From here to there and
back again. Softline 1,5 (May):10-13; includes program listing.

Rose, Ken. 1982. Adventures in adventuring: Themes like old times.
Softline 1,6 (Jul):10-6; incluies program listing.

Rose, Ken. 1982. Adventures in adventuring: The thing's the thing.
Softline 2,1 (Sep):28-30; includes program listing.

Rose, Pen. 1982. Adventures in adventuring: Amazing we will go.
Softline 2,2 (Nov):10-12; includes program listing.

Rosenblatt, Roger. 1982. The Mind in Machine. Time, May 3, Vol. 119
#18: 58-59.

Pos, Tom. 1982. CAL at UPM: An Instructional Aid for Students and
liachers. TEAM (Teachers of English Arabic Monthly UPM, Dhahran,
Saudi Arabia), Summer, #42: 8-14.

Rubln, Andee. 1982. The Computer Confronts Language Arts: Cans and
Shunids for Education. Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc; to appear in A.
C. Wilkinson (Ed.), Classrocm Computers and Cognitive Science, New
York: Academic Press.

Russell, John R. 1982. Computers and foreign language instruction.
NALLD Journal 16,3&4 (Spring/Summer):17-23.

Saracho, Olivia N. 1982. Planning Computer Assisted Instruction for
Spanish-Speaking Migrant Students. Journal of Educational Technology
Systems, Vol. 10 #3, 1981-82: 257-260.

Schwarz, Helen J. 1982. Monsters and Mentors: Computer App?icatons
for Humanistic Application, College English, February, Vol. 44 #2:
141-152.

3collon. Suzanne & Ron Scollon. 1982. }RUN TRILOGY: Can Tommy Read?
Paper presented at the symposium "Children's response to a literate
environment: literacy before schooling" University of Victoria,
October 5-9, 1982.

Shostak, Robert. 1982. Computer-assisted composition instruction:
Th-) state of the art. In Lawler, Joseph (Ed.). Computers in
composition instruction. Los Alamitos, CA: SWRL Educational Research
and Development. pp. 5-18.
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:Seeman, D. and J. S. Brown (Eds.). 1982. Intelligent Tutoring
Systems. New York: Academic Press. Reviewed by Greg Kearsley in
Journal of Computer-Based Instruction 9,1:28.

Smith, Mike. 1982. Pilot for the Apple. Creative Computing, July,
Vc.l. 8 #7: 62-68.

Smith, M. R. 1982. Pilot-to-Basic Translator. Creative Computing,
October, Vol. 8 #10: 226-230.

Smith, M. R. 1982. Pilot Tutorial I. Creative Computing, November,
Vol. 8 #11: 181-182.

Smith, M. R. 1982d. Pilot Tutorial II. Creative Computing,
December. Vol. 8 #12: 243-253.

Springer, Donald M. 4-82 School district computer use
survey/results. Associat2..-;n for Education Data Systems 20,7-9
(Jan-Mar) :28-31.

Steffin, Sherwin. 1982. What Does the Computer Teach Best?
ftline, March, Vol. 1. 23-25.

Steffin, Sherwin. 1982. The Future in Education: A -. Softline,
May, Vol. 1 #5: 23-24.

Stock, Roberta. 1982. The PLATE., II System. Educational Media
International Nc. 1:15.

Suppes, Patrick. 1982. Third Annual Dean Lecture: The Flture of
Computers in Education. Journal of Computer-Based Instruction,
August, Vol. 6 #1: 5-10. -

Swenson, Richar3 P. and Chrys Anderson. 1582. The Role of Motivation
in Comp:Alec-Assisted Instruction. Creative Computing, JLtober, Vol. 8
#10; 134-139.

Telem, M. 1982. A management information system (MIS) for education.
Educational Media Irternational No. 1:16.

The, Lee. 1982. Educational Software for the Home. Personal
Alputing, 'unf*, Vol. 6 #6: 48-52, 102-114.

Thomas, Willard and Cindy Thuma... 1982. Needed: A Visual Language
for Program Design. Educational and Industri. Television, June:
50-51.

Troutner, Joanne. 1982. Third Wave Technologies: How Do I Use Them?
English Journal 71, 3 (March): 102-103.

Underwood, John. 19'2. Simulated Conversation as a CAI Strategy.
Foreign Language Annrls, May, Vol. 15 #Z: 209-212.

Urrows. 1982. Videotex for L,arning. Creative Computing, May, Vol.
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8 #5: 50-60.

van der Vyver, David H. (Ed.). 1982. Compute:1-s in Education:
Proceedings of the South African Congress on Computers in Education,
Stellenbose-; Section 6 has 5 papers on CALL.

van Schalkwijk, Harry
in computer stud-es.

J. 1982. Some multi-media projects for courseti
Educational Media International No. 1:19-22.

Varvri, Jean. 1982. the Schoolhouse Apple. Softalk, May, Vol 2 #9:
36-4u.

Varven, Jean. 1982. The Schoolhouse Apple. Softalk, June, Vol. 2
#10: 207-210.

Varven, Jean. 1982. The Schoolhouse Apple. Softalk (DerPmber), Vol.
3 ff4: 239-246.

Wager, Walter. 1981-82. Design Considerations for Instructional
Computing Programs. Educational Technology Systems, Vol. 10 #3:
261-270.

Wall, Shavaun M., and Nancy E. Taylor. 1982. Using Interactive
Computer Prograos in Teaching Higher Conceptual Skills: An Approach to
instruction in Writing. Educational Technology, Febtuary, Vol. 22 #2:.
13-17.

Walz, . 1902. Artificial Intell'gence. Scientific Ar.erican,
October, Vol. 247 #4: 118-133.

Watt, Don. 1982. Which comduter should a school buy? How to get the
most for your woney no matter what your budget. Popular Computing 2,
2 (December): 140-144.

Watt, Molly. 1982. What is LOGO? Creative Computing, October, Vol.
8 #10: 112-129.

Whitesides-Woo, Jill. 1982. When Does Your Company Need Interactive
Discs? Educational and Industrial Television, June: 52-55.

Woodruff, E., C. Bereiter, and M. Scardamalia. 1981-2. On the road
to computer-assisted compositions. Journal of Educational Technology
Systems 10, 2:133-148.

Woodruff, Earl. 1982. Computers ancl the composing process: An
examination of computer-writer interaction. In Lawlftr, Joseph (Ed.).
Compu....ers in composition instruction. Los Alamitos, CA: SWRL
Educational Research and Development. pp. 31-45.

Wresch, W. 1982. C ,.tters in English class: Finally beyond gram..lar
and spelling drillF. College English 44, No. S.

Wyatt, David H. 1982. Computer-Assisted Instruction: Individualized
Learning in ESL/ESP. English for Special Purposes, Jan/Feb, #58/59:
1-3.
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Zacchei, David. 1982. The Adventures and Exploits of the Dynamic
Story Maker and Textman, or How Johnny Learns to Understand What He
Reads. Classroom Computer News (May/June), Vol. 2 #5: 28-30. About
computers and reading skills..

Furthermore: There is a review of software in Applied Psychology 3,4
(Decehoer, 1982).

* =*= * 1983 * =*= *

Ahl, David. 1983. Learning can be fun. Creative Computing 9, 4:
98-143.

Alatis, James E. 1983. The application of instructional technology
to language learning. CALICO Journal (June) 1, 1:9-12;14.

Amarel, M. 1983. The classrpohr: An instructional setting fp,-
teachers, students, and the computer. In A.C. Wilkinson (Ed.),
Classroom computers and cognitive science. New York: Academic Press.

Arceneaux, Charles D. 1983. A poor man's spelling verify program.
Creative Computing 9,6 (Jun):229-36.

Arms, Valerie. 1983. Creating and recreating. College Composition
and Communication (October) 34, 3:355-358.

Baldwin, Mark Lewis. 1983. Where are we headed? A program to
calculate the limits to growth. Creative Computing 9,5 (May):200-14.

Balsam, Howard S. 1983. The Apocalypse equations. Creative
Computing 9,5 (May):196-9.

Beach, Richard, and Lillian Bridwell. 1983. New directior, in
composition research. New York: Guilford Press.

Bean, John C. 1983. Computerized word-processing as an aid to
revison. College Composition and Communication (May) 34, 2: 146-148.

Bean, John C. 1983. Review of Computers in cumposition instruction;
Joseph Lawlor (ed.). College Composition and Communication (Octooer)
34, 3:368-9.

Hearden, Donna, 198:J. The Voice of the turtle: A schoolhouse Apple
tutorial: Lqqn. 3oftalk 40 3 (November): 80-82.

Bell, Trudy E. :783. Learning to win. Personal Computing 7,4
(April):134-41; discusses criteria for successful c,amputer-based
educational games.

Bell, Trudy E. (with Daniel T. Brooks). 1983. Copying computer
software: What risks, what penalties? Personal Computing 7,5
(May):131-4.
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Bennett, Ruth L. 1983. First steps to computer literacy. CALICO
Journal (September) 1, 2:10-13.

Breininger, Lynn J., and Stephen Portch, 1983. A visit to Professor
Cram: AttractiN,e computer learning. College Composition and
Communication (October) 34, 3:356-361.

Bridwell, Lillian, Paula Reed Nacarrow, and Donald Ross. 1983. The
writing process and the writing machine: Current research on word
processors relevant t- the teaching of coif, sition. In Breach,
Richard and Lillian Birdwell (Eds.). Now directions in composition
research. New York: Guilford Press. pp. 381-398.

Burke, Robert. 1983. CAI with PILOT. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall.

Cage, Gary. 1983. Create-A-Venture. inCider 1,8 (August):'4-90;
soft copy available from Peter Lee, Dept. of Linguistics, U. of
Wisconsin.

Cassidy, Joan E. 1983. Using computers to teach foreign languages to
adults. CALICO Journal (September) 1, 2:14-16.

C1-_pells, Carol, and Joan Jamieson. 1983. Using informative feedback
messages il CALL courseware. TESOL Newsletter 17,4 '(August):26-27.

Chapelle, Carol, and Joan Jamieson. 1983. Recognition of student
input in computer-assisted larguage learning. CALICO Journal
(December) 1, 3:7-9;16.

Clancy, William J. 1983. GUIDON. Journal of Computer-Based
Instruction 10,1842 (Summer):8-15; GUIDON is an ICAI discussion
prograo.

Collier, Nichard M. 1983. The word processor and revision
strategies. College Composition and Comrunication (May) 34, 2:
149-155.

Crichton, Michael. 1983. Predicting the future. Creative Computing
9,3 (Mar):188-202.

Culley, Gerald, and George Mulford. 1983. Foreign language teaching
programs for microcomputers. Newark, Del.: University of Delaware.

Daiute, Colette A. 1983. The computer as stylus and audience.
College Composition and Communication (May) 34, 2: 134-145.

Lavies, G., and J.J. Higgins. 1983. Computers, language, and
language learning. London: Centre for Information on Language
Teaching and Research (Information Guides #IG22).

Davison, Ned J. 1983. P. interactive concordance program for the
small computer. CALICO Journal 1,1 (Jun):24-6..

DeBloois, Michael, 198i% Single frame video for language
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instruction. CALICO Journal (September) 1, 2:i-9.

DeChenne, James A. 1982-3. Traditional Media Made Interactive
Through a Micro-:omputer/Video System. International Journal of
Instructional hedia, Vol. 10 #1: 1-4.

English, RandaAl. 1983. Problems in paradise: We will he
disappointed with the computer. Electronic Education 2, 5: 24,38.

Fitzgerald, Brian. 1983. The amazing maze Part 3-D. Softline 2,3
(Jan):14-9.

Fitzgerald, Brian. 1983. The ama%ing maze in 3-D Part IV. Softiine
2,4 (Mar):14-7.

Fitzgerald, Prlan. 1983. The amazing maze in 3-D Part V. Softline
2,4 (May-Jun):14-7. (Two issues have same issue no. 4)

Fleugelman, Andrew, and Jeremy Joan Hewes. Writing in the computer
age: Word processing skills for every writer. New York; Doubleday.

Gabel, David. 1983. What's in a game? Have you ever wondered why
some people sit for hours at their computers playing what seemed ti' be

asilly games? Well, there is reason to think those games aren't quite
as silly as they seem. Personal Computing 7,4 (April):63-69,172.

Gale, Larrie E. 1983. Montevidisco: An anecdotal history of an
interactive videodisc. CALICO Journal (June) 1, 1:42-46.

Gayeski, Diane M. and David V. Williams. 19.). Interactive
Assessment. Instructional Innovator (February), Vol. 28 #2: 21-22.
(About computer-video assessment programs)

Gordon, Sheldon P. 1983. Professional report: 7aculty training and
development in academic computing. Journal of Computer-Based
Instruction 10,1&2:51-54.

Green, Robert E. 1983. Sliding into Computer Graphics. Audio-Visual
Communicatons (February), Vol. 17 #2: 19-20, 48-49. (Interactive
slide and video configurations)

Gr,ffin, William H. 1983. Can educational technology have any
signif7:ant impact on education? T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons
in Education; November) 11, 3: 96-99.

Grossman, Alvin. 19e3. Times they are a'changing. Paper presented
at Hawaii Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
Conference - Computers & Technology: The Future is Now, Honolulu;
available from HASCD.

Hall, Keith A. 1983. Content structuring and question asking for
computer-based education. Journal of Computer-Based Instruction
10,1&2 (Summer):1-7.

Hardin, Paul C. 1983. Ethics and computers: The "oil and water" mix
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of the computer world? CALICO Journal 'June) 1, 1:58-59.

Harrison, J.S. 1983. Microcomputers and second language teaching: 0
and A. Washington, DC: National Institute of Education. ERIC ED 232
481.

Heines, Jesse M. 1983. Basic concep'cs in knowledge-based systems.
Machine Mediated Learning 1,1:65-95.

Heines, Jesse M. 1983. Screen design strategies for computer
assisted instruction. Billerica/Bedford, MA: Digital Press; reviewed
by George Gerhold .(1984) in Journal of Computer-Based Instruction
11,3:101.

Heines, Jesse M., Jonathan Briggs, and Richard Ennals. 1983. Logic
and recursion: The Prolog twist. Creative Computing 9,11 (Nov):220-6;
contrasts Basic, Pascal, Lisp, and micro-Prolog implementations of
solution to a factorial recursion problem, thereby giving insights
into the comparitive structures of these computer languages.

Hendricks, Harold, Junius L. Bennion, and Jerry Larson. Technology
and Language learning at BYU. CALICO Journal (December) 1, 3:23-10.

Hertz, R. 1903. Microcomputers in bilingual and foreign language: A
guide and bibliography. ERIC ED 237 070

Higgins, John. 1983. Computer assisted language learning. Language
Learning 16,2:102-113.

Higgins, John. 1983. Can computers teach? CALICO Journal 1,2:4-6.

Higgins, John. 1983. The computer as a communicative environment.
TESOL Newsletter 17,6 (December):9.

Holmes, G. 1983. Creating ESL courseware: Some possibilities.
System 11,1:21,32.

Howarth, Tony. 1983. Taking c. stand for ' lmputers in education: How
one teacher turned computer learning into a class act. Personal
Computing 7,5 (May):121-9.

Howe II, Harold. 1983. Computers: The new kick in the schools.
College Board Review 128, Summer: 24-32.

Howe, Samuel F. 1983. Interactive video. Media and Methods 20,3
(November):8-11.

Humes, Ann. 1983. An Interactive Instructional Program for
Elementary and Middle School Students. The Computing Teacher
(January), Vol. 10 #5: 60-61.

Hutchinson, Beck and Lint Hutchinson. 1983. What 4-o Read: An
'notated Bibliography. Instr:i_tional Innovator (February), Vol. 28
": 17-20. (An annotated listing of 38 periodicals.)
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Hyam, Frank. 1983. New. CALICO Journal (December) 1, 3:47-48.

Jaeger, Bruce. 1983. Cavern Quest: An adventure game for the Bally
Arcade and Commodore Vic 20. Creative Computing 9,7 (Jul):222-5.

Zones, Nancy Baker, and Larry Vaughan (Eds.). 1983. Evaluation of
educational software: A guide to guides. Chelmsford, MA: Northeast
Regional Exchange, Inc. ED 237 064; abstracted in Journal of
Computer-Based Instruction 12,1:27 (1985).

Jones, Randall L. 1983. A CALI glossary for beginners. CALICO
Journal (June) 1, 1:15-17.

Joy, B.K, and A-P. Lian. 1983. The butcher, the baker, the
candlestick maker: Some uses of dialogue generators in computer
a7sisted foreign language learning. Australian Review of Applied
Linguistics 6, 2:6') -71.

Joy, B.K., A-P. Lian, and I.R. Russell. 1983. Listening
comprehension in foreign languages: Computing some possibilities.
Babel (Journal of the Australian Federation of Modern Language
Teachers Association) 18, 2:15-30.

Kearsley, Pt Hunter, and R. J. Seidel. 1983. Ts riecades of computer
based insti.Action projects: What have we learned'' T.H.E. JuJrnal
(Technical Horizons in EducatiQn) 10, 3: 90-93.

Kennedy, Patricia H. 1983. Selecting computer software far a high
school English course. English Journal (November) 72, 7:91-92.

Kennedy, Robert E., and Curtis N. Cooper. 1983. Crossword puzzle
pattern generator. Creative Computing 9,9 (Sep):252-256.

Kenning, M.J., and M-M. Kenning. 1983. An introduction to
computer-assisted language teaching. London: Oxford University Press.

Kiefer, !athleen E., and Charles R. Smith. 19E3. Textual analysts
with f_omputers. Research in the Teaching of English 17, 3::.01-214.

KimmE,1, Stephen. 1983. World Builder: A modest program for designinq
strange new worlds. Creative Computing 9,6 (Jun):262-77.

King, M. (Ed.). 1983. Parsing natural language. London: Academic
Press.

Kotler, Lorne, and Kamala Anandam. 1983. A partnership of teacher
and computer in teaching writing. College Composition end
Communication (October) 34, 3:361-367.

Kowsary, Roy. 1983. Buenos dias, Senor Computer. This World (a San
Francisco newspaper) , Oct. 2: 17.

Kreiter-Kurylo, Carolyn. 19e3. Computers and collposition. The
Writing Instructor (Summer) 2, 4:174-181.
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Kulik, J., R. Bangert, and G. Williams. 1983. Effects of
computer-based teaching on secondary school students. Journal of
Educational. Psychology 75,1:19-26.

Kwiatek, Kathy Krendl. 1982-3. New ideas in the workplace: Learning
from interactive television. Journal of Educational Technology
Systems 11,2:117-130.

Lesgold, Alan M., and Frederick Reif (Eds.). 1983. Computers in
education: Realizing /le potential. Report of a research conference,
Pittsburg, PA, Nov. 2G-24. Washington, D.C.: Office of Educational
Research and Improvement; ERIC ED 235 784; abstracted in Journal of
Computer-Based Instruction 12,3:89 (1985).

Levin, J.A., M.J. Boruta, and M.T. Vasconcellos. 1983.
Microcomputer-based environments for writing: A Writer's Assistant.
In A.C. Wilkinson (Ed.), Classroom computers and cognitive science.
New York: A ademic Press.

Lewis, Derek R. 1983. Computer-assisted language learning at the
University of Dundee. CALICO Journal (December) 1, 3:10-12.

Lien, A-P. 1983. Using scanners in the computer-assisted development
of the writing skill in a foreign language. In Proceedings of the
Conference on Computer-Aided Learning in Tertiary Education (CALITE),
Brisbane:446-455.

Lien, Andrew, and Christine Mestre. 1983. Toward genuine
individualisation in language course development. Australian Review
of Applied linguistics 6, 2:1-19.

Lines, Vardell, and Dennis Martin. 1983. CAI Toolkit: A new
authoring system for teaching languages. CALICO Journal (December) 1,

3:43-45.

Lipton, Gladys. 1983. The challenge of the computer in the
classroom. ERIC/CLL News Bulletin 6,2 (Mar):??.

Lofgreen, Charlotte D. 1983. Computers and college composition.
CALICO Journal (June) 1, 1:47-50.

Lowery, Bennie R. and Frederick G. Knirk. 1982-3. ilicro-Computer
Vldeo Games and Spacial Visualization Acquisition. Journal of
Educational Technology Systems, Vol. 11 #2: 155-166.

Mein, IaLlliam C., and Christian Matthiessen. 1983 (February). Nigel:
A :ystematic grammar for text generation. Marina del Rey, CA:
Uniwn-sity of Southern California, Information Sciences Institute.
ER IL ED 231 335.

Marcus, Stephen. 198'4. Real-time gadgets with feedback; Special
effects in computer-assisted instruction. The Writing Instructor
(Summer) 2, 4:156-164.

Markosian, L. and T. Ager. 1983. AppliOations of parsing theory to
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computer assisted instruction. System 11,1:65-77.

McCahill, P. 1983. CAI in ESL: One approach that has worked. TESL
Tall. 14,4:67-71.

McCann, Patrick H. 1983. Methods for improving the.user-computer
interface. San Diego, CA: Navy Personnel Research and Development
Center. ERIC ED 234 77t; abstracted in Journal of Computer-Based
Instruction 12,1:27 (1985).

McConnell, Barry. 1983. Timex's nlvice-friendly keyboa;d gets high
points. Electronic Education 2, 6: 30-32.

Mead, William. 1983. A Course in C.A.L.L. for an M.A. program in
TESL. TESOL Newsletter 17,5 (October):13.

Mehta, N. K. 1982-3. Computer-Based Examination Management System.
Journal of Educational Technology Systems, Vol. 11 #2: 185-198.

Melby, Alan K. 1983. The translation profession and the computer.
CALICO Journal (June) 1, 1:55-57.

Mimlitch, Thomas R. 1983. Adventures in WPL. Softalk 4, 3
(November): 131-144.

Munro-Mavrias, Sandra. 1983. Computer programming by kindergarten
children using LOGO. Paper presentLd at the Association for Media and
Technology in Education in Canada, Montreal; ERIC ED 237 066;
abstracted in Journal of Computer-Based Instruct.on 12,3:89 (1985).

O'Neil, Fred. 1983. Waterford School and the WICAT Education
Institute: An alternative model for CAI and development research.
CALICO Journa] (June) 1, 1:18-23;54.

Otto, St.t. K., and James P. Pusack. 1983. Stringing us along:
Programming for forc:ign language CAI. CALICO Journal 1,2
(Sep):26-33,47.

Pantiel, Mindy, and Becky Peter,. n. 1983. School-friendly computers:
The media specialist's key role. Media and Methods 20,3
(November):15-17.

Paramskas. E. M. 1983. Courseware-software interfaces: Some de'igns
and some problems. CALICO Journal (December) 1, 3:4-6.

Paul, Terri, and Don Payne. 1983. Computer-assisted instruction:
Teaching and learning from basic writers. The Writing Instructor
(Summer) 2, 4:193-199.

Pederson, Elray L. 1983. Computer-assisted evaluation of student
papers: I can write anything you can write - fster and better.
CALICO Journal (September) 1, 2:39-42.

Phillips, Robert. 1983. A BASIC match routine for CAI. MICRO
57:81-85.
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Pinho, Fred. 1983. Medieval combat. Creative Computing 9,5
(May) :230-8.

Pusack, J. 1983. Answer processing and error correction in foreign
language CALL. System 11,1:53-64.

Putnam, Constance E. Foreign language instructional technology: The
state of the art. CALICO Journal (June) 1, 1:35-41.

Rabin. Stephen. and Harold M. Greenberg. 1983. Computer lit, racy for
school administrators and supervisors. Lexington, MA: D.C. Health &
Co.

Ragosta, Marjorie. 1983. Computer-assisted instruction and
compensatory educ,'un: A longitudinal analysis. M-7hine Mediated
Learning 1,1:97-127.

Reed, Mary Jac M., and Lynn H. Smith. 1983. Developing large CAI
packages. CALICO Journal (December) 1, 3:13-16.

Reid, Joy, Peggy Lindstrom, Maggie McCaffrey, and Doug Larsc-.
Computer-assisted text analysis for ESL students. CALICO Journal
(December) 1, 3:40-42.

Root, Jock. 1983. Dungeon Fun Part 1: He was going tl hit me, so I
hit him back first. Softline 2,5 (Jul-Aug):14-8.

Root, Jock. 1983. Dungeon Fun Level Two: All dressed up and
someplace to go. Softline 2.6 (Sep- Oct) :. "_' -6.

Root, Jrk. 1983. The Schoolhouse Apple. Sof talk 4, 3 (November):
75-80.

Rose, Ken. 1983. Adventures in adventuring: Basically, another
adventure. Softline 2,3 (Jan):22-7.

Rose, Ken. 1983. Adventures in adventuring: Challenge of the
adventure writers guild. Softline 2,4 (Mar) 28-9.

Rose, Ken. 1983. Adventures in adventuring: Return of the Teddy.
Soft?.ine 2,5 (Jul-Aug) :8-12.

Rousselle, John R. 1983. Purega: A management decision game.
Creative Computing 9,10 (Oct):272-281.

Rowe, A. Allen. 1983. CEGOLLE: A new kind of language learnirg.
Creative Computing 9, 4: 190-200.

Rurnelhart, David E., and Donald A. Norman. 1983 (June).
RLpresentation in memory. San Diego: California University, Center
for Human Information Processing. ERIC ED 235 770.

Russel, John R. 1983. On getting started. CALICO Journal (June) 1,
1:51-53.
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Sanders, David, and Roger Kenner. 1983. Whither CAI? The need for
communicative courseware. System 11, 1:33-39.

Sandler, Corey. 1983. Coming attraction: The super video instructor.
PC Magazine, August:185-188.

Scebold, C. Edward. 1983. Equal time. CALICO Journal (June) 1,
1:13-14.

Schlieve, Paul L. and John I. Young. 1983. How to Produce
Interactive Learning Programs. Instructional Innovator 28,2
(February):28-31.

Schneiderman, Ben, RobErt Hill, Ruben Jacob, and Wally Mah. 1983. An
empirical comparison of two PLATO text editors. Journal of
Computer-Based Instruction 10,1842:43-50.

Schrupp, David M., Michael D. Bush, and Gunther A. Mueller. 1983.
Klavier im Haus An interactive experiment in foreign language
instruction. CALICO Journal (September) 1, 2:17-21.

Schug, Peter. 1983. Animated hi-res sailboat. Creative Computing
9,7(Jul):206-19.

Schwartz, Jack. 1983. Languages and systems for computer-aided
instruction. Machine Mediated Learning 1,1:5-39.

Selfe, Cynthia A., and Billie J. Wahl Strom. 1983. The benevolent
beast: Computer-assisted instruction for the teaching of writing. The
Writing Instructor (Summer) 2, 4:183-192.

Sheingold, Karen, Janet H. Kane, and Mari E. Endreweit. 1983.
Microcomputer use in schools: Developing a research agenda. Harvard
Educational Review 53 (November), 4:412-432.

Sheridan, James. 1983. Software should be written by writers.
CALICO Journal (December) 1, 3:17-19.

Shur, Paul. 1983. 'Boob tube' saves face. Electronic Education 2,
6: 1314.

Siegel, Martin A., and A. Lynn Misselt. 1983 (March). An adaptive
feedback and review paradigm for computer-based drills. CERL Report
E-25. lrbana, IL: University o4 Illinois, Computer-Based Education
Reset -c' liab. ED 234 754.

Smith, William H. and Olen R. Pearson. 1982-3. GRAMR1: A Computer
Program for Instruction in Formal Syntax. Journal of Educational
Technology Systems, Vol. 11 #2: 167-184.

Soemarmo, Marmo. 1983. Programming for misspelled extended input.
CALICO Journal 1,3 (Dec):31-9.

Sokoloff, Harris. 1.983. Funding: If others can do it, so can you
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Media and Methods 20,3 (November):12; suggests 11 sources of funding
for CBE project

Soloway, Elliot, Eric Rubin, Beverly Woolf, Jeffrey Bonar, and W.
Lewis Johnson. 1983. MENO-II: An AI-based programming tutor.
Journal of Computer-Based Instruction 10,1&2:35-42.

Southwell, Michael G. 1983. Computer-assisted instruction in
composition at. York College/CUNY: Grammar for basic writing students.
The Writing Instructor (Summer) 2, 4:165-173.

Standiford, Sally N., Kathleen Jaycox, and Anne Auten. 198.
Computers in the English classroom: A primer for teachers. Urbana:
NCTE.

Steely, D. 1983. Instructional design aid CAI. In D.O. Harper and
J.H. Stewart (Eds.), Run: Computer education. Monterey, CA:
Brooks/Cole. pp. 126-128.

Steffin, Sherwin. 1983. Thinking a progre,. Softline 2, 4: 21.

StPinberg, E.R. 1983. Problem complexity and the transfer of
't dtegies in compute-presented problems. American Educational
Research 3ournal 20.1:13 -28.

Stevens, Albert, and Bruce Roberts. 1983. Quantitative and
qualitative simulation in computer based training. Journal of
Computer-Based :nstruction 10,1&2:16-19.

Stevens, Vance. 1983. Review of .English lessons on PLATO. TESOL
Quarterly 17, 2: 293-300.

Stevens, Vance. 1983. A report of a project illustrating the
feasibility of video/computer interface for use in ESL. CALICO
Journal 1, 1: 27-30, 50.

Stowbridge, Marc D. and Pete- Kugel. 1983. Learning to 'earn by
learning to play. Creative Computing 9 , 4: 180-188.

Strei, Gerry. 1983. Format for the evaluation of courseware used in
computer-assisted language instruction (CALI). CALICO Journal
(September) 1, 2:43-46.

Tuman, Walter Vladimir. 1983. boric; and MENTOR: The application of
CAI. CALICO Journal (rune) 1, 1:60-61;59.

Tyler, John S. 1983. Your Prescription for CAI Success.
Instruc onal Innovator (February), Vol. 28 #2: 25-27. "CAI design
requires, new strategies that marry the computer's capabilities with
the needs of the learner and the curriculum."

Varven, Jean. 1983. The schoolhouse Apple. Softalk 3, 5: 228-235.

Venezky, R. 1983. Evaluating computer-assisted instruction on its
own terms. In A.C. Wilkinson (Ed.), Classroom computers and cognitive'
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science. New York: Academic Press.

Wall, Elizabeth S. 1983. Using the computer in the classroom; a
review. Electronic Education 2, 5: .23.

Wall, Elizabeth S. 1983. Microcomputers for adult learning, David G.
Gueulette (Ed.), Follett Publishing Co., Chicago; a review.
Electronic Education 2, 6: 33-34.

Weible, David. 1983. The foreign language teacher as courseware
author. CALICO Journal (June) 1, 1:62-64.

White, Mary Alice. 1983. Synthesis of research on electronic
learning. Educational Leadership 40, 8: 13-15.

Wise, Richard E. 1982-3. Analyzing the Cost-Effectiveness of
Computer-Based Training. International Journal of Instructional
Media, Vol. 10 #1: 87-94.

Withey, Margaret M. 1983. The computer and writing. English Journal
(November) 72, 7:24-31.

Woodruff, E., C. Ber-eiter, and M. Scardamalia. 1983. Computers and
the composing process: An examination of computer-writer interaction.
ECOO Bulletin (Educational Computing Organization of Ontario)
4,2:41-45.

Words at the Flick of a Key. 1983. Time, March 14: 61. An article
about Bank Street Writer.

Wresch, William. Computers and composition instruction: An update.
College English 45 (Dec):794-9.

Wyatt, David H. 1983. Computer-assisted language learning comes of
age. TESOL Newsletter 17, 3: 9.

Wyatt, David H. 1983. Three major approaches to developing
computer-assisted language learning materials for microcomputers.
CALICO Journal (September) 1, 2:34-38.

Wyatt, David H. 1983. Computer-assisted learning in ESL.
Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics.

Zinsser, William. 1983. Writing with a word processor. New York:
Harper & Row.

(No author given). 1983. Foreign language software: What? Where? How
good? Northeast Conference Newsletter No. 13:26-30.

* =, * 1984 * =*= *

Adams, James A. 1984. Networked computers promote computer literacy
and computer-assisted instruction. T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons
in Education) 11,8 (May):95-9.
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Akst, Geoffrey (Ed.). 1984. Microcomputers and basic sl.ills in
college: Applications in reading, writing, English as a second
language, and mathematics. New York: The Instructional Resource
Center, CUNY.

Ambrosie, Prank. 1983-84. Pac Man and Theory Z. International
Journal of Instructional Media 11,2:111-115.

Anderson, John J. 1984. Acorn: A tall oak in education. Creative
Computing 10,10 (October):40-42.

Ariew. Robert. 1984. Le Francais par ordinateur and beginning French
software programs. Northwest Conference on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages Newsletter 16 (September):16-22.

Ariew, Robert. 1984. Computer-assisted foreign language materials:
Advantages and limitations. CALICO Journal 2, 1 (September): 43-47.

Avner, Allen, Stanley Smith, and Paul Tenczar. 1984. CBI authoring
tools: Effects on productivity and quality. Journal of Computer-Based
Instruction 11,3 (Summer):85-89.

Bagnall, Keith M., Michael Szabo, Steve Halls, and William Jensen.
1984. The evolution of an authoring system on PLATO. Journal of
Computer-Based Instruction 11,3 (Summer):76-77.

Baker, F.B. 1984. Technology and testing: State of the art and
trends for the future. Journal of Educational Measurement
21,4:399-406. (Special Issue)

Baker, Robert L. 1984. An experience with voice-based learning.
CALICO Journ31 1 (March), 4:17-1.

Baker, Robert L. 1984. Foreign-language software: The state of the
art or Pick a card, arty (flash) card. CALICO Journal 2, 1

(September): 6-10,27.

Baker, Robert L. 1984. Foreign cha:acter font (FCF) _IG report.
CALICO Journal 2,2 (December):9-18; lists dozens of vendors of flreign
character font programs.

Baltra, Armando. 1984. An EFL classroom in a mystery house. TESOL
Newsletter 18,6 (December/:15.

Bass, George M., and Harvey W. Perkins. 1924. Teacnng critical
thinking skills with CAI. Electronic Lei,rning 4,2 (October):32,34,96.

Barker, Philip G. 1984. MUMEDALA: An approach to multi-media
authoring. British Journal of Educational Technology 15,1
(January):4-13.

Behmer, Daniel Edward. 1984. The teacher/pupil/computer partnership
in instructional computing. CALICO Journal 1,5 (June):9-11.
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Bell, Gregory M., and W.D. Hagamen. 1983-84. A tutorial system (ATS)
for personal computers. Journal of Educational Technology Systems
12,1:47-66.

Biogie, Louis. 1984. Public dom.tin software. TESOL Newsletter 18,3
(June):11.

Bingham, Ma-garet H. 1984. A tWhee-phase planning model for
microcomputer ust . T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in Education)
12,2 (September):96-101.

Blai, Boris, Jr. 1983-84. Learner individual differences and
dIfferentiated educational practices. International Journal of
Instructional Media 11,2:97-110.

Dloo.eyer, Robert L. 1984. Computer-based foreign language
instruction in Illinois schools. CALICO Journal 1 (March), 4:35-44.

Bork, Alfred. 1984. Producing computer based learning material at
the Educational Technology Center. Journal of Computer-Based
Instruction 11,7 (Summer):78-81.

Bork, Alfred. 1984. Education and computers: The E,cuation today and
some possible futures. T.H.E. Journal 12,3 (October):92-97.

Bork, Alfred. 1984. Computers in the schools. Creative Computing
(November).

Boyden, Patrick. 1984. Computer softww-e copyright. Journal of
Computer-Based Instruction 11,4 (Autumn):125-128.

Bradley, Virginia N. 1983-84 The surface features of four
microcomputer reading programs. Journal of Educational Technology
Systems 12,3:221-232.

Braun, Ludwig. 1987-84. Report on educational technology. Journal
of Educational Technology Systems 12,2:109-136.

Brown, Pearson. 1984. Everything you always wanted to know about
computers (but were afraid to ask). TESOL France News 5,1
(Autumn):32-35.

Brown, Steven, George C. Grossman, and Nicola Pol on 1984.
Educational software reviews: Where are they? The Computing Teacher
12,1 (August/September):33-37.

Brownfield, Sally. 1984. Computer-assisted ESL research. CALICO
Journal 2,1 (Sep):20-3; incidentally, the article, which describes and
lists programs used in reading, is mistitled due to an editorial
error.

Bruce, Kay. 1984. Computer-based teaching materials. TESOL France
News 5,1 (Autumn):50-51.

Camuise, Ruth (Ed.). 1984. Microcomputers in Education Conference:
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Literacy plus. Rockville, MD: Computer Science Press; reviewed by
Greg kearsley (1985) in Journal of Computer-Based Instruction 12.3:87.

Canale, Michael, Graham Barker, Monique Belanger, Kathy MacRury,
Robert S. McLean, and Ronald G. Ragsdale. 1984. Microcomputer
software for the language arts in Ontario: Survey and analysis.
Toronto: Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE).

Carrier, Carol, Gayle Davidson, Verna Higson, and Michael Williams.
1934. Selection of options by tield independent and dependent
children in a computer-based concept lesson. Journal of
Computer-Based Instruction 11,2 (Spring) :49-54.

Case, R. and C. Bereiter. 1984. From behaviourism to cognitive
behaviourism to cognitive development: Steps in the evoluticl of
instructional design. Toronto: OISE, Centre for Applied Cognitive.
Sci ence.

Chandler, Daniel. 1984. E:ploring English with microcomputers.
U..: Council for Educational Technology.

Chapelle, Carol. 1984. Do ESL teachers need to 1:now anything about
computer-assistf-d language learning? TESOL/Teacher Education Interest
Section Newsletter 1,2 (Fall):2-3.

Chapelle, Carol, and Joan Jamieson. 1984. Language Lessons on the
PLATO IV system. In Wy 7.tt, David H. (Ed.) . Computer-assisted
language instruction. atford, UK/New Yori:r Pergamon Press. pp.
17;-20. Reprinted fro-1 System 11,1 (1981).

Chisolm, Allison. 1984. Electronic mail in the classroom: A teaching
tool for the future. EDUNE1 News 37 (Fall) :3 -4.

Cole, Peter, Robert. Lebowitz, and Robert Hart. 1984. Teaching Hebrew
with the aid of computers: The Illinois program. Computers and the
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Periodical Literature. Journal of Educational Technology Systems
1?,3:?41++

* =*= * 1985 * =*= *

Abdulaziz, Mohyeddin, William Smaltzer, and Helen Abdulaziz. 1985.
The computer book: Programming and language skills for students of
ESL. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall; reviewed by Deborah Healey
in CALL Digest 1,5:4-6.

Alessi, Stephen M., and Stanley R. Trollip. 1985. Computer-based
instruction: Methods and development. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, Inc.

Addams, Shay. 1985. Without learning to program, you can now create
your own adventure games. A+ 3,6 (Jun);42-7.

Bangert-Drowns, Robert L., James A. Kulik, and Chen-Lin C. Kulik.
1985. Effectiveness of computer-based education in secondary schools.
Journal of Computer-Based Instruction 12,3 (Summer):59-68.

Barry, John A. 1985. Righting your writing: Two programs that
improve your grammar. A+ 3,5 (May):49-53.

Been, Bill. 1985. Computer placement in the school. C.U.E.
(Computer Using Educators) 8,1 (Sep):12-14.

Bork, Alfred. 1985. Personal computers for education. New York:
Harper & Row: reviewe' by Greg Kearsley (1985) in Journal of
Computer-Based Inscruction 12,3:87.

Dostad, Dale A. 1985. Soviet, patent 'letin processing: A
particular applicat an of machine trr._ ion. CALICO Journal 2,4
(June/:27-30.

Burger, karen. 1985. Computer assisted instrkction: Learning style
and academic achievement. J:,urnal of Computer-Based Instruction 12,1
(Winter):21-22.

Carlson, Edward H. 1985. Explosion in paradise: Can you keep the
population of a desert island under control? Creative computing 11,9
(Sep):22-4; describes and lists a human population simulation program;
with some work, could be made into a realistic game, in which
v-riables could be manipulated by students and results discussed.

Chen, Milton, and William Paisley. 1985. Children and
microcomputers: Research on the medium. Beverly Hills, CA: Bage
Publications.

Childress, W. Michael. 1985. Correlation Analysis: A statistical
test for relationships between two sets of data. Creative Computing
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11,9 (Sep):96-9.

Crowell, Carol A. 1985. Goodbye, little red schoolhouse: Educational
software graduates to new levels at school, home,and business.
Creative Computing 11,4 (April):64-77.

Dahl, Rex C., and Paul F. Luckau. 1985. "VIDEODEUTSCH": A computer
assisted approach to verbal and nonverbal cultural literacy. CALICO
Journal 2,4 (June):13-19.

Dalgish, Gerard M. 1985. Current ESL software. TESOL Newsletter
19,1 (February):14.

Dalgish, Gerard M. 1985. Current ESL software: Branching and error
correction. TESOL Newsletter 19,2 (April):23.

Dalgish, Gerard M. 1985. Current ESL software: Student
control/teacher control. TESOL Newsletter 19,3 (June):9.

Dutra, Irene. 1985. Hypothesis testing and problem-solving software
for ESL students. Paper presented at at the 19th Annual TESOL
Convention, New York, April 8-14.

Eastmond, J. Nicholls, Jr., and Richard Mosenthal. 1985. The World
Center for Computing's pilot videodisc project for French language
instruction. CALICO Journal 2.4 (June):8-12,48.

Eckhard, Robert C. 1985. Penny-wise programs: Public domain software
for the Macintosh. A+ 3,7 (Jul/l:101-106,113-116.

Fisher, Wenn. 1985. Future directions in computing. C.U.E.
(Computer Using Educators) 8,1 (Sep):5.

Foster, Edward. Artificial intelligence: Beyond the buzzwords.
Personal Computing 9,4 (April):62-9; includes: Voice recognition on
intelligent machines, p. 66.

Geisler, Cheryl. 1985. WARRANT: A pedagogical environment for
critical reading, reasoning, and writing. CALICO Journal 2,4 (June):

Green, John O. 1985. A conversation with Seymour Paper: LOGO under
fire. Clast,:room Computer Learning, January:28-9,58-9.

C,.,stafson, Thomas J. 1985. Microcomputers and educational
administration. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall.

Hall, Keith A., and Sallie J. Sherman. 1985. Computer applications
in education and tra:ning: A curriculum development mode] and the
curriculum. Journz.1 of Computer-Based Instruction 12,1
(Winter):23-25.

Hancock, Charles R. 1985. Baltimore city schools use microcomputers
to teach writing. CALICO Journal 2,3 (March):13-16.
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Harris, Clifton S. 1985. The informati_ln age: Decision makers have a
new resource in prospect. T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in
Education) 12,9 (May):69-71.

Hofstetter, Fred T. 1985. Perspectives on a decade of computer-based
instruction, 1974-1984. Journal of Comp,,ter-Based Instruction 12,1
(Winter):1-7.

Jarchow, Elaine, and Janey Montgomery. 1985. Dare to use adventure
games in the language arts classroom. English Journal 74,2
(February):104-106.

Karwin, T.J., E.M. Landesman, and R.W. Henderson. 1985. Applying
cognitive science and interactive videodisc technology to preca]culus
mathematics learning modules. T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in
Education) 13.1 (August):57-63.

Kramsch, Claire, Douglas Morgenstern, and Janet H. Murray. 1985. An
overview of the MIT Athena Language Learning Project. CALICO Journal
2,4 (June):31-34.

Langley, Rob. 1985. Computer use at Country High School, Vacaville,
CA. C.U.E. (Computer Using Educators) 8,1 (Sep):9.

Larson, Jerry W., and Harold S. Madsen. 1985. Computerized adaptive
language testing: Moving beyond computer-assisted testing. CALICO
Journal 2,3 (March):32-36,43.

Levinson, Cynthia Y. 1985. Education by telecommunic?tions at the
elementary and secondary level: PraL:iices and problems. T.H.E.
Journal (Technical Horizons in Education) 12,8 (April):71-3.

Locatis, Craig, and Victor Carr. 1985. Selecting authoring systems.
Journal of Computer-Based Instruction 12,2 (Spring):28-33.

Mace, Scott. 1905. Logic games: Tools for thought. Personal
Computing 9,3 (Mar):145; interesting programs for an ESL class.

Mace, Scott. L985. Do-it-yourself Adventures. Personal Computing
9,6 (June):39.

Mace, Scott. 1985. Games for word wizards. Personal Computing 9,7
(July):43.

McGrath, Lindsay. 1985. Software on a shoestring. A+ 3,1 (Jan):71-8

Murphy, Jamie. 1985. Stepping into the story: Players participate in
"interactive fiction". Time, May 1.3:64.

Naiman, Adeline. 1985. In search of learning software. Personal
Computing 9,6 (June):35.

Nesbit, John C. 1985. Approximate string matching in response
analysis. Journal of Computer-Based Instruction 12,3 (Summer):71-5.
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Niman, John. 1985. A teachers companion to microcomputers.
Le.:ington, MA: D.C. Heath & Co.; reviewed by Greg Kearsley (1905) in
Journal of Computer-Based Instruction 12,3:87.

Norris, William C. 1985. Improving education through technological
innovation. T.H.E. Journal 12,10 (June):65-8.

Ohles, John F. 1985. The microcomputer: Don't love it to death.
T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in Education) 13,1 (August):49-53.

O'Malley, Christopher. 1985. Boosting your child's creativity: When
children play with computers, are they express,'g themselves or just
having fun? New computer programs designed with youthful creativity
in mind, make it easier for your kids to do both. Personal Computing
9,3 (Mar):100-107: try some of these commercial programs on ESL
students.

Parkhurst, Christine. 1985. Using C.A.L.L. to teach composition. In
Larson, Penny, Elliot Judd, and Dorothy S. Messerschmitt (Eds.), On
TESOL '84. Washington, DC: TESOL. pp 255-260.

Perez, Elizabeth Carlson, and Mary Alice White_ 1985. Student
evaluation of motivational and learnic.g attributes of microcomputer
software. Journal of Computer-Based Instruction 12,2 (Spring):39-43.

Pfaehler, Brenda. 1985. Electronic text: The University of Wisconsin
experience. T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in Education) 13,1
(August):67-70.

Pugh, Stefan M. 1985. Russian CAI at Dul.e University. CALICO
Journal 2,4 (June):6-7.

Ritacco, Michael. 1985. Developing a telecommunications system.
T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in Education) 12,9 (May):67-8.

Rogers, Stephen. 1985. The talking Apple. T.H.E. Journal (Technical
Horizons in Education) 12,7 (March):102-3.

Rowe, A. Allen. 1985. Interactive language simulation systems:
lechnolagy for a national language base. CALICO Journal 2,3
(March):44-47.

Sandler, Corey. 1985. Telecommunications talk: The Reader's Guide
goes electronic. Creative Computing 11,4 (April):28-30.

Sawyer, Teresa A. 1985. Humar factors considerations in
computer-assisted instruction. Journal of Computer-Based Instruction
12,1 (Winter):17-20.

Schmidt, Jenny. 1985. Adventure construction set. Nibole 6,5
(May):56-75; lists program.

Severino, Michael. 1985. How a small district is moving into the
21st century. T.H.E. Journal 12,10 (June):61-4.
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Simonsen, Sofus E. 1985. Student approach and reaction to CAI: ,-,n1

analysis of evaluations and logs. CALICO Journal 2,4 (June):35-39.

Spiller, Rex. 1985. The contribution of training technologies to
pi oductivzty. T.H.E. Jour (Technical Horizons in Education) 13,1
(August):64-66.

Staples, Betsy. 1985. Educational computing: Where are we now?
Creative Computing 11,4 (April):62; also SAT packages: An update, pp.
86-89.

Steinberg, Esther R., A.B. Baskin, and Terri D. Matthews. 1985.
Computer.presented organizational/memory aids as instruction for
solving Pico-fomi problems. Journal of Computer-Based Instruction
12,2 (Spring):44-49.

Stevens, Vance. 1985. You'd be surprised at how much public domain
software you can adapt to ESL and language learning. TESL Reporter
18,1 (January):8-15.

Stevens, Vance. 1985. Review of Higgins, John, and Tim Johns,
Computers in Language Learning (1984). CALICO Journal 2,7 (March):27.

Stevens, Vance, Roland Sussex, and Walter Tuman. 1985. A
bibliography of computer-aided languilge learning. ERIC Clearinghouse
on Languages & Linguistics, ED 254 072.

Takalo, Ronald. 1985. Language test generator. CALICO Journal 2,4
(June):45-4',.

reicher+, Herman U. 1985. Computer-assisted instruction in beginning
college German: An experiment. CALICO journal 2,3 (March)!18-24,43.

Tripp, Steven D. 1985. A Japanese word processor for the Apple.
CALICO Journal 2,4 (June):21-23.

van Di.Jk, Tim A.M., F. Gastkemoer, J. Moonen, and W. Romeijn. 1985.
Motives for CAI in post-secondary education. Journal of
Computer-Based Instruction 12,1 (Winter):8-11.

Weal, Elizabeth. 1985. Software for budding young writers:
Storymakers can help youngsters blossom. A+ 3,4 (Apr:1):34-38.

Wesley, Beth Eddinger, Gerald H. Krockover, and Charles R. Hicks.
1985. Locus of control and acquisition of computer literacy. Journal
of Computer-Based Instruction 12,1 :Winter):12-16.

Williams, Dennis A. 1985. How one school does it right. Personal
Computing 9,9 (Sep):80-28; includes Status report on computers in
schools, p. 88.

Williams, Steven E. 1985. Ice cream van. Creative computing 11,9
(Sep):94-5; describes variation on "lemonade stand" simulation
program, includes program listing.
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Wilson, Lois S. 1985. TICCTT: A computer-based success s.t.ory.
T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in Education) 12.7 (Ma-ch):94-5.

Wwtt, David H. 1985. Intelligent CALL. CALL News and Reviews
1.2:1-2.

Also: there is an article on an artificially intelligent LISP-based
tutorial (e;:pert system) in Byte, April 1985.

I. Organizations and Clearing Houses

ADCIS (Association for the Development of Computer-Based Instruction
Systems), Computer Center, Western Washington University, Bellingham,
Washington 98225; conferences, interest group activities,
publications

Apple Eduction Foundation; Apple Computer, Inc., 10201 N. DeAnza
Blvd, Cupertino, CA 95014

Association for Computer-Assisted Learning, Educational Computing
Section, Chelsea College, University of London, Friese Green House,
Chelsea Manor St., London Sw3 6LX

Association for Literary and Linguistic Computing (ALLC), Literary and
Linguistic Computing Centre, Sidgwick Site, Cambridge CB3 9DA

Bibliographic Retrieval Services, 1200 Route 7, Latham, New York
12110: has database of instructional software available for use with
microcomputers

Bilingual Educators for Computer Assistance (BECA), Campus Box 136,
Texas AM University, Kingsville, TX 78363.

British Council, 20 Carlton House Terrace, London SW1Y 5AP, Centre for
Ir.formation on Language Teaching and Research (CILT); has annotated
Specialised Bibliography B32 (1982) on CALL, among other resources

CALICO (Computer Assisted Language Instruction Consortium), 3078 JKHB,
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 84602

CALL-IS (Computer-Assisted Language Learning-Interest Section of
TESOL). % Head, Learning Laboratories, Concordia University, 1455
deMaisonneuve West, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3G-1M8

CHIME (Clsaringhouse of Information on Microcomputers in Education),
108 Gunderson, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078

CONDUIT, University of Iowa/Oakdale, P.O. Box 388, Iowa City, Iowa
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52244. (Publication called Pipeline, Software clearing house)

Council for Educational Technology an the Uniued Kingdom (CET), 3
Devonshire St., London W1N 2BA

EDUNET (EDUCOM), P.O. Box 364, Princeton, NJ 08540. (Promotes sharing
of computer-based resources.)

The English Microlab Registry, 1211 47th St., Lubbock TX 79412; a
database of facilities in language-related departments in colleges and
universities using microcomputers for teaching and research in
composition

ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Lin9uistics, Center for Applied
Linguistics, 1118 22nd St., N.W., WasW.rgton, D.C. 20037: Search
"Computer-Assisted Instruction in Second Languages" (915);
Microcomputers in elementary and secondary education: A guide to the
resources (1983) contains information similar to that in this
bibliography; also has minibibliographies, books on CALL, etc.

EZUG (Educational ZX-80/81 Users Group) % Eric Deeson, Highgate
School, Birmingham, B12 9DS

International Council for Computers in Edication (ICCE), U. of Oregon,
1787 Agate St., Eugene, OR 97403; class and workshop resources, etc.

Micro Users in Schools and Education (MUSE), Freepost, Bromsgrove,
Worcestershire, BG1 7BR

Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium, 2520 Broadway Dr., St.
Paul (Lauderdale), MN 55113. (Acts as a clearing house for
educ,Aional software, has CAI-related publications.)

NCTE, 1111 Kenyon Rd, Urbana, Ill. 61801; several of its books and two
of ats periodicals (College Composition and Communication; and English
Journal) occasionally contain articles on CAI

NECC (National Educational Computing Conference) exists to create
interaction among educational computer users; has an annual
conference, publishes proceedings

Newswire, Dennis Sayers, New England BEMSC Satellite Office,
University of Hartford, Hillyer Hall, 200 Bloomfield Ave., West
Hartford, CT 06117; an electronic pen pal program for LEP students
operating via Interlearn, Inc., San Diego

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL), 300 S.W. Sixth
Ave., Portland, Oregon 97204 runs (1) RICE (Resources in Computer
Education), an on-line data base "for information on some 2000
microcomputer courseware items"; and (2) MicroSIFT (Microcomputer
Software and Information for Teachers)

OUCHE (Organization for Using Computers in Hawaii Education), 95-112
Kipapa Dr. #420, Mililani, HI 96789
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SMALL Society for Microcomputer Applications in Language and
Literature); merged with CALICO in late 1981; published MICRO, a low
budget, but interesting, newsletter.

A1,-Lci Consult Hildebrandt, Darlene Meyers (Ed.), 1985 edition,
Computing information directory, Federal Way, WA: Pedaro, Inc., for a
listing similar to this one but more generalized

II. Journals and Periodicals

ALLC Bulletin and ALLC Journal, Association for Literary and
Linguistic Computing, Literary and Linguistic Computing Centre,
Sidgwick Site, Cambridge CB3 9DA

L'APOP (Le Bulletin de l'Association pot les Applications
Pedagogigues de l'Ordinateur au Post-se' ,ndaire), % Louise Lessard,
College Bois-de-Boulogne, 10 555 ay. Bo.s-de-Boulogne, Montreal,
Canada H4N 1L3

Apple Education News, Apple Computer, Inc., 2052`" Mariani Ave.,
Cupertino, CA 95014; free to educators

Babel (Journal of the Australian Federation of Modern Language
Teachers Association)

British Jgurn.i. 61 Educational Technology, Council for Educational
Technology, 3 Devonshirs St., London WIN 2BA

Byte, P.O. Box 590, Martinsville, NJ 08836. (Advanced applications,
occasional articles on CAI)

CALICO Journal, 3078 JKHB, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 84602

CALLBOARD: contact Roger Savage, CALLBOARD Treasurer, 19 High St.,
Eccleshall, Stafford, U.K. ST21 6BW

C.A.L.L. Digest (Computers and Language Learning), Hinoki
International School, 2024 Center Ave. #26, Fort Lee, NJ 07024; short
reports on applications, trends, developments, and software

CALL-IS Newsletter; see CALL-IS in Section I

CALNEWS, Council for Educational Technology, 3 Devonshire St., London
W1N 2BA

CALL News ,And Reviews, P.O. Box 18708, Los Angeles, CA 90007

CALL-UP: contact Peter Avis. Regional Centre Director, South Yorkshire
& Humberside Microelectronics Education Programme, Exeter Road, Off
Coventry Grove, Doncaster DN2 4PY

CELAO, APLV, 19 rue de la Glaciere, 75013, Paris, France. (A French
CALLBOARD)
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CET New Council for Educetiona Technology, 3 Devonshire St., London
WIN 2BA

Classroom Compute- Learning, 19 Davis Driv=i, Belmont, CA 94002 -or-
2451 E. River Rd., Dayton, OH 45439.

Classroom Computer News, Box 266, Cambridge, MA 02138

Collegiate Microcomputer, Rose-Hulman Inst. of Technology, Terre
Haute, IN 47803

Computer Education: A Journal for Te, ,iers, Computer Education Group,
North Staffordshire Polytechnic, % Jackson, Black Heath Lane,
Stafford, England

Computer Student, The Apple Computer Clubs, 217 Jackson St., Box 948,
Lowell, MA 01857.; prints blurbs, articles, interviews, tutorials (e.g.
assembly, graphics), and program subroutines and listings.

Computers & Education, Pi.rgamon Press, Fairview Park, Elmsford, NY
10523. Covers computer use in "all aspects of education", ^rit just
CAI

Computers & Composition % Cynthia SE e, Michigan Tech Univ.,
Houghton, MI 49931

Computers & the Humanities (Amsterdam)

Computers in Human Behavior, Pergamon Press, Maxwell House, Fairview
Park, Elmsford, NY 10523

Computers in Schools, see MUSE in Section I

Computers, Reading, and Language Arts (CRLA), P.O. Box 13247, Dept. N,
Oakland, CA 94661

The Computing Teacher, Computing Center, Eastern Oregon State College,
La Grande, OR 97850 -or- Dept of Computer and Information Science,
University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403-1923

Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, N.J. (Frequently has
articles on C'U and/or reviews of educational software)

CUE Newsletter (Computer-Using Educators), Box 18547, San Jose, CA
95185 -or- 127 O'Connor St., Menlo Park, CA 94025.

EDUBUS, 2500 University Dr., Calgary, Canada T2N 1N4

Education Computer News, Capitol Publications, 1300 N. 17th St.,
Arlington, VA 22209; biweekly

Educational and Instructional Television (EITV), 51 Sugar Hollow Rd.,
Danbury CT 06810. The May 1979 issue (Vol. 11 #5) is largely about
interactive video
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Educational Computer (no lunger publishing, according to Time, June 4,
1984)

alucational Computing, 30-71 Islington GrTen, London, N1

Educational Media International, 3 Greenway, London N20 BEE; Issue No.
1, 1982, has numerous one-page articles on computers in education

Educational Technology, 140 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Heights, NJ 07632.
(See the January 1983 issue for half a dozen timely articles on
educational computing, and for a special section on standards for and
evaluation of courseware.)

Electronic Education, 1311 Executive Center Drive, Suite 220,
Tallahassee, FL 32301

Elect.-onic Learning, Box 645, Lyndhurst, NJ 07071 -or- 902 Sylvan
Ave., Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632 -or- 730 Broadway, New York, NY
10003-9538; Frequently synthesises resource information
directory-style

EZUG Newsletter; see EZUG in Section

Hands On!, 8 Eliot St., Cambridge, MA 02138

ILEA Educational Computing Newsletter, Inner London Education
Authority, County Hall, London

InCider, CW Communications, 80 Pine St., Peterborough, NH 07458.

Interface Age, P.O. Box 1234, Cerritos, CA 90701. (Occasional
articles on education.)

International Journal of Instructional Media, 120 Marine St.,
Farmingdale, NY 11735. (Scholarly articles)

Instructional Innovator

Journal of Computer-Assisted Learning, Blackwell Scientific
Publications Ltd. (Oxford); % Editor: Robert Lewis, Director, Inst. of
Education Computing, St Martin's College, Lancaster, U.K.

Journal of Computer-Basee Instruction, Association for the Development
of Computer-Based Instructional Systems (ADC'S), 3255 Hennepin Ave.
So., Minneapolis, MN 55408

Journal of Educational Technology Systems, 120 Marine St.,
Farmingdale, NY 11735. (Scholarly articles)

LOGO & Educational Computing Journal, 1320 Stony Brook Rd., Stony
BrooF, NY 11790

Machine-Mediated Learning, Crane, Russak & Co., Inc., 3 East 44th St.,
New York, NY 10017. (Scholarly articles)
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Media and Methods, t511 Walnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19102

MICRO, former publicatiIn of SMALL (see Section I)

Microcomputer Digest, C.E.O. Associates, 201 Route 516, Old Bridge, NJ
08857

Microcomputers in Education, 5 Chapel Hill Drive, Fairfield, CT 06432

Micronica, Bilingual Educators for Computer Assistance (BECA), Campus
Box 136. Texas A&I University, Kingsville, TX 78363.

Microsift News / Microsift Review. Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, 500 Lindsay Bldg., 710 S.W. Second Ave, Portland, Oregon
97204. (Journal of "a clearinghouse for microcomputer K-12
instructional software and information")

NALLD Journal (National Association of Learning Laboratory Directors,
Academic Publications, University of Louisville, 2301 So. 3rd St.,
Louisville, KY 40292

On Computing (non-technical)

Personal Computing, Box 2940, Boulder, CO 80322. (Occasional
articles on computers in education)

Pipeline, P.O. Box 388, Iowa City, Iowa 52244. (Publication of
CONDUIT; see software resources)

Popular Computing; has a Guide to Computers in Education, free to
subscribers

Research in Word Processing Newsletter % Dr. Bradford Morgan, So.
DaLota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD 57701;
clearinghouse of information on applications of computers to teach
wrtting at all levels

Scholastic MICROZINE, P.O. Box 645, Lyndhurst, NJ 07071-9986; a
periodical on disk

Softalk, 10432 Burbank Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91601. (Separate
publications for Apple and for IBM; the one for Apple recently carried
regular columns called The Schoolhouse Apple by Jean Varven and LOGO
Ideas by Jim Muller, plus occasional feature articles on computers in
education; unfortunately, publication suspended)

System, Pergamon Press, Maxwell House, Fairview Park, Elmsford, NY
10523

Teaching and Computers, 902 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

The TEC News % Mark Wasicsko, School of Education, Texas Weslayan
College, Fort Worth, Texas, 76105

TESOL Newsletter, 202 D.C. Transit Bldg., Georgetown Univ., Washington
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D.C. 20057; "On Line" column about CALL

T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in Education), P.O. Box 092, Acton,
MA 01720 (Available free to quali+ied tndividuals)

USER'S: The MECC Instructional Computer Newsletter. 2520 North
Broadway Dr., St. Paul, MN 55113 -or- 3490 Lexington North, St. Paul,
MN 55112

III. Public Domain Software

Addison Wesley books of 1985 software; see section VI below.

AdventureDisk, P.O. Box 216 Mercer Island, WA 98040; $6/disk; reviews,
hints, solutions, and source for Eamon games and Eamon Dungeon
Designer (reviewed by Shay Addams (1985) in A+ 3,6)

American Software Publishing, Box 57221, Washington, D.C. 20037;
mentioned in A+ 3,1:78 (1985)

Apple Avocation Alliance (AAA), 2111 Central Ave., Cheyenne, WV 82001;
mentioned in A+ 3,1:78 (1985)

Apple PugetSound Program Library Exchange (A.P.P.L.E.), 21246 68th Ave
9, ent, WA 98032; Publishes Call-A.P.P.L.E., disseminates software;
mentioned in A+ 3,1:78 (1985)

Appleware, Inc., 6400 Hayes St., Hollywood, FLA 33024; has
public-domain type games, utilities, etc. for $1 a program

Big Red Apple Club, 1105 So. 13th, Suite #103, Norfolk, NE 68701;
mentioned in A+ 3,1:78 (1985)

Chicago Public Library, North Pulaski Branch, 4041 West North Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60639; mentioned in A+ 3,1;78 (1985)

Clearinghouse for Free Computer Materials, Ryan Library, Iona College,
New Rochelle, NY 10801

Commodore Users Group, Box 2310, Rosenberg, OR 97470; membership fee
for subscription to Command Performance and access to public domain
library

Computer Learning Center, P.O. Box 110876-A, Tacoma, 14( 98411; EAMON
Introductory Offer; 6 text adventures for $20, according to A+ 3,7:79
(July, 1935)

Computer Using Educators (CUE), San Mateo County Office of Education,
SMERC Library, 333 Main St., Redwood City CA 94063; newsletter,
Softswap collection of public domain programs

CP/M Users' Group, 1651 3rd Ave., New York, NY 10028; mentioned in A+
3,1:70 (1985)
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CP/M Users` Group % Jim Ayers, Computer Systems oF Marin, 301 Poplar
St., Mill Valley, CA 94941; mentioned in A+ 3,1:78 (1985)

international Apple Core (IAC), 908 George St., Santa Clara, CA 95050;
mentioned in A+ 3,1:78 (1985)

Micro Users in Schools and Education (MUSE), Freepost, Bromsgrove,
Worcestershire, B81 7BR "supports a software library at Oundle School,
Northamptonshire" according to British Council CIS/CILT Specialised
bibliography 832 on CALL, Oct. 1982

North Central Regional Library, Software Mail Order Dept., 238 Olds
Station Rd., Wenatchee, WA 98801; mentloned in A+ 3,1:78 (1985)

Pandora Software, Clearfield, Utah; 4000 programs in 200 volumes
(20/vol.), 43 categories, of which education, games, quizzes are 3;
$5/vol; In THE Journal 12,10:44 (June, 1985)

Public Domain, Inc., 5025 So. Rangeline Rd., West Milton, OH 45383

Publlc domain software directory for the IBM PC. Santa Clara, CA: PC
Software Interest Group; in THE 12,1:64 (August, 1984)

Young Peoples' Logo Association, P.O. Box 955067, Richardson, TX
75085; send self-addressed stamped envelope for catalog of pu5lic
domain programs available for exchange

IV. Vendors

These vendors are listed alphabetically and according to information
available to me, often in the form of the vendors' own brochures or
advertisemenc-. The items listed may or may not be appropriate to
ESL/FL; listing is not endorsement.

Note: Apple, Groleer, Hartley, Sunburst, and Scholastic provide
software "lab pack" quantities; that is half a dozen disks for the
price of two or three (per C.U.E. 8,1:3&7; Sept. 1985)

Advanced Learning Systems, P.O. Box 5127, Eugene, OR 97405; IMA Tyner
typing tutorial (ESL version available),

Apple Computer, 10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014. Has PILOT and
SuperPILOT, both authorinr languages for Apple II. Also, editable
educational packets, such as Magic Spells

Aquarius People Materials, Inc., P.O. Box 128, Indian Rocks Beach, FL
17535

Artificial Intelligence Resource Group, (213) 656-7368 (Eliza)

Avant-Garde Creations, 378 Commercial Blvd., Novato, CA 94947; Z.E.S.
authoring system, fancy programming utilities, PAL reading system;
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free sample disks

Ballard & TIghe, 480 Atlas St., Brea, CA 92621; Idea Cat, Elephant
Ears, and Mouse Math (all ESL and Spanish CAL!) with Echo+ voice
synthesizer interface

Bantam, Creative Contraptions (create a machine to accomplith e
specific purpose), and Escape and The Cave of Time (interactive
fiction for ages 10 and up; I, maybe?') commented on by David H. Ahl
(1985) in Creative Computing 11,9:8

BCD Associates, Inc., 5E209 S.W. 5th St., F...tite 101, Oklahoma City, OK
73128; VTR interface ac.d controller devices, "The Instructor"
interactive video authoring system and other video control software

Bell & Howell, 7100 N. McCormick Road, Chicago, IL 60645. Has PASS,
AVA, & V/CDS authoring systems with interactive video capabilities

BIPACS, 33 W. Walnut St., Long Beach, NY 11561. Has an ESL software
series for Apple II, ';press Trainer authoring system; does customized
programming

Bobby-Merrill Educational Publishing, 4300 West 62nd St., P.O. Box
7080, Indianopolis, Ind. 46206; books Id software, particularly
programming and utilities

Brainworks, Calabazas, Calif.; Chipwits (for Macintosh) reviewed by
Scott Mace in Personal Computing 9,3:145

Britannica Computer Based Learning, -ncyclopedia Britannica
Educational Corporation, 425 North Michigan Ave. Dept. 10A, Chicago IL
60611. Program packages for language arts/reading (claimed to be
applicable to ESL)

Brode, and Software, 17 Paul Dr., San Rafael, CA 94903; The Print Shop
reviewed by Robert Cowart (1984) in A+ 2,12:95-6; Where in the World
is Carmen San Diego (geography and almanac skills; ESL, maybe??)
mentioned in C.U.E. 8,1:7 (1985) and reviewed by Scott Mace (1985) in
Personal Computing 9,9:23 and by David Ahl (1985) in Creative
Computing 11,8:68; Forthcoming: Fantavision (special effects/animation
generator), Science Toolkit

CBS Software, One Fawcett Place, Greenwich, CT 06386; Adventure Master
reviewed by Shay Addams (1985) in AY 3,6 and by Scott Mace (1985) in
Personal Computing 9,6:39; Wordfindf.r and Pathwords reviewed by Scott
Mace (1985) in Personal Computing 9,7:43

CodeWriter Corporation, 7847 North Caldwell, Ni!vis, IL 60648;
AdventureWriter reviewed by Shay Addams (1985) in A+ 3,6 and by Scott
Mace (1985) in Personal Computing 9,6:39

-ollins ELT, Marketing Dept., 8 Grafton St., London W1X 3LA; Higgins &
Johns' TEXTPUILDER (TEXTBAG & CLOSEUP), and Tim Johns's WORDBUILDER

COMPress, P.O. Box 102, Wentworth, N.H. 03282. Has "EnBASIC", an
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enhancement to Applesoft BASIC which allows certain subroutines (e.g.
answer judging) to be implemented with simplified commands. Also,
foreign language software

Computer Adv,Inced Ideas, (415) 526-9100. Games applicable to ESL,
with authoring capabilities

Computer Curriculum Corp., 1070 Arasradero Rd., P.O. Box 10080, Palo
Alto, CA 94304-0812; interactive audio, td!CROHOST Instructional System

Concord' University, Language Lab, 1455 deMaisonneuve W., Montreal,
Quebec, Canada H3r-1M8; Reading for Information, Non-Verbal
Communication reviewed by Patrick Kelly (1985) in CALICO Journal

L'Accord du Participe Passe reviewed by Roland A. Champagne
(1985) in CALICO Journal 2,3:43

CONDUIT, P.O. Box 388, Iowa City, Iowa 52244, has 58 "English: Basic
Mechanics" leisonm, 7 45-- minute modules of syntax tutorials called
"Dialog", and an authoring program called "Dasher"; Practicando
Espanol reviewed by Ronald Takalo, and Lecciones Espanol reviewed by
Thomas A. Claer, in CALICO Journal 2,3:40

Convop, Inc., 675-D Conger St., Eugene, OR 97402; has Voice Master
card (with microphone) for digitalized speech storage and playback.

CTB/McGraw-Hill, Del Monte Research Park, 2500 Garden Rd., Monterey CA
93940; ("AIMS instructional management system

Dalroth Computer Products, Ltd, Interactive Video Systems Division, 4
Half Moon St., Mayfair, London W1Y 7RA, U.K.; ha- IVL interfacing
video with Apple II/IIe

DataTech Software, 19312 East Eldorado Drive, Aurora, CA 80013;
"Mentor", an authoring system

Davidson and Associates, 6069 Groveoak Place, Suite 12, Rancho Palos
Verdes, CA 90274; Word Attack! reviewed by Jock Root (1983) in Softalk
3.11:107-9, and in CALL News and Reviews 1,2:3-4 (1985).

DCH Educational Software, D.C. Heath & Co., 125 Spring St., Lexington,
MA 02173; has QUILL, a package with Planner (generate and organize
thoughts), Library, Mailbag, and Writer's Assistant programs; Verb
Viper deemed "effective" for ESL in review by Ruth Cole (1985) in
C.U.E. 8,1:26

DesignWare, 185 Berry St., San Francisco, CA 94107; Spellagraph
reviewed in Electronic Learning 4,2 (October, 1984):ESR-7.

DLM Teaching Resources, One DLM Park, Allen, TX 75002; has Freddy's
Puzzling Adventures whicrs lets students play rr create number and word
puzzles; Arcademic Drill Builders reviewed in Electronic Learning 4,2
(October, 1984):ESR-5

Dolphin Software, 230 So. 39th St., Boulder, CO 80303; Spanish Verb
Quiz reviewed by Richard A. Raschio (1985) in CALICO Journal 2,3:42-3
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Dormac Inc.. , P.O. Box 1699, Beaverton, Oregon 97075; 14 diskettes of
ESL lessons on syntax with an accompanying workbook

Dynacomp, Inc., 1427 Monroe Ave, Rochester, NY 14618 -or-- 1064 Gravel
Rd., Webster, NY 14580; Genesis adventure writer

Educational Activities, Inc., P.O. Box 392, Freeport, NY 11520;
reading, language arts, etc., including ESL and bilingual software;
Dragon Game Series reviewed by Robert G. Hackenberg (1984) in CALICO
Journal 2,2:38-9

2duSoft Educational Software, P.O. Box 2560-A5, Berkeley, CA 94702

Electronic Arts, 2755 Campus Dr., San Mateo, CA 94404; Adventure
Construction Set r..yiewed by Scott Mace (1985) in Personal Computing
9,6:1;9

Electronic Courseware Systems, 309 Windsor Rd., Champaign, IL 61820;
has 14 disk drill and practice English Series

Gessler Educational Software, 900 Broadway, New York, NY 10003, has
over 25 games. tutorials, and drill/review disks for French, Spanish,
German, and ESL; LIRIC (Language Instruction for Recent Immigrants
through Computer Technology), mentioned in CALICO Journal 2,1:17

Gorilla Software, 3604 S.W. 31st Dr.-20C, Gainesville, FL 32608; The
Writing Lab and SPICE (revision skills)

Great Plains National Library, Box 80669, Lincoln, NB 68501; Villa
Alegre, an Apple II to Pioneer or Sony interfaced interactive video
paci:age for ESL or Spar noted in Electronic Learning, April
(1984):52.

Hartley Courseware, Inc., Box 419, Dimondale, MI. 48821; Verb Usage,
Vowels (Mentioned by Baltra, TESCIL Convention, Houston 1983)

Hayden 9oftware, 600 Suffolk St., Lowell, MA 01854; The Computer Novel
Construc+' Set

HLS Dupli,ating Services, BBOA Maude Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043;
Crossword Magic described in Personal Computing, August 1985.

Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, 383 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10017.
Distributing Chris Jones's Storyboard and Clm.emaster

Houghton Mifflin Co., P.O. Box 683, Hanover, NH 03755; programs for
counseling, reading & language arts, maths, CMI, English MicroLab,
etc.

Houston Independent School District, Patsy Rogers (713)-960-8888;
notional-functional based digital speech interfaced ESL software

Informaton USA, 4701 Willard Ave., Suite 1707, Chevy Chase, MD 20815;
publishes The Federal Data Base Finder to facilitate access to 3000
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U.S. Gov't data bases

Instructional/Communications Technology, Inc., 10 Stepar Place,
Huntington Sta., New York, NY 11746; Reading Around Words reviewed by
Julia G. Blair, and Comprehension Power Program Levels 1-12 reviewed
by Lily Yang Hsiao-ning, in CALICO 2,1:40-2 (1984)

Instructional Development Systems, 2927 Virginia Beach Blvd., Virginia
Beach, VA 23452. Has "AIDS", an authoring system

Intellectual Software, 798 North Ave., Briageport, CT 06606; French
Vocabulary Games reviewed by John B. RomPiser in CALICO Journal

3 41 -2

interLearn, Box 342, Cardiff by the Sea, CA 92007; Computer Chronicles
Newswire, other interactive texts and writers' tools

John D. Owens Associates, Inc., Staten Island, NY; Inrac, a
programming language "whose main strength is understanding and
speaking English", described in T.H.E. Journal 12,4:68 (1984)

Jostens Learning Systems, Inc., 60C West University Drive, Arlington
Heights, IL 60004-1889; UFONIC Voice System, programmable voice
synthesis using an interface board and amplifier/speaker

Krell Software Corp.., 1320 Stony Brook Rd., Stony Brook, NY 11790;
Grammar, What Big Teeth You Have! reviewed by Stephen Mahlum (1984) in
CALICO Journal 2,2:39-40; TOEFL noted in Creative Computing 11,2:124
(1985)

L & S Computerware, 1589 Fraser Dr., Sunnyvale CA 94087; Crossword
Magic puzzle generator.

LampLighter Software, Inc., 7 Breton Ave., Melville, NY 11747;
"Language Lab" interactive audio

The Learning Co., 4370 Alpine Rd., Portola Valley, CA 94025; Rocky's
Boots; Robot Odyssey I reviewed by Scott Mace in Personal Computing
9,3:145.

Learning Well, Methods Solutions, 200 So. Service Rd., Roslyn
Heights, NY 11577; That's My Story reviewed by Samila S. Nickell
(1984) in CALICO Journal 2,2:40-1

Lingo Fun, Inc., P.O. Box 486, Westerelle, OH 43081; Spanish Idiom
Master reviewed in CALICO Journal 2,4:41-2

Living Videotext, Inc., 450 San Antonio Rd., Suite 56, Palo Alto, CA
94306; Think Tank reviewed by Steve Arants (1983) in Creative
Computing 9,11:101-2

Longman's Ltd. is about to introduce a packet of CALL software called
DUARTEXT

Macmillan Education; Ltd., Haundsmills, Basingsttoke, Hants RG1 2XS;
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Chelsea College Computers in the Curriculum materials (described in
CALLBOARD 6)

Mallard Educational Systems, No. 21, 826 10th St. So., Minneapolis, MN
55404; has Language Plus authoring system featuring several CALL
formats

Management Science America, 3445 Peachtree Rd. N.E. , Atlanta, GA
3037.:6; has 5-volume Writing Skills series

Math and Computer Education Project (MCEP), Lawrenr-, Hall of Science,
Uniyersity of California, Berkeley, CA 94720; "Creative Play" for
critical thinking skills

Mc2 Mater Class Corp.. 1721 Black River Rd., Rome, NY 13440; CAST
Unix -bawd authoring system

Mesa Community College, Vocational English as a Second Language, VESL
Curriculum ProJect, 1833 W. Southern Ave., Mesa, AZ 85202;
SuperPILOT-based iocational ESL materials

Microcomputer Workshops Courseware, 225 Westchester Ave., Port Chester
NY 10573. Language arts and foreign language software

Milliken Publishing Co. , 1100 Research Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63132; The
Writing Workshop reviewed in Apple Education News 5,3:7 and in T.H.E.
Journal 12,10:44; Sentence Combining reviewed by Vance Stevens (1985)
in CALICO Journal 2,4:41

Milton-Bradley; Reading Comprehension - Main Ideas and Details;
students recognize topic sentences, list supporting details, summarize
main ideas, choose titles, evaluate details

Mindscape (address not given); Crossword Magic reviewed by Scott Mace
(1985) in Personal Computing 9,7:43

Minnesota Educational Computing Corporation; formerly: Computing
Consortium (MECC), 2520 1,-oadway Drive, St. Paul, MN 55113. Has
"Programmer's Aid" series, which are subroutine skeletons for user
supplied text; Writing a Narrative (Reviewed in Apple Education News
5, #3: 7); library of software available to schools and colleges at
nominal costs

National Textbook Co., 4255 West Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood, IL
60646-1975; basic Vocabulary Builder on Computer for Spanish, French,
German, Ita.lan, and ESL

Prentice-Hall, College Marketing-ESL, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632;
c.:istributes Lin Lougheed's Reading Strategy Series

The Psychological Corporation - Learning Achievement Corporation, 757
3rd Ave., New York NY 10017. PRISM series reading for grades 3-5 and
7 and up. Might apply to ESL

Random House; Fix It (create a machine to accomplish a specific
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purpose) commented on by David H. Ahl (1985) in Creative Computing
11,9:8

Raptor Systems, Inc., 324 South Main St., Suits 1, St llwater, Minn
55082; The Author & The Author Plus computer authoring systems

Regents/ALA, 2 Park Ave., New York 10016; various ESL products;
Grammar Mastery reviewed by Martha C. Pennington (1984) in CALL News
and Reviews 1,1:1,3.

Research Design Associates, Stony Brook, NY; Proteus-The Idea
Processor incorporates 5 prewriting strategies; noted in T.H.E,
Journal 13,1;32

Ritam Corporation (address not given); Monty Plays Scrabble revieweo
by Scott Mace (1985) in Personal Computing 9,7:43

Scandura Training Systems, 1249 Greentree Lane, Narbeth, PA 19072, has
10disk language arts tutorial, FL disks; does customized programming

Scholastic Wizware (no address given); Mystery Double Feature
("twistaplot" in a haunted house) reviewed by Margaret Chavez (1985)
2n C.U.E. 8,1:26

Science Research Associates, 155 North Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL 60606
(contact local rep.); SRA Thinkware

Sensible Software, Inc. 24011 Seneca, Oak Park, MI 48237; Report Card
CMI program

Shenandoah Software, Box 776, Harrisburg, VA 22801; Puzzle Master for
TRS-80 noted in C.U.E. 7,6:25

Spel Tec, 3109 Scotts Valley Dr., Suite 153, Scotts Valley, CA 95066;
Word Wars spelling tutor

Springboard Software, 7807 Creekridge Circle, Minneapolis, NM 55435;
.The Newsroom reviewed by Norman Johnson (1985) in C.A.L.L. Digest
1,5:6-8 and by Carol Crowell (1985) in Creative Computing 11,8:69-71.

Sterling Swift Publishing, 7901 So. IH-35, Austin, TX 78744; Writing
with a micro: Before word processing and beyond, reviewed by Diane
Strong-Krause (1984) in CALICO 2,1:40

Storybooks of the Future, 527 41st Ave., San Francisco, CA 94121

Sunburst Communications, Inc., 39 Washington Ave., Pleasantville, NY
10570; Puzzle Tanks reviewed in Electronic Learning 4,2 (October,
1984):ESR-4; Missing Links reviewed in C.A.L.L. Digest, Spring:7-8;
The Factory described by Irene Dutra, presentation at TESOL '85, New
York; also The Incredible Lab

Tandberg of America, Educational Division, 1 Labriola Ct., Armonk, NY
10504; computer-interfacable audio tape players, programmable in BASIC
or with InterAct authoring system
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Thorn EMI Computer- Software, Inc.. 1881 Langley Ave., Irvine, CA
92714; Perfect Writer integrated word processing, communications, data
management, etc.

Touch Technologies, 609 So. Escondido Blvd., Suite 101, Escondido, CA
92025; Computerized Lesson Authoring System (CLAS)

University of Iowa, Center for Educational Experimentation.
Development, and Evaluation (CEEDE), 218 Lindquist Center, Iowa City,
IA 52242; ESL & bilingual learning material

University of Northern Iowa, Modern Language Dept. (Malcolm Price Lab
School). Cedar Falls, IA 50613; Drill & Filler

University of Pennsylvania, Language Analysis Project, 440 WMS
Hall/CU, Philadelphia, PA 19104; PATHWAYS state-table driven authoring
software

Videodisc Design/Production Group, KUON-TV, University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, P.O. Box 83111, Lincoln, NE 68501-3111, Tel:
(402)-472-3611.

WICAT Systems, Box 539, Orem UT 84057 has WISE authoring system, and
reading and writing programs

Wida Software, 2 Nicholas Gardens, London W5 5HY, has a number of
driver programs (i.e. templates into which you write in your own
texts). programs for various foreign languages; Apfeldeutsch reviewed
by Hugh Dobbs, Practical Computing November, 1981.

INTERACTIVE VIDEO: Dave Wyatt, 4614 Chase Ave, Bethesda MD 20814, has
a list of 21 "Suppliers of Software and Hardware for Interactive
Video".

V. Catalogs

The following companies issue catalogs in which are represented the
products of several vendors of educational software.

1984 American Micro Media Catalog, Box 306, Red Hook, NY 12571. 1500
programs from 175 publishers

B. Dalton, P.O. Box 1403, Minneapolis, MN 55440; prints mini-catalog
listing software directories, books on programming, games, etc.

Computer Knowledge Center, 205 W. 19th St., New York, NY 10011; books
on programming, micros, etc.

The Continental Press, 1984 Micro-software Catalog,.520 E. Bainbridge
St., Elizabethtown PA 17022-9989; in addition to catalog, publishes
Hively's Choice (see. directories, below)
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Dilithium Press, P.O. Box 606, Beaverton, OR 97075; books, software,
book/software packages

Educational Activities' Microcomputer Software Catalog, P.O. Box 392,
Freeport, NY 11520

Educational Computing Catalog, Fisher Scientific/EduMart Computer
Division, 1158 N. Lamon Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60651

Follet's Duality Courseware Catalog, Follet Library Book Co., Crystal
Lake, Ill.

K-12 Micromedia, 172 Broadway, Woodcliff Lake, N.J. 07675; provides
free backup of all protected educational software.

Learning Arts Educational Computer Software Catalog, P.O. Box 179,
Wichita, KS 67201

Merit Computer Resource Center, 3701 N.W. 50th, Oklahoma City, OK
73112

The Micro Center, P.O. Box 6, Pleasantville, NY 10570

MicroPro, 33 San Pablo Ave, San Rafael, CA 94903; training aids (i.e.
Wordstar, etc.) for educators sat substantial discounts through
Software Endowment Program

lonument Computer Service, P.O. Box 603, Joshua Tree, CA 92252;
(request education catalog A-84)

Opportunities for Learning, Inc., 8950 Lurline Ave., Dept. 60 M.F.,
Chatsworth, CA 91311 -or- 20417 Nordhoff St., Dept. P, Chatsworth, CA
91311

Duality Educational Microcomputer Software, Charles Clark, Co., 168
Etpress Dr., Brentwood, NY 11717

Scholastic, Inc., 730 Broadway, New York, NY 10003 Scholastic, Inc.
-or- 904 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

SIMPAC Educational Systems, 1105 N. Main St. - Suite 11C, Gainesville,
Fla. Z2601; "meritorious software for the discriminating educator",
some developed by SIMPAC

Sunburst Educational Computer Courseware, Room BD 9 3, 39 Washington
Ave., Pleasantville, NY 10570.

TAB Books, Inc. P.O. Box 40, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214; books,
software, and book/software packages, especially programming and
utilities

WineWare Software for Schools, 145 Heritage Ave., Portsmouth, NH 03891
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VI. Software Directories

The following entities publish directories which serve to evaluate and
catalog (but not sell) various educational software products:

Addison-Wesley Books of 1985 Software; list best free public domain
programs running on Apple, IBM, Atari, and Commodore; in THE 12,9:76
(May, 1985)

Apple Educator's Information Booklet. Apple Computer, 10260 Bandley
Dr., Cupertino CA 95014

the Apple Journal of Courseware Review, The Apple Foundation, Box
28426, San Jose, CA 95159

Apple Software Directory. WIDL Video, 5245 W. Diversey Ave., Chicago,
Ill. 60639

The Book of Apple Computer Software. The Book Co., 16720 Hawthorne
Blvd., Lawndale CA 90260. (Has an education section; lists vendors)

Classroom Computer News Directory of Educational Computing Resources,
1983. Intentional Educators, 341 Mt. Auburn St., Watertown, MA 02172

Computer Coursware Catalog. New York: Bilingual Publications and
Computer Services, Inc.

Div2st of Software Reviews: Education; 301 West Mesa, Fresno, CA
93704.

Educational Products Information Exchange (EPIE), Box 839 B, Water
Mill NY 11976. PRO/FILES extensively evaluates microcomputer
courseware and hardware. Also publishes TESS (The Educational
Software Selector), whose 1985 version reviews over 7000 pieces of
educational software; abstracted in Journal of Computer-Based
Instruction 12,3:86 (1985)

Educational Software Directory, Swift Publishing Co., P.O. Elm 188,
Manchaca, TX 78652. (Different editions for different computers; well
indexed)

Educat onal Software Evaluation Consortium (ICCE), University of
Oregon, 1787 Agate St, Eugene, OR 97403-1923; publishes the 1984
Educational Software Preview Guide

Educational Software Sourcebook: First Edition. Fort Worth, TX: Tandy
Corp.

Evaluations: Microware; 7351 Elmbridge Way, Richmond, B.C., Canada V6X
1Be

Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development, 1855
Folsom St., San Francisco CA 94103. Disseminates 1984 Directory of
Resources for Technology in Education
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Hive)y's Choice, 520 E. Bainbridge St., Elizabethtown PA 17022-9989.
Reviews 100 programs in reading/language arts and other subjects

Library Software Review, 520 Riverside Ave., Westport, CT 06880

MicroSIFT Reviews, 300 S.W. 6th Ave., Portland, OR 97204.

Personal Software, Box 2919, Boulder, CO 80322

School Microware Reviews, Dresden Associates, Box 246, Dresden, ME
04342

SECTOR (Special Education Computer Technology Online Resources)
Project, Exceptional Child Center, UMC-68, Utah State University,
Logan, UT 84322

The Software Catalog, Elsevier Science Publishing Co., Inc., P.O. Box
1663, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10163; 5 editions cater to
various interests, but none specifically to education.

Software Locator Survey Results, Associated Technology Software, RT2
Box 448, Estill Springs, TN 37330

Software Reports (Guide to Evaluated Educational Software), 2101 Las
Palmas Dr., Carlsbad, CA 92008 -or- from Trade Service Publications,
Inc., 10996 Torreyana Rd., San Diego, CA 92121

Software Review, Microform Review, 520 Riverside Ave, Westport, CT
06880

Vanloves Apple II/III Software Directory. Vital Information, Inc.
7899 Mastin Dr., Overland Park, Kansas 66204

Some Upcoming Publications

Bridwell, Lillian, Parker Johnson, and Stephen Brehe. Forthcoming.
Composing and computers: Case studies of experienced writers. In
Matsuhashi, Ann (Ed.), Writing in real time: Modelling production
processes. New York: Longman.

According to Schwartz and Bridwell (1984:72-3), this article
"Traces how eight experienced writers used different composing
processes as they 1Larned to write with a word processing program.
Discusses implications for introducing word processing to students in
writing class."

Bridwell, Lillian, Geoffry Sirc, and Robert Brooke. Forthcoming.
Revising and computing. In Freedman, Sarah (Ed.), The acquisition of
written language: Revision and response. Norwood, NJ: Ablex.

According to Schwartz and Bridt.!ell (1984:73), this article
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"Reports on the ways five undergraduate students used word processing
for revision, irawing upon an absolute keystroke record of the
writers' revision on the computer. Also discusses responses from a
survey of students who have used computers for writing in The
University of Minnesota's Composition Program."

Cook, V.J., and D. Fass. Natural language processing by computer and
Language teaching. manuscript; shows applications of parsing to CALL.

Corbett, Grenville G., Kurshid Ahman, Margaret Rogers, and Roland
Sussex have a book entitled 'Computers in language learning: An
introduction for Teachers': Cambridge University Press. Due out late
1984.

Davies, Graham. Talking BASIC. Holt-Saunders (Cassell); focus on
string handling; due out April, 1985.

Freedman, Sarah (Ed.). The acquisition of written language: Revision
and response. Norwood, NJ: Ablex. Will contain report of
computer-assisted research into writing process by Bridwell, Lillian,
Geoffrey Sirc. and Robert Brooke: "Revis--g and computing."

Jones, Chris. Preparing a book on CALL to appear in the Longman
handbook series.

Leech, Geoffrey, and Christopher Candlin (Eds.). Computers and the
English language. Longman.

Lian, A.-P. 1985 (forthcoming). An exprimental computer-assisted
listening comprehension system. Review de Phonetique Appliquee.

Matsuhashi, Ann (Ed.). Writing in real time: Modelling production
processes. New York: Longman. Will contain research dealing with
writing and word processing by Bridwell, Lillian, Parker Johnson , and
Stephen Brehe: "Composing and Computers: Case studies of experienced
writers."

Undated Publications

Publications for which publication date is unknown to this
bibliographer:

Bell, Frederick H. Apple programming for learning and teaching.
Reston, VA: Reston Publishing Co. ; noted in T.H.E. Journal 11,7:85
(1984).

Burrows, S., and T. Burrows. Improving CAI in BASIC. Eugene, OR:
International Council for Computers in Education; noted in T.H.E.
Journal 13,1:39 (1985) .

Chambers. J., and J. Sprecher. Computer-assisted instruction: Its use
in the classroom. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc.; noted in
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T.H.E. Journal 11,7:66 (1984).

Charniak, E., and Y. Wilks, Eds. Fundamamental Studies in Computer
Science 4: Computational Semantics. Amsterdam: North Holland Pub. Co.

Collins, Allan. Teaching Reading and Writing with Persona] Computers.
Cambridge: Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc.

Computers in composition instruction. Eugene, OR Internatthnal
Council for Computers in Education; noted in T.H.E. Journal 11,8:72
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